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From the Director

Over the last eight years, under the leadership of Director Konrad contributed to the conclusion that Arctic sea ice reached its lowest
Steffen, CIRES has enjoyed steadily increasing research support minimum recorded extent in 2012. Long-term detailed studies of
matched by rising productivity and growth in scientific staff. In July the Greenland ice sheet by CIRES scientists showed that movement
2012, Director Steffen left CIRES to meet a strong challenge from the of the ice sheet toward the Greenland coast may accelerate when inSwiss University ETH, which incorporates a number of large research creased meltwater reaches the bottom of the ice sheet; water lubriunits comparable to CIRES. Dr. Steffen, who is Swiss, will lead the cates the movement of ice over rock.
The National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC), which holds
ETH Institute for Forest, Snow and Landscape Research. CIRES feels
a global archive of information on ice and climate related to cold
a great loss but will have continuing research ties with Dr. Steffen.
CIRES now enters a new era in which the Fellows choose a new regions, was honored during the past year with Presidential and State
Director to be reviewed for approval by the University of Colorado. awards for its successful commitment to drastic diminution of energy use in support of the massive, power-hungry
The new Director’s appointment will be a natural
computing equipment that is necessary for maintime for CIRES to consider current issues, includtenance of global records on ice and climate. A
ing an increasingly difficult funding environment
renovation plan that was surprisingly simple in defor science. A happy coincidence is that CIRES
sign reduced power use for the NSIDC data center
received in August 2012 from the NOAA Coopby more than 90 percent.
erative Institute Program approval for a new coopCIRES scientists presented evidence at the naerative agreement with a five-year term and a scope
tional and state level in a controversy over nutriof work matching that of CIRES in recent years.
ent (phosphorus, nitrogen) regulation to protect
Under this stimulus, the collaboration between
quality of inland waters nationwide. Some scienCIRES and NOAA scientists in Boulder will contists have concluded that regulation of nitrogen is
tinue to thrive.
not necessary if phosphorus is regulated. Others
Achievements of CIRES scientists for FY2012
see evidence, particularly of recent derivation, that
(July 2011–June 2012) extended over the broad
nitrogen regulation is critical as well. Individual
CIRES environmental research agenda, which instates have taken varied positions on this regulatocludes physical, chemical, and biological aspects
ry issue. Colorado during 2012, partly in response
of environment as well as the human dimension
to evidence presented by CIRES scientists, ruled
of environmental analysis. Studies of atmospheric
through its Water Quality Control Commission to
chemistry, a special strength of CIRES and its
Dr. William M. Lewis, Jr. proceed
with dual regulatory control of nitrogen
NOAA partner, produced advances in understandand phosphorus pollution of waters.
ing of atmospheric soot, fossil fuel combustion,
The active Solid Earth Sciences Division of CIRES in 2012 released
and bacteria suspended in the air. CIRES and NOAA collaborators
continued their intensive collaboration on the study of the effects of information on measurements of Earth’s crustal movement along the
the 2010 Gulf of Mexico Deepwater Horizon oil spill on air quality. Rio Grande Rift, which extends from Colorado’s Rocky Mountains to
While the immediate concern of the spill was environmental damage Mexico. A specialized GPS system that measures crustal movements
to the aquatic environment, these scientists showed that the strategy as small as 1 millimeter over a distance of 1,000 kilometers showed
of burning oil to remove it from the water surface produced more than widespread crustal movement around the rift but no indication of
1 million pounds of black carbon in the form of soot. Data produced strong localized movement, as might be associated with large earthby these scientists will guide oil spill management in the future as air quakes. Small earthquakes will happen, but disasters are unlikely.
CIRES sees well-supported opportunities to advance environmental
pollution joins other concerns that determine the response to spills.
CIRES scientists participated in a landmark study of fossil fuel science in the coming year.
combustion showing, contrary to expectation, that gasoline is less
desirable than diesel fuel as a producer of some types of air pollution that are of environmental concern. In addition, CIRES scientists
documented the presence of surprisingly high abundances of bacteria
derived from dog feces in the urban atmosphere, suggesting the existence of unresolved air pollution problems associated with pets.
Global climate with a focus on ice sheets continued to be a major William M. Lewis, Jr.
interest of several working groups within CIRES. CIRES scientists Interim Director of CIRES
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Freeze...Flow...Vaporize... And Repeat.
From solid to liquid to gas, water is the only
natural substance that exists in all three physical states at temperatures normally found on
Earth. Its deceptively humble structure—one
oxygen and two hydrogen atoms—endows it
with unique properties: It expands when frozen, so ice floats instead of sinks; it absorbs
large amounts of heat before getting hot,
buffering temperatures; its surface tension allows water to move through plant roots and
blood through capillaries; and as the “universal solvent,” water dissolves more substances
than any other liquid. Cycling continuously
among its many forms—snow, ice, freshwater, saline, vapor—water sculpts the landscape, moderates the climate, and makes life
on Earth possible, while also driving our curiosity about life on planets beyond our own.
Although water covers most of Earth, less
than 3 percent is freshwater. Worldwide,
changes are occurring that strain the supply
and demand structure of this vital resource.
The global population now exceeds 7 billion
people, 1.1 billion of which lack access to safe

drinking water. As our numbers increase,
we will need more water for drinking, as
well as to grow food and provide sanitation.
At the same time, warming temperatures are
altering the hydrologic cycle and changing
the amount, timing, and quality of freshwater resources.
Understanding freshwater resources is an
interdisciplinary problem requiring an interdisciplinary approach. Observing and
understanding the processes affecting fresh-

water systems in the past and in the present;
identifying and projecting future stressors;
and evaluating the capacity of human and
ecological systems to adapt, are all necessary
to meet the challenge of sustaining freshwater
resources.
CIRES has emerged as an international
leader in water research. The FY2012 CIRES Annual Report highlights cutting-edge
research by CIRES scientists that focuses on
the 21st-century challenge of water.

A

s has been the practice at CIRES, each Annual Report highlights
how CIRES brings interdisciplinary expertise to bear on a specific
environmental issue. This Annual Report showcases CIRES research
related to sustainability of freshwater resources. Throughout the document, high-impact research is specifically called out. The work and accomplishments profiled are not
comprehensive in terms of all the water-related work at the Institute, just the tip of the
iceberg, so to speak, but they exemplify the breadth of expertise within CIRES. Watch
for the above water-molecule icon, indicating a Water Box, throughout the report.
2012 Annual Report
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CIRES: World-Class 		
World Science

Since its inception in 1967, the
Cooperative Institute for Research in
Environmental Sciences (CIRES) at the
University of Colorado Boulder has
emerged as an international leader in
research that addresses the pressing
challenges facing our planet. The scope of
scientific accomplishments over fiscal year
2012 (FY2012, July 1, 2011, through June
30, 2012) illustrates the continuation of
this tradition, and how CIRES continues to
help NOAA support and meet its strategic
goals. In support of the NOAA paradigm
of Science in Service to Society, CIRES continues to coordinate and communicate
relevant research to decision makers and
the public.

Vision and Mission
As a world leader in environmental
sciences, CIRES is committed to
identifying and pursuing innovative
research in Earth system science and
fostering public awareness of these
processes to ensure a sustainable
future environment. CIRES is dedicated
to fundamental and interdisciplinary
research targeted at all aspects of
Earth system science, and to communicating these findings to the global
scientific community, to decision
makers, and to the public.
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A Guide to the CIRES Annual Report FY2012
The scope of research and accomplishments
outlined in the CIRES FY12 Annual Report
transcends many departments at the University of Colorado, divisions within the NOAA
Earth System Research Laboratory, and traditional academic sectors. This Annual Report
is an accounting of the collaborative research
goals, including those described in the CIRES-NOAA workplan, year two. This report
is organized in four main sections. First is the
Executive Summary, which includes details
about the CIRES organization and highlights

FY12 accomplishments. The subsequent sections outline CIRES People and Projects,
followed by Theme Reports. The latter are
organized by NOAA’s six scientific themes as
identified in the Cooperative Agreement—
advanced modeling and observing systems,
climate system variability, geodynamics, planetary metabolism, regional processes, and integrating activities. The final section outlines
Measures of Achievements within CIRES,
including publications, honors, and important
activities.

This Is CIRES
The Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences (CIRES) was established in 1967
to facilitate collaboration between the University of
Colorado Boulder and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). CIRES’s original
and continuing purpose is to support NOAA goals by
facilitating interdisciplinary studies that crosscut traditional
scientific fields and transcend the many facets of environmental research. CIRES fosters interdisciplinary science through five
centers—the National Snow and Ice Data Center, the Center
for Limnology, the Center for Science and Technology Policy Research, the Climate Diagnostics
Center, and the Earth Science and Observation Center. Such interdisciplinary combinations provide unique opportunities for discovery and for application of knowledge to meet societal needs.
The work of the CIRES enterprise strengthens the scientific foundation upon which NOAA’s
many services depend, and allows coordinated studies on a scale that could not be addressed by
university research units or by NOAA alone.

University of Colorado
Boulder

CIRES Divisions

Programs

Cryospheric and Polar Processes

Education & Outreach

Aerospace Engineering Sciences

Ecosystem Science

Western Water Assessment

Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences

Environmental Chemistry

Chemistry and Biochemistry

Environmental Observations, Modeling,
and Forecasting

NOAA at Boulder Earth System
Research Laboratory (ESRL)

Solid Earth Sciences

Chemical Sciences Division

Weather and Climate Dynamics

Global Monitoring Division

Civil, Environmental, and
Architectural Engineering
Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Global Systems Division

Geography

Interdisciplinary Research Centers

Geological Sciences

Climate Diagnostics Center

Molecular, Cellular, and
Developmental Biology

Center for Limnology

NOAA Centers
National Geophysical Data Center

Physics

Center for Science and Technology
Policy Research

Environmental Studies

National Snow and Ice Data Center

Physical Sciences Division

Space Weather Prediction Center

Earth Science and Observation Center
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Governance, Management, and Organization
The governance and management of CIRES
is provided through its Council of Fellows,
an advisory Executive Committee, and the
CIRES Members’ Council. The CIRES Centers (Climate Diagnostics Center, Center for
Limnology, Center for Science and Technology Policy Research, National Snow and Ice
Data Center, and Earth Science and Observation Center) link NOAA to 11 different university departments. Coordination among all
these entities is facilitated through the Communications group.

The CIRES Team

FY2011

FY2012

22

20

Faculty Lines
CIRES Fellows

47

47

Research Scientists

193

187

Associate Scientists

228

237

Visiting Scientists

29

32

Postdoctoral Researchers

28

26

Administrative Staff

32

38

Graduate Students

96

101

Undergraduate Students

86

76

CIRES Organizational Structure
Vice Chancellor for Research
Dean of the Graduate School
Executive Committee

Director

Members’ Council

Council of Fellows

Associate Director

Executive Assistant to the Director

Directors of CIRES
Divisions
• Cryospheric and Polar
Processes
• Ecosystem Science
• Environmental
Chemistry
• Environmental
Observations, Modeling,
and Forecasting
• Solid Earth Sciences
• Weather and Climate
Dynamics
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NOAA Lab Directors
Tenure-Track
Faculty

Science Staff
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Associate Director
for Administration

Associate Director
for Science

Administration
Staff

Science
Communications

Center Directors
• Center for Limnology
• Center for Science
and Technology Policy
Research
• Climate Diagnostics
Center
• Earth Science and
Observation Center
• National Snow and Ice
Data Center

Council of Fellows

The Council of Fellows (see page 10) constitutes the “Board of Directors” and chief
governing body of CIRES. It is comprised
of individuals with an outstanding record of
achievement and ability in diverse areas of
environmental sciences. They are university
faculty, senior research scientists, or government scientists who form the core leadership
of the Institute. Their responsibilities are
to 1) provide leadership at all levels in environmental science, 2) maintain an active
scientific research and education program,
3) support the CIRES infrastructure through
indirect cost recovery and in-kind contributions, 4) participate in CIRES management,
and 5) contribute interdisciplinary expertise
and participate in collaborative work. As a
group, they personify the spirit of collaboration that is the founding principle of the
NOAA Cooperative Institutes Program. Exofficio individuals include representatives of
the Members’ Council and CIRES administration. Fellows meetings are held monthly
during the academic year. The Council of
Fellows met seven times during FY12: Sept.
15, Oct. 20, and Dec. 15 of 2011; and Jan.
19, Feb. 9, March 22, and April 26 of 2012.

sociate Scientist, and Administrative Associate.
Nominations are made once yearly, and the
committee’s recommendations are forwarded
to the Director for consideration and action.

Fellows Appointment Committee

Fellows of CIRES are selected by two-thirds
vote of the Council of Fellows and are appointed or reappointed by the Director of CIRES
with the concurrence of the Vice Chancellor for
Research and the Dean of the Graduate School.
New Fellow nominations are considered by the
Council of Fellows once yearly, drawing from
the community of scientists at the University
of Colorado Boulder and NOAA. Theme leaders present cases for appointment of new Fellows to the Council of Fellows. The initial appointment of any new CIRES Fellow is for two
years, and continuing-term reappointments are
for five years. Qualifications for reappointment
are the same as for the initial appointment, except that the established record of the appointee must show evidence of commitment to the
affairs of CIRES.

Diversity Committee

The Executive Committee assists and advises
the Director in matters regarding day-to-day
management of the Institute. Members of the
Executive Committee include the Associate
Directors of CIRES’s six divisions, two Fellows
elected at-large for two-year terms (renewable
for one term), and two Members’ Council
members. The Associate Director for Administration, Associate Director for Science, and
the Director’s Executive Assistant are ex-officio
members of the committee.

Recent studies highlight that fewer underrepresented minorities are pursuing careers in
science, especially in higher education. To increase diversity is a major challenge scientists
and educators face, and CIRES has made it a
priority to extend its knowledge and community to include more diverse ethnic groups and
improve gender balance. Toward that end, the
Diversity Committee was created in 2010 and
is working to achieve this goal. The Committee
works with CIRES Education and Outreach,
the Communications group, and scientists and
staff to identify opportunities for CIRES to
make a difference in this vital work to enrich
our science and enhance our mission.

Career Track Committee

Members’ Council

Executive Committee

This committee is charged with consideration
of all nominations for promotion within the
CIRES career tracks of Research Scientist, As-

The CIRES Members’ Council was created in
1997 to act as an information and policy conduit between CIRES leadership and Institute

members. To provide uniform representation,
the CIRES membership is divided geographically into eight groups that comprise various
divisions and centers across the Institute, with
representation reflecting the size of each group.
From the council, two delegates to the CIRES
Council of Fellows and Executive Committee
are elected to serve as the liaison between these
governing bodies and the Members’ Council.
The Members’ Council, which meets monthly,
then serves as a direct line of communication
to the Member population at large. At these
meetings, the council hears members’ inquiries
and concerns, discusses and develops potential
solutions to any outstanding issues, and works
directly with CIRES leadership to implement
these solutions. Additionally, the Members’
Council performs regular service to the Institute by, for example, sponsoring the annual
Rendezvous Symposium, the Awards Committee for CIRES Outstanding Performance
Awards, and the CIRES Bike Share Program.

Special Committees

Additional special committees are appointed as
needed by the Director. These include Faculty
Search committees, the University Academic
Review and Planning Advisory Committee,
Award Committee, Faculty Promotion committees, and others. They are created as the
need arises, exist to accomplish a specific task,
and are then disbanded.

Other CIRES Committees:
Visiting Fellows Committee
Distinguished Lecture Committee
Graduate Student Research
Fellowship Committee
Innovative Research
Program Committee

2012 Annual Report
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Council of Fellows (July 1, 2011–June 30, 2012)
Waleed Abdalati Associate Professor of
Geography; Director of the Earth
Science and Observation Center

Graham Feingold Research Scientist, ESRL CSD

Richard Armstrong CIRES Senior Research
Scientist in the National Snow and Ice Data
Center (NSIDC); Associate Director of the
Cryospheric and Polar Processes Division

Baylor Fox-Kemper Assistant Professor of
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences

Benjamin Balsley Research Professor and
CIRES Senior Research Scientist
Stan Benjamin Chief of Assimilation and Modeling Branch, ESRL Global Systems Division

Noah Fierer Associate Professor of Ecology
and Evolutionary Biology

Timothy Fuller-Rowell CIRES Senior Research
Scientist, NOAA Space Weather Prediction
Center
Vijay Gupta Professor of Civil, Environmental,
and Architectural Engineering

Maxwell Boykoff Assistant Professor of Environmental Studies

Michael Hardesty Senior Scientist and Program Lead, Atmospheric Remote Sensing,
ESRL CSD; Associate Director of the Environmental Observations, Modeling, and
Forecasting Division

John Cassano Associate Professor of Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences

José-Luis Jiménez Associate Professor of
Chemistry and Biochemistry

Thomas Chase Associate Professor of Civil,
Environmental, and
Architectural Engineering

Craig Jones Associate Professor of Geological
Sciences

Roger Bilham Professor of Geological
Sciences

Xinzhao Chu Associate Professor of Aerospace
Engineering
Shelley Copley Professor of Molecular, Cellular,
and Developmental Biology
Joost de Gouw CIRES Senior Research Scientist, ESRL Chemical Sciences Division (CSD)
Lisa Dilling Assistant Professor of Environmental Studies
Randall Dole Deputy Director for Research,
ESRL Physical Sciences Division (PSD);
Associate Director of the Weather and
Climate Dynamics Division
David Fahey Research Physicist and Program
Lead, Atmospheric Composition and
Chemical Processes, ESRL CSD
Christopher Fairall Chief, Weather and Climate
Physics Branch, ESRL PSD
Lang Farmer Professor and
Department Chair of Geological Sciences
Fred Fehsenfeld CIRES Senior Research Scientist, ESRL CSD; Co-Associate Director of the
Environmental Chemistry Division
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William M. Lewis, Jr. Professor of Ecology and
Evolutionary Biology; Director of the Center
for Limnology; Interim Director of CIRES
Peter Molnar Professor of Geological Sciences
Steve Montzka Research Chemist, ESRL Global
Monitoring Division
William Neff Senior Scientist and
Director, ESRL PSD

Anne Sheehan Professor of Geological Sciences; Associate Director of the Solid Earth
Sciences Division
Robert Sievers Professor of Chemistry and
Biochemistry; Director of the CU-Boulder
Environmental Program
Konrad Steffen Professor of Geography; Director of CIRES
Margaret Tolbert Distinguished Professor of
Chemistry and Biochemistry; Co-Associate
Director of the
Environmental Chemistry Division
William Travis Associate Professor of Geography; Director of the Center for Science and
Technology Policy
Research
Greg Tucker Associate Professor of Geological
Sciences
Veronica Vaida Professor of Chemistry and
Biochemistry
Rainer Volkamer Assistant Professor of Chemistry and Biochemistry
Carol Wessman Professor of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology; Associate Director of the
Ecosystem Science Division
Tingjun Zhang CIRES Senior Research
Scientist, NSIDC

Steven Nerem Professor of Aerospace Engineering

Emeritus Fellows
Susan Avery Former CIRES Director;

David Noone Associate Professor of Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences

Former Professor of Electrical and
Computer Engineering
Roger Barry Distinguished Professor of Geography; Director of the
World Data Center for Glaciology
John Birks Professor of Chemistry
and Biochemistry
George Reid Senior Scientist, ESRL
CSD (deceased)
Doug Robertson Retired NOAA
National Ocean Service, National
Geodetic Survey
Hartmut Spetzler Professor Emeritus
of Geological Sciences

Judith Perlwitz CIRES Research
Scientist III, ESRL PSD
Roger Pielke, Jr. Professor of Environmental
Studies
Balaji Rajagopalan Associate Professor of Civil,
Environmental, and
Architectural Engineering
Prashant Sardeshmukh CIRES Senior Research
Scientist, ESRL PSD; Director of the Climate
Diagnostics Center
Mark Serreze Professor of Geography; Director of the National Snow and Ice Data
Center

CIRES Centers
The Centers within the CIRES enterprise provide the functional link between NOAA
and 11 different departments at the University of Colorado Boulder. The goal is that
the Centers provide an environment to develop collaboration and facilitate partnerships between federal and academic entities.

Climate Diagnostics Center

The mission of the Climate Diagnostics Center (CDC) is to improve our understanding of
global climate interactions to improve regional
climate predictions, and to train the next generation of climate scientists in advanced climate
system diagnosis and prediction. Research disciplines include but are not limited to the atmospheric sciences, oceanography, stochastic
dynamics and physics, remote sensing, numerical computational methods, computer sciences,
data management, and complex dynamical systems analysis. An integration of these disciplines
is required to transfer improvements in the
understanding of climate processes to improvements in the models and methods used for climate predictions.

CDC Research Highlight
The Twentieth Century Reanalysis (20CR) project
was a major international effort led by CDC and
NOAA to produce a comprehensive global atmospheric circulation data set spanning the period
1871 to the present. The data set has already proven
to be a valuable resource to the climate research
community for climate model validations and
diagnostic studies. The journal article describing its
development and main features has already been
cited more than 70 times in the first year since publication, and the data acquired was deemed one of
the “Great Long-Term Datasets in all of Science”by
Wired magazine.

Center for Limnology

The Center for Limnology makes ecologically
oriented studies of inland waters: lakes, streams,
and wetlands. The goals of the center are to
provide visibility and continuity and technical
support for interdisciplinary studies involving
inland aquatic ecosystems, to maintain undergraduate training programs and individualized
undergraduate instruction in the science of
aquatic ecosystems, to attract and use research
funds for the collection and analysis of data on
aquatic ecosystems, to publish and disseminate
research findings in the open literature, to participate at the national and international level in the
study of important questions relating to aquatic
ecosystems, and to help resolve important problems related to either the basic science or applied
science of inland waters.

Limnology
Research Highlight

T

he overgrowth of aquatic plants and
algae can strangle a lake or stream—
producing toxic algal blooms, depriving fish
of oxygen, and tainting the water’s smell,
taste, and appearance. While phosphorus
has received the most attention for fueling
that growth, research is shedding light on
another equally important nutrient, nitrogen. CIRES scientists from the Center for
Limnology presented evidence at the national and state level in a controversy over
nutrient (phosphorus, nitrogen) regulation
to protect quality of inland waters nationwide. Some scientists have concluded that
regulation of nitrogen is not necessary if
phosphorus is regulated. Others see evidence, particularly of recent derivation, that
nitrogen regulation is critical as well. Individual states have taken varied positions on
this regulatory issue. Colorado during 2012,
partly in response to evidence presented
by CIRES scientists, ruled through its Water
Quality Control Commission to proceed
with dual regulatory control of nitrogen
and phosphorus pollution of waters.

Center for Science and Technology
Policy Research

The Center for Science and Technology Policy Research (CSTPR) was established within
CIRES in 2001 to conduct research, education,
and outreach at the interface of science, technology, and the needs of decision makers in public
and private settings. The Center focuses on the
intersection of the environment and society, applying the social and policy sciences to problems
of environmental change, management, and sustainability. Much of the work at CSTPR poses
questions about how people and institutions
make decisions under uncertainty; how perception and technical information influence choices; and how, over time, those choices affect the
co-evolution of science, technology, and policy.

CSTPR Research Highlight
CSTPR researchers completed a five-year NSF
“SPARC”(Science Policy Assessment and Research
on Climate) project, which resulted in more than
11 master’s theses and dissertations, as well as
200 mostly peer-reviewed publications. Numerous
workshops were conducted that directly engaged
science policy practitioners from around the world,
advancing SPARC’s goal of a highly integrated
research and outreach agenda. A handbook on usable science was also written for practitioners. The
book summarized SPARC research findings and was
widely distributed across the community.

2012 Annual Report
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The mission of the National Snow and Ice Data
Center (NSIDC) is to advance understanding
of Earth’s frozen realms: the floating sea ice
cover, lake ice, glaciers, ice sheets, snow cover,
and frozen ground, collectively known as the
cryosphere. Major areas of research at NSIDC
include processes driving the downward trend
in Arctic sea ice extent; environmental impacts
of this sea ice loss both within and beyond the
Arctic; the behavior of the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets; Himalayan glaciers and their
contributions to sea level rise; links among
snowfall, temperature and streamflow; and the
implications of changes in Earth’s permafrost.
Informatics research includes developing alternative database structures to search vast data
volumes to answer science questions; developing technologies to make NSIDC data more
visible to more researchers; and enhancing data
discovery through semantic interoperability.
NSIDC also has a broad scope of education
and outreach efforts.

NASA/Jefferson Beck

NSIDC Research Highlight
Scientists studying changes in the mass balance
of polar ice and its potential contribution to global
sea level change can now access data from NASA’s
IceBridge mission via NSIDC. IceBridge addresses
the gap between ICESat-I, which concluded
operations in early 2010, and the next satellite,
and ICESat-II, which is planned for launch in 2015.
Begun in 2009, IceBridge is a six-year campaign
of annual flights over the poles. The aircraft
carry an array of instruments to map ice surface
topography, bedrock topography beneath the ice
sheets, and grounding line position. During 2011,
NSIDC published more than 40 unique IceBridge
data sets, and efforts are ongoing. NSIDC also
developed the IceBridge Data Portal, a Web-based
tool for easily finding flight reports and science
data for a selected flight.

10
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National Snow and Ice Data Center

Earth Science and Observation Center

The Earth Science and Observation Center
(ESOC) provides a focus for the development
and application of modern remote-sensing
techniques used in the research of all aspects
of Earth sciences at CU-Boulder. The aim is
to work on all scales of problems, from technique development in small test sites to understanding pattern and process on regional
and global scales. A long-term goal of ESOC
research is to investigate problems in global
geosciences—questions of global change, in
particular—through remote-sensing observations. ESOC had seven faculty associates during FY12, 20 graduate students, eight postdocs, and four visiting fellows.

The sun reflects over thin sea ice and a few
floating icebergs near the Denmark Strait off
of eastern Greenland, as seen from NASA’s
P-3B aircraft on April 14, 2012.

ESOC Research Highlight
The polar middle and upper atmosphere provides
a unique natural laboratory for studying the complex physical, chemical, and dynamical processes
in Earth’s atmosphere and space environment.
However, very little is known in the altitude range
of 100 to 200 kilometers because observations
are extremely difficult to make. The first lidar
discovery of neutral iron (Fe) layers with gravity
wave signatures in the thermosphere up to 155
kilometers made by the Chu Research Group at
McMurdo, Antarctica, is a breakthrough in the upper atmosphere research. Not only is this the first
time for a single instrument to trace gravity waves
from 30 to 155 kilometers, but also it enables the
first direct measurements of neutral temperatures
deep into the E-region, revealing the neutral-ion
coupling and aurora-enhanced Joule heating. The
new observations of Fe, neutral temperatures, and
gravity waves up to 155 kilometers have opened
the door to exploring the neutral polar thermosphere with ground-based instruments.

Interdisciplinary Programs

iStock photo

A vibrant research environment is fostered through a number of programs and initiatives designed to stimulate interdisciplinary collaborations among CIRES, NOAA, and
university departments.

CIRES programs, such as the Western Water Assessment, serve society with timely science. Above: Horseshoe Bend of the Colorado River near Page, Ariz.

Western Water Assessment

The Western Water Assessment (WWA) is
CIRES’s signature integrating activity, relying
on multidisciplinary teams of experts in climate,
hydrology, ecology, law, and policy to work with
decision makers across the Intermountain West
to produce policy-relevant information about
climate variability and change. WWA is one
of 11 NOAA-funded Regional Integrated Sciences and Assessments (RISA) programs across
the country. By building relationships with
networks of decision makers, WWA is able to
develop practical research programs and use-

ful information products. WWA’s mission is to
identify and characterize regional vulnerabilities
to—and impacts of—climate variability and
change, and to develop information, products,
and processes to assist decision makers throughout the Intermountain West. WWA addresses
NOAA’s mission, strategic goals, and crosscutting priorities, as well as other Congressional
NOAA mandates, including the U.S. Global
Change Research Act and the U.S. Climate
Change Science Program.
wwa.colorado.edu

WWA Research Highlight
As part of the Southwest Climate Alliance, a
consortium of research organizations in the
Southwest, WWA helped develop a technical input report on the Southwest Region for
the USGCRP National Climate Assessment.
This effort brought together a diverse set of
scientists to craft an IPCC-style, peer-reviewed
assessment of scientific findings on climate
variability and climate change in the six-state
region. WWA researchers served as authors on
many chapters and were lead authors on the
chapters “Water,”“Solutions for a Sustainable
Southwest,” and “Uncertainty.”
2012 Annual Report
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Visiting Fellows

CIRES annually conducts a competitive Visiting Fellows program that promotes collaborative research at the forefront of scientific
knowledge. Visiting Fellows conduct interdisciplinary research in areas spanning the scope
of the CIRES research portfolio. Fellowships of
up to one year are awarded to Ph.D. scholars
(postdoctoral fellowships) and faculty planning sabbatical leave (sabbatical fellowships). A
committee comprised of CIRES Fellows is responsible for the review of all applications for
CIRES Visiting Fellowships. The committee
chooses those best qualified for a sabbatical or
postdoctoral fellowship and submits that slate
to the Fellows Council for final discussion and
selection. Selections for the Visiting Fellows
program are based in part on the likelihood of
interactions between the Visiting Fellows and
CIRES scientists and the degree to which both
parties will benefit from the exchange of new
ideas. To further this goal, priority is given to
candidates with research experience at institutions outside the Boulder scientific community.
Since 1967, CIRES has awarded more than 280
Visiting Fellowships. Recipients have included
previous CIRES Directors Susan Avery and
Konrad Steffen.
cires.colorado.edu/collaboration/fellowships

2012 CIRES Visiting Fellows
Fellow

Sponsor

Jeffrey Amato

L. Farmer

Franco Biondi

T. Chase

Stuart Bradley

W. Neff, M. Hardesty

Lindsay Chapman

W. Lewis,
J. McCutchan

Jean-Francois
Doussin

V. Vaida

Brian Ebel

G. Tucker

Steven Hansen

A. Sheehan

Mark Hemer

B. Fox-Kemper

Shao-Meng Li

J. De Gouw

Bjorn-Ola Linner

R. Pielke, Jr.

Ben Livneh

C. Wessman

Xian Lu

X. Chu

Ralph Milliff

B. Fox-Kemper

Kyung-Eun Min

F. Fehsenfeld

Arnaud Temme

G. Tucker

Dan Yakir

D. Noone, S. Montzka
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Innovative Research Programs

The purpose of the CIRES-wide competitive Innovative Research Program (IRP) is to stimulate
a creative research environment within CIRES
and to encourage synergy among disciplines
and research colleagues. The program encourages novel, unconventional, and/or fundamental
research that may quickly provide concept viability or rule out further consideration. Activities are not tightly restricted and can range from
instrument development, lab testing, and field
observations to model advancement. Funded
projects are inventive, often opportunistic, and
do not necessarily have an immediate practical application or guarantee of success. Each
year, an interdisciplinary committee of CIRES
Fellows selects the award recipients. The com-

mittee reviews all the research proposals and
recommends to the CIRES Director for funding those that are the most inventive and bridge
boundaries between traditional disciplines. The
results of IRP research are presented the following year at a poster reception. For the 14th
annual Innovative Research Program, three
additional IRP awards were made to support
CIRES’s Energy and Environment Initiative.
This initiative is focused on the environmental
effects of the production and use of present and
future energy sources. More details on the Energy and Environment Initiative can be found at
http://cires.colorado.edu/science/initiatives/ee/.
cires.colorado.edu/science/pro/irp

Innovative Research Program Awards 2012
Project

CIRES and NOAA Investigators

Cropland, soil moisture, and recent heat waves

T Chase, EC Gill, K Wolter, and RJ Pielke Sr.

MiniCam 600-680 nm sensor for the PolarCube
Satellite

D Gallaher, T Scambos, and W Meier

Developing an ensemble prediction system for
operational space weather forecasting

CA de Koning and G Millward

Testing a silver bullet: Evaluation of mechanisms
that link COS and 18O in CO2 to gross ecosystem
uptake of CO2

D Noone, M Berkelhammer, J Miller, C Sweeney, and
D Yakir

Chemopreventive aerosols to reduce dysplasia

RE Sievers and SP Cape

Validating and enhancing airborne lidar snow depth
mapping with ground-based lidar

JS Deems

Nighttime aerosol optical depth measurements in
the Arctic: Development of a lunar photometer for
use in Barrow, Alaska

RS Stone, EG Dutton, J Wendell, and D Longenecker

Emissions of hydrogen sulfide and other air toxics
associated with natural gas production using
hydraulic fracturing

C Warneke and M Graus

A new approach to NOx: Applications to diesel
engines, biofuels, and oil and gas emissions

EJ Williams, WP Dube, PM Edwards, and SS Brown

Graduate Research Fellowships

CIRES supports two prestigious student
fellowship programs: the long-established
CIRES Graduate Student Research Fellowship (GSRF) and the ESRL-CIRES Fellowship, awarded to prospective master’s and
doctoral students every other year with the
support of NOAA’s Earth System Research
Laboratory. The fellowships are competitively awarded to new or existing CIRESaffiliated graduate students. A Committee of
CIRES Fellows serves as the review and selection committees for both the CIRES GSRF
and the ESRL-CIRES Fellowships.
cires.colorado.edu/education/cu/gsrf
cires.colorado.edu/education/cu/esrl

CIRES Graduate Student Research
Fellowship Recipients (2012)
Gaddy Bergmann
Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Advisor: Noah Fierer
Sean Haney
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Advisor: Baylor Fox-Kemper
Brett Palm
Analytical/Atmospheric Chemistry
Advisor: Jose-Luis Jimenez
Adriana Raudzens Bailey
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Advisor: David Noone
Joe Rokicki
Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology
Advisor: Shelley Copley
Jessica Weinkle
Environmental Studies
Advisor: Roger Pielke, Jr.

Contributions to NOAA’s Vision
CIRES’s fundamental research priority—to enhance the understanding and prediction of
Earth’s environment—complements NOAA’s priorities. CIRES research supports the four
Mission Goals identified in the NOAA Strategic Plan: Ecosystems, Climate, Weather and
Water, and Commerce and Transportation.

Ecosystem Mission Goal: Protect, restore,
and manage the use of coastal and ocean
resources through an ecosystem approach
to management

CIRES contributes to NOAA’s ecosystem mission goal by implementing new approaches to
monitoring biotic and abiotic conditions in
remote ocean and coastal areas; by improving
forecasts for extreme weather events that impact
coastal areas; and by developing and archiving
new data sets and other information products
that can help assess coastal hazards and support
seafloor research.
A prime example of CIRES contributions to
ecosystem services in FY12 was the novel development, testing, and evaluation of software
that automatically identifies ice seals and derives fractal ice characteristics. The software has
been successfully applied to more than 50,000
images collected by unmanned aircraft systems
over the Arctic. The data can be used to characterize seal habitat and to evaluate changes in

populations. Both the executable and source
codes for this software are freely available.

Climate Mission Goal: Understand climate
variability and change to enhance society’s
ability to plan and respond

CIRES is a world leader in climate science research relevant to NOAA’s climate mission goal.
During FY12, CIRES researchers contributed
significantly to all three categories of NOAA’s
climate-related programs: climate observations
and monitoring, climate research and modeling, and climate service development.
CIRES researchers were fundamental to the
success of data collected during the CalNex
2010 campaign, as well as subsequent analyses.
Measurements from the CalNex campaign provided critical insight into the evolution of aerosol optical properties impacting climate and
visibility in Southern California. The results
will be used by the California Air Resources
Board (CARB) in its efforts to reduce air-qual-

ity degradation across the state.
Instruments developed for the CalNex
2010 campaign have also supported a number of additional studies. The instruments
were deployed to Barbados to study the optical properties of transported Saharan dust. In
addition, they were used by CIRES researchers at the NOAA ESRL site to collect optical
property measurements of biomass burning
aerosol sampled during the Four-Mile Fire
near Boulder, Colo. This data set advances
our understanding of the climate impacts of
biomass burning emissions.
CIRES researchers are also making headway
improving forecasts of aerosol within airquality models, in direct support of NOAA’s
goal of having an operational national particulate matter (PM2.5) aerosol forecasting
system by 2015. Using measurements made
during the 2006 Texas Air Quality Study
field mission of aerosols and their precursors,
in conjunction with a state-of-the-art airquality forecast model, researchers were able
to assess recent developments in the treatment of secondary organic aerosol formation
and its impact on particulate matter aerosol
forecasts.
In winter 2012, acidic trace gases in the
Uintah Basin in Utah were measured by CIRES collaborators as part of a larger study
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Making a Splash:
FY2012 in Review
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that focused on the atmospheric emissions
associated with natural gas production and
the role these emissions play in atmospheric
chemistry. Among the trace gases quantified,
measurements of nitrous acid (HONO)
were particularly important as HONO can
provide a source of free radicals that can potentially initiate ozone chemistry.
Through the NSIDC, CIRES continues to
collect and maintain important cryospheric
data sets for use by the research community.
Ongoing monitoring and analysis of longterm data sets, continue to provide NOAA
with valuable information about the nature of
short- and long-term change in polar regions.
CIRES research has also provided insights
into the drivers of drought, with the ultimate goal of improving predictability. To
enhance understanding of the sensitivity of
North American drought to tropical sea surface temperature (SST), CIRES researchers evaluated the sensitivity of monsoon
regions around the world to tropical SST
changes, with particular emphasis on the
northeast Asian summer monsoon region.
Observations indicate increasing trends of
summer precipitation amount, intensity,
14
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and frequency of extremes over northeast
Asia since the 1960s.
CIRES scientists are also directly engaging
in research to support the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change Fifth Assessment
Report (IPCC AR5). A specific example is
support of the Atmospheric Chemistry and
Climate Model Intercomparison Project
(ACCMIP). Analyses by CIRES and NOAA
partners determined the effects of different
Representative Concentration Pathways on
the distribution of chemical species and on
their deposition at the surface. This will enable improved understanding and modeling
of the effect of atmospheric chemical composition on climate.
CIRES’s broad research portfolio has
also brought the social sciences to bear on
NOAA goals, particularly in decision science. CIRES research conducted in FY12
investigated the conditions under which local decision makers in the West decide to
adapt to increased climate-related risks and
hazards. The results provide insights as to
how to best communicate climate information to the public.

Weather and Water Mission Goal:
Serve society’s needs for weather and
water information

CIRES researchers support NOAA’s mission
to provide essential information on weather
and water by advancing numerical weather
model forecasting through model improvements and assimilation of data collected in
observational field campaigns, ongoing monitoring, and from satellite missions.

Weather

From space to the sky, to the oceans and rivers, CIRES continued its legacy of supporting
NOAA’s forecasting abilities from pure research
through transition to operations.
CIRES researchers continued to engage in
the fundamental research necessary to provide
weather information to support the energy industry. Using a data set of a motion-compensated, high-resolution Doppler lidar offshore wind
measurements, CIRES researchers were able to
better understand the range of atmospheric
conditions—and their spatial and temporal
variability—encountered by offshore wind turbines above the surface at the level of the rotor
blades. This type of information is critical for

determining optimal siting of wind farms, as
well as for short-term projections of wind regimes and, thus, energy production.
CIRES also continued its support of Space
Weather Prediction Center (SPWC) efforts
to improve the prediction of traveling solar
disturbances that impact the geospace environment. Such disturbances, which are associated with both coronal holes and coronal mass ejections (CME) from the sun, can
cause substantial geomagnetic effects leading
to the crippling of satellites, disruption of radio communications, and damage to electric
power grids. During FY12, CIRES scientists
made significant advances in understanding
subsurface velocity flows that affect flare production.
In August 2011, the Hurricane-Weather
Research and Forecasting model (HWRF
v3.4a), which contains the capabilities of
the 2011 operational implementation, was
released by CIRES and NOAA to the research community. Contributions from the
community were incorporated in the revised
HWRF operational model implemented in
May 2012.
CIRES researchers continued to coordinate worldwide development of the Weather
Research and Forecast–Chemistry model
(WRF–Chem) as an air-quality prediction
tool. In May 2012, real-time forecasts using
the WRF/Chem model were used to track
wildfire smoke from the Whitewater-Baldy
fires in New Mexico as they moved north
into Colorado.

Water

CIRES researchers are actively engaged in
water resource issues across the Western U.S.
and beyond.
During FY12, CIRES researchers began
examining the impacts of high dust loads
(observed in 2009 and 2010) and climate
warming on flow in the Colorado River. Initial modeling results show that even under
the strongest warming, timing of runoff is

strongly sensitive to radiative forcing by dust.
Under scenarios of extreme warming, however, volume of runoff becomes less sensitive
to dust deposition. This research is being
directly coordinated with the NOAA NWS
Colorado River Basin Forecast Center.
The statistical and dynamical down-scaled
climate projections for the Colorado River
Basin, including data from the North American Regional Climate Change Assessment
Program (NARCCAP), particularly as it
relates to hydroclimatic processes and variability, were evaluated by a team of CIRES
scientists. From this analysis, researchers determined that soil moisture feedbacks were
important at high elevations in amplifying
warming in summer, and a novel mechanism was proposed for enhanced wintertime
warming that involves soil moisture, atmospheric humidity, and snow.
Researchers also continued important
work related to extreme events and impacts on water resources. Through the
persistent drought of last year, CIRES researchers, in conjunction with the National Integrated Drought Information
Service (NIDIS), briefed decision makers
in both the Colorado River Basin region
and in the Apalachicola-ChattahoocheeFlint Basin about drought and linkages to
La Niña.
CIRES also engaged in activities related
to flood events. As an example, real-time
monitoring of water vapor flux is critical for
assessing extreme precipitation events along
the West Coast of the United States. In
support of the NOAA near-real-time water
vapor flux tool, CIRES scientists and colleagues automated software operations for
nine different NOAA and cooperative agency sites along the U.S West Coast. In FY12
developments were made to allow users to
view Integrated Water Vapor, Total Flux,
and Upslope Flux data spatially on Google
Maps in near real-time.

Commerce and Transportation
Mission Goal: Support the nation’s commerce with information for safe, efficient,
and environmentally sound transportation

In FY12, CIRES contributed to a streamlined, more fully automated, accessible,
and Web-based management and stewardship process for marine geophysical data
in support of seafloor research. Since July
2011, 175 multibeam swath sonar surveys
(631,896 nautical miles) and 44 trackline
(single-beam bathymetry, magnetics, gravity, subbottom, and seismic reflection) surveys (287,000 nautical miles), throughout
all of the world’s oceans, have been added
to the National Geophysical Data Center’s
(NGDC) global marine geophysical archives
by NGDC and CIRES staff. Both national
and international organizations contribute to and retrieve marine geophysical data
from the interactive databases. Marine geophysical data archived at and delivered by
NGDC are currently supporting two specific, ongoing U.S. mapping efforts: the Extended Continental Shelf (ECS) project and
the Integrated Ocean and Coastal Mapping
(IOCM) program.
CIRES and collaborators also improved
public access to a variety of regional and global coastline data sets through development of
an interactive map service, including the addition of a new high-resolution community
coastline data set developed at NGDC. Such
information is mission critical to support
maritime navigation.
In December 2011, CIRES researchers
completed a formal assessment addressing
differences between Rapid Update Cycle
(RUC)–derived and Rapid Refresh (RAP)–
derived Forecast Icing Potential (FIP) and
Current Icing Potential (CIP) icing products
for improved aviation safety. An important
conclusion of this study is that the new
model is more efficient at identifying areas
of potential in-flight icing throughout the
atmosphere.
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CIRES Communications

• Arctic sea ice reaches minimum 2011 extent,

It has long been a part of CIRES’s mission to communicate world-class research in
ways that help inform decision makers and the public about how we can best ensure
a sustainable future environment. Our communications work is coordinated by the
Science Communications Group and involves close collaborations with NOAA, CU–
Boulder, our centers, and international colleagues in academic and government institutions. Through a coordinated multimedia approach, the Communications Group
uses both traditional and innovative methods to convey the outcomes of key research
endeavors to the public. The success of the CIRES communications strategy is exemplified by widespread coverage of our scientific work in, for example: USA Today,
Time, The New York Times, Scientific American, CBS, Discovery, Discovery News, National
Geographic, Nature News BBC, Business Week, MSNBC, Fox News, Science NOW, Science
News, Nature News, and the Los Angeles Times.

• Increased crevasse extent in Greenland may

Press Releases & Videos

2011

• Press release
wVideo

July

• New study details glacier ice loss following
ice shelf collapse.

• Increase in particles high in Earth’s atmo-

sphere has offset some recent climate warming.

• Slowing climate change by targeting gases
other than carbon dioxide

dampen ice sheet sliding.

• Gulf spill fires released more than 1 million
pounds of sooty black carbon into the atmosphere.

• CIRES scientist available to discuss Antarctic
ozone hole recovery paper.

October

Unaffected by climate change in
• El Niño:
st

the 21 -century, but its impacts may be more
severe.

• Climate change major factor in more frequent Mediterranean droughts.

• Bright city lights affect air pollution.

• Scientists explore link between predator-prey November
relationships and rainfall patterns.
• NSIDC receives award for Green Data
Center Design.
• Bacteria from dog feces pervade winter air of
urbanized areas.

• CIRES expert available to talk about Colorado/Washington, D.C., earthquakes.

August

@theCIRESwire

the second lowest in the satellite record.

September

• Air pollution caused by ships plummets

when vessels shift to cleaner, low-sulfur fuels.

youtube.com/user/CIRESvideos

wDavid Gallaher discusses the design and
construction of the Governor’s Sustainability
Award–winning NSIDC project.

December

• USAID, CU–Boulder, and CIRES partner
to study water resources in Asia mountains.

• Gulf oil spill releases a “city’s worth” of pollution into the air.

Facebook/CIRESnews

CIRES Research Highlights
Air Quality Research

Achievements of CIRES scientists for FY12
extended over the broad CIRES environmental research agenda, which includes
physical, chemical, and biological aspects of
environment as well as the human dimension of environmental analysis. Studies of
atmospheric chemistry, a special strength
of CIRES and its NOAA partner, produced
advances in understanding of atmospheric
soot, fossil fuel combustion, and bacteria
suspended in the air.
MEDIA:
• Bacteria from dog feces pervades winter air
of urbanized areas.
• Gasoline worse than diesel when it comes
to some types of air pollution.
• Smoking out an air pollutant’s hot spots
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Continued Insights Related to
Gulf Oil Spill

CIRES and NOAA collaborators continued
their intensive collaboration on the study of
the effects of the Deepwater Horizon oil spill
on air quality. While the immediate concern
of the spill was environmental damage to
the aquatic environment, these scientists
showed that the strategy of burning oil to
remove it from the water surface produced
more than 1 million pounds of black carbon
in the form of soot. Data produced by these
scientists will guide oil spill management in
the future as air pollution joins other concerns that determine the response to spills.
MEDIA:
• Gulf spill fires released more than 1 million
pounds of sooty black carbon into the
atmosphere.
• Chemical measurements confirm official
estimate of Gulf oil spill rate.

2012 Annual Report

Polar Research: Arctic to
Antarctic

Global climate with a focus on ice sheets
continued to be a major interest of several
working groups within CIRES. CIRES scientists contributed to the conclusion that Arctic
sea ice reached its second lowest minimum
recorded extent in 2011. Long-term detailed
studies of the Greenland ice sheet by CIRES
scientists showed that movement of the ice
sheet toward the Greenland coast may accelerate when increased meltwater reaches
the bottom of the ice sheet; water lubricates
the movement of ice over rock.
MEDIA:
• Greenland ice sheet flushing itself away?
• A sea change in the Arctic atmosphere
• Emperor penguins threatened by Antarctic
sea ice loss.

Research Relevant to the Region
CIRES’s world-class researchers not only
bring expertise to bear on global environmental challenges, but also to the issues
that hit close to home. Important findings
emerging from CIRES during FY12 have
implications for regional air, water, and land
resources.
MEDIA:
• Colorado mountain hail may disappear in a
warmer future.
• Earthquake potential in Colorado and New
Mexico

wWhat Is Remote Sensing? CIRES Fellows
Waleed Abdalati and Steven Nerem explain
remote sensing and the need for continued
satellite observations.
wActive Ice. NSIDC Senior Research Scientist
Ted Scambos discusses ice ocean interaction
and the active nature of ice sheets and glaciers.

2012

January

• Colorado mountain hail may disappear in a
warmer future.

• Chemical measurements confirm official
estimate of Gulf oil spill rate.

• Earthquake potential in Colorado and New
Mexico

• Scientists studying the remote ocean atmospheric environment

February

wOzone Mystery: A CIRES and NOAA effort
to understand the cause of high winter ozone
levels in the Uintah Basin in northwest Utah

March

• NSIDC scientist leads Nunavut-Nepal
exchange.

April

• Thawing permafrost 50 million years ago led
to global warm events.

• Greenland ice sheet flushing itself away?

New monitoring system clarifies murky atmospheric questions.

• Smoking out an air pollutant’s hot spots

wBreakthroughs in Renewable Energy.
CIRES’s Suzanne van Drunick and Betsy
Weatherhead convened a panel of top minds in
renewable energy research at the AAAS annual
meeting (2/12).
w“Putting Scientific Breakthroughs to Work
in Support of Renewable Energy” Panel Presentations (4/12). Featuring: Alexander MacDonald (NOAA, ESRL), Dan Arvizu (NREL),
Susan Avery (WHOI), Peter Hauge Madsen
(Technical University of Denmark), and David
Grimes (World Meteorological Organization)

May

• Colorado oil and gas wells emit more pollut-

• Near-term weather forecasts get powerful

• Gasoline worse than diesel when it comes to

• CIRES researchers discover a new type of

ants than expected.

some types of air pollution.

wGasoline Worse Than Diesel for Some Types
of Air Pollution. Former CIRES scientist
Roya Bahreini explains her recent work in Los
Angeles looking at fuel types and their link to
secondary organic aerosol formation.

Photo courtesy of Ang Phula Sherpa

Caught in the Act

F

boost from new computer model.
wave.

• A sea change in the Arctic atmosphere
June

• Emperor penguins threatened by Antarctic
sea ice loss.

or the first time,
the often-dramatic
changes of supraglacial lakes (which sit atop glaciers) have been captured
on camera as they occurred.
After rappelling down ice
cliffs on Nepal’s largest glacier, CIRES graduate student
Ulyana Horodyskyj, a recipient of a 2011–2012 CIRES
Graduate Student Research
Fellowship, installed solarpowered cameras on the moraine to capture time-lapse photography of three lakes’ evolution over the course of four months.
Her work received widespread media attention from titles such
as National Geographic, the BBC, and Scientific American.
What were some of the biggest changes the cameras
captured?
One lake drained at least 10 feet—overnight! It was incredible.

Spheres

This popular periodic publication highlights the
diversity of CIRES research in particular topics.
Spheres science magazine is CIRES’s premier
outreach publication, presenting the Institute’s
research in its divisions and centers. With accessible and entertaining writing and vivid images
donated by the scientists themselves, the magazine’s mission is to convey the full breadth of
research in CIRES to the lay audience.
Each edition carries stories highlighting research funded by the CIRES Innovative Research Program, visiting fellows, and CIRES
graduate students. The CIRES Communication
Group distributes the magazine to Congressmen, NOAA and CU officials, scientists, highschool students, and potential visiting fellows
and graduate students. Staff and scientists also
distribute Spheres at conferences and local events.
Spheres editions published FY12:
Air Spheres
Solid Earth Spheres

Most likely, a crevasse below the lake
opened as the glacier moved forward, forming
a conduit to the glacier’s base. You could just hear the water
flushing.
Did any lakes get bigger?
One lake doubled in size during the month due to monsoon
rains. Falling ice also raised one lake’s water level a total of
28 centimeters, in only two weeks. Ice walls were collapsing almost all the time. Standing near the shore was like
being in a shooting gallery. These initial results reveal that
these lakes can undergo substantial changes in a very short
amount of time.
Why is that important?
When people think about glaciers, they think in terms of
advances and retreats, but glaciers are also shrinking vertically. Supraglacial lakes most likely act as catalysts for this
vertical ice loss. Understanding how these lakes behave and
affect glacier melt is critical—both for estimating the glacier’s
lifespan and for predicting flooding and water surges in villages down-valley.
2012 Annual Report
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Education and Outreach
The research conducted at CIRES provides knowledge that helps society to build
a sustainable future. The CIRES Education and Outreach (EO) group builds bridges
between CIRES research and educators, communicators, students, and scientists.
Its work emphasizes scientific inquiry, access to current research, and foundational
concepts in geosciences education. CIRES scientists often partner with CIRES Education and Outreach as part of their research projects, contribute to education projects
as presenters, reviewers, and learning-resource providers, and star in scientific video
clips. This involvement by scientists helps teachers to have confidence that the resources provided by CIRES EO are scientifically sound and up-to-date.
cires.colorado.edu/education/outreach

Education and Outreach Web Resources:
wCOSEE (Centers for Ocean Sciences Education
Excellence) Teacher Professional Development
Lecture Videos. Covering science topics focusing on the Ocean and Climate. Featuring:
Joseph Barsugli, Nolan Doesken, Bob
Glancy, Mark Squillace, and Samantha
Stevenson (2011); Joseph Barsugli, Tracy
Chapman, Brian Ebel, David Noone, Bob
Raynolds (2012).
wICEE (Inspiring Climate Education Excellence)
Teacher Professional Development Lecture Videos.
Designed to give teachers the tools to teach
the complicated topics within Earth and
energy science. Featuring: Waleed Abdalati,
Joseph Barsugli, Lisa Dilling, Baylor FoxKemper, Cheryl Manning, Mark McCaffrey,
Walt Meier, Steven Nerem, Susie Strife,
Pieter Tans, Amy Wagner, and Jim White.
wWater Spotters. David Noone explains
“Water Spotters,” a network of middleschool students who observe rain, snow,
and weather along Colorado’s northern
Front Range. Data collected by participating schools contribute to a regional study of
Earth’s water and energy cycles.

18
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wPolar Visions. An educational film produced
by Ryan Vachon explores the causes and
effects of climate change in the polar regions
of the planet.
http://cires.colorado.edu/education/
outreach/polarvisions/
ICEE Community Forum: A forum for educators
to discuss climate literacy best practices and
current science.
http://iceeonline.org/forum/
wExtreme Ultra Violet Variability
Experiment (EVE).
All About EVE
http://vimeo.com/4480035
LASP Tour:
http://vimeo.com/4433858
Space Science
Careers
http://vimeo.com/4401638

EO Research Highlight
To provide students with accurate information
about climate and energy science, educators
require scientifically and pedagogically robust
teaching materials. To address this need, the
Climate Literacy & Energy Awareness Network
(CLEAN) has developed a peer-reviewed digital
collection as part of the National Science Digital
Library (NSDL). The CLEAN collection is a featured
educational resource collection on the NOAA
climate.gov portal. The CLEAN Pathways project
features teaching materials centered on climate
and energy science for grades 6 through 16. Each
teaching resource has undergone a rigorous
review process and provides expert teaching
tips on how to implement the resource in the
classroom. All materials are aligned with the
Benchmarks for Science Literacy, the Essential
Principles of Climate Science, and key energy
concepts. CLEAN is funded by grants from the
National Science Foundation. cleannet.org

Events
CIRES hosts diverse events throughout the year. The CIRES Rendezvous and the
Distinguished Lecture Series are among the highlights of the CIRES event portfolio.

Distinguished Lecture Series

This lecture series was created to bring in
outstanding scientists and innovative thinkers who have given thoughtful consideration
to environmental and Earth system science
issues. A committee of CIRES Fellows determines distinguished lecture invitees.
September 9, 2011
Brian Toon
Laboratory for Atmospheric
and Space Physics, University of Colorado
The Anti-Greenhouse Effect Along the
Spiral of Geologic Time
November 4, 2011
Peter Webster
School of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences,
Georgia Institute of Technology
Probability, Prediction,
and Decisions: A Pathway
to the Alleviation of Poverty
in the Developing World
March 16, 2012

Diana Liverman
Co-Director of the Institute of the Environment and Regents Professor in the School
of Geography and Development,
The University of Arizona
Responding to the Challenges of
Global Environmental Change: Carbon offsets,
climate adaptation, and science for sustainable
development
April 6, 2012

CIRES Director Konrad Steffen speaking at the 2012 Rendezvous

Rendezvous

More than 400 people attended the seventh
annual Rendezvous research symposium of the
CIRES Members’ Council on April 24, 2012.
This half-day, institute-wide symposium featured more than 130 posters showcasing the
depth, breadth, and quality of science being
conducted by CIRES scientists, and provided a

David Oonk/CIRES

venue for them to share research with each other
and NOAA colleagues. Director Konrad Steffen
delivered the “State of the Institute” address and
presented awards for years in service, the CIRES
Outstanding Performance Awards, and awards
for other professional achievements.

Isaac Held
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory,
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration
Global Simulations of Tropical Cyclone
Statistics: Interannual variability and
the response to global warming
April 13, 2012

A Tribute to Dr. George Reid
Presented by Susan Solomon
From the Mesosphere to the
Tropical Tropopause
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Achievements and Awards
The breadth and number of achievements by CIRES researchers and staff speak to the
quality of research emerging from the Institute. From recognitions of lifetime achievements to acknowledgements of emerging junior talent, CIRES scientists are among the
best of the best at what they do. Among the premier awards received by CIRES scientists
during FY2012 were the 2011 AGU Ocean Sciences Early Career Medal (Baylor Fox-Kemper) and an NSF CAREER Award (Rainer Volkamer).

CIRES Awards

The CIRES Awards Committee, comprising CIRES Members’ Council representatives and members at large, annually reviews
nominations and makes recommendations
for outstanding professional achievement in
the categories of “Science and Engineering”
and “Service.” This year, CIRES recognized
six awards of $2,000 each.

Science and Engineering

Cecelia DeLuca for being the driving force
behind the important and novel software development efforts at NOAA’s Environmental Software Infrastructure and Interoperability Group
(NESII). She guides the group with diverse
expertise in high-performance computing, software project management, and Earth sciences,
and a vision to bring their efforts to fruition.
Anna Karion, Tim Newberger, and Colm
Sweeney for developing a new atmospheric
sampling instrument, the AirCore, which can

profile altitude gradients of greenhouse gases.
The low-cost, lightweight tool also can be used
to validate satellite profiles and may yield new
discoveries in stratospheric composition and circulation trends.
Dan Lack for his work putting black carbon
emissions inventories for shipping on a sound
scientific basis, which has had a major impact
on policy decisions for regulation of international shipping.
Troy Thornberry, Andrew Rollins, and Laurel Watts for designing and demonstrating an
airborne chemical ionization mass spectrometer
(CIMS) for ultra-low water vapor measurements in the lower stratosphere. Their effort
led to unique measurements that will advance our understanding of water vapor in
the climate system.

Service

Ken Aiken for his essential work mastering,
maintaining, and teaching all things digital. The
research of NOAA’s Chemical Sciences Division
requires multifaceted data collection, manipulation, and presentation, at which Aiken is an unparalleled expert.
Dave Gallaher and Ron Weaver for their leadership in data center design and operation with
the NSIDC Green Data Center project. The
innovative data center redesign slashed energy
consumption for data center cooling by more
than 90 percent, demonstrating how other data
centers and the technology industry can save energy and reduce carbon emissions.

Director’s Award for Diversity

Edward Aruajo-Pradere for demonstrating
that a distinguished scientific career and regular diversity outreach can be combined to the
benefit of both.

Director’s Award

Jon Eischeid for his essential work authoring
the hydro-climate report “Understanding and
Explaining Hydro-Climate Variations at Devils Lake.” This key assessment of the climate
conditions relevant to the recent rise of Devils
Lake elevation supports the Interagency Initiative to Address Flooding Issues at Devils
Lake, North Dakota.

Shutterstock
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Finance
The trend for growth at CIRES continued during the 2011 to 2012 fiscal year. The largest
portion of CIRES’s expenditures in the past has
been through our NOAA Cooperative Agreement (CA) (44 percent). However, during this
reporting period, NOAA issued an external
award renewing the Western Water Assessment
project, so our individual award expenses (50
percent) are now greater than our CA expenses.
CIRES researchers continue to have great success in obtaining external research awards. The
University’s monetary contribution to CIRES
primarily covers faculty salaries, and it fluctuates from year to year due to our affiliated University faculty appointments.
Agreement expenditures by task for FY12
are shown in the top figure at right. Task I
expenditures include CIRES administration
and internal scientific programs, such as the
Visiting Fellows and Graduate Student Fellowship programs. Task II provides partial
support for data analysis at the National Snow
and Ice Data Center, the largest of CIRES’s
five interdisciplinary scientific centers. Task
III funds CIRES’s collaboration with NOAA’s
Earth System Research Laboratory, the National Geophysical Data Center, and the

Space Weather Prediction Center, all within
Boulder, Colo. Task IV was created to serve as
an efficient mechanism for the administration
of NOAA research grants and awards, which
would otherwise be stand-alone projects outside the Agreement, to CIRES researchers in
fields aligned with CIRES’s mission. Two Task
IV projects have been awarded through our
NOAA “shadow” award, NA08OAR4320914.
The largest share (58 percent) of Task I
base funds support CIRES administration,
primarily salaries and benefits for the administrative staff (middle figure at right).
The Visiting Fellows program receives the
second-largest share (20 percent) of Task I
base fund support and is subsidized by other
Institute funding as well. Task I also provides
partial support of CIRES’s Education and
Outreach program, other research support,
and the physical plant facilities.
Our NOAA Task I base funding is augmented by CIRES’s portion of the University’s indirect cost recovery (ICR), which is
distributed annually to University units as a
proportion of indirect costs collected from institutional research grants and awards (bottom
figure at right).
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People & Projects
CIRES starts with people. Researchers at CIRES all seek to better understand the planet, and
they do so from different perspectives that reflect diverse areas of expertise. Fellows, CIRES
scientists, students, and outreach professionals work together, forming a network that stretches from the Institute across the globe.
The following pages highlight CIRES’s senior investigators and Fellows, interdisciplinary programs, and five centers.

CU-Boulder Teaching Faculty

CIRES Senior Investigators
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NOAA Scientists
Stan Benjamin
Randall Dole
David Fahey

Christopher Fairall
Fred Fehsenfeld
Graham Feingold

Michael Hardesty
Stephen Montzka
William Neff

CU-Boulder Teaching Faculty
Waleed Abdalati
Ben Balsley
Roger Bilham
Maxwell Boykoff
John Cassano
Thomas Chase
Xinzhao Chu
Shelley Copley
Lisa Dilling
Lang Farmer

Noah Fierer
Baylor Fox-Kemper
Jose-Luis Jimenez
Craig Jones
William M. Lewis, Jr.
Peter Molnar
R. Steven Nerem
David Noone
Roger Pielke, Jr.
Balaji Rajagopalan

Mark Serreze
Anne Sheehan
Robert Sievers
Konrad Steffen
Margaret Tolbert
William Travis
Greg Tucker
Veronica Vaida
Rainer Volkamer
Carol Wessman

CIRES Scientists
Richard Armstrong
Joost de Gouw

Timothy Fuller-Rowell
Judith Perlwitz

Prashant Sardeshmukh
Tingjun Zhang
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Waleed Abdalati

Studying Ice Sheets from Orbit
Since Jan. 2, 2011, I have been on leave
from the University of Colorado to serve as
Chief Scientist of the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration. Responsibilities
of this position include: advising the NASA
Administrator on scientific matters related
to NASA; interfacing with Congress, the
Executive Office of the President, and other
federal agencies to ensure alignment among
NASA, White House, and Congressional
Science priorities; representing NASA’s science programs to the public and the scientific community; and serving as a voice for
science within the Agency in the areas of
Earth Science, heliophysics, planetary science, astrophysics, life sciences, and physical
sciences. This continues to be a challenging
and fascinating experience, and I look forward to returning to the University and using

NASA

Artist rendering of GRACE satellite

what I learn in this position to better serve
the University community. In the meantime,
I keep a hand in the research, working with
my graduate students and other colleagues at
CU to carry this research forward.
During my absence, I have continued to
work with graduate students and research
scientists studying changes in Earth’s glaciers
and ice sheets and developing space-based
observation capabilities to carry out such
studies. Two key satellite missions of the
last decade for studying ice sheets are the Ice
Cloud and land Elevation Satellite (ICESat)
and the Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment (GRACE). ICESat measures ice
sheet topographic change using laser altimetry, and GRACE measures ice mass change
by measuring the temporal evolution of the
gravitational field in the vicinity of the ice

sheets, all with a view toward understanding ice sheet contributions to sea-level rise.
In addition, airborne laser observations of ice
topography and ice-penetrating radar observations of thickness have been carried out for
the past 20 years in Greenland and 10 years
in Antarctica. The airborne laser altimetry
provides high-resolution measurements of
ice sheet changes to complement those made
by satellites to better understand outlet glacier changes. Ice-penetrating radar observations provide information on the geometry
of the bedrock over which these glaciers flow,
enabling better understanding of the controls
on glacier discharge. Other satellite observations provide insights into the ice flow, ice
melt, and ice deformation processes.
Using these tools, as well as in situ measurements, my group seeks to understand
the behavior of glaciers and ice sheets and
the mechanisms that control them. By combining the multiple observation techniques,
we can draw from the strengths of each and
overcome the limits of each to provide an optimized estimate for ice change. Our primary
focus is on Greenland; however, my research
interests are also on the Canadian ice caps
and the Antarctic Ice Sheet. In addition, we
are working on the future ICESat-2 mission,
scheduled for launch in 2016, developing
methods for interpreting the ICESat-2 return signals on ice sheets and melt ponds, as
well as assessing its potential for determining
vegetation canopy height (a proxy for biomass). Our ultimate research objectives are
to determine how and why Earth’s glaciers
and ice sheets are changing, and what the
implications are for sea-level rise, as well as
how we can use laser altimetry to learn about
non-ice-covered surfaces on Earth.
2012 Annual Report
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Richard Armstrong

Establishing a Collaborative Effort to Assess the Role of
Glaciers and Seasonal Snow Cover in the Hydrology of the
Mountains of High Asia
melting of glacier ice and seasonal snow, the
actual water volume available from these two
individual sources across this region remains
generally unknown. The amount, timing,
and spatial patterns of snow and ice melt play
key roles in providing water for downstream
irrigation, hydropower generation, and general consumption.
The improved understanding of these regional water resources is a cross-boundary
exercise, and this project will greatly facilitate
the international cooperation required for
successful water resource management across
High Asia. This project is collaborating directly with key Asian research institutions in
the countries listed above to develop a consensus regarding the research methodologies

to be used to achieve project goals. This effort will include capacity building that will
enhance the scientific understanding of the
regional hydrology among our Asian partners through collaborative field research and
technical training.
Specific project objectives are being accomplished through the application of a
suite of satellite remote sensing, reanalysis,
and ground-based data as input to specific
snow and ice melt models. In addition, we
will evaluate the accuracy of the melt model
results using innovative isotopic and geochemical tracers to identify and quantify the
sources of water flowing into selected rivers
representing the major hydro-climates of the
study area.

Photo courtesy of Richard Armstrong

The fundamental objective of this study is
to develop a thorough and systematic assessment of the individual contribution of seasonal snow and glaciers to the water resources
originating across the Himalaya, Karakoram,
Hindu Kush, Pamir, and Tien Shan mountain ranges, referred to here as High Asia.
These mountain ranges are located within
the countries of Bhutan, Nepal, China, India, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan. These
countries, containing the headwaters of the
Brahmaputra, Ganges, Indus, Syr Darya,
and Amu Darya rivers, all posses significant
snow and ice resources. While it is generally
accepted that a significant component of the
High Asian water resources results from the

Former University of Colorado graduate student and current project
research consultant Adina Racoviteanu collecting snow and ice samples
for isotopic analysis, Mt. Mera, Nepal
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Major river systems, mountain ranges, and glacier cover across High Asia

Ben Balsley

Fine-Scale In Situ Measurements to Study
Atmospheric Dynamics (0–10 km)
Our primary thrust is to develop systems to
measure very fine-scale details of atmospheric
dynamic properties throughout the lower atmosphere. We are currently heavily involved
in developing and using very small autonomous aircraft to measure such variables as
temperature, humidity, wind speed, and turbulence on the scale of seconds (temporally)
and meters (spatially). We have flown our
CU-designed ‘DataHawk’ vehicle, designed
by the Aerospace Department (Professor
Dale Lawrence) and instrumented by CIRES
and Aerospace, at a number of locations, including Peru. The DataHawk can be either
launched by a ‘bungee’ technique or carried
aloft by a conventional meteorological balloon and then released at altitude. We have
obtained data from heights up to 9 kilometers
above ground level (AGL).
DataHawk details are shown at right. An

important feature is the minimal
cost of this aircraft. This feature
enables us to fly under less-thanoptimum conditions, when the
more expensive vehicles would be
grounded.
An intriguing example of the type
of high-resolution sampling feasible
using the DataHawk is shown below
(bottom left). This figure shows temperature
(gray curve) and temperature fluctuation (red
curve) made in the vicinity of the steep inversion
region (approximately 650 meters AGL), above
the southern coast of Peru in July 2011. The data
show the occurrence of quasi-coherent temperature fluctuations having a vertical wavelength of
approximately 16 meters. The breakdown of this
wave appears to be associated with enhanced turbulence levels at these heights.
A second interesting result obtained in Peru

shows a series of ‘steps’ in the potential temperature profile between 2 to 3 kilometers, where
regions of enhanced turbulence (CT2) are
identified with the steep ‘edges’ of these steps
(bottom-right). This phenomenon has been
predicted by DNS (Direct Numerical Simulation) computer modeling but never confirmed
observationally, owing to the small vertical details. These regions, incidentally, are also associated with extremely narrow echoes observed by
a nearby VHF radar.

2012 Annual Report
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Roger Bilham
Earthquake Hazards in the Kashmir Himalaya
tween the Pir Pinjal range and the Zanskar
range. Since 1555 the mountains have thus
been squeezed by approximately 4.5 meters, which—were this elastic strain released
as slip in an earthquake with rupture area
measuring 200-by-300 square kilometers—
would do so now in a 8.6-Mw earthquake.
Two or more earthquakes with smaller area
(100-by-150 square kilometers) would register as 8.2-Mw events. Alternative explanations are possible that suggest both lower and
higher magnitudes. An extreme possibility
is that earthquakes here permit slip in the
mountains by up to 20 meters as has been
observed nearby in the Himalaya. Should 20

meters of slip be released over the same area,
the earthquake could be as large as 9 Mw. It
is also possible that the inferred slip potential
has been reduced by aseismic processes.
The tectonic history of the Kashmir Valley
is partly recorded by the construction and
destruction of Kashmir’s medieval temples.
Temples in the northwest part of the valley
have been buried two to four meters by sediments filling the space created by tectonic
tilting of the valley since their construction c. 700 AD. 14C samples buried by the
partial collapse of megablocks, undisturbed
since their fall, record the time of subsequent
earthquakes.

Roger Bilham

No major earthquakes in the Himalaya have
occurred between the 2005 Muzafferabad
7.6-Mw (moment magnitude) earthquake,
and the 1905 7.8-Mw Kangra earthquake
in the past 450 years. A severe earthquake is
known to have occurred in 1555 that damaged structures in the Kashmir Valley, presently home to more than 5 million people. A
repeat of this earthquake could have a significant impact on Kashmir.
To characterize future seismicity in the valley better, CIRES scientists, together with
the University of Kashmir, have used GPS
methods to measure a convergence rate of
10 millimeters per year in the mountains be-

Bikram Singh Bali inspects tumbled megablocks from the 12th century
Sugandhesa Temple, Kashmir.14C samples crushed by earthquake collapse
indicated.
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Temples on the southwest side of the Kashmir Valley have been raised
and those on the southeast side lowered by tectonic processes. Annual
floods of the Jhelum form a horizontal flood plane that has drowned the
Manasbal Temple at an average rate of 3.3 millimeters per year since its
construction in 750–830 AD. Photos show it submerged beneath fields in
1950 and excavated with its base in a pond of water in 2011.

Maxwell Boykoff

Inside the Greenhouse: Creative and Effective Climate
Change Communication

Noah Larsen

Maxwell Boykoff

University of Colorado students working on a
video project

from, public uptake. Representational practices of various sorts play key roles in interpretation, framing climate change for policy,
politics, and the public, and drawing attention to how to make sense of the changing
world. Mediated portrayals—from television
news to live performance—are critical links
between people’s everyday realities and experiences, and the ways in which these are discussed at a distance between science, policy,
and public actors.
Overall, through this project, we have fostered an intentional place for growing new
ideas and evaluating possibilities to confront
climate change through a range of mitigation
and adaptation strategies.

Maxwell Boykoff

the Greenhouse (ITG) television program,
featuring a high-profile figure engaged in
climate and environment issues. As part of
the programming, we also feature work produced in an associated undergraduate course
at CU-Boulder.
The interdisciplinary approach taken up in
this ITG collective seeks to capture, value,
and interrogate the complexity of multiscale
and contemporary climate science, policy,
and politics as well as the challenges of performance and communication of these issues. Our motivations here spring from an
expansive view of climate science and policy
in society, where more formal scientific and
policy work is part of, rather than separate

The objectives for this project are (1) to generate multimodal compositions on the subject
of climate change, (2) to engage with various
dimensions and issues associated with sustainability, and (3) to produce and distribute the
“Inside the Greenhouse” program.
Co-principal investigator and CU-Boulder Professor Beth Osnes and I worked to
deepen our understanding of how issues associated with climate change are and can be
communicated, by creating artifacts through
interactive theatre, film, fine art, performance art, television programming, and appraising as well as extracting effective methods for multimodal climate communication.
The centerpiece of this project is the Inside

Beth Osnes and Maxwell Boykoff illustrating a
point during an Inside the Greenhouse class

University of Colorado students working on the
“Kids Say Climate Things” video
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John Cassano

and controlled by a model airplane radio control and a laptop computer. The SUMO UAVs
allow us to make detailed local measurements of
the atmosphere at any location on the Antarctic
continent, requiring no additional support beyond being able to place a two-person field team
at the site of interest.
Data from the SUMO UAVs allow us to
study the structure of the planetary boundary
layer (PBL). The PBL is that portion of the atmosphere that directly interacts with the underlying surface (land, ice sheet, ocean, or sea ice)
and as such is critical for controlling coupled
atmosphere–climate system processes. Repeat
high time resolution observations of the PBL
(Figure 1) allow us to study the evolution of the
boundary layer and infer the processes acting to
control its structure. Data of this type will allow
us to more thoroughly evaluate numerical models of the polar atmosphere.

A two-person field team (CIRES graduate student
Alice DuVivier and CIRES Fellow John Cassano)
operates the SUMO UAV in January 2009.

Alice DuVivier

The Cassano Polar Climate and Meteorology group studies the polar atmosphere using a
combination of autonomous observing systems
and numerical models. Since 2009 we have
been using unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) to
make high space and time resolution observations of the Antarctic atmosphere. In 2009 we
used Aerosonde UAVs to observe the atmosphere over the Terra Nova Bay polynya, a region of open water surrounded by sea ice in the
western Ross Sea, Antarctica.
In January 2012 the Cassano research group
began using Small Unmanned Meteorological
Observer (SUMO) UAVs to study the atmospheric boundary layer in the vicinity of McMurdo Station, Antarctica. The SUMOs are
a small (80-centimeter wingspan and 0.6 kilogram weight) and inexpensive ($5,000) UAV.
The SUMOs require limited logistical support
to operate, being hand-launched (shown below)

Photo courtesy of John Cassano

Using Unmanned Aerial Vehicles to Study
the Polar Atmosphere

John Cassano launching a SUMO UAV near McMurdo Station, Antarctica
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Figure 1. Vertical temperature profiles observed by the SUMO UAV on
Jan. 29, 2012. The boundary layer depth increased from 300 m to 1,000 m
during the 2.5 hours shown here.

Xinzhao Chu

Discovery of Thermospheric Fe Layer
by Lidar in Antarctica
The new observations of Fe, neutral temperatures, and gravity waves up to 155 kilometers
have opened the door to exploring the neutral polar thermosphere with ground-based
instruments.
Such a discovery is only a small portion of the
rich data sets collected by the lidar team from
McMurdo. Many more findings have emerged
from the data—for example, the solar effects in
the diurnal variations of mesospheric Fe layers;
the frequent occurrence of large-amplitude inertia-gravity waves in the mesosphere and lower
thermosphere; and extreme events of summer
Fe layers and polar mesospheric clouds, etc. We
attribute the accomplishment to CIRES students Zhibin Yu and Brendan Roberts for their
braving through the harsh Antarctic winters to
collect invaluable data, to CIRES researchers
Wentao Huang and Weichun Fong for their
tireless work during the Antarctic summers,
and to Cao Chen for his inventive and compre-

hensive analysis of the McMurdo lidar data.
The FY12 was also marked by CIRES student John A. Smith’s innovation in lidar receiver technologies and CIRES student Bo
Tan’s publication on the tele-connection of
global atmosphere from 15 to 110 kilometers
and from the North Pole to the South Pole.
It was also an award-winning year: Chihoko
Yamashita received a first-place prize in the
CEDAR (Coupling, Energetics and Dynamics and Atmospheric Regions) student competition; Weichun Fong and John Smith won
AGU (American Geophysical Union) and
ILRC (International Laser Radar Conference) travel awards, respectively; and Wentao
Huang won a CEDAR grant for the first time
as the principal investigator. In addition, Yamashita successfully defended her dissertation
and earned her Ph.D. in December 2011.
Congratulations to these excellent students
and researchers!

Xinzhao Chu

The polar middle and upper atmosphere provides a unique natural laboratory for studying
the complex physical, chemical, and dynamical
processes in Earth’s atmosphere and space environment. However, this region remains one of
the least understood regions of the atmosphere.
In particular, very little is known about the
neutral atmosphere in the altitude range of 100
to 200 kilometers because observations are extremely difficult to make. The first lidar discovery of neutral iron (Fe) layers with gravity wave
signatures in the thermosphere up to 155 kilometers made by the Chu Research Group at
McMurdo, Antarctica, is a breakthrough in the
upper atmosphere research (Chu et al., 2011).
Not only is this the first time for a single instrument to trace gravity waves from 30 to 155
kilometers, but also it enables the first direct
measurements of neutral temperatures deep
into the E-region, revealing the neutral-ion
coupling and aurora-enhanced Joule heating.

Lidar observations of neutral Fe layer with gravity wave signatures in the
thermosphere up to 155 km at McMurdo (77.8° S, 166.7° E), Antarctica. Also
illustrated are the lidar-derived temperatures (Chu et al., GRL, 2011).

Zhibin Yu (left) and Brendan Roberts (right) braved through the harsh
Antarctic winters of 2011 and 2012, respectively. They collected extremely
valuable lidar data that enabled many new science discoveries.
2012 Annual Report
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Shelley Copley
Sequestration of a Highly Reactive Intermediate in an
Evolving Pathway Protects Cellular Molecules from
Alkylation and Oxidative Damage
Pentachlorophenol (PCP) is an anthropogenic pesticide that was introduced into the
environment in large quantities beginning in
the 1930s. Despite its recent introduction
and high toxicity, some bacteria isolated from
contaminated environments can mineralize
PCP. The best studied of these is Sphingobium
chlorophenolicum.
The first enzyme in the PCP degradation
pathway in S. chlorophenolicum converts PCP
to tetrachlorobenzoquinone (TCBQ). TCBQ
is a potent electrophile and is more toxic than
PCP itself due to its high reactivity. In particular, TCBQ reacts with thiols at nearly the
diffusion-controlled rate.
The intermediacy of a dangerous compound
such as TCBQ in a newly evolving pathway
brings up two interesting questions. First, how
does the bacterium protect itself from the toxic effects of TCBQ? And second, does the intermediacy of TCBQ explain the inefficiency
of PCP degradation by S. chlorophenolicum?
The answer to the first question is provided
by molecular studies of purified TCBQ reductase (PcpD). The enzyme uses NADH to
reduce TCBQ to tetrachlorohydroquinone.
However, its most important function is its
ability to physically interact with PCP hydroxylase (PcpB) and reduce TCBQ before it
is released to the cytoplasm and wreaks havoc
by reacting with cellular thiols. The interaction between PcpB and PcpD appears to be
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PCP hydroxylase (PcpB) converts PCP to the highly toxic intermediate tetrachlorobenzoquinone
(TCBQ). When TCBQ reductase (PcpD) is present, a transient interaction between the two proteins
results in reduction of TCBQ to the less toxic tetrachlorohydroquinone before it can be released to the
cytoplasm.
transient, as we were unable to detect an interaction by native gel electrophoresis, gel filtration, or chemical cross-linking.
Our recent results provide new insights into
the second question. PCP hydroxylase is an
unusually inefficient enzyme, with a kcat of
only 0.02s-1. If release of TCBQ from the ac-

tive site of PcpB were faster than the rate of
encounter of PcpB and PcpD, the fitness of
the cell would be compromised by the damage caused by TCBQ. Thus, there may be a
strictly enforced upper limit on the efficiency
of PCP hydroxylase that limits the efficiency
of degradation.

Joost de Gouw

Organic molecules play an important role
in the atmosphere. They provide the fuel for
the formation of ozone in the troposphere
and contribute to organic aerosol formation.
Ozone and organic aerosol are important air
pollutants and play a role in the climate system: Ozone is a greenhouse gas, and organic
aerosol cools the climate through the scattering of sunlight and the formation of clouds.
Organics have important natural and manmade emission sources, but their relative
contributions to ozone and, in particular,
organic aerosol formation are poorly understood. In 2010, NOAA conducted the CalNex (Research at the Nexus of Air Quality
and Climate Change) study in California.
An important goal was to study how emissions in the Los Angeles basin, where anthropogenic emissions are large, react to form
organic aerosol. We made detailed measurements of organics from a ground site in
Pasadena, the NOAA WP-3D research aircraft, and the research vessel Atlantis, which
showed significant reductions in trace gas and
aerosol concentrations compared with earlier
studies in the region. For example, volatile
organic compounds have decreased at a rate
of approximately 7 percent per year due to
introduction of cleaner vehicles. Differences
in trace gas composition between weekdays
and weekends, when diesel traffic is reduced,
proved to be useful to determine the relative
importance of emissions from gasoline and
diesel vehicles. Formation of organic aerosol
was likely dominated by emissions from gasoline vehicles, but a quantitative explanation
for these observations remains elusive.
Another important direction in our re-

Sara Lance

Sources and Chemistry of Organic
Carbon in the Atmosphere

Haze over mountains northeast of L.A. during the CalNex 2010 field mission
search is focused on the environmental
effects of new energy sources. For example, advances in hydraulic fracturing
have increased natural gas production in
the last decade, and ethanol made from

corn now constitutes approximately 10
percent of gasoline in the U.S. Research
is currently underway to determine how
these changes have affected the atmospheric environment.
2012 Annual Report
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Lisa Dilling

Climate Change, Decision Making, and Managing Risks
programs that are justified as supporting decision making or providing “usable science.”
With the advent of climate change, it is even
more important to discover new ways of conducting research so that it can be available at
the time and scale needed. Findings from my
current research projects in this area suggest
that stakeholder needs related to adaptation
in various resource-management areas remain
unfulfilled.
The second thrust of my research is on climate policy, or the ‘demand’ side for climate
science. I construe the demand side broadly as
decision processes that might affect the mitiga-

tion of greenhouse gases or that might manage
climate-sensitive resources such as water. I am
currently examining the landscape of adaptation-related decision making and information
in several contexts such as public lands agencies
in the West and water management at the state
level across five U.S. states.
My third research focus is to identify the
factors associated with policy choices to mitigate weather- and climate-related risks; and to
identify the policy barriers that might exist for
acting proactively to adapt to climate change.
Current research involves urban water management and municipal hazard response.

iStock photo

My research program focuses on the sciencepolicy nexus, including the processes used to
generate policy-relevant science and the use of
information in policy-making processes that
can help society mitigate or adapt to climate
change. I study this area along three major
fronts: 1) How do science policies shape the
usability of research for decision making?; 2)
How do current decision processes incorporate climate-related risk or opportunity?; and
3) What factors shape the adaptive capacity of
organizations?
My research in the science-policy arena is focused on one particular type of science policy:
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Lang Farmer
Lang Farmer’s group began a project in
2011–12 in conjunction with researchers
from the University of Nebraska and the U.S.
Geological Survey to examine the age and origin of the rare earth element (REE) and niobium (Nb) resources of the Elk Creek carbonatite in southeastern Nebraska. The Elk Creek
carbonatite was discovered in 1971 and has
since been the subject of periodic exploratory
drilling. Much of the core obtained in that
drilling (less than 25,000 linear meters) is now
held by the State of Nebraska (see right photo
of typical “REE” mineralized carbonatite).
Diamond drill cores represent the only samples of the Elk Creek carbonatite available:
The carbonatite is covered by 190 meters of
soil sediment and rock. The Elk Creek core
is probably the largest collection of core in
the public domain from a single carbonatite
system. There has never been a systematic research program devoted to examining these
rocks, despite the importance of both the REE
and Nb in various “green” technologies and
the fact that this carbonatite represents the
largest known U.S. niobium reserve.
Our efforts have involved a systematic, detailed description of the petrography and
geochemistry of the Elk Creek carbonatite
system. The age of the deposit (likely early
Cambrian) is also a major unknown, and

Lang Farmer

Age and Origin of the REE-Rich Elk Creek
Carbonatite, S. Nebraska

we are undertaking uranium-lead zircon age
determinations, samarium-neodymium and
argon-argon mineral isochrons to measure the
age of the carbonatite, and related metaso-

matic alteration. We are also using stable and
radiogenic isotope data to identify the sources
of the carbonatite components and REE endowment.
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Noah Fierer

Soil Microbes and Global Change

Although they are miniscule, soil microbes
play critical roles in the functioning of terrestrial ecosystems, the maintenance of ecosystem
productivity, and terrestrial carbon dynamics. Even small changes in the rates at which
microbes break down soil organic matter can
have profound influences on the terrestrial carbon cycle and its responses to global change
factors. Our recent work has focused on how
soil microbial communities and processes are
affected by increases in nitrogen (N) availability, a key global change factor given that terrestrial ecosystems across the globe are receiving elevated inputs of N due to the direct or
indirect activities of humans.
Although the impacts of the increases in nutrient availability on plant productivity and diversity have been reasonably well studied, the
responses of belowground microbes to nutrient
additions are poorly understood. In a series of
laboratory-based studies and long-term field
experiments, we have leveraged newly developed DNA sequencing–based analyses to gain
unprecedented insight into the structure and
function of soil microbial communities and
their responses to elevated N inputs. We have
found that N additions consistently reduce soil
microbial biomass and microbial CO2 production by 10 percent to 30 percent regardless of
the form of N applied, the type of soil, or the
biome in question.
The consistency of these patterns is striking
given that it is counterintuitive; we would
expect microbes, like plants, to respond to
N fertilization by increasing biomass and
activity. However, we have found that the
decreases in microbial biomass and activity with increases in N are likely a product
34
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of changes in the types of microbes found
in soil: N additions favor ‘weedy’ microbial
taxa that are less proficient at breaking down
soil organic matter. Together these results
highlight that the widespread increase in N

inputs to terrestrial ecosystems can change
microbial diversity in a predictable manner
and that these changes may contribute to an
increase in the rates at which carbon is stored
in terrestrial systems.
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Bar graph showing changes in the relative abundances of soil bacterial taxa under different levels of nitrogen fertilization. The top panel shows data from experimental plots located at the Cedar Creek Ecosystem
Science Reserve in Minnesota (successional grasslands), while the bottom panel shows data from experimental plots located at the Kellogg Biological Station in Michigan (cultivated fields).

Baylor Fox-Kemper
The Fox-Kemper group studies ocean models,
data, and theory with an end goal of improving
the ocean component of climate models. From
adding new physics to models to finding new
ways to validate models and discover unknown
biases, my students, collaborators, and I consider a broad range of approaches toward our goal.
In the past couple of years, two topics have
been foremost in our efforts. The first is the
centennial variability of the El Niño/Southern Oscillation climate pattern, and the second is upper ocean turbulence.
Our El Niño work was largely led by recent CU Ph.D. student Samantha Stevenson,
now in a postdoctoral position at the University of Hawaii. Unexpectedly large El Niño or
La Niña events can have economic impacts
worldwide. Our work focused on finding ways
to compare models, observations, and paleoproxy records of El Niño variability to determine if there were any measurable connection
between the strength of El Niño variability
and increasing atmospheric carbon dioxide.
Interestingly, we were able to demonstrate
statistically significant connections but only
over long timescales—we do not expect to see
changes to the variability of El Niño itself in
the 21st century. However, a warmer, wetter
atmosphere responds differently to an El Niño
event, and we may already be seeing the effects
of changes to the atmospheric teleconnections.
Our upper ocean turbulence work has expanded to cover all of the scales from 4 me-

ters to 400 kilometers. Over that range of
scales, many different dynamical processes
occur and affect the air-sea exchange of heat,
gasses, and momentum. Working with satellites and reanalysis has revealed important
and persistent short timescale errors in both
models and conventional understanding of

upper ocean turbulence and its forcing. The
group has already added parameterizations to
the IPCC/CMIP5 models presently being analyzed for the next IPCC (Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change) report; our research
is directed toward improving the CMIP6 models as well.
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Timothy Fuller-Rowell

Connections Between Terrestrial and Space Weather
My main interest is space weather. The term
“space weather” was coined several years ago
and refers to the impacts of the space environment on technological systems. These include, for example, the disruption of radio
signals traveling through Earth’s ionosphere
and the impact on satellite communication
and navigation; or changes in mass density
of the upper atmosphere that impact orbital drag, satellite positioning, and collision
avoidance. At NOAA’s Space Weather Prediction Center, there is a need to understand
the physical system to a level where accurate
predictions can be made, which can hopefully mitigate these detrimental impacts. Until
now, the conventional wisdom was that all
space weather comes from the sun. Certainly
this is the case during big solar events, when
there is a solar flare or when plasma from the
sun, in the form of a coronal mass ejection
(CME), strikes Earth, and the ensuing geomagnetic storm dominates the impact on
these technological systems.
However, these big solar events are rare, and
we now know that regular terrestrial weather
down here in the troposphere can also have a
big impact on space weather. It has long been
understood that the lower atmosphere is a
source of variability for the ionosphere, but a
coherent connection between a particular atmospheric event and space weather was elusive. A recent breakthrough has revealed that
a change in large-scale atmospheric dynamics, such as during a sudden stratospheric
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Figure 1.
warming (SSW), imparts a coherent change
in thermospheric dynamics, electrodynamics, and ionospheric structure in the upper
atmosphere.
We now have a whole atmosphere weather
model extending from the ground to the
top of the atmosphere that can model these
events. Figure 1 shows a simulation of the
January 2009 period, which included a particularly intense SSW, where the stratospheric polar vortex split into two. The change in
the atmospheric dynamics had a dramatic
effect on winds in the lower thermosphere
dynamo region and drove very different electrodynamics and ionospheric structure.
What we also discovered was that the
structure and variability in the large-scale
dynamics and electrodynamics in the whole
atmosphere model were sufficient to spawn
ionospheric irregularities in the Boston College high-resolution model, shown in Figure
2. What was unique and transformational

Figure 2. First simulation of plasma bubble formation without the need for artificial seeding (John
Retterer, Boston College, irregularity model)

was that, for the first time, the irregularities
grew naturally from the physical conditions
in the simulation, without the need for artificial seeding. These atmospheric conditions
can be forecast hours or days ahead, so there
is a real possibility of predicting the impact
on operational systems.

William M. Lewis, Jr.
A Nutrient Controversy for Surface Waters
Thousands of bioassay experiments on lakes,
streams, and wetlands have shown that the
dominant plants in these ecosystems, which
may be either aquatic vascular plants or algae,
show strong growth response to the addition of
nitrogen and phosphorus. The experiments also
show that the addition of other elements such
as potassium, calcium, or sulfur almost never
causes growth responses. The general conclusion is that phosphorus and nitrogen are the key
elements limiting the growth of aquatic autotrophs (photosynthesizers).

William M. Lewis, Jr.

Figure 1. Results of nutrient enrichment experiments on whole lakes worldwide. Chlorophyll response
indicates degree of algal growth.

A lake under the influence of nutrient pollution
(N, P). Algal scum shows in the foreground.

Excessive growth of autotrophs is a worldwide
problem that impairs the usefulness of water
and alters the natural characteristics of aquatic
ecosystems (photo at left). From the viewpoint
of water use, some practical problems include
production of taste and odors that cause treatment problems for domestic water supply, production of powerful toxins by certain types of
algae, loss of transparency and aesthetic appeal,
and replacement of species that either have aesthetic or sport value by other species that lack
these desirable characteristics.
In the United States, Canada, and Europe,
this problem is being addressed through the development of regulatory limits on the amounts
of phosphorus and nitrogen that can be released
as a byproduct of human activity. The regulatory system begins with control of nitrogen and
phosphorus in wastewater effluents, which all

cities produce. Because humans mobilize large
amounts of nitrogen and phosphorus through
their own metabolism, food waste, or detergents, municipal effluents contain concentrations of nitrogen and phosphorus that may be
as much as 100 or even 1,000 times above the
background concentrations in the water that
received municipal discharges. Effluent concentrations of nitrogen and phosphorus can be
reduced by implementing known technologies
for this purpose. This action can increase capital
costs and operating costs for cities or other entities that process municipal waste or other waste
that carries a high concentration of phosphorus
and nitrogen.
Underlying the effort to control nitrogen and
phosphorus is a scientific controversy about
the relative importance of these two elements.
While both elements are being targeted for reg2012 Annual Report
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ulation by North American and European governments, phosphorus has consistently received
higher priority in regulatory efforts, and some
scientists have argued that control of nitrogen is
not essential as long as phosphorus is properly
regulated.
The controversy about relative importance of
phosphorus and nitrogen depends partly on
the interpretation of field data involving experiments with both nutrients together and each
nutrient separately. A growing body of evidence
shows that natural waters are equally likely to
be limited by nitrogen or phosphorus. The experiments also show that the addition of the
two nutrients together causes a larger growth response than either element individually (Figure
1, page 37). These two observations suggest that
a nutrient control strategy based on phosphorus alone is inadequate. For example, allowing
nitrogen pollution to continue will stimulate
plant growth in aquatic ecosystems that have
predominately nitrogen limitation. While previous arguments have been made that this is not
often the case, current evidence suggests otherwise. Furthermore, some evidence suggests
that nitrogen in excess, even under conditions
of phosphorus limitation, may cause changes
in aquatic communities in that some kinds of
organisms respond to high nitrogen-to-phosphorus ratios, whereas others do not. Thus the
advisability of regulating both nutrients seems
to be strong.
The State of Colorado recently held hearings before the Water Quality Control
Commission on the issue of dual nitrogen
and phosphorus limitation. The Center for
Limnology at CIRES offered scientific testimony that phosphorus and nitrogen should
be regulated together in Colorado. Commissioners chose to pursue a dual nitrogen and
phosphorus control strategy. Scientific information was the key to the decision of the
Commissioners.
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he overgrowth of aquatic plants and algae can strangle a lake or stream—producing toxic algal blooms, depriving fish of oxygen, and tainting the water’s smell,
taste, and appearance. While phosphorus has received the most attention for
fueling that growth, research is shedding light on another equally important nutrient,
nitrogen. Dr. William M. Lewis, Jr., director of the CIRES Center for Limnology, explains.
Why has phosphorus consistently received higher priority than nitrogen in regulatory efforts?
Early studies of the statistical relationships between nutrients and abundance of algae
in inland waters showed that phosphorus is more tightly correlated with algal abundance than nitrogen. Recent studies have shown that the strength of such correlations
is not an accurate indicator of nutrient control. A warning that all scientists are taught
as they learn statistics was proven in this case: Correlation does not necessarily correspond to causation.
Why has nitrogen’s role in lake eutrophication been so murky (no pun intended)?
A large portion of the total nitrogen in water is unavailable for uptake by algae. This is
a contrast with phosphorus, for which the unavailable fraction is very small. Therefore,
interpretation of nitrogen concentrations in relation to growth of algae has been confusing, but now is becoming clearer (no pun intended).
What are the main sources of nitrogen discharge into lakes, streams, and
wetlands?
All lakes, streams, and wetlands have natural nitrogen sources that support the growth
of algae and other aquatic plants even in the absence of pollution. Three categories of
pollution are associated with nitrogen enrichment of water: (1) Point sources, which
consist of all wastewater flows that enter inland waters by pipes or canals; (2) nonpoint sources, which contribute nitrogen through widely distributed underground or
overland flows, as in the case of nitrogen applied to land as fertilizer for plants; and (3)
atmospheric deposition (wet precipitation and dryfall), which in industrialized areas
may carry large amounts of nitrogen capable of stimulating the growth of algae and
other aquatic plants.
The Center for Limnology testified before the Colorado Water Quality Control Commission in support of dual control. What was this process like and how much do
you think it influenced the commission’s decision?
The Water Quality Control Commission, which is appointed by the Colorado governor, is
composed of individuals with varied backgrounds. As would a jury, the Commissioners
hear the opinions of specialists or experts and also hear the opinions of the Water Quality Control Division staff. Commissioners often ask questions and may openly express
skepticism or enthusiasm for a given argument (unlike a jury). They ultimately adopt
one or more resolutions reflecting their majority opinion. For the experts, the experience is tense, as each expert attempts to be persuasive but, unlike some attorneys in
legal cases, also try to avoid showing strong bias in evaluating quantitative evidence. It
is a thrill to win the Commission’s approval for an argument and very disappointing to
be found unconvincing.
What can be done to reduce nitrogen discharge into lakes?
Point sources of nitrogen such as municipal or industrial effluent can be removed by
biological and chemical treatment processes. Use of this technology is now being
required by the Water Quality Control Commission in Colorado. Non-point discharge, as
in the case of fertilizers, is more difficult to control but can be reduced partly by modification of farming practices. Atmospheric deposition of nitrogen has been reduced, but
not completely eliminated, by use of catalytic converters for vehicles and use of removal
technologies for fossil fuel emissions from power plants.

Peter Molnar

Mountain Topography, Erosion, Tectonics, and Climate Change

I devoted a part of this research effort in
2011 to synthesizing topography, climate,
and tectonics of mountain belts around
Earth to isolate the roles of active tectonics
and climate change in erosion and mountain topography (Champagnac et al., 2012).
Most geologists follow the 100-year-old
school of William Morris Davis, who divided mountain landscapes into Youth,
Maturity, and Old Age, with high relief in
youthful ranges, and low relief in those of
old age. This approach, however, ignores the
potential role of climate change in altering
erosion rates, for instance, by enhanced glaciation since approximately 3 million years
ago; stormier climates beginning near the
same time; increased climate variability on
20,000-to-40,000-year time scales, if not
shorter ones, etc. Because high relief can
be found in active ranges like the Himalaya, dead ones like the Rocky Mountains,
and senile ranges like the Swiss Alps, the
question of whether active tectonics affects
relief more or less than climate change re-

mains controversial.
We examined the topography of 69 ranges
by considering relief on different scales (averaged over regions with radii of approximately 1 kilometer to approximately 15
kilometers) and average heights, above both
sea level and local base level (Denver basin
for the Front Range), and we regressed these
against average shortening rates across the
ranges, measured with GPS, mean annual
precipitation, and, as a surrogate for the
likelihood of glaciation, the cosine of the
latitude. All three account for some variance
in relief or elevations, but none accounts for
even 25 percent of them, and together they
account for less than half of the elevations
or relief (Figure 1).
Of course, other factors, such as total convergence across ranges, variability in precipitation, or direct measures of glaciation,
surely contribute to both elevations and relief, but a main deduction from this work is
that active tectonics is overrated as a factor
contributing to mountain topography.

	
  

Figure 1. Pie charts showing the contributions of
active tectonics (Vh), mean annual precipitation
(precip), and cosine of latitude (coslat)—a surrogate
for glacial activity—to (A) maximum elevation along
ridge crests, (B) difference between maximum ridge
crest elevation and base level, (C) relief averaged over
radii of approximately 1 km, and (D) relief averaged
over radii of approximately 15 km
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R. Steven Nerem

Performance Simulations for Future
Satellite Gravity Missions
The GRACE (Gravity Recovery And Climate
Experiment) satellite mission has precisely measured temporal variations in Earth’s gravitational
field since 2002. As the melting of ice in mountain glaciers and ice sheets, in addition to other
runoff, adds water mass to the oceans, GRACE
has demonstrated the ability to directly measure
this change in mass. And yet the GRACE mission is limited in terms of the spatial resolution
it can provide. We investigated what additional
performance might be gained by flying two
GRACE missions at the same time.
It is expected that future satellite missions
dedicated to recovering temporal gravity variations will be limited in their performance by
temporal aliasing errors, which is a form of
aliasing related to the GRACE temporal/spatial
sampling characteristics. We investigated the
performance of two pairs of GRACE-like satellites, one pair in a polar orbit at 320 kilometers
altitude, and a second pair at 72° inclination
and 290 kilometers altitude. Both of these orbits repeat every 13 days. We found that the
spatial resolution and accuracy of hydrologic
and ice signals were significantly improved
when two pairs of satellites were employed
(Figure 1). On average, when no post-processing is applied to the gravity solutions, two pairs
of satellites offer an 80 percent reduction in error in determining mass variations in the basins over the year. After the single satellite pair
solutions have been destriped and smoothed
and mass has been restored using an appropriate scale factor, two pairs of satellites (with no
post-processing) still, on average, provide a 25
percent to 40 percent reduction in errors in determining mass variations in the hydrological
basins and a 55 percent to 75 percent reduction
in errors in determining mass variations in the
Greenland basins over the year.
40
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The GRACE mission, launched in 2002, has
been tremendously successful but has left scientists wanting better accuracy for the estimated
surface mass variations. Our study has shown
that much better accuracy can be obtained if
two pairs of satellites are flown in optimally
selected orbits. The primary advantage of this
is that for a spatial resolution of about 300 kilometers, no post-processing (e.g., destriping),
which might remove real signals, is required

when two satellite pairs are used. This opens up
new possibilities for the future. We are investigating what performance might be obtained if
additional pairs of GRACE-like satellites were
added to the mix, and what orbits these satellites
might be targeted for. GRACE has shown the
unique ability to measure where water is on the
surface of Earth with roughly monthly temporal
resolution—our research is directed toward improving this capability for future missions.

Figure 1. Simulated recovery of temporal variations of the gravity field from GRACE-like satellite gravity missions. Truth hydrology and ice signals (top left); recovery from two pairs of GRACE-like satellites
(top right); recovery from a single pair of GRACE-like satellites (bottom left); and recovery from a single
pair of GRACE-like satellites after destriping and smoothing (bottom right) (Wiese et al., 2011). Color
bar units are in millimeters of equivalent water.

David Noone
Aircraft Studies of Cloud Microphysical Controls on Tropical Humidity
Water vapor is the most abundant greenhouse
gas in the atmosphere. The distribution of water vapor is dependent on patterns of evaporation, atmospheric motions, and clouds.
Significant uncertainties exist in treatment of
clouds in climate models, and these uncertainties give rise to dispersion between future projections of the rate of warming from different
climate models under greenhouse gas emission scenarios. In an endeavor to better understand the behavior of tropical clouds and
the mechanisms by which convective clouds
moisten the atmosphere, measurements of the
isotopic composition of water air near and
within clouds were obtained to test assumptions about clouds that are typically employed
in climate models. The isotopic composition
of water is useful for understanding the water movements and phase change because the
abundance of heavy isotopologues (HDO
and H218O) relative to normal H2O (H216O)
changes during evaporation and condensation. Specifically, the lighter H2O molecules
preferentially evaporate while the heavier
HDO and H218O molecules preferentially
condense, and lighter molecules diffuse faster
than the heavier ones.
Observations of the 18O/16O and D/H isotope ratios were made in July 2011 on 13
research flights of the NCAR C130 aircraft
during the ICE-T (Ice in Clouds Experiment–
Tropical) field campaign near St. Croix, Virgin Islands. Values were determined using the
Wave-Length Scanning Cavity Ring Down
approach that was optimized for high speed

Left panel shows isotopic measurements of water vapor (black) and condensed cloud water (red dots)
binned by temperature as an average of many clouds near St. Croix. A distinct change in the isotope of
the condensate is associated with glaciation of the cloud. Right panel shows that the measurements can
be reasonably well constrained using a simple plume model once the plumed is tuned to have the correct
rain production rate. There is evidence for moistening of the atmosphere where the cloud vapor values
(blue) approach the cloud condensate values around 500 hPa and above.
and precise measurements of the isotope ratio
of liquid and ice cloud condensate by coupling a gas analyzer to the NCAR Counter
flow Virtual Impactor inlet. The inlet system
provides a particle enhancement while rejecting vapor, and its use is an important technical
advance needed to exploit isotope information
to understand cloud microphysics. Results in
the figure show that the cloud condensate has
high isotope ratios (presented in the standard
“delta” notation) relative to the environmental
vapor. Changes in the microphysical properties
of the cloud are detected at the onset of gla-

ciation above the freezing level, and the clouds
are fully glaciated below about minus 10°C.
Moistening of the atmosphere by detrainment
of condensate, which dominates the total water detrainment, is seen above 500 hPa (hectopascal) where the environmental values are
seen to approach the values of the condensate
found inside the cloud. These results place constraints on both the rate of rain production in
clouds and the characteristics of detrainment
in the mid-troposphere, which are otherwise
poorly constrained within models.
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Judith Perlwitz
Exploring Mechanisms by which the
Stratosphere Influences Climate
the tropospheric climate features of reflective
events have not been determined.
During the last year, we studied the life
cycle of Northern Hemisphere downward
coupling between the stratosphere and troposphere via wave reflection. We showed that
the evolution in the troposphere that follows
a reflective event in the stratosphere involves
a shift toward a positive phase of the North
Atlantic Oscillation (NAO). The pattern develops from a large westward propagating
wave-1 anomaly in high-latitudes that causes
a negative geopotential height anomaly in
the Atlantic sector. Subsequent equatorward
propagation leads to a positive anomaly in

midlatitudes. The evolution of the nearsurface temperature and mean sea level pressure anomalies are consistent with the shift
toward a positive NAO phase.
Finally, we analyzed winter seasons dominated by extreme wave coupling events. The
largest impacts in the troposphere occur during seasons with multiple wave reflection
events that produce a positive NAO phase
and during weak vortex seasons with major
sudden stratospheric warmings that produce
a negative NAO phase. The results suggest
that the dynamical coupling between the
stratosphere and NAO involves distinct dynamical mechanisms.

NASA

Over the past two decades, observational and
modeling studies have fundamentally changed
our understanding of the role of the stratosphere in surface weather and climate. While
we now have multiple evidence for a two-way
interaction between troposphere and stratosphere, the mechanisms by which the stratosphere can affect tropospheric climate are still
under investigation.
In a paper published in 2003, we established
observational evidence that planetary waves
that are generated in the troposphere and that
are propagating into the stratosphere can be
reflected back into the troposphere where
they modify the tropospheric flow. However,
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Roger Pielke, Jr.
Emergence Timescales for Detection of Anthropogenic
Climate Change in U.S. Tropical Cyclone Loss Data
Recent reviews have concluded that efforts to
date have yet to detect or attribute an anthropogenic climate change influence on Atlantic tropical cyclone (of at least tropical-storm
strength) behavior and concomitant damage.
However, the possibility of identifying such
influence in the future cannot be ruled out.
Using projections of future tropical cyclone
activity from a recent prominent study, we
estimate the time that it would take for anthropogenic signals to emerge in a time series
of normalized U.S. tropical cyclone losses.
Depending on the global climate model(s)
underpinning the projection, emergence
timescales range between 120 and 550 years,
reflecting a large uncertainty. It takes 260
years for an 18-model, ensemble-based signal
to emerge. Consequently, under the projections examined here, the detection or attribution of an anthropogenic signal in tropical cyclone loss data is extremely unlikely to
occur over periods of several decades (and
even longer). This caution extends more
generally to global weather-related natural
disaster losses.
Our results do not support using abnormally
large losses from individual Atlantic hurricanes
or seasons as either evidence of anthropogenic
climate change or to justify actions on greenhouse gas emissions. However, policy making
related to climate necessarily must occur under
uncertainty and ignorance. Our analysis indicates that such conditions will persist on timescales longer than those of decision making,
strengthening the case for expanding disaster
risk reduction in climate adaptation policy.

Emergence timescale of anthropogenic signals in normalized damage versus the percent change in
damage potential after 80 years

Emergence timescale, change in damage potential, and the simulated mean change in damage after
80 years and at the emergence timescale
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Balaji Rajagopalan

with graduate student Lisa Wade and CIRES WWA Researcher Jeff Lukas

Paleohydrology Reconstructions for the
Lower Colorado River Basin
The Colorado River Basin (CRB) is a critical
surface water source in the Southwest (Figure
1). Since the Upper CRB provides 80–90 percent of the total CRB annual flow and a smaller
contribution comes from the Lower CRB flows,
and also since the Gila River Basin isn’t explicitly
incorporated in the legal and management structure governing the rest of the CRB, Lower Basin

flows have typically been left out of CRB watersupply modeling. But as demand on the CRB
system approaches supply, the LCRB’s 10–20
percent contribution becomes more critical. For
these flows to be incorporated into a planning
framework, it’s important to understand their
long-term variability and develop robust simulation methods that can capture the variability.
These research needs motivated the present study
and led to two streamflow
reconstruction methods.
The first method clusters tree ring chronologies
from the Southwest into
coherent spatial regions;
the leading modes of variability from each region
were used with a local
polynomial model to fit
observed natural streamflows. We applied this to

reconstruct natural flows on the Gila River and
LCRB (Figure 2), offering a robust counterpart
to the widely used reconstructions of the UCRB
at Lees Ferry, Ariz. The second method introduces extreme value analysis (EVA) to streamflow reconstruction. Underlying this method is
the premise that trees respond better to moisture
exceeding some threshold. The EVA models the
probability of threshold exceedance and the
magnitude of exceedances; it is especially suited
for reconstructing intermittent streamflow. This
was applied to reconstruct natural flows on the
highly intermittent Gila River at the Colorado
River confluence. We find including Gila River
flows provides water-supply risk mitigation capability and reduces Colorado River system risk
by 4–17 percent. The new reconstruction methods coupled with the demonstration of their
utility in assessing water-supply risk provide an
attractive framework to studying water-supply
management and planning in other river basins
especially in semi-arid regions.

Figure 1. Upper CRB is area above Lees Ferry gauge (red dot), Lower CRB is Figure 2. Reconstruction of the Lower Colorado River Basin
below Lees Ferry, and Gila River Basin lies within the black boundary.
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Prashant Sardeshmukh
Has Global Warming Significantly Affected
Atmospheric Circulation Variability?
Although the anthropogenic influence on 20thcentury global warming is well-established,
the influence on the atmospheric circulation,
especially on regional scales at which natural
variability is relatively large, has proved harder
to ascertain. This may be because the influence
is actually small, a “second order” effect associated with the fact that a nearly spatially uniform surface warming cannot directly induce
large changes in atmospheric jet structure and
intensity and the statistics of daily weather. In-

deed the “first order” theory of global warming’s
effect on the global pattern of precipitation minus
evaporation, which assumes that there’s no effect
on the atmospheric circulation but mainly an effect on atmospheric humidity through the temperature increase, is quite successful in explaining
the gross features of the precipitation response to
global warming obtained in climate models.
Has there been a significant change in the atmospheric circulation over the 20th century? Many
assertions are made to this effect, especially in the

PDFs of standardized anomalous daily indices of the NAO and PWC. The PDFs are estimated for two 50-year
periods (1901–1950, red, and 1959–2008, blue) both as raw histograms (rectangles) and as fitted “SGS” PDFs
(curves). Results are shown for each of the 56 members of the 20CR ensemble. There are, thus, 56 red and 56
blue curves in each plot. Upper and lower segments of the red and blue rectangles show the range of counts
for each anomaly size bin. The gray swath indicates 95% confidence intervals on the PDFs associated with
using limited 50-year records, estimated using Monte Carlo simulations. The spread among the red and blue
curves measures observational uncertainty, and the gray swath measures sampling uncertainty. The figure
shows that the PDFs for the two 50-year periods are not statistically different, for both the NAO and the PWC.

media whenever an extreme warm, cold, dry, or
wet spell occurs and is tied to an apparent trend in
the associated large-scale atmospheric circulation
pattern. We have begun to address this important
issue using the longest available global atmospheric circulation data set, an ensemble of 56 equally
likely estimates of the atmospheric state within
observational error bounds every six hours from
1871 to the present generated by the Twentieth
Century Reanalysis (20CR) project, a major international effort led by the CIRES Climate Diagnostics Center (CDC) and NOAA. In the paper describing the data set (Compo et al, QJRMS,
2011), we presented evidence that long-term
trends in the indices of several major modes of
atmospheric circulation variability, including the
North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and the tropical Pacific Walker Circulation (PWC), were weak
or nonexistent over the full period of record. We
have since investigated the possibility of a change
in the probability density function (PDF) of
daily values of these indices from the first (1901
to 1950) to the second (1959 to 2008) half of
the 20th century, and found no statistically significant change. This was done taking into account the generally skewed and heavy-tailed
character of these PDFs, and using both raw
histograms and fitted “SGS” probability distributions (whose relevance in describing largescale atmospheric variability was demonstrated
in Sardeshmukh and Sura, J. Climate, 2009) to
perform the assessment. Our finding of no significant change in the PDFs of the NAO and the
PWC has important implications for how global
warming is influencing atmospheric circulation
variability and extreme anomaly statistics, and to
what extent climate models are correctly representing those influences.
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Mark Serreze
The Arctic is in the midst of pronounced
change encompassing the ocean, lands, and
the atmosphere. Work over the past year has
focused on understanding these changes,
what they imply for the future of the Arctic,
and how they will affect the rest of our planet.
While I work closely with CIRES colleagues
Julienne Stroeve, Walter Meier, Andrew Barrett, and John Cassano, as well as CIRES
graduate students, the highly interdisciplinary nature of Arctic change has fostered connections with colleagues across the world.
While much of my work involves analysis of
satellite data, atmospheric data, and results
from climate models, it also takes me to the
field. For the past five years, I have been involved in a study of Arctic snow conditions
on the North Slope of Alaska. In September
2011, Arctic sea ice extent barely missed setting a new record low, reinforcing the strong
downward trend in ice extent observed over
the satellite data record.
The rate of ice loss appears to be outpacing
expectations from even the most advanced
global climate models; why this is so remains
to be resolved. Correct representation of seaice thickness is likely part of the answer and
is the focus of an ongoing study making use
of thickness data from aircraft and satellites.
While it has been well established that sea-
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Kelly Elder

Understanding and Predicting Arctic Change

Traveling across the Alaskan Arctic tundra as part of a snow survey in April 2012
ice loss is a major contributor to the very
strong warming of the Arctic, work over the
past year established that this is also helping
to make the Arctic atmosphere moister. It is
increasingly clear from our work and that of

others that continued loss of the sea-ice cover
will have impacts on patterns of weather and
precipitation not just within the Arctic, but
well beyond. There is disturbing evidence that
such impacts have already occurred.

Anne Sheehan

Passive Seismic Imaging of Rocky Mountain
Foreland Arches and Sedimentary Basins
Basement-involved arches—characteristic of
the Laramide orogeny that formed the Rocky
Mountains 60 million years ago—are uplifts
of deep crystalline basement rocks, which are
rocks beneath what is often several kilometers
or more of sedimentary cover. They’re typically
flanked by deep sedimentary basins, which often host significant energy resources. A range
of hypotheses for the formation of basementinvolved arches predict different lower crustal
and crust-mantle boundary geometries beneath
foreland arches. These hypotheses and others
are being tested by combining the near-surface
geology of northern Wyoming’s Bighorn Arch
with a combined active/passive source EarthScope Flexible Array seismic experiment. The
Bighorn Arch was chosen because it is minimally affected by pre- and post-Laramide tectonic
events, preserving the sedimentary sequence.
The sedimentary sequence gives key information on the timing and extent of deformation
events. The Bighorn Arch has a relatively planar, west-dipping backlimb inclined into the
Bighorn Basin and a more abrupt, east-dipping
forelimb facing the Powder River Basin.
The passive seismic experiment uses naturally
occurring seismic sources, such as earthquakes
and ambient noise. The active-source experiment includes the use of controlled sources, 20
single-fired shots ranging from 500 to 2,000
pounds in size. The seismic experiment was a
three-phase deployment with a 15-month deployment of 41 broadband seismometers; a sixmonth deployment of 170 three-component
short-period seismometers; a four-month deployment of three five-element seismic arrays;
an active-source experiment with 20 singlefired shots recorded on 1,800 geophones; and a

passive-source geophone deployment with 850
geophones deployed in passive-source mode for
12 days. The combination of these approaches
is being used to develop structural crustal images at high resolution at all levels of the crust.
Ongoing analysis includes the use of seismic
mode-converted waves to map out subsurface
interfaces such as the crust-mantle boundary.
Vertical component multiply-reflected waves
from distant earthquakes (teleseisms) have been
used to map sedimentary basin structure. This is
the first time to our knowledge that recordings
of teleseisms on a dense array of industry-style
geophones have been used to map sedimentary basin structure. This technique shows great
promise; as passive-source seismology is applied
increasingly in oil, gas, and geothermal reservoir modeling, the reverberation image method
could be used to extract structural information
from passive data. Ambient noise surface wave
tomography analysis has been performed and
provides constraints on crustal shear velocity.
The figure above shows the merging of active
and passive source seismology. Teleseismic virtual source reflection (TVR) profile made from
teleseisms recorded on single-component geo-

phones, superimposed upon (color backdrop)
P wave velocity tomography from active source
shots. Data are from Wyoming’s EarthScope
Flexible Array Bighorn Arch Seismic Experiment (BASE). The west-east profile crosses the
Bighorns at 44.6° N. Geophones are shown by
triangles plotted at station elevation. The image
is created by deconvolving the P-wave source
pulse from high-frequency vertical component
recordings, leaving the underside reflection
from the phase PdPdp, which acts as a virtual
source for subsequent P-wave reflection off
crustal interfaces. The profile is made by stacking deconvolved PdPdp of three small (magnitude 5.2–5.4) teleseisms (two from Argentina,
one from the Aleutians). Red lines mark the top
of the Tensleep geologic formation determined
from well and industry data (T. Riley, unpublished). Yellow lines are for multiple reflectors
near the Oregon Basin Fault, which appear in
industry seismic reflection data (Stone, 1985).
(BHM, Bighorn Mountains; GBM, Greybull
Monocline; OBF, Oregon Basin Fault.) This
analysis illustrates the utility of using teleseisms
recorded on active source geophones to determine sedimentary basin structure.
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Robert Sievers

Improving Global Health Even as Climate Changes

Increased stability and safety of vaccines are
goals of the CIRES team effort in Global
Health. Last year the Sievers Research Group
broadened the vaccines and delivery methods
studied to include administration of measles,
human papilloma virus, and hepatitis B vaccines by one or more of sublingual, inhalation, or subcutaneous injection, following
stabilization and drying by the CIRES-patented CAN-BD (Carbon dioxide Assisted
Nebulization with a Bubble Dryer) process.
We have demonstrated that the measles vaccine powder formulation is stable and satisfies the World Health Organization’s shortterm stability requirement at 37°C. It also
possesses good stability characteristics over a
much longer period (less than 1 log loss of
potency after about four years of storage at
2–8°C). In addition, CIRES’s collaborators
in Pune, India, have established room-temperature stability of our dry powder aerosol
vaccine for six months.
The stabilization of the other vaccines and
storage behavior are still under study. The
FNIH-supported Sievers team from Aktiv-Dry
LLC, CU–CIRES, the Serum Institute of India, Sristek Private Ltd., Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), Johns Hopkins University, and BD Technologies plans to
continue research focused on vaccinations for
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PuffHaler® dry powder inhaler invented by the CIRES Global Health Group to administer aerosol
measles vaccine to human volunteers in Phase I clinical trials in India
children. Achievements include reformulating
with myo-inositol (a newly discovered stabilizer) an existing measles vaccine as a potent
live attenuated virus vaccine and developing
two inhalation devices for administering the
vaccine powder to children in the developing
world. CIRES patent applications have been
submitted. European Patent No. 1 185 248
B1, “Supercritical Fluid-Assisted Nebuliza-

tion and Bubble Drying,” recently was granted to Sievers, Sellers, and Carpenter, with 37
allowed claims.
The Global Health Group, under Dr. Stephen
Cape’s guidance, is characterizing sublingual
pellets and films of dried excipient stabilizers,
which are expected to dissolve rapidly in water
for sublingual delivery of vaccines.

Konrad Steffen

with graduate student Dan McGrath

Basal Crevasses on the Larsen C Ice Shelf, Antarctica
Meltwater-driven crevasse hydrofracture, the
process by which a surface crevasse can fracture
down through ice, is believed to have been a
major contributor to the final collapse of Larsen B in 2002. Thus, for Larsen C, basal crevasses create locations to pond meltwater, induce

surface crevasses, and create a section of the ice
shelf one-third of its original thickness—together, these create an environment conducive
to this breakup mechanism. While Larsen C is
not displaying many of the other characteristics
seen as precursors to collapse, our research has
revealed these large structural flaws, which have
important implications for ice-shelf stability in
a warming climate.

Figure 1. (a) 25-megahertz radar profile across basal
and surface crevasses. Surface elevations have
been corrected to reflect ice-shelf topography. Note
down-warping of firn above basal crevasse and
hyperbolas on the flanks, highlighted in red, interpreted as surface crevasses; (b) three-dimensional
view of the basal crevasse penetrating into the
ice shelf. Surface and basal interface interpolated
from GPS and ground-penetrating-radar profiles,
respectively.

Figure 2. High-resolution (0.5-meter) visible imagery
of surface depressions and surface crevasses, located
on flanks of the depressions. Red arrow is aligned
with flow direction and identifies bridged surface
crevasses.

Imagery Copyright GeoEye Inc., 2011

The break up of the Larsen B Ice Shelf in
2002—an event in which approximately 3,200
square kilometers of floating ice fractured and
subsequently floated away from Antarctica—
was a dramatic example of the rapid changes
occurring on the Antarctic Peninsula (AP). This
narrow and tall mountain range, with cascading
glaciers toeing into the Southern Ocean, has
witnessed some of the most dramatic warming
of anywhere on the planet—some 2.5°C since
1950—and subsequently, some of the most significant changes. Following the collapse of the
ice shelf, the outlet glaciers that previously fed it
increased their flow more than four-fold, subsequently adding more than 25 cubic kilometers
per year of ice to the ocean.
This research is focused on assessing the stability of the Larsen C Ice Shelf, the largest ice shelf
on the AP, in the context of the observed warming climate. Four field seasons, three weather
stations, too many rations of delicious British
military food, and more than 1,500 kilometers
of in situ ice-penetrating radar surveys have revealed some exciting and important insights to
the future stability of the ice shelf. First, numerous and very large basal crevasses were found
on the ice shelf—some of these crevasses extend
more than 230 meters into the ice column (approximately 66 percent of total ice thickness)
and extend laterally for tens of kilometers (Figure 1). Further, the ice shelf surface deforms
to compensate for the reduced ice thickness,
creating a perfect depression to pond meltwater. Lastly, surface crevasses subsequently form
on the flanks of these depressions, in response
to the increased bending/tensional stresses induced by the new geometry (Figure 2).
Together, these features represent a major
structural flaw in the ice shelf, one that may
play an important role in its future stability.
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Margaret Tolbert

Laboratory Studies of Cirrus Clouds:
Nucleation from the Inside Out

Although cirrus clouds are ever-present in
the upper troposphere, the precise mechanisms governing their formation have eluded scientists for many years. The particles
available for ice nucleation are complex, and
ice concentrations are low (less than one in
10,000 particles nucleate ice), making direct
measurements difficult. Thus, there’s a high
degree of uncertainty associated with the
impact of cirrus clouds on global climate.
Understanding the precise mechanisms governing cirrus cloud formation is critical to
our understanding of how natural processes
and anthropogenic activities impact cloud
origination and global climate.
It has recently become apparent that ice
nucleation in the atmosphere often occurs
via heterogeneous nucleation. In heteroge-

Figure 1. Schematic of different types of heterogeneous ice nucleation
neous nucleation, a solid particle can help
the critical ice germ form at lower relative
humidity levels than would be possible
without the solid nucleus. Three important
types of heterogeneous nucleation are illustrated schematically in Figure 1. On the
left, a solid particle within a liquid droplet
provides the seed for nucleation. The center illustrates contact nucleation, while the
right illustrates vapor deposition on a solid

*

Figure 2. Ice nucleation on a solid ammonium sulfate particle coated with an organic overlayer. The beginning of ice nucleation is observed in the second panel. Ice growth continues, and the organic layer is
stretched over the growing ice crystal. A complex ice crystal results and is shown in the final panel.
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particle. While known to be important, it is
not clear which solid particles provide the
best ice nuclei, nor is it understood which
nucleation mechanisms dominate. This limits our ability to predict future cirrus cloud
abundances in the atmosphere.
We are developing new techniques for the
study of heterogeneous ice nucleation in the
laboratory. In our National Science Foundation project, we are using Raman microscopy to study heterogeneous ice nucleation
one particle at a time. In Figure 2, we show
a sequence of ice nucleation for a solid ammonium sulfate crystal coated by an organic
layer (similar to Figure 1 above). Here we
see ice nucleation occurring from inside the
particle as water vapor diffuses through the
organic to nucleate on the ammonium sulfate inside. Ongoing studies are examining
other complex particle morphologies with
different salts and organics.
We are also studying contact nucleation
in a new project funded by a CIRES Innovative Research Project with Sara Lance at
NOAA. Here we are building a new apparatus to trap single liquid aerosol particles
using a Bessel beam. We then plan to study
contact nucleation by passing a solid particle over the trapped particle and imaging
the resulting ice formation.

William Travis

Understanding Adaptation Decision
Making Under Climate Uncertainty

Colleagues and I study the processes by which
people make decisions in adapting to climate
variability and change. With support from
NOAA, the Western Water Assessment, and
CIRES, we have combined several software
tools into an “adaptation test bed” that allows us
to test hypotheses about adaptation in modeled
systems, such as agriculture and species conservation. Our main focus is on the role of extreme
events; although extreme events are often seen as
opportunities to advance adaptation, we found
that extremes can trip premature and inefficient
adaptation on a wheat farm facing a worsening
climate (Figure 1).
Though the adaptation test bed is built around
decision simulation models, an important aspect
of our work is to balance normative, quantitative decision-analysis with qualitative, empirical
studies of the choices and policy contexts faced
by actual decision makers. So, recent master’s
graduate Kristin Gangwer interviewed ranch
families in the Rockies to build a rich roster of
the options, constraints, and incentives they face
in adapting to drought. Their options are extraordinarily complex, including adjustments in
herd size, grazing patterns across a wide range of
ecological and land tenure types, technological
inputs, labor, finance, and marketing. We then
bring these insights to decision simulations; recent master’s graduate Mary Huisenga is using
a decision and risk analysis tool, Analytica, developed at Carnegie Mellon University, to simulate ranchers’ decisions in the face of uncertainty
about both climate and other ranchers; the
analysis uses game theory to assess the likelihood
that other ranchers will also cull their herds when
drought lowers range productivity and raises the
feed prices, thus depressing cattle prices. This

study paralleled national news coverage during
the summer of 2012 on how drought was forcing ranchers to sell off their herds.
One constraint on decision-making is lack of
information, and we’re integrating data analysis
tools into the test bed to develop dashboards that
can inform both researcher and decision maker. For example, we create data visualizations
with Tableau, a business analytics software.
Our first application of this tool was to develop
drought impact dashboards with support from
the National Integrated Drought Information
System (NIDIS).
Another key element of adaptation science is
projection into the future. As part of CU Prof.
Lisa Dilling’s NOAA-funded study of the interaction of drought adjustment and climate
change adaptation in water management, we
are developing storylines that explore the tradeoffs between adapting to the current climate and
developing resilience to a range of future conditions. The work specifically challenges the notion that better adaptation today offers a “lowregret” strategy for absorbing future climate
change. This bridge between current and future
adaptation inevitably leads to questions about
the rate and nature of climate change over time.
So, the next step in our evolving adaptation test
bed is to integrate future climate scenarios with
impact models. We’re doing this with the SimCLIM climate assessment tool developed at the
University of Waikato. Our goal is not to predict the future, but to use scenarios especially to
conduct failure analysis: When would the type
of adaptive decisions now available to resource
managers fail to counter growing negative impacts and push the system from incremental to
transformative adaptation?

Figure 1. An extreme drought causes adoption of
conservation tillage whenever it occurs, perhaps
too early for it to pay off in adaptation to underlying climate change.
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Francis Rengers (CU) and John Moody (USGS) at the Spring Creek, Colo., wildfire site

Greg Tucker

Numerical models of landscape evolution
play a vital role in geomorphology, but there
remains a pressing need to test these models
against field data. We are developing two case
studies for model-data comparison testing.
The two case studies are sites of rapid decadal
landscape change. The decadal scale is particularly important because: It is a critical time scale
for societal adaptation to rapid environmental
change; it is short enough to take advantage of
historical records; and models of longer-term
landscape dynamics should be consistent with
shorter-term behavior.
The study pairs two very different environments: a low-relief, semi-arid, soft-rock setting
dominated by rapid gully erosion and scarp
retreat, and a steep, montane, forested, crystalline-rock setting responding to a 1996 wildfire.
The first site, located on the high plains of eastern Colorado, provides a unique opportunity
to reconstruct erosion rates and channel growth
patterns over a 70-year period. The second site,
in the Colorado Front Range, contains an extraordinarily rich 14-year database of post-fire
geomorphic response, thanks to intensive monitoring efforts by the U.S. Geological Survey.
The project relies on a variety of methods, including aerial photo analysis, reservoir sediment
volumes, 137Cs measurements, lidar DEM
analysis, and oral history interviews. Modern
hydrology and geomorphology are documented with a network of rain gauges and flow sensors, combined with biennial tripod-laser scans
to measure rates of channel-head retreat (estimated at approximately 0.5 meters per year).
The two data sets are used to test a physically
based numerical model of landscape evolution
using a Monte Carlo calibration method.

Greg Tucker

From Peaks to Prairie: Two Natural Experiments
in Decadal Landscape Evolution

Left: A typical gully head near the West Bijou Escarpment. Right: Cross-sections of the gully head obtained with a ground-based laser scanner, showing morphologic change over a 14-month period

Veronica Vaida
Light- and Water-Mediated Chemistry
in Earth’s Atmosphere 		
a significant population of organic aerosols
consists of an aqueous core with an organic
surface film and pointed to the profound consequences to their morphology and optical
and chemical properties. Our research group
investigates the fundamental physical chemistry of interfacial organic films and, using
theoretical models, explores the consequences
of these results to environmental water.
To bring this research to a broader commu-

nity, I have included environmental chemistry topics in teaching chemistry at all levels.
Simultaneously, I developed lectures, which
have been delivered to public and academic
audiences nationwide during my tenure as
Sigma Xi Distinguished Lecturer. Recent research collaborations and student exchanges
developed abroad include Canada (University of Toronto), Brazil, France, and Romania
(University Babes-Bolyai).

Photo courtesy of Veronica Vaida

Our program explores water- and sunlightmediated processes in planetary atmospheres
including the contemporary and prebiotic Earth. My approach uses fundamental
chemical physics to address complex problems where atmospheric measurements and
models disagree, aiming to provide new inputs for models of atmospheric chemistry
and climate.
In response to observations of high radical
concentrations with the Sun near the horizon, our group—using red-light-initiated
photochemistry in our lab and through collaborations with NOAA and environmental chamber studies—pointed to the role
of water in catalysis and/or suppression of
atmospheric reactions. This chemistry resulted in mechanisms connecting volatile organic compounds to aerosol nucleation and
growth.
Properties of atmospheric aerosols are
highly nonlinear, resulting in uncomfortably large uncertainties in aerosol effects on
climate. Inspired by atmospheric measurements, which established that aerosols have
a large organic content, we proposed that

The Vaida group with Professor Jean-François Doussin and the environmental chamber at Université Paris Est,
LISA, France
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The TORERO Project (Tropical Ocean tRoposphere Exchange
of Reactive halogens and Oxygenated voc)
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Figure 1. Vertical profiles of iodine oxide (IO) and glyoxal (CHOCHO) over the Central Pacific Ocean

Michael Lechner

Oceans cover 70 percent of Earth’s surface, yet
the open ocean marine atmosphere is one of
the most poorly probed atmospheric environments of our planet. Reactive halogen species
and organic carbon sources from the ocean
are important in the atmosphere because they
modify HOx radical abundances, influence the
reactive chemistry and lifetime of climate active
gases (e.g., ozone, methane, dimethyl sulfide),
and affect the atmospheric reaction cycles of
mercury.
The Tropical Ocean tRoposphere Exchange
of Reactive halogens and Oxygenated voc (TORERO) Project was conducted from Jan. 19,
2012, until Feb. 29, 2012, to investigate the role
of reactive halogens, like bromine and iodine
oxide radicals, as well as short-lived oxygenated
hydrocarbons on the oxidative capacity of the
tropical free troposphere. Figure 1 shows recent
first measurements of iodine oxide (IO) radicals
and glyoxal (CHOCHO) in the tropical free
troposphere over the central Pacific Ocean by
means of the University of Colorado Airborne
MAX-DOAS (Multi AXis Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy). The presence of
IO is relevant in the free troposphere because it
destroys heat-trapping ozone and modifies the
abundance of OH and bromine radicals.
The TORERO mission conducted 17 research flights aboard the NSF/NCAR GV
aircraft in early 2012 over the eastern tropical
Pacific Ocean. TORERO comprises collaborators from 15 institutions in five countries,
including CIRES collaborators in the Earth
System Research Laboratory’s Physical Sciences Division and Chemical Sciences Division. The project was conceived, initiated,
and is coordinated by Prof. Volkamer at
CIRES/CU Boulder.

Participants during the 2nd TORERO Science Team meeting hosted at CIRES from July 23–25, 2012

Tingjun Zhang

Degrading Permafrost on the Qinghai-Xizang (Tibet) Plateau

The Qinghai-Xizang (Tibet) Plateau has an
average elevation of greater than 4,000 meters above sea level (a.s.l.) and is known as
“The Roof of the World.” As a result, permafrost is well-developed over the majority
of the plateau’s area. Due to the impacts of
climate warming and human activities, such
as the newly constructed Qinghai-Tibet
Railroad, permafrost on the plateau is experiencing significant warming and degradation during the past few decades. Changes in
permafrost conditions would have dramatic
impact on local and regional ecosystems,
hydrological and carbon cycles, landscape,
and, importantly, engineering infrastructure.
In collaboration with Professor Qingbai Wu
and his colleagues from the Cold and Arid
Regions Environmental and Engineering
Research Institute, Chinese Academy of Sciences, we established in the past few years a
long-term permafrost-monitoring network,
which is still expanding, along the QinghaiXizang (Tibet) Railroad.
The preliminary results indicate that among
the 28 monitoring sites along the network,
average active-layer thickness is about 3.1
meters with a range from about 1.2 meters
to 4.9 meters. From 2006 through 2010,
active-layer thickness has increased at a rate
of about 6.3 centimeters per year. Permafrost temperature at the depth of zero amplitude (i.e., mean annual ground temperature,
MAGT) ranges from about minus 3.0°C to
minus 0.1°C (Figure 1). Although permafrost along the network is relatively warm,
permafrost temperature at the depth of zero
amplitude is increasing at a rate of about
0.01°C per year over the past five years. The

magnitude of permafrost-temperature increase
is greater for relatively colder perma¬frost
(MAGT of less than minus 1.0°C) than for
relatively warm permafrost (MAGT less than
minus 1.0°C). This is consistent with observa-

tions in the Arctic, primarily due to the effect
of latent heat as unfrozen water content increases with permafrost temperature increase.
This permafrost monitoring will continue for
the next 10 years.

Figure 1: (a) Site elevation; (b) mean annual ground temperature (MAGT) at depth of zero amplitude;!
and (c) active layer thickness (ALT) along the Qinghai-Xizang (Tibet) Railroad.
!
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The Centers within the CIRES enterprise provide the functional link
between NOAA and 11 different departments at the University of
Colorado Boulder. The goal is that the Centers provide an environment to develop collaboration and facilitate partnerships between
federal and academic entities.
The Center for Limnology makes ecologically oriented studies of inland waters:
lakes, streams, and wetlands. The staff and students of the Center for Limnology
during 2011 worked on several projects related to Colorado lakes and streams.
Graduate student Thomas Detmer and Center Associate Director James McCutchan extended their studies of the effects of fish on
aquatic communities in the lakes of Rocky
Mountain National Park. Prior to the mid19th century, many lakes in the Colorado
Rockies lacked fish entirely. The popularity
of fishing for trout at high elevation led the
State of Colorado, like many other states, to
conduct extensive stocking of fishless lakes,
first by carrying young fish in milk cans by
mule train to remote lakes and, in later years,
by stocking lakes by airplane. Stocking continues today.
Detmer’s fieldwork on several of the mountain lakes during 2011 turned up a surprising
result. It has been known for some time that
the presence of fish reduces the average size
of invertebrates because the fish prefer larger
prey and even eliminate some of the larger
classes of invertebrates through this preference. It has been postulated that a byproduct
of this community shift is reduced production of invertebrates in lakes that have fish.
Detmer’s data show that the removal of larger
prey does, indeed, occur but is accompanied
by an increase in the ratio of production
(growth) to biomass because smaller invertebrates grow more rapidly than larger ones.
The higher production per unit biomass
compensates for the reduction in biomass
caused by the loss of larger prey. Thus, the
ecosystem conserves production, even as it
shifts in composition. This is a new example
of ecosystem homeostasis as a byproduct of
the interaction between fish and invertebrates (Figure 1).
Under the leadership of James McCutchan, the Center also worked on Grand
Lake during the summer. This lake, which is
the largest and deepest natural lake in Colorado, has been the subject of great contro56
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versy. The Alva Adams Tunnel, which was
completed in 1947, draws water from Grand
Lake and sends it through the continental
divide to the East Slope where it provides
water for domestic and agricultural use to
supplement the natural supplies on the
East Slope. Water withdrawn from Grand
Lake is replaced by water from two reservoirs, Shadow Mountain and Granby. Since
this practice began, the transparency of
Grand Lake has been notably lower than it
was previously. A documented connection
between the pumping operations and the
transparency of the lake has been missing,
however.
				
A collaboration between the Northwest
Colorado Water Conservancy District and
Grand County has produced a water quality
study program operated by the Center for
Limnology. The first months of fieldwork
produced a surprising map of the distribu-

tion of fine sediments in Shadow Mountain
Reservoir, which is a direct water supply for
Grand Lake. The initial hypothesis was that
Shadow Mountain Reservoir, which is shallow, shows wind-generated suspension of
fine sediment that then affects the transport
of fine sediment to Grand Lake. Sediment
mapping, however, showed that the highest
concentrations of fine sediment are located
in the center of Shadow Mountain Reservoir rather than around the edges (Figure
2). The distribution pattern, when followed
to the water source for Shadow Mountain
Reservoir, implicates the Upper Colorado
River as the main supply of fine sediment
to Shadow Mountain Reservoir and conpresumably to Grand Lake. This preliminary
result raises several questions yet to be answered. First, does the sediment transferred
from the Colorado River to Shadow Mountain Reservoir account quantitatively for the
amount of sediment transferred to Grand
Lake? In addition, is the sediment load of
the Colorado River natural, i.e., susceptible
to geologic and hydrologic explanations, or
is it somehow augmented by disturbances

Figure 1. Production to biomass ratio (P:B ratio) as a function of average body size for all Rocky Mountain National Park lakes containing and not containing fish. The decrease in body size caused by fish is
related to the increase in P:B ratio.

upstream? These questions will be answered
by further study.
A third study conducted by the Center for
Limnology in 2011 was of the mixing of a
domestic effluent with a river. In some cases,
the junction of an effluent discharge with a
receiving water leads to nearly instantaneous
mixing. In other cases, however, the effluent
source is much smaller in volume than the receiving water. A plume then develops below
the point of discharge. The plume shows
gradual downstream mixing with the receiving water until mixing is complete. The
mixing process may take tens of meters or
even several kilometers, depending on the
circumstances.
A Center for Limnology field study in
2011 quantified the mixing of a permitted
effluent discharge from the Pueblo Wastewater Treatment Facility to the Arkansas
River. The State of Colorado, through a
mixing zone policy, allows a certain area
(regulatory mixing zone) for mixing to occur. If full mixing does not occur within
that area, the limits for regulated substances
in the effluent are reduced in order to compensate for the lack of complete mixing.
The field study involved use of rhodamine
dye to determine the size and shape of the
physical mixing zone for effluent entering at
time of low flow, when mixing conditions
are least advantageous. There was a plume,
as expected (Figure 3), and expansion of the
plume occurred over a distance of approximately 1,200 meters below the location of
the effluent discharge. The size of the mixing zone was determined by the width of the
channel, as specified by the State of Colorado. At the bottom of the regulatory mixing
zone, rhodamine dye had mixed completely
over the cross section and volume of the Arkansas River. Therefore, in this case the discharge permit limits were not affected by a
mixing zone restriction because the regulatory mixing zone was large enough to allow full
mixing of the effluent plume with the river.
In other cases, the reverse might be true.

Figure 2. Contour plot of turbidity (particles) in Shadow Mountain Reservoir and Grand Lake, June 2012

Figure 3. Contour map of a mixing zone in the Arkansas River as determined with rhodamine dye
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CIRES Centers

A policy center discussion with U.S. Congressman Jared Polis about decision making in Washington, D.C.
The Center for Science and Technology Policy Research (CSTPR) was established
within CIRES in 2001 to conduct research, education, and outreach at the interface of
science, technology, and the needs of decision makers in public and private settings.
The Center focuses on the intersection of the environment and society, applying the
social and policy sciences to problems of environmental change, management, and
sustainability. The Center’s research is integrated with the ongoing activities of CIRES,
NOAA, CU-Boulder, and the broader science and technology community.
Much of our work poses questions about
how people and institutions make decisions
under uncertainty; how perception and
technical information influence choices; and
how, over time, those choices affect the coevolution of science, technology, and policy.
Outcomes of particular interest to Center
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faculty include trends in natural disaster
losses and their underlying causes; factors
affecting the supply and demand of climate
science; trends in media coverage of climate
change; and ethics and trends in environmental management and policy, including
efforts to limit greenhouse gases in the atmo-

sphere, manage natural hazards, and adapt
to environmental change.
Current projects include decision modeling that is testing hypotheses about whether
extreme events might act as pacemakers of
adaptation to underlying trends such as climate change in farming, flood management,
and other climate-sensitive sectors; a study
of how drought policies interact with both
short-term drought and long-term climate
change; an investigation of why some local
decision makers choose to adapt to climaterelated stress and risk while others do not;
and a look at analogs from other areas of
research to understand under what circumstances we might want to apply extra scrutiny to proposed geo-engineering research and

Weinkle, Maue, and Pielke, Jr., 2012, Historical global tropical cyclone landfalls, Journal of Climate

Global and basin hurricane landfall
annual frequencies of storms of major
(red) and both major and minor (blue)
hurricane intensity at landfall for North
Atlantic (NATL), North Eastern Pacific
(EPAC), Western North Pacific (WPAC),
Northern Indian Ocean (NIO), and the
Southern Hemisphere (SH) regions
for what reasons. Our work is reported via
research articles, books, reports, and several
outreach methods, including a regular newsletter, briefings for decision makers, faculty
blogs, news media, and frequent seminars
and workshops.
Recent highlights include completion of
the five-year NSF “SPARC” (Science Policy
Assessment and Research on Climate) project which resulted in more than 11 master’s
theses, dissertations, as well as 200 mostly
peer-reviewed publications; numerous
workshops that have directly engaged science policy practitioners from around the
world and have advanced SPARC’s goal of
a highly integrated research and outreach
agenda; and publication of a handbook on

Our work is reported via research
articles, books, reports, and
several outreach methods,
including a regular newsletter,
briefings for decision makers,
faculty blogs, news media,
and frequent seminars
and workshops.
usable science written for practitioners that
summarized SPARC research findings and
was widely distributed across the commu-

nity. Other highlights include publication
of Max Boykoff’s new book Who Speaks for
the Climate? Making Sense of Mass Media
Reporting on Climate Change, which analyzes media reporting on climate change; a
completed Ph.D. thesis examining whether
an anthropogenic climate change signal can
be identified in natural disaster loss trends;
research publications about the history of
building damage and loss of life due to bushfire in Australia since 1925 and about how
public-lands decision makers are incorporating climate change into their decisions about
forests, biofuels, and grazing; and a special
journal issue on reconciling the supply of
and demand for research in the science of
science and innovation policy.
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The mission of the Climate Diagnostics Center (CDC) is to improve our understanding of global climate interactions to improve regional climate predictions, and to train
the next generation of climate scientists in advanced climate system diagnosis and
prediction. CDC‘s goal is to establish the causes of regional climate variations around
the globe on time scales of weeks to millennia, by 1) developing and applying new
diagnostic techniques to global observations and model simulations; 2) developing new observational data sets and performing new climate model integrations as
needed for this purpose; and 3) developing new techniques to diagnose and reduce
climate model errors.
Research disciplines include but are not
limited to the atmospheric sciences, oceanography, stochastic dynamics and physics,
remote sensing, numerical computational
methods, computer sciences, data management, and complex dynamical systems
analysis. An integration of these disciplines is
required to transfer improvements in the understanding of climate processes to improvements in the models and methods used for
climate predictions.
In 2011–2012, CDC published 26 peerreviewed papers on topics that included:
• The Twentieth Century Reanalysis
(20CR) project, a major international effort led by CDC and NOAA to produce a
comprehensive global atmospheric circulation data set spanning the period 1871 to
the present, and using it to assess changes in
worldwide storminess since 1871.
• Demonstrating the critical influence of the
pattern of tropical oceanic warming trends
on climate trends around the globe, and also
the inability of the models used in the 2007
IPCC report to represent both the amplitude
and spatial structure of such trends over the
second half of the 20th century.
• Developing an empirical model of tropical ocean dynamics and using it to diagnose
the significance of 20th-century changes in
tropical sea surface temperatures (SSTs).
• Constraining estimates of global climate
sensitivity to increases of greenhouse gas by
giving relatively greater weights to a subset of
climate models that are better at simulating
the 20th-century climate.
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• Distinguishing natural and anthropogenic
decadal climate variability and predictability.
• Explicitly accounting for clouds in atmospheric data assimilation.
• Recent developments in the understanding and predictability of the South American
monsoon system.
• Assessing the prospects for improving

subseasonal predictions in the tropics and the
northern hemisphere.
• Using high-resolution regional models to
assess potential changes in hail and flood risk
over the Colorado mountains.
Additionally, CDC continued the development of several observational and atmospheric
circulation data sets and forecast products, and
provided scientific input to international programs, including:
• Making the 20CR data set for 1871 to the
present widely available through a web interface (http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/
gridded/data.20thC_Rean.html). The data
set is currently being extended further back to
1851 through a DOE-sponsored project.
• Providing leadership in the international
Global Climate Observing System SurfacePressure Working Group, to promote the development of long-term, high-quality surface-

pressure data sets.
• Providing leadership in the U.S. CLIVAR
Working Group on Decadal Predictability.
• Developing and releasing a new experimental forecast product (jointly with NOAA
ESRL’s Physical Sciences Division) for subseasonal tropical forecasts based on a coupled linear inverse model of weekly tropical SSTs and
outgoing longwave radiation variations. More:
see http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/forecasts/clim/.
The completion, publication, and worldwide distribution of the 20CR data set are
major contributions. The data set has already proven to be a valuable resource to
the climate research community for climate
model validations and diagnostic studies.
The journal article describing its development and main features has already been
cited more than 70 times in the first year
since publication, which is likely an all-time

	
  

Cathy Smith

Probability Density Functions (PDFs) of standardized daily anomalies of the North Atlantic Oscillation
(NAO) index in northern winter, based on the sea level pressure difference between Azores and Iceland.
The PDFs are estimated for two 50-year periods, 1901 to 1950 (red) and 1959 to 2008 (blue), both as
raw histograms (rectangles) and continuous PDFs (curves) belonging to a class of skewed and heavytailed PDFs identified by Sardeshmukh and Sura (J. Climate, 2009) as being especially relevant in the
atmosphere. The results are derived using each one of the 56 members of the 20th Century Reanalysis
ensemble (Compo et al, 2011) as a possible realization of the atmosphere within observational error
bounds. There are actually 56 red and 56 blue curves in the plot, obtained from each of these 56
possible realizations, and the red and blue rectangles actually show the range of counts obtained in
each anomaly size bin. The gray swath indicates 95% confidence intervals on the PDFs associated with
estimating them from limited 50-year records. Thus, the spread among the red and blue curves and
boxes indicates observational uncertainty, whereas the gray swath indicates sampling uncertainty.
The figure shows there is not only no difference in the mean of the NAO index in the first and second
periods (indicated by the completely overlapping red and blue circles at the center of the plot), but also
that there is no statistically significant difference in the entire PDF.
record for a CIRES–NOAA contribution.
Some surprising aspects of the data set are
already evident. For instance, the long-term
trends of indices representing the North
Atlantic Oscillation and the tropical Pacific
Walker Circulation are weak or non-existent
over the full period of record (1871 to the
present). Indeed a rigorous analysis reveals
no statistically significant differences be-

tween the (generally skewed and heavytailed) probability distribution functions of
the daily values of these indices between the
first and second halves of the record. These
results have important implications for how
global warming is influencing atmospheric
circulation variability, and to what extent
climate models are representing (or misrepresenting) those influences.
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The Earth Science and Observation Center (ESOC) provides a focus for the development and application of modern remote-sensing techniques used in the research of
all aspects of Earth sciences at CU-Boulder. Our aim is to work on all scales of problems,
from technique development in small test sites to understanding pattern and process on
regional and global scales. A long-term goal of ESOC research is to investigate problems in
global geosciences—questions of global change, in particular—through remote-sensing
observations. ESOC had seven faculty associates during FY12, 20 graduate students, eight
postdocs, and four visiting fellows. Below, ESOC accomplishments and activities are summarized by topic.

Cryospheric change

We continued to monitor the climate on
the Greenland Ice Sheet using 15 automatic
weather stations, including two permanent research sites at the ice sheet interior. This data
set is the longest in situ meteorological time
series capturing the recent climate warming in
the ice sheet. Other activities within ESOC’s
cryospheric-change research group include the
development of an ice model to study the englacial effect of meltwater, the development of
a glacio-hydrological model, and the study of
a moulin system in the ablation region close
to Swiss Camp. In the Southern Hemisphere
this year, we concluded our NSF International
Polar Year project on the Larsen C ice shelf on
the Antarctic Peninsula. We completed 1,400
kilometers of radar surveys on the ice shelf,
focusing on important structural features, including basal crevasses and marine flow bands.
Ongoing research is focused on integrating in
situ observations from the past four years with
a broader remote-sensing effort.
This year we also developed a novel application of the Gravity Recovery And Climate
Experiment (GRACE) satellite data to determine the spatial distribution of mass changes
on the Greenland ice sheet. Movement of
terrestrial-based ice into the ocean creates
changes in Earth’s gravity field that are detected by the GRACE mission but with spatial
resolution that is too coarse for direct comparisons to changes assessed by other methods
such as altimetry. We have been developing an
inverse statistical approach to infer the most
likely pattern of ice-sheet mass change that is
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responsible for the cryosphere-attributed mass
change fields isolated from satellite gravimetry.
By constraining the inferred mass changes to
only occur within irregularly shaped ice-covered
areas, this inverse statistical approach moves us
one step closer to being able to directly compare gravimetry and altimetry observations and
surface balance models. Higher performance
computing resources for this project are being
provided by the Janus supercomputer at the
University of Colorado Boulder.

Ecology

In 2011, we initiated a cross-disciplinary project with colleagues in CIRES at WWA in an
effort to use a suite of modeling and field work
techniques to better understand drivers of snow
accumulation and melt in the Upper Colorado
River Basin (UCRB). The overall aim of the
project is to improve NOAA NWS Colorado
Basin River Forecast Center forecasts, if possible. Water managers in the Intermountain
West rely on streamflow forecasts to plan
reservoir operations in any given year. Unfortunately, recent forecasts in the UCRB, especially for peak flow and daily flow, have shown
greater-than-normal errors, posing significant
challenges to water managers. These forecast
errors may be related to unusual spatio-temporal patterns of snow water equivalent (SWE),
which researchers only recently have begun to
model in any detail. Snowpack perturbations
(e.g., regional warming, dust radiative forcing,
and forest cover changes associated with fire
and mountain pine beetle infestation) add an
additional layer of complexity and are a poten-

tial source of error in water supply forecasting.
This year, time series of Moderate-Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer phenology metrics and leaf area index (LAI) were completed
and assessed for eventual incorporation in the
hydrology model. 2002–2010 trends in both
mean and max summer LAI were correlated
with increasing density of insect mortality.
Distribution of forests experiencing declining LAI was spatially coherent with areas of
cumulative mortality from beetle infestation.
Interestingly, areas mainly experiencing insect
kill early in the decade (2002–2004) appeared
to be on the road to recovery (in terms of LAI).
The phenology relationship with beetle kill was
also significant but with less predictive power;
the best relationship was found between the
large integral of yearly Normalized Difference
Vegetation Index and insect mortality.
We also began an NSF-funded project aimed
to improve understanding of the potential
effects and consequences of multiple disturbances on carbon sequestration in forests. This
research takes advantage of a complex of four
disturbance events in a Colorado subalpine
forest (wind, logging, beetles, and fire; Routt
National Forest) to evaluate impacts of disturbances, singularly and in combination, on
carbon sequestration. The two primary components are: (1) field research and laboratory analysis that collect the data necessary for modeling
carbon stocks, and (2) simulation of carbon
stocks using an individual tree growth model
(USFS Forest Vegetation Simulator). The first
field season (summer 2011) was completed as
proposed, and early modeling was initiated.

Atmospheric lidar development
and application

The polar middle and upper atmosphere provides a unique natural laboratory for studying
the complex physical, chemical, and dynamical processes in Earth’s atmosphere and space
environment. However, this region remains
one of the least understood regions of the atmosphere. In particular, very little is known
about the neutral atmosphere in the altitude
range of 100 to 200 kilometers because obser-

Dan McGrath/CIRES

Field camp on the Larsen C ice shelf in Antarctica. From this camp, which is located 350 on meters of
floating ice, under which lies 400-plus meters of ocean, in situ observations were made to support the
interpretation of satellite and airborne measurements of changes in the ice shelf.

vations are extremely difficult to make. The
first lidar discovery of neutral iron (Fe) layers
with gravity wave signatures in the thermosphere up to 155 kilometers, made by the Chu
Research Group at McMurdo, Antarctica,
is a breakthrough in the upper atmosphere
research. Not only is this the first time for a
single instrument to trace gravity waves from
30 to 155 kilometers, but also it enables the
first direct measurements of neutral temperatures deep into the E-region, revealing the neutral-ion coupling and aurora-enhanced Joule
heating. The new observations of Fe, neutral
temperatures, and gravity waves up to 155 kilometers have opened the door to exploring
the neutral polar thermosphere with groundbased instruments.
Such a discovery is only a small portion of
the rich data sets collected by the lidar team at
McMurdo. Many more findings have emerged
from the data, e.g., the solar effects in the diurnal variations of mesospheric Fe layers, the
frequent occurrence of large-amplitude inertia-gravity waves in the mesosphere and lower
thermosphere, and extreme events of summer
Fe layers and polar mesospheric clouds, etc.

Water cycle and climate processes

The Climate Processes Research Group in
ESOC has developed and maintained stateof-the-art measurements and models to evaluate the way in which changes in climate modify, and are linked to, water and carbon cycles.
Locally, we continue to make measurements
at the 300-meter-tall tower at the Boulder
Atmospheric Observatory of the transport of
water from the land surface to the atmosphere
to air in order to improve models of the atmo-

spheric boundary layer and surface processes.
During 2011 measurements were made from
the NCAR C130 research aircraft to evaluate
the Colorado snow cloud formation and how
water is exchanged between the Colorado land
surface and the overlying atmosphere. This
study complemented a study from the previous year based on the Caribbean and Hawaii
regions where profiles of water vapor, temperature aerosols, and the isotopic composition of water vapor were used to investigate
boundary layer exchanges, to test theories, and
improve climate models.
In the Colorado Rockies we have established
a new instrument platform at the Niwot
Ridge Long Term Ecological research station
to measure the isotopic composition of water
and water vapor though the alpine forested
canopy to test the way in which the alpine ecosystems used water that is scarcely available.
The 2011 growing season was particularly
productive due to high wintertime snow pack,
providing a strong contrast to the summer of
2012, which followed a winter with very little
snow. These contrasts allow the sensitivity of
ecosystems to changes in the hydro climate of
the region to be assessed. The use of isotopic
information allows the water that falls as snow
or summertime rain to be differentiated and
tracked through plants to evaluate how the
ecosystems of Colorado and other locations
use water under changing climate.
In polar regions, we use a suite of advanced
meteorological sensors installed at Summit station to understand the water balance of the
Greenland ice sheet. We use laser-based spectroscopic analyzers to measure the isotopic composition of water vapor and snow. This study is

critical to interpret the history of the hydrologic
balance of ice sheets and evaluate the mechanisms responsible for imprinting signatures
of climate change in ice cores. These studies
complement modeling work with global-scale
models that seek to evaluate the connectivity
among oceanic areas, land areas, and the polar
regions that are separated by space and differ
by the various types of atmospheric and land
processes that dominate in each region.

Satellite and aircraft missions

We continue to play an important role for NASA’s Ice Cloud and land Elevation Satellite-2
(ICESat-2) laser altimetry mission, planned for
launch in 2016. We are members of the science
team, defining mission requirements that will
drive ICESat-2’s capabilities in measuring ice
sheets, sea ice, and vegetation, and provide input to NASA and the ICESat-2 project on scientific matters. We are actively involved in the
planning of NASA’s IceBridge aircraft mission
to survey the Arctic and Antarctic land and
sea-ice cover, providing scientific and technical guidance on measurement approaches and
priorities. We work extensively with data from
NASA’s GRACE mission; the Total Emission Spectrometer (TES) on the Aura Spacecraft; and MODIS. This year, we continued
our work (begun last year) in detection of
potential geothermal heat sources using
high-resolution thermal infrared data from
Landsat, MODIS, and ASTER (Advanced
Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection
Radiometer). We partnered with Flint Geothermal, LLC, on a $5 million grant, and the
second phase of the project, identification of
sites for drilling, is underway.
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The mission of the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) is to advance understanding of Earth’s frozen realms: the floating sea ice cover, lake ice, glaciers, ice
sheets, snow cover, and frozen ground, collectively known as the cryosphere. NSIDC
advances its mission through:
• Managing, distributing, and stewarding cryospheric and related data from Earth
orbiting satellites, aircraft missions, and surface observations;
• Researching major elements of the cryosphere, increasingly focused on understanding how and why the cryosphere is changing and the implications of these
changes;
• Conducting informatics research to find better ways to discover, integrate, and

distill the vast and growing volume of cryospheric and climate data;
• Educating the public about the cryosphere, the changes that are being observed,
and their implications.
NSIDC makes hundreds of scientific data sets accessible to researchers worldwide.
Our data management practices ensure the physical and scientific integrity of the
data we manage and disseminate. We manage data under sponsorship from NASA,
NOAA, and the National Science Foundation.
Major areas of research at NSIDC include
processes driving the downward trend in Arctic
sea ice extent;
• Environmental impacts of this sea ice loss
both within and beyond the Arctic;
• The behavior of the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets and Himalayan glaciers
and their contributions to sea level rise;
• Links between snowfall, temperature,
and streamflow; and
• The implications of changes in Earth’s
permafrost.
Informatics research includes:
• Developing alternative database structures to search vast data volumes to answer science questions;
• Developing technologies to make
NSIDC data more visible to more researchers; and
• Enhancing data discovery through semantic interoperability.
NSIDC’s education and outreach efforts are
wide-ranging. NSIDC scientists are in high
demand by the media to lend their expertise
on environmental issues involving cryospheric change. Arctic Sea Ice News and Analysis
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(http://nsidc.org/arcticseaicenews/index.html)
provides daily updates of Arctic sea ice extent,
along with scientific analysis of evolving conditions that is both accurate and accessible to a
wide audience. The NSIDC “About the Cryosphere” site (http://nsidc.org/cryosphere/) provides a range of information and basic science
about Earth’s snow and ice.

Selected 2011 NSIDC highlights

IceBridge data: Scientists studying changes in
the mass balance of polar ice and its potential
contribution to global sea level change can now
access data from NASA’s IceBridge mission via
NSIDC. IceBridge addresses the gap between
ICESat-I, which concluded operations in early
2010, and the next satellite, ICESat-II, planned
for launch in 2015. Begun in 2009, IceBridge
is a six-year campaign of annual flights over the
poles. The aircraft carry an array of instruments
to map ice surface topography, bedrock topography beneath the ice sheets, and grounding
line position. During 2011, NSIDC published
more than 40 unique IceBridge data sets, and
efforts are ongoing. NSIDC also developed the
IceBridge Data Portal, a Web-based tool for eas-

ily finding flight reports and science data for a
selected flight.
Green Data Center: NSIDC renovated its
computing facility to dramatically lower its carbon footprint. The NSIDC Green Data Center, a first-of-its-kind system, has cut the energy
required to cool its computing center by more
than 90 percent and stands as a model for others
to reduce energy consumption.
The Center used to consume more than
300,000 kilowatt-hours of electricity per
year, enough to cool 34 average U.S. homes.
NSIDC Technical Services Manager David
Gallaher and partners at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory and at Colorado
companies Coolerado Corporation and RMH
Group designed a new data center, using energy-sipping indirect evaporative units. The
project was funded in part by a grant from the
National Science Foundation under its Academic Research Infrastructure Program.
The design takes advantage of Boulder, Colorado’s dry climate. Evaporative cooling works
best in low-humidity conditions; plus, during
cool weather, the new system can draw in and
filter outside air for cooling. The Coolerados
function as chillers in the summer and humidifiers in the winter. The system went operational
in fall 2011. Taking advantage of Boulder’s sunny climate, an array of solar panels mounted on
NSIDC’s roof charges the backup batteries and
feeds energy back to the grid.
The project received the 2011 Colorado
Governor’s Award for High-Impact Research. For more information, visit NSIDC’s
Green Data Center page (http://nsidc.org/
about/green-data-center/).
NASA MEaSUREs data: Numerous
NASA satellites measure an astounding range
of phenomena, from the soot particles from a
forest fire, to the movement of Earth’s crust. Put
together, the data constitute a long-term record
of observations on Earth’s environment and
climate for the last 50 years. NASA is ensuring
these data, called Earth science data records (ESDRs), remain valid across old and new satellite
missions and a myriad of sensors. The NASA
Making Earth Science Data Records for Use in

Research Environments (MEaSUREs) program
supports scientists who make these long-term
ESDRs in their area of specialty. During 2011,
NSIDC began making some of these data sets
available to other researchers.
For example, Ian Joughin at the Applied
Physics Laboratory at the University of
Washington has been producing ice velocity
maps of the Greenland Ice Sheet for nearly a
decade. The data show how rapidly the ice is
moving, from the ice sheet summit toward
the ocean; in recent years, many areas have
seen increased velocity as a result of warmer ocean water and more surface melt. The
new data will be a huge help to researchers
interested in ice sheet dynamics, indicating
how well models of ice sheets are doing in
predicting ice flow and their net contribution to the oceans. Ultimately, these data will
help in understanding climate warming and
its impacts, such as the potential for sea level
rise. For more information and to access the
data, see NASA MEaSUREs Data at NSIDC
(http://nsidc.org/data/measures/).

A Climate Data Record for sea ice:

NSIDC produced a Climate Data Record
(CDR) for sea ice concentration, an important indicator of sea ice health and Arctic

ing sea ice cover and extreme weather events
in North America. Recent studies suggest that having less ice
in the fall, for example, could contribute to cold air outbreaks
in other parts of the northern hemisphere. This is because the
ice loss helps to warm the Arctic, which in turn influences the
jet stream patterns in the atmosphere. So what we are realizing
is that the change in Arctic sea ice is not just a problem for the
Arctic but for all of us.

climate. A CDR is a time series of measurements of sufficient length, consistency, and
continuity to determine climate variability
and change. Because of the strong decline
in Arctic sea ice, some of NSIDC’s most
used products are sea ice records from passive microwave remote-sensing instruments
on U.S. Defense Meteorological Satellite
Program (DMSP) satellites. These products
provide ice concentration and extent information since late 1978, based on two algorithms developed by scientists at the NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). Each
algorithm utilizes scientific expertise to
manually pull out spurious areas of ice, and
the resulting data products have different
strengths and weaknesses.
As interest in sea ice and climate data has
increased, there is also a much broader community of users, such as researchers in other
areas of climate science, modelers, biologists,
ecologists, sociologists, and civilian and military government planners. These users are
not familiar with the science behind the data
or the subtleties of different data sets. As a result, they may not understand the limitations
of the data and can easily misuse the data.
NSIDC created a new data product by

Table courtesy of the National Snow and Ice Data Center

M

any people know that Arctic sea ice is melting, but what
they don’t realize is that this has present-day ramifications
far beyond the Arctic, says Mark Serreze, director of CIRES’s
National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC).
How much has sea ice declined?
Since 1979, Arctic sea ice extent has declined by more than 30
percent in summer months. It hit a record low in 2005, and then
broke that record by 23 percent only two years later, in 2007. We
now set a new record low in sea ice in August this year.
How has this affected Arctic dwellers?
Without protective ice cover, shorelines are eroding, forcing entire
towns to move. This has disrupted longstanding patterns of travel
and hunting and made them more dangerous. Ice loss is also affecting the ocean food chain from the level of phytoplankton all
the way up to polar bears and walruses.
What are the ramifications for lower latitudes?
The Arctic sea ice acts as an air conditioner for the northern
hemisphere. The white ice reflects more sunlight than the darker
oceans, so it keeps the underlying water and surrounding land
masses cooler. As the sea ice melts, the sun’s rays heat up more
of the exposed water, causing ripple effects throughout the
northern seas. Researchers also have found links between declin-

Image courtesy Ian Joughin/APL

Is Earth Losing Its Cool?

This map shows the different speeds at which
ice was flowing from the Greenland ice sheet
toward the ocean during the winter of 2005 to
2006. The fastest velocities can be found in the
outlet glaciers (magenta), seen near the western,
northern, and eastern coasts.
reprocessing the original satellite data with
both algorithms, adding several features to
meet CDR criteria. The CDR provides a
consistent, daily time series of sea ice concentrations from July 9, 1987, through Dec.
31, 2007. Additional years of data will be released as processing permits.
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A vibrant research environment is fostered through a number of
programs and initiatives designed to stimulate interdisciplinary
collaborations among CIRES, NOAA, and university departments.

The Western Water Assessment (WWA) is one of 11 NOAA-funded Regional Integrated
Sciences and Assessments (RISA) programs across the country. Using multidisciplinary
teams of experts in climate, water, ecology, law, and the social sciences, the WWA team
works with decision makers across the Intermountain West to produce policy-relevant
information about climate variability and change. By building relationships with networks
of decision makers, WWA is able to develop practical research programs and useful information products.
In FY12, the WWA research team continued
its research and decision-support products in
three major thematic categories:
1) Decision Support for the Colorado
River Basin and Headwaters; 2) Ecological

Vulnerabilities, Impacts, and Adaptation,
and 3) Emerging Initiatives and Adaptation Strategies to Inform Climate Services.
WWA’s ongoing projects and newer initiatives were well-received by a broad com-

munity of federal, state, local, and private
stakeholders, and several major endeavors
emerged as particularly important efforts.

Science synthesis of hydrologic impacts
of widespread bark beetle infestations

In FY12, WWA researchers continued their
efforts to help water managers and forest
managers throughout the Intermountain
West understand the impacts of the ongoing
bark beetle infestation, which has affected
more than 4 million acres of forest across
Colorado and nearly 150 million acres across
North America since the mid-1990s. Because
much of the research on this topic is still in

Conceptual model showing changes in ecohydrologic processes during various stages of tree mortality following bark beetle infestation
(Pugh and Gordon, 2012)
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progress, WWA previously held two research
symposia on beetle-water impacts to let researchers across the West share ongoing work
and help us develop useful synthesis products
for stakeholders. Leveraging those efforts, in
December 2011 WWA held its first workshop expressly intended to help guide water
and forest managers in their understanding
of water-related impacts on beetle infestations, and more than 100 people attended
in person or via webcast. In addition, WWA
researchers synthesized existing knowledge
into a conceptual model of the impacts of
beetle infestations on multiple ecohydrologic
processes, in a paper published by Hydrological Processes in early 2012 (Pugh and Gordon,
2012).

Climate adaptation for local
municipalities

WWA researchers were closely involved with
multiple efforts to help municipalities in the
Intermountain West understand future climate impacts and prepare to adapt to them.
For Boulder County, Colorado, WWA assessed the state of existing science relating to
possible future climate changes in the geographically diverse county and provided a policy-oriented analysis of how water managers
in the county could make additional preparations for uncertain climate shifts as part of the
Boulder County Climate Change Preparedness Plan. For the Salt Lake City Department
of Public Utilities, WWA researchers collaborated with NOAA’s Colorado Basin River
Forecast Center to provide initial assessments

Projected change in average monthly streamflow in the Big Cottonwood Creek under four scenarios of
future warming, as modeled for the Salt Lake City Department of Public Utilities

of changes in runoff volume and timing under
future scenarios of changing temperature and
precipitation. Finally, WWA researchers have
surveyed municipal officials across Colorado,
Wyoming, and Utah in order to better understand the factors that drive preparation
for climate-related natural hazards in those
communities.

Southwest region technical input to
the National Climate Assessment

As part of the Southwest Climate Alliance, a
consortium of research organizations in the
Southwest, WWA helped develop a technical input report on the Southwest Region for
the National Climate Assessment. This effort
brought together a diverse set of scientists to
craft an IPCC-style, peer-reviewed assessment
of scientific findings on climate variability and
climate change in the six-state region. WWA
researchers served as authors on many chapters,

including “Water” (Udall; lead), “Uncertainty” (Averyt; lead), “The Changing Southwest”
(Travis and Gordon; contributing), “Weather
and Climate” (Gillies; contributing), “Evolving Weather and Climate Conditions” (Lukas
and Wolter; contributing), “Projections of
Mean Climate” (Barsugli; contributing), and
“Solutions for a Sustainable Southwest” (Dilling, lead; Gordon, contributing).

Ongoing stakeholder engagement
and collaborations

WWA also supported its longstanding reputation with stakeholders and decision makers
as a trusted source of climate information.
Collectively, WWA researchers gave more
than 65 talks and seminars; published 16 articles, reports, and book chapters; were cited
or quoted by the media numerous times; and
served as members of many committees and
organizations.
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Interdisciplinary Programs

The CIRES Education and Outreach (EO) group is active across the spectrum of
geosciences education, including teacher and scientist professional development,
digital learning resources and courses, graduate student fellowships, and more.

Climate education

Energy Awareness Network (CLEAN) has
developed a peer-reviewed digital collection
as part of the National Science Digital Library (NSDL). The CLEAN collection is a
featured educational resource collection on
the NOAA climate.gov portal. The CLEAN
Pathways project features teaching materials
centered on climate and energy science for
grades 6 through 16. Each teaching resource
has undergone a rigorous review process and
provides expert teaching tips on how to implement the resource in the classroom. All
materials are aligned with the Benchmarks
for Science Literacy, the Essential Principles
of Climate Science, and key energy concepts. CLEAN is funded by grants from the
National Science Foundation.

Lesley K. Smith

CIRES and NOAA climate scientists make
our climate education projects possible.
CIRES climate scientists partner with
CIRES Education and Outreach as part
of their research projects, contribute to
education projects as presenters, reviewers,
and learning resource providers, and star
in scientific video clips. This involvement by
scientists helps teachers to have confidence
that the resources provided by CIRES EO
are scientifically sound and up-to-date.
To provide students with accurate information about climate and energy science,
educators require scientifically and pedagogically robust teaching materials. To address this need, the Climate Literacy &

Colorado State climatologist Nolan Doesken observes the Bubble Bottle station with teachers during
the 2012 COSEE workshop.
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ICEE (Inspired Climate Education Excellence), funded through a NASA Global
Climate Change Education grant, complements CLEAN as a professional development program for science educators. The
ICEE project supports teachers to use bestpractices teaching strategies in their climate
science instruction, including knowing how
to integrate solutions into instruction and
how to forestall controversy. ICEE staff
have provided webinars and workshops for
multiple educator communities, including
undergraduate faculty, environmental educators, and secondary science teachers. The
project has benefited multiple NOAA educator groups, including environmental educators through the Chesapeake Bay office
and the NOAA Climate Stewards. Current
ICEE resources include a discussion forum
and list serve, videos and study guides on
iTunesU, video resources on YouTube and
Vimeo, a resource site aligned with climate
literacy principles, a book club around climate and energy themes, and an upcoming
online course.
The COSEE (Centers for Ocean Sciences
Education Excellence) West Colorado Collaborative is a NSF-funded teacher professional development program that aims to
demonstrate the important connection that
inland regions have with the global oceans
and vice versa. CIRES, the University of
Southern California, and the University of
California at Los Angeles partner together
to provide teachers from Colorado and the
Los Angeles Unified School District content knowledge and classroom activities
that revolve around a new topic each year.
In FY12, experts from CIRES, the CIRES
Western Water Assessment, the United
States Geological Survey, the Denver Museum of Nature and Science, Colorado
State University, and CU’s Department of
Geography illustrated how California and
Colorado are linked via the oceans and the
Colorado River during the Water in the
West course. The impacts of climate change
on local ecosystems were also explored. A

To provide students with accurate
information about climate and
energy science, educators require
scientifically and pedagogically
robust teaching materials.
teacher exchange program is an important
component of this workshop and provides
the exchange of ideas and perspectives of
inland and coastal teachers and secondary
science students.
CIRES Outreach provides teacher professional development and classroom kits. The
CIRES team involved with the project has
collaborated with other Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) teams to create lessons using SDO data. CIRES is developing solar science lessons for SMART board technologies
so teachers may use them in their classrooms
and for teacher professional development.

Jeffrey Morton

Sun-Earth connections

Fifth-grade students from Eisenhower Elementary School make observations of a creek flowing near
the school in preparation for invertebrate sampling.

Graduate student education

Emily Kellagher/David Oonk

CIRES Outreach leads an NSF-funded
grades K-12 program to place a dozen
science graduate students in classrooms
within the Boulder Valley School District
(BSVD). The project enhances the acquisition of STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math) skills by fourth- and
fifth-grade and middle-school students in
the more socioeconomically diverse BVSD
schools by studying the ecology of extreme
environments. Graduate student “Fellows”
assist teachers while still conducting their
own research. Some of the K-12 students
will be the first in their family to graduate
from high school, and Fellows are able to
help them understand what it’s like to be a
scientist and to know more about what it’s
like to be at a university.
Education products for the Solar Dynamics Observatory include a multimedia classroom kit for use in
after-school environments
2012 Annual Report
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With partial sponsorship by NOAA, CIRES offers visiting fellowships at the University
of Colorado Boulder. Every year, CIRES awards several fellowships to visiting
scientists at many levels, from postdoctoral to senior. These fellowships promote
collaborative and cutting-edge research. Since 1967, 267 people have been visiting
fellows at CIRES, including previous CIRES Directors Susan Avery and Konrad Steffen.

Jeffrey Amato

Sabbatical
Ph.D., Stanford
University
Project: Using Hf
isotopes and U-Pb
ages of detrital zircons
to characterize the
provenance of Cambrian and Grenvilleage sandstones in the Cordillera
Jeffrey Amato is a professor at New Mexico
State University in Las Cruces. His main
research interests are structural geology,
tectonics, geochronology, and isotope geochemistry.
While at CIRES, Amato is working with
Lang Farmer to use the age and isotopic
composition of zircons (a type of mineral)
to match sediment to its source region. “If
we can determine the source areas of sediment, it will significantly improve our understanding of the paleogeography during
the early Paleozoic,” he says. “One possible
implication of the work is that we may be
able to improve our ability to determine the
transportation directions of ancient rivers,
as well as evaluate longshore drift directions
on the coastline 500 million years ago.”
Amato is also studying the origin of the distinctive 1080 Ma (mega-years) and 510 Ma
igneous rocks in the western U.S.
Sponsor: Lang Farmer
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Franco Biondi

Sabbatical
Laurea (Italian
Doctorate),
Università di Firenze
Ph.D., University of
Arizona
Project: Using
tree-ring records to quantify spatial and
temporal patterns of dry and wet
episodes
Franco Biondi is a professor in the Department of Geography at the University of Nevada, Reno, where he is also the DendroLab
Director. His main areas of research include
ecoclimatology (which studies the relationship between living organisms and their
climatic environment); forest and landscape
dynamics; spatial processes; and environmental change.
While at CIRES, he will work with Balaji
Rajagopalan and Tom Chase, along with
Roger Pielke, Sr.’s research group and Jeff
Lukas at Western Water Assessment (WWA).
He is investigating how to best combine
proxy records of climate at annual to seasonal timespans with instrumental observations
and models used to manage environmental
resources, especially water. Additionally, he is
studying how to incorporate long-term perspectives in the analysis (and management)
of disturbance effects on tree-dominated
ecosystems. “Proxy records, such as tree-ring
chronologies, can help improve regional assessments of environmental (and societal)
vulnerability to future environmental changes,” he says.
Sponsor: Thomas Chase

Stuart Bradley

Sabbatical
Ph.D., The University of
Auckland, New Zealand
Project: Remote
sensing of turbulent
generated acoustic
noise
Stuart Bradley is a professor of physics at The
University of Auckland, New Zealand. His research focuses on atmospheric boundary layer
processes, particularly using sound to remotely sense atmospheric turbulence and winds for
applications such as wind energy.
Working with the Special Projects Group
and Multiscale Interactions researchers,
Bradley is conducting research into the background noise—much of it likely caused by
turbulence—that affects the quality of acoustic ‘radars’ known as sodars, which are used
in remote sensing of the atmosphere. “I am
modeling and measuring this noise with
the objectives of improving acoustic remote
sensing using sodars,” Bradley says. “I’m also
investigating whether the spectral signatures
of this noise allow for a new, entirely passive, microphone-based method of profiling atmospheric turbulence.” The results of
his work may provide the basics for a leap
forward in acoustic remote sensing of atmospheric winds and turbulence.
Sponsors: William Neff and Mike Hardesty

Lindsay Chapman

Postdoctoral
Ph.D., Florida State
University
Project: Applicationof the eddy correlation
technique to shallow
running waters: A test
of the fate of organic carbon in Colorado
plains rivers
Lindsay Chapman is working with the Department of Limnology to evaluate the use of
the eddy correlation method for estimating
oxygen metabolism in shallow rivers. She will
then use these measurements to investigate the
fate of organic matter transported by rivers.
“This research will help to answer questions
related to the fate and global cycling of carbon
and nitrogen and contribute to our understanding of how changes in climate, human
population, and land use will affect the delivery of carbon to the world’s oceans,” she says.
Sponsors: William M. Lewis, Jr., and
James McCutchan

Jean-Francois
Doussin

Sabbatical
Ph.D., University of
Paris 7
Project: Interaction between water
and carbonyls: A multiphase approach of
the isoprene chemistry contribution to
secondary organic aerosol formation in the
atmosphere
Jean-Francois Doussin is a professor in
chemistry at the University of Paris East at
Créteil. He studies atmospheric chemistry,
specifically the experimental simulation of
organic carbon’s atmospheric fate.
While at CIRES, he is working with Veronica Vaida’s group to investigate production of

secondary organic aerosol (SOA)—a type of
air pollution—from the multiphase oxidation of the compound isoprene. Produced by
plants, isoprene is the major volatile organic
compound (VOC) emitted on a global scale.
In the atmosphere, isoprene can react with
the sun and ozone to yield other compounds
such as water-soluble VOCs. These secondary compounds can lead to the formation of
significant additional amounts of SOA. This
may “deeply modify the current yield estimation of SOA on the global scale and its climatic impact,” Doussin says. His work will
lead to a better account of isoprene’s contributions to air pollution.
Sponsor: Veronica Vaida

Brian Ebel

Postdoctoral
Ph.D., Stanford
University
Project: From
ridgetops to rivers: Advancing
understanding of
hydrologically driven sediment transport
following wildfire
Brian Ebel is working with Greg Tucker’s
group to investigate the water-driven transport of sediment following wildfire. The
principal field site is the 2010 Fourmile Canyon Fire outside of Boulder, Colo. Wildfire
is one of the most significant disturbances
in mountainous landscapes and commonly
leads to major sediment loads into streams,
Ebel says. These enhanced sediment loads
impact stream ecology and the built environment. “I feel fortunate to have the opportunity to improve our understanding and predictive capability of natural hazards such as
flash floods and debris flows,” Ebel says.
Sponsor: Greg Tucker

Steve Hansen

Postdoctoral
Ph.D., University of
Wyoming
Project: Investigation
of the North American
lithosphere with receiver function imaging
Steve Hansen is earning a doctorate in geophysics at the University of Wyoming. He
is working with Anne Sheehan’s group and
also collaborating with Craig Jones’s and
Peter Molnar’s groups. Using seismic data
recorded from distant earthquakes, he will
image the structure of North America’s subsurface. Hansen is particularly interested
in the mantle lithosphere and lithosphereasthenosphere boundary (LAB), which is
the mechanical boundary between the rigid
plates and the deep convecting mantle. “The
LAB is critical to the theory of plate tectonics
and yet is poorly understood,” Hansen says.
Sponsor: Anne Sheehan

Mark Hemer

Sabbatical
Ph.D., University of
Tasmania, Australia
Project: Surface wave
driven feedbacks in
the coupled climate
system
Mark Hemer is a research scientist at the
Centre for Australian Weather and Climate
Research and is based in Hobart, Tasmania.
His research focuses on how wind-waves behave in a variable climate system.
Hemer is working with Baylor Fox-Kemper’s research group and also collaborating
with researchers at NOAA and NCAR. He
is working to couple a spectral wind-wave
model with a global climate model. Current models do not adequately account for
wind-wave effects on climate. “We hope that
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parameterization of wind-wave dependent
processes in global general circulation models reduces model biases—improving climate
simulations and understanding of how windwaves influence the climate system,” he says.
Sponsor: Baylor Fox-Kemper

Shao-Meng Li

Sabbatical
Ph.D., Florida State
University/National
Center for Atmospheric
Research Advance
Study Program
Project: Volatile
organic compounds off the coast of California: Results from the CalNex 2010 studies
Shao-Meng Li is a senior research scientist for the
Canadian government, working in the Air Quality Research Division, based in Toronto, for the
Department of Environment. Li’s main research
interest is regional air quality, primarily in aerosol
chemical composition and its various impacts.
While at CIRES, Li is working with Joost de
Gouw’s group to investigate volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) over California’s coastal areas. Li will use data gathered from the CalNex
2010 (Research at the Nexus of Air Quality and
Climate Change) field study. Li is particularly
interested in the VOC compositions over the
area where there has been a well-documented
methane seepage from underwater coal deposits off the coast of Santa Barbara and will compare the data with NOAA’s results from over the
Deepwater Horizon oil spill. “Increased explorations for fossil fuels to meet increased demands
have increased public awareness about potential
environmental impacts these days, and among
them, the emissions into the atmosphere have
the potential to cause regional air quality problems, health issues, and related climate effects,”
Li says. “Better fingerprinting and better quantifications of these emissions will enable models to
better predict the consequences of the increased
emissions, allowing for assessment of existing
and/or new policies regulating the industry.”
Sponsor: Joost de Gouw
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Björn-Ola Linnér

Sabbatical
Ph.D., Linköping University
Project: Science, politics, and the Green
Revolution
Björn-Ola Linnér is a professor in water and
environmental studies at the Centre for Climate Science and Policy Research, Linköping
University, in Sweden. His research focuses on
international policy-making on climate change,
food security, and sustainable development.
While at the CIRES Center for Science and
Technology Policy Research, Linnér is unraveling and contextualizing the lessons of the Green
Revolution for how we think about innovation
policy—in agriculture and beyond. The world is
seeking to provide massive quantities of energy
by mid-century while at the same time dramatically reducing the carbon intensity of the global
economy. “To have any chance of succeeding
will require a sustained and intensive commitment to energy innovation,” Linnér says. “We
believe that the notable successes in sustained
improvements in agricultural productivity gains
over the past half-century offer fruitful lessons for energy policy innovation.” Linnér and
his colleagues’ analysis has direct relevance to
policies for agriculture, which seek to produce
enough food for more than 9 billion people by
2050, while at the same time reducing the environmental footprint of those practices.
Sponsor: Roger Pielke, Jr.

Ben Livneh

Postdoctoral
Ph.D., University of
Washington
Project: Hydrology
modeling of desert
dust and mountain
pine beetle disturbance under current and future climate
scenarios
Ben Livneh is working with the Environmental Observations, Modeling and Forecasting

Division and also in close collaboration with
the Cryospheric and Polar Processes Division and the Ecosystem Science Division. His
research addresses crucial aspects of waterresource management in the Colorado River
Basin. Specifically, he is investigating dust
deposition on snow and its impact on snowpack evolution and the onset of spring snowmelt under current and future climates. “The
findings will have implications for freshwater
resources within the region,” he says. Livneh
is also studying the drivers behind the anomalously large runoff experienced by the Colorado headwaters region in 2010.
Sponsor: Carol Wessman

Xian Lu

Postdoctoral
Ph.D., University of
Illinois at UrbanaChampaign
Project: Lidar and
modeling studies of
atmospheric wave
dynamics in Antarctica
Xian Lu is working with Xinzhao Chu’s research
group and also collaborating with Timothy
Fuller-Rowell in NOAA’s Space Weather Prediction Center. Using lidar, radar, and satellite
data, she is investigating the characteristics of
gravity waves and thermal tides from the lower
to the upper atmosphere at the McMurdo Station in Antarctica. She will then compare them
with the Whole Atmosphere Model simulations and examine their impacts on the polar
dynamics. “Gravity waves and tides are the two
most dominant wave activities, which drive
the whole middle atmosphere away from the
radiative equilibrium and affect its momentum
budget and mean circulation,” she says. “Due
to this importance, insufficient observations
of gravity waves make it challenging to parameterize their effects and difficult to realistically
simulate the middle atmosphere in climate and
space weather models.” This project will provide new knowledge of gravity waves and tides
in Antarctica and the observational validations

of climate and space-weather models.
Sponsor: Xinzhao Chu

Ralph Milliff

Sabbatical
Ph.D., University of
California, Santa
Barbara
Project: Development of the TropSat
Observatory
Ralph Milliff is an adjunct associate professor
with the Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Department at the University of Colorado
Boulder and a senior research scientist at Colorado Research Associates (CoRA). Milliff’s
research interests focus on air-sea interaction
processes on regional and global scales.
Milliff is the science team lead for a new
earth-observing satellite mission concept
called the TropSat Observatory. TropSat is intended to measure properties of convectivesystem evolution in the mesoscale (meaning
weather systems measuring horizontally five
to several hundred kilometers and often involving heavy rainfall, wind, hail, and lightning)—system by system—throughout the
global maritime tropics. This is achieved
in part by a very low-inclination orbit and
broad-swath design.
Sponsor: Baylor Fox-Kemper

Kyung-Eun Min

Postdoctoral
Ph.D., University of
California at Berkeley
Project: Development of a broadband
cavity enhanced
spectroscopy
(BBCES) instrument to characterize
wavelength-dependent optical properties of brown carbon
Kyung-Eun Min is working with Fred Fehsenfeld, Steve Brown, and Rebecca Washenfelder.
She is developing an instrument for measuring how an aerosol, a particle suspended in the
atmosphere, scatters and absorbs light, specifically short-wavelength light. Light extinction
(meaning scattering and absorption of light)
by atmospheric aerosols represents the single
largest uncertainty in researchers’ understanding of Earth’s radiation balance. And recent
work has shown that some organic aerosols,
so-called “brown carbon,” may absorb ultraviolet light, which was previously unknown.
“This finding adds additional uncertainty to
estimates of aerosol radiative forcing as brown
carbon’s optical properties are poorly constrained,” Min says. “Through this project,
I’m expecting to improve our understanding
of the role of brown carbon aerosols in Earth’s
radiation budget.”

Sponsor: Fred Fehsenfeld

Arnaud Temme

Sabbatical
Ph.D., Wageningen
University in the
Netherlands
Project: Digging
deeper—Adding soil
formation to landscape evolution models
Arnaud Temme is an assistant professor in soil
geography and geomorphology at Wageningen University in the Netherlands. While at

CIRES, he is working with Greg Tucker to
study the relation between geomorphic processes (for instance, landslides) and soil formation in the high Rockies. Soil and landscape
change are intimately related, Temme explains, not only in lowland deltas such as the
Netherlands, but also in high mountain areas,
where hillslope processes alter soil parent material and soil formation alters erodibility and
opportunities for vegetation to grow. “If we
understand how soils and landscapes interact,
we will be better able to predict soil patterns
in high mountain regions,” he says. “This allows better estimates of water retention and
ecological succession in these areas.”
Sponsor: Greg Tucker

Dan Yakir

Sabbatical
Ph.D., Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Project: Exploring the links between COS
and 18O-CO2 in biosphere-atmosphere exchange—Combining process understanding and atmospheric observations
Dan Yakir is a professor of biogeochemistry at
the Weizmann Institute of Science in Israel.
His main research interests are biogeochemistry
and plant-atmosphere interactions.
While at CIRES, Yakir is working with David
Noone, Steve Montzka, and Jim White, director of INSTAAR. Yakir is investigating two
tracers (a radioactive atom present in a material and used to study the material’s distribution and pathway)—oxygen-18 content in
CO2 and carbonyl sulfide—and how they can
be used to better estimate the exchange of CO2
between land vegetation and the atmosphere.
“Accurately estimating carbon uptake by land
vegetation will improve estimates of the rate
of global warming and climate change,” Yakir
says. “Tracing specific fluxes of CO2 between
the atmosphere and the land vegetation will
also provide a powerful tool to understand
the process underlying the biosphere response to climate change.”
Sponsors: David Noone and Steve Montzka
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Graduate Research Fellowships
CIRES supports two prestigious student fellowship programs, the ESRLCIRES Fellowship, begun in 2008 with the support of NOAA’s Earth System
Research Laboratory, and the long-established CIRES Graduate Student
Research Fellowship. For 2011–2012, CIRES awarded CIRES Graduate
Student Research Fellowships to six students. This year’s recipients are
exploring topics ranging from the influence of fish-stocking in mountain
lakes to an investigation into the sources of ambient aerosol and chemical transformations in the atmosphere.

2011–2012 CIRES Graduate Student Research Fellowship Recipients
CIRES Graduate Student Research Fellowships attract outstanding
students at the outset of their graduate careers, and let current students emphasize the completion and publication of their research
results. Support ranges from a summer stipend to tuition, stipend,
and partial health insurance for 12 months. Fellowships are restricted to doctoral graduate students advised by a CIRES Fellow, or any

Adriana Raudzens Bailey

CIRES Ph.D. Student: Atmospheric and

Oceanic Sciences
Advisor: David Noone
Raudzens Bailey is studying the vertical moisture
exchange through the convective boundary layer
in the atmosphere.

Gaddy Bergmann

CIRES Ph.D. Student: Ecology and

Evolutionary Biology
Advisor: Noah Fierer
Bergmann is studying the community of bacteria
that inhabits the bison digestive tract and how it
varies among different herds across the Great Plains.

Sean Haney

CIRES Ph.D. Student: Atmospheric and

Oceanic Sciences
Advisor: Baylor Fox-Kemper
Haney’s research focuses on improving global climate
models by better accounting for the ocean mixed
layer and its interactions with the atmosphere.
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prospective or current graduate student who might be advised by a
CIRES Fellow. Evaluation by a committee of CIRES Fellows is based
on the candidate’s university application, academic achievements, and
the likelihood of his or her contribution to environmental science.
Independence, passion for science, and the ability to communicate are
also considered.

Brett Palm

CIRES Ph.D. Student: Analytical/Atmospheric
Chemistry

Advisor: Jose-Luis Jimenez

Palm’s research focuses on the application of a
Rapid Secondary Aerosol Formation Measurement Tool for laboratory and field studies.

Joe Rokicki

CIRES Ph.D. Student: Molecular, Cellular, and
Developmental Biology
Advisor: Shelley Copley
Rokicki is investigating the Sphingobium chlorophenolicum bacterium and the genetic regulation of
enzymes that degrade the environmental toxin pentachlorophenol.

Jessica Weinkle

CIRES Ph.D. Student: Environmental Studies
Advisor: Roger Pielke, Jr.

Weinkle’s research involves a policy evaluation of
Florida’s Citizens Property Insurance Corporation with the goal of informing the process of
forecasting, negotiating understanding, and democratically governing hurricane risk.

Diversity and Undergraduate Research
CIRES engages in many important efforts to educate undergraduate
students and involve them in hands-on research. The two programs
highlighted below are the Significant Opportunities in Atmospheric
Research and Science Program (SOARS) and the Undergraduate
Research Opportunities Program (UROP).

Significant Opportunities in
Atmospheric Research and
Science Program (SOARS)

Undergraduate Research
Opportunities Program (UROP)

This is a learning community and mentoring program for promoting ethnic and gender equity in the atmospheric and related sciences.
The National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) created and
administers the highly regarded program, and CIRES partners with
NCAR to provide a wider range of research options for students,
called protégés. SOARS provides four years of mentorship—and
summer research experience—for undergraduate and graduate protégés majoring in atmospheric science or a related field.
More: http://www.ucar.edu/soars/

2011–12 SOARS Protégés
Javier Lujan

The Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program (UROP)
funds research partnerships between faculty and undergraduate students. UROP-supported work is diverse, including traditional scientific experimentation and the creation of new artistic works. The
program awards research assistantships, stipends, and/or expense
allowances to students who undertake an investigative or creative
project with a faculty member. Although projects are normally designed around some aspect of the faculty sponsor’s research, they
may also develop from original ideas of the student, endorsed by a
faculty sponsor.
More: http://enrichment.colorado.edu/urop/

2011–12 UROP Students
Kelsey Bickham

Research: Understanding profiler observations of the strato-

Project: Ecological response to disturbance interactions
in subalpine forest
Faculty or CIRES Sponsor: Carol Wessman

cumulus-topped marine boundary layer with the assistance of
ceilometer data
CIRES Mentors: Leslie Hartten and Paul Johnston

David Chen

Ma’Ko’Quah Jones

Project: Sublingual vaccine delivery
Faculty or CIRES Sponsor: Robert Sievers

Research: Statistical analysis of relations between monthly

teleconnection indices
CIRES Mentors: Leslie Hartten and Cecile Penland

Sean O’Grady, Matthew Goo,
and Alexander Weltman

Project 1: Bering Glacier surge: Analysis of an environmental

catastrophe

Project 2: Connecting glaciologic data analysis and modeling
Faculty or CIRES Sponsor: Ute Herzfeld

Brooke Regan

Project: Effects of salvage logging on soil properties in
beetle-killed forests
Faculty or CIRES Sponsor: Carol Wessman

NASA

Emily Wilson

Bering Glacier surge is just one of the topics being studied by UROP students.

Project: How is soil moisture related to extreme
temperature anomalies
Faculty or CIRES Sponsor: Thomas Chase
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Theme Reports
AMOS: Advanced Modeling and Observing Systems		

77

CIRES researchers characterize and predict the state of the Earth system
on a variety of scales using direct observations and mathematical techniques
for projecting outcomes.

NOAA Scientists
Scientists
NOAA
Stan Benjamin
CSV: Climate System Variability				93
Climate directly influences agriculture, water quantity and quality, ecosystems,Randall Dole
and human health. CIRES research on this theme addresses climate changeDavid Fahey
that occurs on time scales from seasons and decades to millennia.
Chris Fairall
GEO: Geodynamics					105
CIRES geodynamics research focuses on the internal processes of the planet,
including the properties of the core-mantle boundary, convection within
Earth’s mantle, and the effects of convection on the surface of the planet.

IA: Integrating Activities					106
CIRES is committed to working across conventional disciplinary boundaries
to produce rigorous, cutting-edge science and technology and to share
that knowledge with a broad audience.

PM: Planetary Metabolism				112
Planetary metabolism encompasses the complex web of biochemical and
ecological processes that occur within the biosphere and their interaction
with the lithosphere, atmosphere, and hydrosphere.

RP: Regional Processes					114
Climate variability and extreme weather events are influenced by topography,
watersheds, vegetation, and other geographical features that often impact
very specific populations, economic systems, and ecosystems.

Office of Oceanic and Atmospheric Research
Earth System Research Laboratory
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Fred Fehsenfeld
Graham Feingold
Timothy Fuller-Rowell
Michael Hardesty

Willia
Susan

ADVANCED MODELING AND OBSERVING SYSTEMS
AMOS-01: Instrumentation Design,
Prototyping, and Analysis
■ CSD-01 Instrumentation for Atmospheric Observation and Analysis
■ PSD-08 Sensor and Technique Development

CSD-01 Instrumentation for Atmospheric
Observation and Analysis
FEDERAL LEADS: MICHAEL HARDESTY,
STEVEN BROWN, AND DAN MURPHY
CIRES LEAD: CHRISTINE ENNIS

am Neff
n Solomon

Project Goal: Design and evaluate new approaches and instrumentation to make atmospheric observations of hard-to-measure species and
parameters that are important players in the chemistry of the troposphere and stratosphere.
Milestone 1. Develop and test a new, fully automated instrument to
measure water vapor on board a high-altitude research aircraft. Impact: The new instrument will include in-flight calibration to ensure
that water vapor measurements made over a wide dynamic range
(1-200 parts per million) have known, high accuracy.

Efforts this year have focused on (1) analysis of the data collected with
the chemical ionization mass spectrometry (CIMS) water vapor instrument during the MACPEX (Mid-Latitude Airborne Cirrus Properties Experiment) campaign and (2) development of a new, compact,
tunable diode laser (TDL)-based instrument for measurement of water
vapor and total water in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere
(UT/LS).
(1) One goal of the deployment of the CIMS water vapor measurement during the MACPEX campaign was to participate in a comparison of in situ UT/LS water vapor measurements in order to investigate
the potential sources of measurement error that have contributed
to significant measurement discrepancies at low water vapor mixing
ratio over the past decades. The ability to conduct in situ background
determinations and calibrations under flight conditions is unique
among UT/LS water vapor instruments and represents an important
diagnostic that has been lacking. Overall, the agreement among water
vapor measurements during MACPEX was better than in previous
missions, but systematic differences remained. Analysis of the data from
other instruments along with the CIMS measurements indicates that
previously unrecognized background signals under flight conditions are
responsible for the measurement disagreements.
(2) The need for reliable, accurate water vapor measurements in the
UT/LS has led us to begin development of a new, TDL-based water
instrument that will have the calibration capabilities of the CIMS instrument in a compact, lightweight package capable of being deployed
on a number of different high-altitude research aircraft platforms. The
instrument has two channels for the simultaneous measurement of
water vapor and total (vapor plus condensed-phase) water.
Milestone 2. Construct and deploy a three-wavelength, photoacoustic/cavity ring-down combination to measure single scattering

Bill Dubè

NOAA Goal 2: Climate
CIRES scientist Rebecca Washenfelder and the cavity enhanced absorption
spectroscopy instrument
albedo. Impact: Single scattering albedo controls whether the direct
radiative effect of aerosols is a warming or cooling. This instrumentation will make measurements of single scattering albedo with
better sensitivity, higher accuracy, and fewer artifacts than previous
instrumentation.

Initial development of the three-wavelength cavity ring-down and
photoacoustic instruments and their first field deployment during CalNex 2010 were completed last year. This year’s efforts have focused on:
(1) Analysis of data collected during CalNex 2010. Measurements
from the CalNex campaign formed the basis of a study examining the
evolution of aerosol optical properties impacting climate and visibility
in the Los Angeles urban plume (Langridge et al., JGR, 2012). Data
from the instruments during this campaign have also supported a number of additional studies (currently four publications).
(2) Instrument characterization. Data from the CalNex mission,
combined with significant laboratory testing, formed the basis of two
further papers describing the instruments and their performance (Langridge et al., AS&T, 2011; Lack et al., AS&T, 2012).
(3) Instrument modifications and improvements. Initial field and
laboratory studies provided numerous ideas for improvements, primarily to the instrument flow system, calibration system, and electronic/
software systems. Improvements in these areas have been successfully
implemented over the course of this year.
(4) Continued instrument deployments. The instruments were
deployed to Barbados to study the optical properties of transported Saharan dust. In addition, they were used to sample emissions from a local
fire that occurred during the year. This provided a rich and unique data
set with which to examine the optical properties of biomass burning
emissions and specifically the importance of brown carbon and coatings
for aerosol absorption. These data have been analyzed and submitted for
publication (Lack et al., PNAS, 2012).
Milestone 3. Develop and test cavity enhanced absorption spectroscopy (CEAS) instruments for glyoxal, nitrous acid, and nitrogen
dioxide. Impact: Both glyoxal (C2H2O2) and nitrous acid (HONO) are
reactive intermediates in atmospheric chemistry that serve as photochemical radical sources and, in the case of glyoxal, may participate
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in secondary organic aerosol formation. Understanding their abundances is important to both regional air quality and climate.

(1) During 2010, we designed and constructed a new CEAS field
instrument to measure nitrous acid, glyoxal, and nitrogen dioxide. We
deployed this instrument at the ground site in Pasadena, Calif., during
the CalNex campaign in 2010. We used the CalNex data to quantify
the contribution of glyoxal to organic aerosol budget of Los Angeles and
to determine the role of HONO and ClNO2 in the radical budget of
Los Angeles.
(2) We extended this work by constructing a laboratory CEAS
instrument to measure the weak absorption cross sections of ozone and
hydrogen peroxide. This work was completed in collaboration with a
graduate student and postdoctoral fellow from the University of Colorado and resulted in two published papers.
(3) We modified the laboratory CEAS instrument to measure aerosol
optical properties as a function of wavelength in the UV and near-visible spectral regions. A manuscript describing the results from this work
is in preparation.

PSD-08 Sensor and Technique Development
FEDERAL LEAD: JIM JORDAN
CIRES LEAD: ANDREY GRACHEV
NOAA Goal 3: Weather and Water
Project Goal: Design, develop, enhance, and evaluate remote and in
situ sensing systems for use from surface and other platforms of opportunity in order to measure critical atmospheric, surface, and oceanic
parameters.
Milestone 1. Write reports on the use of roving calibration standard
for ship flux measurements on two University-National Oceanographic Laboratory System (UNOLS) ships.

Reports were written for the Research Vessel (R/V) Hi’ialakai (Bariteau, et al., Evaluation of meteorological observation systems on the
R/V Hi’ialakai, 2011 WHOTS-8 Field Program).
Milestone 2. Perform laboratory study on crosstalk and sensitivity of
new fast carbon dioxide (CO2) sensor.

The new CO2 was deployed in DYNAMO2011 cruise for field-testing purposes (about four months). The original design of the instrument was redesigned to operate with a longer sampling line. A publication is in preparation.
Milestone 3. Install and make test flights of PSD W-band radar on
NOAA WP-3D aircraft.

Same status as last year due to delay in the availability of the aircraft.
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AMOS-02 Data Management, Products,
and Infrastructure Systems
■ NGDC-01 Geospatial Technology for Global Integrated Observing
and Data Management Systems
■ NGDC-02 Marine Geophysics Data Stewardship
■ SWPC-03 Information Technology and Data Systems
■ NGDC-09 Space Environment Data Algorithm and Product Development
■ GSD-07 High Performance Computing Systems (HPCS)
■ NGDC-08 Improve Integration of Coastal Data to Support Community Resiliency
■ CSD-11 Processes in the Marine Boundary Layer

NGDC-01 Geospatial Technology for Global Integrated
Observing and Data Management Systems		
FEDERAL LEAD: RAY (TED) HABERMANN
CIRES LEAD: DAVID NEUFELD
NOAA Goal 3: Weather and Water
Project Goal: Develop methods and processes for integrating multiple types of observations (e.g., gridded satellite products and in situ
measurements) using new Geographic Information System (GIS) data
management and access tools; develop methods and processes for partnering with scientists to facilitate interoperability by producing metadata for scientific observations that are compliant with national Federal
Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) and International Standards
Organization (ISO) standards; and create tools that allow the mining
of vast environmental archives for the purpose of knowledge extraction,
data quality control, and trend detection.
Milestone 1. Design, develop, and demonstrate systems to support
data set discovery, documentation, lineage, and usage (metadata)
using international standards.

NOAA collects, stores, and distributes one of the world’s largest collections of environmental data sets. Increasing the usability and availability
of these data sets requires high-quality documentation. This emphasis
was recently highlighted by a new NOAA directive that states: “Environmental data will be visible, accessible, and independently understandable to users.” Documenting our data, products, and services is a
significant task. For this reason, CIRES and the National Geophysical
Data Center have developed and deployed a new Enterprise Metadata
System (EMS) to facilitate and speed this documentation effort. EMS
includes the following features:
Web Accessible Folders (WAF)—Groups of related metadata records
that share information and are managed as a collection in folders on the
web and harvested together into portals.
Record Services—Schema and schematron validation, xlink checking,
component resolution, translation to multiple HTML views, and evaluation services (rubrics) that operate on single metadata records.
Component Management—Creation, recognition, and retrieval of
metadata components (i.e., people, citations, and sources) that are used
in multiple records for consistency and efficient maintenance.
Collection Services—Schema and schematron validation, xlink checking, consistency checking, component resolution, translation between
standards (i.e., FGDC to ISO), and evaluation services (rubrics) that

operate on collections of records in web accessible folders.
CIRES is working with partners like the World Meteorological
Organisation (WMO) on their metadata holdings. This work will yield
important improvements for both WMO and their data documentation efforts, as well as allowing NGDC and CIRES to continue to
enhance EMS.
Milestone 2. Design, develop, and demonstrate systems that provide
integrated access to and visualization of in situ and satellite environmental observations. Employ Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC)
standards as well as emerging international approaches to ensure
interoperability across systems.

CIRES staff led the effort to deploy a new data discovery system for
NGDC. Collaborating with ESRI on their open source Geoportal
software, CIRES was able to integrate both existing FGDC metadata
along with more detailed documentation based on emerging international standards (ISO 19115-2). The ISO standards allow more detailed
information to be captured related to a data set’s geographic and temporal extents along with sensor level and provenance documentation,
which is critical for researchers to be able to reliably use the data. All
three NOAA data centers now have an operational Geoportal allowing
federated searches based on the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC)
Catalog Service for the Web (CSW) standards. The implementation
of CSW for data discovery across data centers ensures interoperability
and integrated access to both NOAA’s in situ data holdings as well as
remotely sensed or satellite based environmental data sets.
Milestone 3. Design, develop, and demonstrate systems to support in
situ and satellite data set ingest, archival, and data quality monitoring.

The primary data holdings at NGDC are too large to all be held on disk
drives for rapid access (also known as ‘online’ or ‘spinning disk’). Some
portion of the data are written to tape and are not normally kept as files
on disk drives—these are copied back to disk when needed and may be
erased after use so that the disk space can be reused for other files.
A web service known as the Archive Retrieval Server has been developed by CIRES staff at NGDC to automate and control access to
these data holdings on tape. This software is sometimes referred to as
an API (Application Programming Interface) since this is a web service
intended to be used by other programs. A major software infrastructure project at NGDC is now beginning to interface with this Archive
Retrieval Server. By serving as a single access point for data retrievals,
this system manages load, priorities, and controls access to private files
for data orders. Completed orders are bundled, and email notifications
provide a download link to finished orders. Web pages also provide
order- and system-monitoring capabilities.

provided by CLASS to being provided by data centers. This is redefining CLASS data access as a machine-to-machine (M2M) interface
connecting public-facing data center applications with CLASS.
CIRES staff implemented an initial pilot version of the pre-ingestor
that currently ingests GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System)
data from a network of Continuously Operating Reference Stations
(CORS). An update to this basic functionality is currently underway,
and a high-level summary of the ingest process is shown in the figure.
As part of the pilot, CLASS services supporting data access were
specified by CIRES, and subsequently implemented by CLASS. One
outcome from the pilot project was that it identified a need to change
direction in order to better support an upcoming migration of the bulk
of data center holdings to CLASS. CIRES staff have worked to define
how this more streamlined form of ingest might work, and to help
NGDC communicate these ideas to CLASS. An update to the preingestor supporting these capabilities is underway.

NGDC-02 Marine Geophysics Data Stewardship
FEDERAL LEAD: SUSAN MCLEAN
CIRES LEAD: BARRY EAKINS
NOAA Goal 4: Transportation
Project Goal: Contribute to a streamlined, more fully automated,
accessible, and Web-based management and stewardship process for
marine geophysical data in support of seafloor research at CIRES and
throughout the environmental science community.
Milestone 1. Search, target, acquire, and provide access to new and
historical marine geophysical data (e.g., bathymetry, gravity, seismic,
and magnetics) from the global oceanographic community.

Since July 2011, 175 multibeam swath sonar surveys (631,896 nautical miles) and 44 trackline (single-beam bathymetry, magnetics, gravity,
subbottom, and seismic reflection) surveys (287,000 nautical miles),
throughout all of the world’s oceans, have been added to the National
Geophysical Data Center’s (NGDC) global marine geophysical archives

Milestone 4. Enhance the Comprehensive Large Array Stewardship
System (CLASS) to meet NGDC archive requirements. This involves
working with scientific, contract, and federal teams to understand,
document, and define CLASS capabilities for scientific data stewardship. This milestone will result in a system that houses and manages
NGDC data using CLASS technology.

Three distinct types of CLASS services are required to support NOAA
data center operations: data ingest, data management tools, and data access. CLASS ingest at NGDC uses a pre-ingestor to prepare and submit
files to CLASS, as well as to monitor their ingest. Data management
tools support data managers in their stewardship of archived files by
maintaining metadata, validating files, and reporting on holdings. Data
discovery and ordering services are undergoing a transition from being

NGDC’s interactive Trackline Geophysics Data Viewer. Lines represent ship
tracks in the Arctic Ocean with publicly available single-beam bathymetric,
gravity, and subbottom profile data.
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records available to the public through
the NGDC ECS Data Access webpage
(http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/ecs/
cruises.html).
Milestone 3. Improve access to a variety
of regional and global coastlines
through development of an interactive map service and updating of other
online services to provide the most
direct and up-to-date links to various
vector shoreline data, including a new
high-resolution community coastline
data set developed at NGDC.

Updated online services by improving
NGDC’s shorelines homepage (http://
www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/shorelines/
shorelines.html). Information provided
at this site is now based on the most
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)
received at coastline.info@noaalgov from
the coastline community.
NGDC’s interactive “ECS Data Inventory.” Polygons represent gridded bathymetric products in the Pacific
Ocean around the Mariana Islands.
by NGDC and CIRES staff. Both national and international organizations contribute to and retrieve marine geophysical data from the interactive databases. Marine geophysical data archived at and delivered by
NGDC are currently supporting two specific, ongoing U.S. mapping
efforts: the Extended Continental Shelf (ECS) project and the Integrated Ocean and Coastal Mapping (IOCM) program. NGDC provides
long-term archiving, stewardship, and delivery of data to scientists and
the public by utilizing standard metadata, spatially enabled databases,
robotic tape archive, and standards-based web services.
Milestone 2. Improve metadata content and data discovery capability for marine geophysical data in support of the U.S. Extended Continental Shelf and Integrated Ocean and Coastal Modeling projects,
including a “Data Inventory” that enables comment and access to a
variety of marine geophysical data in a geographically distributed
environment.

In the past year, CIRES and NGDC staff have focused their efforts
on the design and implementation of an interface to the ECS Database,
referred to as the “ECS Catalog.” This is a direct response to the charge
NGDC was given to serve as the Data Management lead and archival
location for all data related to this project. The Catalog allows a project
team member to access any ECS-related data (through a secure log-in).
A newly developed map interface (ECS Data Inventory) has been created to show the spatial coverage of all ECS-related data and products
that have been uploaded in to the ECS Catalog. This includes geophysical surveys from a variety of federal government and academic sources
and products from preliminary analyses conducted by ECS Project
scientists.
Collaboration has continued with scientists and data experts from several U.S federal agencies and academic science data centers on improving common metadata standards for cruise level data for both the U.S.
ECS project and the IOCM program. Staff have worked on generating
cruise-level metadata for all ECS-funded cruises and have made these
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SWPC-03 Information Technology
and Data Systems

FEDERAL LEAD: STEVEN HILL
CIRES LEAD: DAVID STONE
NOAA Goal 3: Weather and Water
Project Goal: Determine the necessary research data systems and
infrastructure required to successfully implement the empirical and
physical scientific models of the space environment, such as those
envisioned in SWPC-01 and SWPC-02 with fast and efficient access to
appropriate data sources.
Milestone 1. Support ongoing development of the Geostationary
Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) NOP series ground data
system (GDS). Continue to enhance the GOES-NOP data processing
systems and support GOES-N and GOES-O operationally used products. Provide analysis and technical support to algorithm development, instrument checkout, and data verification for GOES-P as it
completes post-launch testing. Facilitate planning for the transition
of GOES-NOP GDS operations to the National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service (NESDIS).

Expanded the GOES-NOP Preprocessor (PP) in support of operational and science requirements through a disciplined change control
process that saw the completion of more than 37 documented change
requests. Upgraded all system components of the GOES-NOP PP
and backing data store, and replicated the system in order to support a
backup forecasting center, per our lab’s new Continuity of Operations
(COOP) plan.
The Preprocessor is capable of subscribing to and ingesting high bandwidth telemetry into its component magnetometer, particle, extreme
ultraviolet, X-ray sensor, and SXI instrument raw data. It uses databaseconfigurable logic to convert this data into space weather products for
distribution to NOAA, NASA, and the United States Air Force.

Milestone 2. Assist Space Weather Prediction Center (SPWC) efforts to
modernize data processing and distribution systems that are currently hosted on legacy systems. Provide development, transition, and
mentoring support for contracts to outsource modernization efforts.
Implement specific portions of the modernization that will not be
outsourced. Improve legacy replacement systems that now exist and
support new modernization projects as they are identified.

Served as technical lead for the transition of the Wang-Sheeley-Arge
(WSA)-Enlil model into formal operations status at the National
Weather Service’s (NWS) SWPC. This effort included developing,
installing, and compiling all model codes on NWS supercomputers and
developing runtime operational scripts for NWS staff implementation.
Finished development and testing of the GUI-based Coronal Mass
Ejection (CME) Analysis Tool (CAT) for analysis of coronagraph images to provide CME inputs to the WSA-Enlil system. Also supervised
the development of the web-based tools for job submission for model
run storage and retrieval, and delivered the latest version of the system
to the Air Forces Research Laboratory (AFRL).
Assisted in the development of the software for processing data from
the Atmospheric Composition Explorer (ACE) satellite. This software
was ported by contractors using processing code running on the lab’s
legacy systems. Deployed this software to operations and performed
bug fixes.
Completed a beta-level implementation of the new GOES-R Solar
Ultraviolet Imager (SUVI) Thematic Maps Generation system as specified by the GOES-R algorithm development team.
Provided operational support for the Real-Time Ground Magnetometer (RTGM) processing system.

NGDC-09 Space Environment Data Algorithm and
Product Development
FEDERAL LEAD: STEVEN HILL
CIRES LEAD: MARY SHOULDIS
NOAA Goal 3: Weather and Water
Project Goal: Explore new techniques for analyzing and modeling
Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) space environment data, and develop and validate new algorithms and products.
Milestone 1. Development of the algorithm and software tool for
specifying satellite anomaly hazards from GOES energetic particle
data shall be completed and put into operational test mode during
the work plan timeframe. Research and development of five algorithms for Phase 2 of the GOES-R project shall be completed in this
time period. Research and development of the six Phase 3 algorithms
will be started and shall progress through preliminary design and
into critical design in this time period.

The SEAESRT (Space, Environmental Expert System Real Time) algorithm to specify satellite anomaly hazards was modified and tested for
use at the National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC). The interface
to the algorithm was enhanced and improved to make it more userfriendly. Also, the output was improved to include graphical displays.
The algorithm is operational-ready and will be implemented at NGDC
when their resources are available.
Requirements definition and research of viable solutions have been
completed for four of the seven Phase 3 algorithms. Preparations are

underway for the Preliminary Design Review (PDR) on all seven of the
algorithms. Also, the team completed a major effort by developing the
Space Weather Instruments and Data portions of the GOES-R Calibration and Validation Plan. Another major task completed this year was
the Metadata Model for all of the Space Weather instruments.
The GOES-R team was moved from the Space Weather Prediction
Center to NGDC during this time period. This move necessitated a
need for better documentation of requirements between the two organizations. An effort is underway to document all functional and performance requirements for all of the Phase 1, 2, and 3 algorithms.

GSD-07 High-Performance Computing Systems (HPCS)
FEDERAL LEAD: SCOTT NAHMAN
CIRES LEAD: CRAIG TIERNEY
NOAA Goal 2: Climate
Project Goal: Provide systems research support for high-performance
computing (HPC) efforts and assistance to the user community;
provide HPCS communications equipment and software research; and
provide research support for high-performance file systems.
Milestone 1. Conduct technical study of latest hardware architectures
to support future NOAA procurements.

We continue to evaluate latest-generation technologies that are appropriate for high-performance computing (HPC). Over the last year, we
have had opportunities to test and implement latest-generation CPU
technologies (Intel Sandy Bridge) as well as accelerator technologies
(Intel Phi). Intel’s newest CPU, Sandy Bridge, provides a huge speedup
over previous-generation technologies. For one of our primary weather
applications, Weather Research Framework (WRF), application speed
has increased approximately 60 percent per core over previous systems,
and on a per node basis, the performance increase is more than 2.25
times. This new technology provides not only a huge performance gain,
but also huge gains in price performance.
We continue to investigate and test next-generation HPC accelerator
technologies. Intel is planning a release of its Phi architecture. This technology is based on a many-core x86_64 architecture. While we cannot
provide specific results at this time, the technology looks promising.
Milestone 2. Investigate tools to automate the use of Graphical
Processor Units (GPU) co-processors within existing GSD codes.

Progress on this milestone has been limited due to other priorities.
Some work has been covered under Milestone 1, but minimal work
has been done with the automation. Lack of progress in this milestone
is actually good. When we first started research in this area, there were
no commercially available tools to do these things. Now, there are
many commercial tools available (Portland Group, CAPS HMPP)
along with multiple open standards that allow for portable programming models (OpenACC, OpenCL, OpenMP).
Milestone 3. Support investigations of large, core-count model scalability in heterogeneous computing environments.

Due to time constraints (see Milestone 1), minimal work has proceeded in this investigation.
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NGDC-08 Improve Integration of Coastal Data to
Support Community Resiliency
FEDERAL LEAD: SUSAN MCLEAN
CIRES LEAD: BARRY EAKINS
NOAA Goal 3: Weather and Water
Project Goal: Improve integration of coastal data and develop new
products that promote community resiliency through better assessments of hazards, coastal vulnerability, and risk. Research goals include
the development of seamless, accurate, high-resolution digital elevation
models (DEMs) to improve the accuracy of coastal inundation modeling; the development and expansion of historic events databases and
tsunami deposits databases; and hazard assessments.
Milestone 1. Produce nine to 14 seamless, integrated, bathymetric–
topographic digital elevation models of select U.S. coastal communities to support tsunami forecast and warning, hurricane storm-surge
modeling, and coastal inundation mapping.

CIRES staff at the National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC)
developed 13 seamless, integrated, bathymetric–topographic DEMs of
U.S. communities for coastal states, including in Alaska and Hawaii.
These high-resolution coastal DEMs serve as a base layer for a variety
of uses including: (1) modeling of coastal processes (storms, tsunamis,
ocean currents, sediment transport, sea-level rise, etc.); (2) ecosystems
management and habitat research; (3) coastal and marine spatial planning; and (4) community hazard preparedness and disaster mitigation.
The coastal DEMs are used by NOAA’s Tsunami Warning Centers,
the NOAA Center for Tsunami Research, Coast Survey Development
Laboratory, and the National Tsunami Hazard Mitigation Program for
computing inundation from tsunamis and hurricane storm-surge.
CIRES staff at NGDC also developed a Catalog of unstructured grids
of the Gulf of Mexico (https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/dem/ugc/).
This Catalog is a searchable geospatial database that has been developed
by different Federal agencies to support hydrodynamic modeling and
is intended to be a community resource for researchers to either access
and use existing grids, or to contribute and share new grids with others.
CIRES staff also provided technical support and DEMs to other

NGDC-08, Milestone 4
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researchers and the public, including providing bathymetry of the
Great Lakes used by the National Geographic Channel for its television
program “Drain the Great Lakes.”
Milestone 2. Investigate the effects of different gridding algorithms
and near-shore morphologic features on integrated bathymetric–
topographic digital elevation models, and their impacts on coastal
inundation that result from tsunami modeling.

The development of integrated bathymetric-topographic DEMs
requires extreme interpolation across large distances between sparse
bathymetric measurements in order for the model to retain the resolution of dense coastal topographic data, particularly lidar. Accordingly,
we have investigated the accuracy of three common interpolative
gridding algorithms used to develop bathymetric DEMs of Kachemak
Bay, Alaska, from sparse bathymetric measurements: inverse distance
weighting (IDW), spline, and triangular irregular networks (TIN).
More specifically, the relationship among interpolation deviations from
measured depths and sample density, distance to the nearest depth
measurement, and terrain characteristics has been quantitatively and
qualitatively assessed.
A split-sample method was implemented in which a percentage of
measured depths were omitted, an interpolative gridding algorithm was
applied, and the interpolation deviations from the original measured
depths were quantified. It was determined that the accuracy of the
three evaluated gridding algorithms decreases in areas of high surface
curvature, at greater distances from the nearest measurement, and at
smaller sampling densities. Furthermore, spline was the most accurate
interpolation method at all sampling densities. Predictive equations of
interpolation uncertainty derived from the quantification of interpolation deviations in relationship to sample density and distance to the
nearest depth measurement were also developed. These predictive
equations of uncertainty in DEMs introduced by interpolative gridding
can aid mitigation efforts for coastal communities prone to tsunami by
improving the understanding of the propagation of uncertainty into the
modeling of coastal processes such as tsunamis that rely on integrated
bathymetric-topographic DEMs.
Milestone 3. Develop techniques and software to process raw Deepocean Assessment and Reporting of Tsunamis (DART) data with various time discretization and record
lengths to produce high-quality
data sets for climate and tsunami
research.

All high-resolution DART buoy
high-resolution observations are processed, and data for selected significant
tsunami events, including the Honshu
Island tsunami in March 2011, are
now available through new National
Geophysical Data Center (NGDC)
web pages. To improve the quality
of the processed data, an additional
“QA” program module was developed
to fix instrumental issues, to suppress
high-frequency noise, and to analyze
the spectral energy characteristics of
traveling tsunami waves. A paper was
published in a special tsunami issue of
Pure and Applied Geophysics describing

in detail all aspects of data processing and the collaboration with the
NOAA National Data Buoy Center and Pacific Marine Environmental
Laboratory. NGDC staff developed tsunami event pages to deliver summaries of the tsunami event, including socio-economic impacts, tsunami travel time maps, photos showing the damage sustained in coastal
communities, and to provide raw observations, de-tided residuals, and
spectra of the tsunami signal and wavelet. These pages are integrated
with the NOAA Global Historical Tsunami Event Database and show
the maximum wave height based on tide gauge or observations. These
data are essential to tsunami researchers and educators in providing a
more complete record of tsunamis and their propagation in the open
ocean.
Milestone 4. Enhance online and offline access and delivery of hazards data.

CIRES staff at NGDC have improved data discovery and access to
hazards data. NGDC’s map services and viewers have been maintained
and improved over the past year. The Natural Hazards Viewer, an interactive map that allows access to the Historical Tsunami Database, has
been improved by adding new search functionality and new basemaps
and by modifying the underlying code to improve performance.
NGDC’s map services and viewers are now more discoverable, by
being advertised more widely through online catalogs such as ArcGIS
Online and the new NOAA Geoplatform. These platforms allow users
to easily view and design their own maps, and to mix and match different map services from various sources. Find an example for the Natural
Hazards map service at: http://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=fbb
119ce92514d589265919515801978.
Discovery and access to coastal DEMs have been improved with a
new map service that displays a single ‘seamless’ shaded relief visualization of all DEMs available at NGDC, using a constant color palette. In
addition, both Esri (ArcGIS Online) and Google Maps/Google Earth
have included many of NGDC’s DEMs in their bathymetry basemaps,
further increasing the visibility and utility of the DEM products at
NGDC.
CIRES staff supported NOAA’s Tsunami Awareness Week (March 2531, 2012) by creating a set of educational materials: posters, graphics,
maps, and an interactive Google Earth display. These materials highlighted NGDC’s role as stewards of historical hazards and water level
data, and were displayed in the lobby of the David Skaggs Research
Center.

CSD-11 Processes in the Marine Boundary Layer
FEDERAL LEAD: ROBERT BANTA
CIRES LEAD: CHRISTINE ENNIS
NOAA Goal 2: Climate
Project Goal: Understand dynamic processes in the marine boundary
layer, such as the distribution of wind flow characteristics, including
development of nocturnal low-level jets, the primary source of wind
resources for offshore wind farms.
Milestone 1. Develop a detailed analysis of spatial and temporal variability of the offshore boundary layer wind flow characteristics using
past experiment Doppler lidar measurements in the Atlantic off the
coast of the northeastern United States. Impact: This research will
advance the understanding of the spatial and temporal variability

A wind turbine at the National Wind Technology Center south of Boulder, Colo.
of wind flow characteristics responsible for mixing and transport processes in the offshore boundary layer, ultimately providing accurate
estimates of wind resources at the heights where multi-megawatt
wind turbines operate. The results can also be used for validation
of satellite estimates of wind flow characteristics and in numerical
models.

The existing data set of a motion-compensated, High-Resolution
Doppler Lidar offshore wind measurements was used to better understand the range of atmospheric conditions— and their spatial and
temporal variability—encountered by offshore wind turbines above
the surface at the level of the rotor blades. A sampling of data from the
2004 New England Air Quality Study (NEAQS) shows the kind of
analyses and information available. Examples include time-height cross
sections, time series, profiles, and distributions of quantities such as
mean winds and shear. These analyses show strong spatial and temporal
variability to the wind field in the marine boundary layer.
The lidar observations also show that near-surface winds often do not
see many of the changes in the flow aloft, some of which were significant. Thus near-surface measurements, or even low-resolution profile
measurements, often produce misleading results when extrapolated
to hub height. Such results can lead to significant error in estimates of
turbine power output. Winds near the coast show diurnal behavior,
and frequent occurrences of low-level jet structure are evident especially
during nocturnal periods. Persistent patterns of spatial variability of the
flow field due to coastal irregularities should be of particular concern
for wind-energy planning, because this affects the representativeness
of fixed-location measurements and implies that some areas would be
favored for wind energy production, whereas others would not.

AMOS-03 Prediction, Model Development,
and Evaluation
■ CSD-02 Chemical Transport Model Research
■ GSD-03 Verification Techniques for the Evaluation of Aviation
Weather Forecasts
■ NGDC-03 Space Weather
■ SWPC-01 Solar Disturbances in the Geospace Environment
■ SWPC-02 Modeling the Upper Atmosphere
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■ GSD-01 Numerical Weather Prediction
■ GSD-05 Numerical Prediction Developmental Testbed Center
(DTC)
■ PSD-16 Raindrop Size Distributions
■ GSD-06 Environmental Information Systems
■ PSD-17 Environmental Modeling and Prediction

CSD-02 Chemical Transport Model Research

NOAA Goal 3: Weather and Water
Project Goal: Undertake research that contributes to the ability to
forecast regional air quality and improves the understanding of the
budget of ozone in the upper troposphere.
Milestone 1. Conduct a detailed study of the California ozone budget
during the CalNex field study in the spring of 2010. Impact: This CIRES research will result in the first measurement-based tropospheric
ozone budget for California. The findings will enable scientists and
air-quality mangers to quantify the contribution of baseline ozone to
the exceedances of ozone air-quality standards in California.

Much of the analysis for this milestone was completed prior to July 1,
2011. However, the results were published in JGR-Atmospheres in December 2011 and describe the first measurement-based quantification
of the California ozone budget (Cooper et al., 2011). The ozonesonde
profiles collected during the 2010 CalNex experiment have proven to
be a highly valuable and unique data set with application for several
additional studies of the California and western North America ozone
budget.
Langford et al. (2012) show that springtime stratospheric intrusions
can impact the surface of southern California and combine with local
pollution to push ozone-mixing ratios above the National Ambient Air
Quality Standard (NAAQS). Lin et al. (2012) used a high-resolution
global chemical transport model to simulate the transport of Asian
pollution plumes to the surface of the western United States. The model
indicated that the Asian ozone combines with local pollution and
enhances surface ozone in the southwestern USA such that half of the
NAAQS exceedances would not have occurred in the absence of Asian
influence. The ozonesonde data will also be applied to an upcoming regional model intercomparison study of the influence of Asian emissions
on western U.S. surface ozone.
Coordinated by the United Nations–mandated Task Force on Hemispheric Transport of Air Pollution, the goals are to: (1) understand how
well regional scale models replicate the transport processes that bring
Asian pollution to the surface; and (2) quantify the improvement in
accuracy that is gained by employing regional scale models over coarserresolution global scale models.
Milestone 2. Use existing inventories, available field and satellite
measurements, and models to improve the emission inventories for
chemical transport models; and initiate a multiagency effort to coordinate U.S. research on emissions and enhance access to emission
data sets and tools for their evaluation. Impact: These comparisons
will provide an evaluation of the status of the most recent inventories
and the temporal trends in emissions that have been seen over the
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Dan Lack

FEDERAL LEAD: MICHAEL TRAINER
CIRES LEAD: CHRISTINE ENNIS

The NOAA P3 research aircraft gathered air chemistry data during the Deepwater Horizon oil spill.
last decade. The multiagency initiative will strengthen the research
relationships among the inventory development, observations, and
modeling communities.

Task 1: We completed our evaluation of U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 2005 National Emission Inventory (NEI2005)
estimates of air pollution emissions. The NEI2005 have deficiencies in
representing NOx, ethylene, and propylene emissions from Houston’s
petrochemical industry and NOx emissions from Houston’s in-port
commercial shipping. Newly developed emission inventories that are
based on our evaluations and inversion models improved the model’s
ability to simulate secondary ozone and formaldehyde in the city’s
pollution plumes. The several results from this project were published
in major journals. After the completion of the project, we started to
examine the emissions and air quality in California during the CalNex
2010 field campaign.
Task 2: The Community Initiative for Emissions Research and Applications (CIERA) kept a good partnership of the U.S. EPA, NOAA,
the Federation of Earth Science Information Partners (ESIP), Department of Energy (DOE), International Global Atmospheric Chemistry
(IGAC), NCAR, several academic institutions, and the private sector.
Activities by CIERA were presented through major scientific conferences and IGAC newsletters, and there was good progress in the development in the CIERA web portal.
Milestone 3. Use measurements of aerosols and their precursors
made during the 2006 Texas Air Quality Study field mission in conjunction with a state-of-the-art air-quality forecast model to assess
recent developments in the treatment of secondary organic aerosol
formation and their impact on particulate matter (PM2.5) aerosol
forecasts. Impact: This CIRES research contributes to improved
forecasts of aerosol within air-quality models and directly supports
NOAA’s mission of having an operational national PM2.5 aerosol
forecasting system by 2015.

This work incorporated recent laboratory and theoretical advances in
SOA (secondary organic aerosol) formation within a regional photochemistry/aerosol model. A new SOA formation mechanism based on
the Carnegie-Mellon Volatility Basis Set (VBS) approach was applied
to the WRF/Chem model, and evaluated for the summer 2006 using
PM2.5 composition measurements from three national networks and
the Texas Air Quality Study, and published in early 2012 (Ahmadov et

al., 2012). Critical evaluations show the new SOA module compares
well with available organic aerosol measurements and provides statistical
skill in predicting organic aerosol (OA). The model code was submitted to the publicly accessible WRF model repository and incorporated
within the WRF/Chem (version 3.4) release of March 2012.
During the 2010 Deep Water Horizon (DWH) oil spill disaster in
the Gulf of Mexico, the NOAA WP-3D aircraft sampled upwind and
downwind of the spill site on two separate days (see photo). WRF/
Chem simulations were used to characterize the photochemical conditions during these flights (de Gouw et al., 2011) and provide a platform
for hypothesis testing of OA measurements. The SEARCH aerosol
network (Southeastern Aerosol Research and Characterization) also
observed organic aerosol from the DWH at two sites in Mississippi
during the disaster. WRF/Chem simulations using the VBS mechanism
for SOA formation were applied to May and June 2010 and compared
to these surface observations. Results showed the VBS mechanism
accurately predicted the timing and concentrations of the DWH OA
plume, providing a model estimate for assessments of health impacts
from the disaster (Middlebrook et al., 2011).

GSD-03 Verification Techniques for the Evaluation
of Aviation Weather Forecasts
FEDERAL LEAD: JENNIFER MAHONEY
CIRES LEAD: ANDREW LOUGHE
NOAA Goal 3: Weather and Water
Project Goal: Design and evaluate new verification approaches and
tools that will provide information about the quality of aviation forecasts and their value to aviation decision makers.
Milestone 1. Develop a verification plan for assessing the quality of
the Graphical Turbulence Guidance Product (GTG) version 3 and the
GTG Product Nowcast.

The GTG Product Nowcast project has been delayed by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), and so a verification plan is not
required at this point.
The GTG Product version 2.5 evaluation was completed and reported
to the FAA. The verification plan for GTG Product version 3 will be
submitted to the Product Development Team in July and will include
the incorporation of an additional eddy dissipation rate (EDR) platform, the inclusion of mountain wave turbulence, and the extension
of the analysis down to the surface. In addition, further work is being
performed on the EDR data in order to learn more about the nature of
atmospheric turbulence.
Milestone 2. Provide assessment report summarizing the findings
from an evaluation of the Current Icing Potential and the Forecast
Icing Potential.

A formal assessment addressing differences between Rapid Update
Cycle (RUC)–derived and Rapid Refresh (RAP)–derived Forecast Icing
Potential (FIP) and Current Icing Potential (CIP) icing products for
improved aviation safety was completed and presented to sponsors in
December 2011. An important conclusion of this study regarding the
analysis product (CIP) was that analyzed icing from the new, operational RAP meso-scale model performs in a manner similar to that of
the older RUC model, but the new model is more efficient at identify-

ing areas of potential in-flight icing throughout the atmosphere. Icing
production at night is more in line with observations, and is greatly
reduced in the newer model.
While the detection rate for icing was found to be comparable
between the two models, the new model performs slightly better at
correctly identifying areas of ‘no icing.’ Regarding the forecast product
(FIP), a significant finding was a large decrease in super-cooled large
droplets in the new RAP model. There was a problem detected in the
relative humidity interest maps of the old model, and once corrected
in the RAP, this desirable effect was measured and then reported. The
forecast product from the RAP was also determined to have a higher
detection rate for icing and a similar rate of detection for non-icing
events. The take-home point from this report is that both diagnosed
and forecast icing potential from the new RAP model will perform in a
similar matter to the model it is replacing, and the new model is more
efficient at correctly identifying areas of icing throughout the U.S.
Milestone 3. Provide a comprehensive assessment of the Consolidated Storm Prediction for Aviation (CoSPA) forecast algorithm in
support of the Federal Aviation Administration FY10 demonstration.

The 2011 CoSPA evaluation experiment was completed in FY11
with a formal report completed in early FY12. The CoSPA evaluation
utilized many of the techniques from the 2010 evaluation demonstration; however, the 2011 one contained more stratifications and more
event-driven analyses that were useful for FAA management. The 2011
results were contrasted with the 2010 findings and presented to FAA
Aviation Weather Research Program management as well as members of
the other product development teams. In addition to summary statistics
presented at the end of the convective season, monthly reports were
available with selected days highlighted for important case studies.

NGDC-03 Space Weather
FEDERAL LEAD: ERIC KIHN
CIRES LEAD: JUSTIN MABIE
NOAA Goal 4. Transportation
Project Goal: Assess the current state of the space environment from
the surface of the Sun to the upper atmosphere, use data-driven physical
models to construct a realistic and authoritative gridded database of
the space environment, and place that description into its long-term
climatological perspective.
Milestone 1. Add new features to the Space Physics Interactive Data
Resource (SPIDR), including the work flow system, data dashboard,
and collaboration on new web service interface development with
colleagues at the Russian Academy of Sciences, Geophysical Center.

SPIDR was updated to include additional web service features to
provide programmatic access to both its data and metadata. One recent
addition this year was a catalog service that allows data customers to
determine what is available for all data sets within SPIDR, at a very
fine-grained level. This service is currently used externally by NASA’s/
George Mason University’s AutoPlot software to expose SPIDR’s data
along with its own to its entire user base. This would not have been possible without the catalog service.
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Milestone 2. Develop an operational version of the D-Region Absorption Prediction (DRAP) Modeling System on the National Geophysical
Data Center (NGDC) website, which will generate model outputs that
are available from, and archived at, NGDC.

The DRAP project currently exposes preselected events for download
by data customers, but the second portion of the project—to create a
dynamic/on-request model run application—was postponed. The task
of porting the existing Microsoft centric software to NGDC’s Linux
environment, as well as the maintenance that implies, was put on hold.
The current static site and data are how this project will remain for the
time being.

Milestone 3. Develop a ‘Geomag Tracking Database’ to track geomagnetic data holdings at NGDC in order to modernize the geomagnetic
data stewardship program and provide a tool that will help correct
past difficulties in data stewardship and dissemination.

the subsurface signatures are different for CMEs and flares, and we have
found essentially no difference between the two populations. We have
looked at the timing of vorticity changes and found differences between
the shallower layers and the deeper layers. Finally, we have been working
to improve our input data by reducing effects from systematic variations
in subsurface flows with active region position on the disk.

SWPC-02 Modeling the Upper Atmosphere
FEDERAL LEAD: MICHAEL CRUMLY
CIRES LEAD: TIMOTHY FULLER-ROWELL
NOAA Goal 3: Weather and Water

MIRRMAG (MIRror of online MAGnetic data) Ingest system was
developed and implemented. The system retrieves data from the data
provider and launches loading routines to make the data publically
available on the NGDC website and load the data into the Space
Physics Interactive Data Resource. This task is complete, and a new
milestone must be developed for FY2013.

Project Goal: Understand responses of the upper atmosphere to solar,
magnetospheric, and lower atmosphere forcing, and the coupling between the neighboring regions. Since many of the space weather effects
occur in the ionosphere and neutral upper atmosphere, it is important
to develop an understanding of the system to the point where accurate
specification and forecasts can be achieved.

Milestone 4. Develop a MIRRMAG data (MIRror of online MAGnetic
data) ingest system that will ingest available, online geomagnetic
data into NGDC databases. Once ingested, the system will perform
any needed format processing, load the data into the SPIDR database, port the data to the NGDC FTP site, and port the data to the
tape library ingest staging area.

Milestone 1. Quantify the impact of sudden stratospheric warmings
(SSW) on the upper atmosphere. Recent observations suggest that
SSWs impact the dynamics and electrodynamics of the lower thermosphere and change the diurnal variation of total electron, which is
an important component of space weather. The recently developed
Whole Atmosphere Model (WAM) simulates SSW naturally so will be
used to quantify their impact on the thermosphere and ionosphere.

MIRRMAG system is complete and operational. Tasking has been
changed to focus on solar data products and indices. A new task must
be formulated for FY2013.

SWPC-01 Solar Disturbances in the Geospace Environment
FEDERAL LEAD: VIC PIZZO
CIRES LEAD: ALYSHA REINARD
NOAA Goal 3: Weather and Water
Project Goal: Improve the prediction of traveling solar disturbances
that impact the geospace environment. Such disturbances, which are
associated with both coronal holes and coronal mass ejections (CME)
from the sun, can cause substantial geomagnetic effects leading to the
crippling of satellites, disruption of radio communications, and damage
to electric power grids.
Milestone 1. In collaboration, SWPC will modify and test the empirical relationship linking helicity and future flaring potential of a given
active region, and will evaluate its potential as a forecasting tool for
solar flares.

At this point we have made strong progress toward our goals. We have
gone back to basics to understand the subsurface velocity flows that
affect flare production. This analysis will help in our collaboration with
active region modelers who will use our results as inputs to their models
of CME/flare eruptions.
We have started an in-depth study of a single active region to relate
subsurface flows to CME and flare eruptions. We have done a comparison between eruptive (CME-associated) and non-eruptive flares to see if
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A suite of physical models were used to addressed the question: Does
a sudden stratospheric warming warm or cool the thermosphere? If
it warms, then one would expect to see a neutral density increase and
an increase in satellite drag. Observations during the record-breaking
January 2009 warming, however, appeared to indicate a cooling during
the period of 30 percent, and papers had already been published using
CHAMP satellite data indicating such a response. However, when
careful simulations were performed with the coupled thermosphere
ionosphere physical model (CTIPe) and the information was extracted
from the MSIS empirical model, the models showed the cooling was
very likely due to a decrease in geomagnetic activity that happened to
coincide with the startwarm.
The correlation of the CTIPe physical model neutral density response
with CHAMP observation was very high, 0.9, indicating high confidence that the apparent decrease in temperature and density had little
to do with the SSW. The extremely low solar activity at the time made
the thermosphere particularly sensitive to geomagnetic activity.
On the contrary, the whole atmosphere model (WAM) suggested a
slight warming in the upper thermosphere of about 5 percent globally.
However, it would be difficult to detect this modest warming in the
CHAMP observations due to the accompanying changes in solar and
geomagnetic activity. It also appeared that subtle changes and shifts in
the amplitude and phase of the diurnal variation could further have
masked the response along the CHAMP satellite orbit.

GSD-01 Numerical Weather Prediction
FEDERAL LEAD: GEORG GRELL
CIRES LEAD: CURTIS ALEXANDER
NOAA Goal 3: Weather and Water
Project Goal: Design and evaluate new approaches for improving
regional-scale numerical weather forecasts, including forecasts of severe
weather events.
Milestone 1. Conduct and evaluate a summer 2010 and 2011 convection forecast exercise with other Aviation Weather Research Product
Development Teams (Convective Weather, in particular) in which the
High Resolution Rapid Refresh (HRRR) run at convection-resolving
resolution over the conterminous United States plays a dominant
role. The goal of this exercise is to evaluate the potential effectiveness of the HRRR in predicting high-impact aviation weather, particularly convection, three to 12 hours in advance.

The HRRR model remains a foundational component of the 20102012 CoSPA forecast system used as convective weather guidance in
both tactical and strategic flight planning in the national airspace.
Prior to the summer 2012 season, the underlying Weather Research
and Forecasting (WRF) model of the HRRR and the parent Rapid
Refresh model (RAP) were updated to include the official version 3.3.1
release. Model enhancements were introduced in the RAP and HRRR
to increase the accuracy of the model dynamics and physics including
higher order vertical advection, more frequent calls to the shortwave
radiation driver, improved damping of vertical motion near the model
tops, updated fractional land use information for the land surface
model, and an improved model reflectivity diagnostic consistent with
the updated microphysics.
In addition to RAP and HRRR model enhancements, numerous
improvements were made in the RAP data assimilation to reduce a
moist bias observed in 2011 RAP and HRRR forecasts, including excessive soil moisture, dewpoints, precipitation, and convective initiation,
particularly in the first few forecast hours of each model cycle. Data assimilation enhancements included additional emphasis of surface dewpoint observations in mixed boundary layers, soil moisture adjustments
to correct for excessive latent heat flux, removal of snow hydrometeor
specification from radar observations in the warm season, limited water
vapor increments from precipitable water observations, and increased
atmospheric stability during cloud building. These changes have resulted in improved RAP and HRRR convective forecasts in 2012 with
higher skill scores and a reduced moist bias.

1, whose focus is well-described in the project write-up, Milestone
2 deals with global prediction issues and year-to-year atmospheric
circulation anomalies, i.e., climate variability. This distinction should
be clarified in the next round of project descriptions.
There has been incremental progress on the technical side of model
development. The ESRL Earth System Model at present consists of
only two components, an ocean and an atmosphere. Both work well,
even though there are concerns regarding the dynamic viability of
an ocean model that uses unstructured grids in all three dimensions
(icosahedral in the horizontal and hybrid-isopycnic in the vertical).
Attempts to conduct decadal coupled simulations have highlighted
problems common to virtually all climate simulation efforts: sea surface temperature drifts due to an erroneous geographic distribution of
light-reflecting clouds and insufficient ‘tuning’ of global cloudiness to
achieve a net-zero radiation flux at the top of the atmosphere. Efforts
to resolve these issues will continue for some time.

GSD-05 Numerical Prediction Developmental
Testbed Center (DTC)
FEDERAL LEAD: ZOLTAN TOTH
CIRES LEAD: LIGIA BERNARDET
NOAA Goal 3: Weather and Water
Project Goal: Transition new developments from research to operations in the Gridpoint Statistical Interpolator (GSI) data assimilation
system and the Hurricane Weather Research and Forecasting (HWRF)
modeling system through the Developmental Testbed Center (DTC).
Milestone 1. Upgrade the community Hurricane-Weather Research
and Forecasting model (HWRF) code to contain new developments
used by NOAA’s National Centers for Environmental Prediction
(NCEP) for the 2010 operational hurricane season and run extensive
tests to assure that the community HWRF is performing as well as
operational HWRF, enabling a transition of the community code to
NCEP for the 2011 hurricane season.

The Hurricane-Weather Research and Forecasting model (HWRF)

Milestone 2. Progress toward construction of an Earth System
Research Laboratory (ESRL) Earth system model by coupling an
icosahedral formulation of the global Hybrid Coordinate Ocean
Model (currently under development within ESRL) with the global
Flow-following finite-volume Icosahedral atmospheric Model (FIM)
on an identical horizontal grid. Test this coupled model on individual
cases, and in real time if adequate computing resources and initial
data are available.

Disclaimer: While Milestone 2 qualifies as a numerical weather prediction project, this work is rather unrelated to the topics described
above under ‘Project Goal.’ In terms of temporal and spatial scales,
Milestones 1 and 2 are diametrically opposed. Unlike Milestone

GSD-05, Milestone 1
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code used for operations at NOAA’s National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) has been kept synchronized with the community
code used for research. In August 2011, HWRF v3.4a, which contains
the capabilities of the 2011 operational implementation, was released to
the research community. Conversely, contributions to the community
were incorporated in the revised HWRF operational model implemented in May 2012. Those include the use of the Princeton Ocean Model
for Tropical Cyclones (POM-TC) for the Eastern North Pacific basin
(previously run in uncoupled atmosphere-only mode) and advancements in the physics and initialization of the atmospheric model.
In order to keep the code synchronized, tests are constantly conducted
to assure the integrity of the code, to confirm that the code continues
to work on multiple platforms, and to ascertain that contributions that
do not intend to alter the answer of the default configuration indeed
do not alter it. As part of these tests, a significant bug was found in the
convective parameterization code, and an emergency fix was implemented in HWRF in the middle of the 2011 hurricane season. Extensive runs were also conducted to benchmark the community HWRF
system, in order to create a control against which future innovations can
be compared.
Milestone 2. Maintain the code repositories for Gridpoint Statistical
Interpolation (GSI) and Hurricane-Weather Research and Forecasting
model (HWRF) and provide user support for both codes (helpdesk,
website, code distribution, and documentation).

The code repositories for the Gridpoint Statistical Interpolator (GSI)
and the Hurricane Weather Research and Forecast (HWRF) have been
maintained to incorporate contributions from research and operations. For GSI, research contributions have been received in the areas
of assimilation of aerosol data and surface PM2.5 observations for
regional air-quality forecasting, and in enhancements of the surface data
analysis and cloud analysis for the Rapid Refresh (RAP) application. For
HWRF, contributions include the use of the Princeton Ocean Model

Rain Catchers

D

avid Noone has more than 200 talented research
assistants—they just happen to be in middle school.
Through the CIRES Education & Outreach Program,
Noone has partnered up with students in the St. Vrain Valley
School District to collect rainwater from school rooftops and
data from weather stations as part of his research into the
water cycle. By looking at the samples’ chemistry, he can
learn where the water came from (for example, the Gulf of
Mexico or the Pacific) and where it’s going. And he couldn’t
do this work without the help of his scientists-in-training.
What can we gain from this research?
Understanding how water moves around in the air—the water
cycle—will help us know how to use water more effectively
for agriculture, environmental sustainability, and recreation.
One of the greatest challenges in adapting to climate change
is anticipating changes to water availability. Our research
seeks to improve the ability to understand and predict
changes in how water on the landscape and in the atmosphere varies.
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for Tropical Cyclones (POM-TC) for the Eastern North Pacific basin
(previously run in uncoupled atmosphere-only mode) and advancements in the physics and initialization of the atmospheric model.
The community GSI repository was regularly synchronized with the
operational one. Every proposed code change to the operational trunk
was thoroughly tested before being committed to make sure the change
can be successfully run on multiple platforms.
Release and support of the GSI v3.0 and HWRF v3.3a community
systems have been done through the Developmental Testbed Center.
User support involves maintenance of a website where users can obtain
updated documentation, code downloads, data sets, and case studies.
There are currently 550 and 410 registered users for GSI and HWRF,
respectively. In addition to the community releases, all components of
the experimental HWRF system (GSI data assimilation, atmospheric
model, ocean model, etc.) have been made available to developers so
that collaborations can be established toward next year’s operational
implementation.

PSD-16 Raindrop Size Distributions
FEDERAL LEAD: TIMOTHY SCHNEIDER
CIRES LEAD: CHRISTOPHER WILLIAMS
NOAA Goal 3: Weather and Water
Project Goal: Improve ground-based, airborne, and space-borne radar
rainfall estimates through increased understanding of the number and
size of raindrops in precipitating cloud systems.
Milestone 1. A vertical air motion estimation technique will be developed using collocated 50- and 920-megahertz (MHz) radar observations to isolate the vertical air motion resolved in the 50-MHz radar
observations. These columnar dual-frequency vertical air motion

Where do the kids come in?
For our work in Colorado, we need information from the region.
Some of our detailed measurements are only made at a single
point, in Erie, but we need the wider network to understand the
context. Obtaining the data to provide this context is not really
possible without making use of citizen science—in this case, the
help of students. We gain extensive data and a network perspective on the precipitation patterns in the region.
The students, in turn, get valuable learning opportunities both
in regard to learning about their local and global environments
and in the types of research being done in the science community. One aim of our work is to encourage students to think
about science and technology as an important part of their
future careers. We help the students, and the students help us.
It’s a win-win.
How have the students responded?
Good question! At the moment we’re still in the spin-up phase.
Mostly we’ve been working with teachers. We’re rolling out
curriculum packages shortly.

estimates will provide reference measurements for simultaneous
dual-Doppler scanning radar estimates.

A manuscript describing how the Doppler velocity spectra from two
collocated vertically pointing profilers can be used to retrieve an unbiased vertical air motion estimate during precipitation has been accepted
for publication in the Journal of Atmospheric and Oceanic Technology
(Williams, 2012: Vertical air motion retrieved from dual-frequency
profiler observations. Early online release available at http://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/abs/10.1175/JTECH-D-11-00176.1). The photo shows
the antennas for the two profiling radars used in this study located near
Darwin, Australia. The 920-MHz profiler antenna is in the foreground,
and it is a two-by-two-meter square antenna under a water-protective
radome. The 50-MHz profiler antenna is in the background and is a
100-by-100-meter square antenna.
Three different collaborators have used the dual-frequency vertical
air motions. The first study evaluated the accuracy of ice terminal fall
speeds derived from vertically pointing radar measurements. This study
is published (Protat and Williams, 2011). The second study used the
dual-frequency vertical air motions as validation data for a scanning
radar dual-Doppler vertical air motion retrieval method. A manuscript
describing this work has been submitted (Scott Collis, Alain Protat,
Peter May, and Christopher Williams, submitted).
The third study divided the dual-frequency vertical air motions based
on cloud regimes to document the vertical air motions in shallow
convective clouds, stratiform clouds, and deep convective clouds. A
manuscript describing this work is in preparation (Courtney Schumacher, Stephanie Stevenson, and Christopher Williams, in preparation).

GSD-06 Environmental Information Systems
FEDERAL LEAD: PATRICIA MILLER
CIRES LEAD: LEON BENJAMIN
NOAA Goal 3: Weather and Water
Project Goal: Develop information systems that deliver atmospheric
observation data and environmental products to users of weather, water,
and climate information.
Milestone 1. Complete Final Operating Capability of the Meteorological Assimilation Data Ingest System (MADIS) at the National Weather
Service.

The MADIS transition to Final Operating Capability (FOC) is
progressing well. We spent the last year growing the number of stations
in MADIS, hardening the operational processing, and re-engineering
the system FOC design. A new Letter of Agreement was signed in April
2012 between the National Weather Service (NWS), the Office of
Oceanic and Atmospheric Research (OAR), and the National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service (NESDIS) and provides
guidance for the transition of MADIS from initial operating capability (IOC) to FOC and beyond. FOC is scheduled for fiscal year 2014
with the production system under National Centers for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP) and NESDIS. OAR will provide level-three support
and code updates.
This past year MADIS added 2,800 new surface stations; increased
the number of surface and upper-air sites processed per hour by 9,000;
reached servicing 1 million customer data requests per day; and added
more than 200 new MADIS data users accounts. We started the knowledge transfer from OAR to NCEP for real-time operations, including

GSD-06, Milestone 3
user accounts maintenance, and troubleshooting processing issues. We
submitted more than a dozen request-for-change (RFC) for improvements to our operational processing. We answered more than 3,000
data users and providers information requests.
Milestone 2. Port FX-Collaborate drawing tool software to AWIPS II.

The port of FX-Collaborate (a weather collaboration program)
functionality to the Advanced Weather Interactive Processing System
II (AWIPS II) involves the addition of a drawing tool in order to allow
weather forecasters the ability to produce annotated products. The latter
might include, for example, a cold front line, text explaining various
features, shaded shapes representing warning areas, etc. The previousgeneration AWIPS system required that forecasters use a standalone
tool, FX-Collaborate, in order to create such annotated products. This
project integrates drawing capability into the core AWIPS II software.
In the last year, the previously existing near-production-ready AWIPS
II drawing tool was further refined. In addition to a number of bug
fixes, successive upgrades of the drawing tool were required in order
to match new capabilities and limitations of new versions of the core
AWIPS II software suite as the latter became available. New functionality was also added, including better Google Earth integration; refinements to text annotations; and the addition of a properties palette,
enabling users to quickly see and modify multiple glyphs’ properties
simultaneously.
The result is a CAVE (Common AWIPS Visualization Environment)
plug-in providing nearly all of the functionality of the FX-Collaborate
drawing tool, as well as considerable enhancements not present in the
original, fully integrated into the core AWIPS II software. At this stage,
the only plans with regard to further development are to fix bugs as they
are revealed. If funding is forthcoming for further augmentation in the
future, this will be pursued as well.
Milestone 3. Develop an AWIPS II collaboration prototype as part of
the AWIPS II.

Raytheon Co., the developer of the Advanced Weather Interactive
Processing System II (AWIPS II) weather forecasting system, is integrating collaboration into the core AWIPS II software. This will allow
real-time collaboration between weather forecasters at different sites
by allowing them to share weather products, drawings, and other data
within the AWIPS II environment. The work done by CIRES researchers on collaboration within the AWIPS II environment now serves as a
prototype for Raytheon’s ongoing implementation.
A number of different approaches to the implementation of collaboration, utilizing different technologies (simple desktop sharing,
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open-source conferencing [similar to WebEx], and dedicated AWIPS
II plug-in), were investigated. The resulting findings were submitted
to Raytheon as input as to the strengths and weaknesses of various approaches, in order to assist them in moving forward with implementing
AWIPS II collaboration.
Furthermore, the existing code from last year’s work on the collaboration prototype was further refined to fix bugs, and to provide
more synchronization between collaborators. The prototype was then
submitted to Raytheon as a functioning implementation of collaboration within the AWIPS II environment. Said prototype uses XMPP
(Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol) messages passed between
participating AWIPS II clients, and Openfire (an open-source server
responsible for coordinating the session) to exchange information about
products each client has loaded. Raytheon has chosen to use the same
technologies successfully demonstrated by the prototype (XMPP via an
OpenFire server and an AWIPS II plugin) in their production implementation of collaboration.

AMOS-04: Observing Facilities,
Campaigns, and Networks
■ GMD-02 Surface Radiation Network
■ PSD-10 Cloud and Aerosol Processes
■ PSD-11 Water Cycle
■ GSD-04 Unmanned Aircraft Systems

GMD-02 Surface Radiation Network
FEDERAL LEAD: JOSEPH MICHALSKY
CIRES LEAD: GARY HODGES
NOAA Goal 2: Climate

NOAA Goal 3: Weather and Water

Project Goal: Collect long-term, research-quality, up-welling and
down-welling broadband solar and infrared radiation data at seven U.S.
sites. Collect long-term, broadband ultraviolet radiation data to evaluate variations in the erythemal doses. Collect long-term, spectral filter
data to measure column aerosol optical depth and cloud optical depth.
Collect cloud cover data to assess the effect of clouds on the surface
radiation budget.

Project Goal: Improve the performance of numerical weather and climate models through model process evaluation using data streams from
focused observational campaigns and spaceborne measurements.

Milestone 1. Using SURFace RADiation (SURFRAD) databases, complete and publish an analysis of spectral albedo at the Table Mountain, Colo., SURFRAD station and present the results in conferences.

PSD-17 Environmental Modeling and Prediction
FEDERAL LEAD: GARY WICK
CIRES LEAD: DARREN JACKSON

Milestone 1. Assess the representation of water vapor content and
transport in the new Flow-following finite-volume Icosohedral Model
during wintertime precipitation events along the U.S. West Coast
using satellite observations, and compare with that of other operational models.

The work on this task has focused on the application of an objective,
automated technique for the identification and characterization of atmospheric river events to corresponding satellite observation and model
forecast fields to evaluate the performance of the models. A manuscript
describing the development and validation of the technique has been
accepted for publication in the IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and
Remote Sensing.
The technique was applied to three cool seasons (October–March) of
satellite data and five different operational numerical weather prediction
models including those from NOAA, the European Center for Medium Range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF), the UK Met Office, the
Japanese Meteorological Agency, and Canadian Meteorological Center.
Intercomparisons of the models’ representation of water vapor content
are currently being completed, and a second manuscript is in preparation and due to be submitted by Oct. 1, 2012.
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No progress was reported for this Milestone.

PSD-10 Cloud and Aerosol Processes
FEDERAL LEAD: TANEIL UTTALTIM SCHNEIDER
CIRES LEAD: MATTHEW SHUPE
NOAA Goal 2: Climate
Project Goal: Make observations of clouds, aerosols, and water vapor
over a variety of ice, land, and sea surfaces using a multi-sensor, multiplatform approach to improve retrieval techniques useful for satellite
validation studies.
Milestone 1. Produce cloud macrophysical and microphysical data
sets describing the clouds at Arctic atmospheric observatories. These
data sets will include information on cloud occurrence, vertical distribution, boundaries, phase, and microphysical properties.

There continues to be ongoing work to develop and evaluate Arctic
cloud products. Recent efforts have focused on new measurements as
part of the Integrated Characterization of Energy, Clouds, Atmospheric
state, and Precipitation at Summit (ICECAPS) project wherein a comprehensive suite of atmosphere and cloud-sensing instruments has been
installed at Summit Station, Greenland, on top of the Greenland Ice
Sheet. Initial work has been started to develop cloud occurrence fraction, liquid water path, and temperature data sets. Many of the initial
results have been summarized in a paper that has been submitted to the
Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society.
Additionally, cloud retrieval products from the Arctic group have been
used in a number of model evaluation and retrieval evaluation studies
(Zhao et al., 2012; Birch et al., 2012; de Boer et al., 2012; Fridlind et

al., 2011; Solomon et al., 2011; and Du et al., 2011).
Milestone 2. Utilize ground-based, multi-instrument, remote-sensor
measurements, aircraft in situ observations, and high-resolution
mesoscale models to study the role of cloud dynamical-microphysical processes in the Arctic cloud life cycle. Specific observations will
come from various sites, including NOAA’s Study of Arctic Environmental Change, SEARCH; the DOE’s ARM sites, and the Surface Heat
Budget of the Arctic, SHEBA; Arctic Summer Cloud Ocean Study,
ASCOS; and Arctic Mechanisms of Interaction between the Surface
and Atmosphere, AMISA, field campaigns.

A number of activities have occurred under this milestone. Observationally, a retrieval method for deriving turbulent dissipation rate from
cloud radar measurements has been evaluated via comparisons with
aircraft observations from the DOE ARM site and tethered balloon
measurements from the Arctic Summer Cloud Ocean Study (ASCOS)
showing that the radar method is able to provide important information on profiles of turbulence in clouds (Shupe et al., 2012).
Additionally a study was conducted that utilized the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model to examine in high resolution an
Arctic mixed-phase stratocumulus cloud. That study specifically focused
on the important role the moisture inversions play as a source for cloud
moisture and the transport of the moisture into the cloud layer. The
vertical structure of moist static energy and entrainment processes has
also been examined. These model studies have been summarized in
Solomon et al. (2011). Building on this concept of moisture inversions, an observational study was also conducted that examined these
moisture inversions using radiosonde measurements at multiple Arctic
locations and related them to the presence of cloud water inside of
temperature inversions that typically reside at the top of low-level Arctic
clouds (Sedlar et al., 2012). This characteristic of many Arctic clouds
is not observed at lower latitudes, and the processes responsible are still
under investigation.
Milestone 3. Participate in the Northwest Tropical Atlantic Salmon,
NTAS; PIRATA Northeast Extension, PNE; and CalNex research cruises
in 2010. Deploy cloud radar, radiometer, and flux systems to measure
key surface marine boundary layer parameters, low cloud macrophysical, microphysical, and radiative properties. Conduct initial
analysis focused on the associations between low clouds and the
boundary layer structure.

The CIRES–NOAA team participated in the Air Quality and Climate
Change Field Study in California in 2010 (CalNex 2010). Results have
been used in data workshop and a publication has been submitted:
McBride, PJ, KS Schmidt, P Pilewskie, A Walther, AK Heidinger, DE
Wolfe, CW Fairall, S Lance (2012), A CalNex climatology of cloud
optical properties retrieved from a ship-based spectrometer and comparisons with satellite and aircraft retrieved cloud properties, J. Geophys.
Res., submitted.

PSD-11 Water Cycle
FEDERAL LEAD: MARTY RALPH
CIRES LEAD: DAVID KINGSMILL
NOAA Goal 3: Weather and Water
Project Goal: Improve weather and climate predictions through an
increased knowledge of regional and global water cycle processes.

Milestone 1. Plan and execute the 2011 Hydrometeorology Testbed,
HMT-West field campaign, an annual series of field efforts conducted in the northern California American River basin, located in the
Sierra Nevada Mountains west of Lake Tahoe and east of Sacramento. CIRES investigators will be key participants and contributors to
these activities.

HMT-West field operations for the 2011–2012 cool-season focused on
data collection from autonomous instrumentation operating at sites across
northern and central California, as well as sites in the Pacific Northwest
and Colorado River Basin. There were no intensive observing periods
(IOPs) and no staffing of sites in the HMT-West domain; thus there was
no need for daily field operations coordination calls. This strategy allowed
for greater attention to deployment of the HMT-West Legacy Network,
as well as analysis of past data and development of new tools.
The goals of data collection for the 2011–2012 cool-season included:
■ Calibration of the KPIX C-band radar and quantitative precipitation
estimation (QPE) studies using data collected from KPIX, surrounding
NEXRAD radars, and rain gauges;
■ Testing autonomous operations of the SkyWater radar at the Lincoln,
Calif., field site;
■ Ongoing implementation of the HMT-West Legacy Network in
Calif.
Milestone 2. Develop and test an approach for a synergetic use of
C-band scanning polarimetric radar (C-POL) and vertically pointing
8-millimeter wavelength radar (MMCR) for simultaneous retrievals of
parameters in stratiform precipitating systems at the Tropical Western Pacific (TWP) Darwin Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM)
Climate Research Facility (ACRF). This remote-sensing approach will
aim to estimate liquid cloud water path and rainwater path in the
liquid hydrometer layer and simultaneously retrieve an ice water
content profile and ice water path in the same vertical atmospheric
column. In addition to measurements from radars that are currently
available at the Darwin ACRF, the ground-based rain gauge and
disdrometer data will be used to constrain retrievals. The suggested
remote-sensing approach will be tested using data from a number of
experimental events. The retrieval uncertainties will be evaluated.

The approach for the synergetic use of the 5-centimer (C-band) scanning polarimetric (C-POL) and the vertically pointing 8-millimeter
(Ka-band) radars was enhanced. The enhancement included correcting
for the attenuation of C-band radar signals in rainfall using differential
phase shift measurements, so better quality estimates of non-attenuated
profiles of reflectivity over the MMCR site can be obtained when the
C-Pol performs range-height indicator scans. As a result, the improved
retrievals of the total rain water content and cloud liquid content (as
well as ice water content profiles above the Darwin ACRF site) can
be obtained. The enhanced retrieval approach was applied for several
priority cases observed during the field intensive operation period. The
retrieval results were given to the model community for comparisons
with model outputs.
Milestone 3. Apply a CloudSat method for simultaneous retrievals of
mean rain rate and ice water path in stratiform precipitating systems
to multi-year data sets collected during the CloudSat overpasses
in the vicinity of the ARM Southern Great Plains Climate Research
Facility (ACRF). The CloudSat retrievals will be analyzed for possible
correlations between parameters of the ice parts of precipitating systems (e.g., ice water path) and the resultant rainfall. The satellite retrievals will be also compared to the ARM retrievals, so a consistency
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PSD-11, Milestone 4
between space-borne and ground-based estimates of hydrometeor
parameters in precipitating cloud systems will be investigated.

The CloudSat method for simultaneous retrievals of mean rates and
ice water path was modified and extended for the use in moderate-toheavy precipitation observed in land-falling hurricanes and hurricane
remnants as they move inland. The enhanced retrieval method was
applied to observations of hurricanes Gustav and Ike (2008), which had
landfall in Louisiana and Texas, correspondingly. The total ice content
of the hurricane systems in their active stage was shown to reach 20 kilograms per square meter. In the decaying stage, these hurricane systems
observed inland (including regions close to the ARM Southern Great
Plains Climate Research Facility) produced total ice contents and rain
rates that were comparable to typical synoptic systems.
Milestone 4. Maintain configurations and web access to the real-time
water vapor flux tool for use by researchers and weather forecasters
to assess and monitor extreme precipitation events along the West
Coast of the United States.

In support of the near-real-time water vapor flux tool, which is used
by researchers and forecasters to help monitor and study extreme orographic precipitation events, automated software operations and configurations were developed, enhanced and maintained for nine different
NOAA and cooperative agency sites along the U.S West Coast. This
year developments were made to allow users to view Integrated Water
Vapor, Total Flux, and Upslope Flux data spatially on Google Maps in
near real-time. (http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/obs/sitemap/psdmapdata/)
This new display also allows users to view other data types including
NexRAD data to help show areas of interest during precipitation events.
Enhancements, developed by Dan Gottas, were also made to the existing water vapor flux time-height product to allow for expanded time
coverage from 24 hours to 48 hours. The maintenance and configuration of software to distribute the tool’s numerical flux data was also
performed. Lastly, monitoring of data and product quality, as well as
near-real-time availability, was accomplished on a daily basis to support
research and forecasting efforts during the NOAA HMT campaigns.
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Milestone 5. The CalWater experiment is a multi-year effort supported by NOAA and the California
Energy Commission to study the
impact of anthropogenic aerosols
and climate change on precipitation and associated water supply
in California. Aerosol and meteorological observing instruments
will be deployed in key locations in
California. Part of this effort will be
to diagnose the vertical structure
of the precipitating cloud systems
in the context of collocated aerosol
observations. Another part of this
effort will entail analysis of meteorological observations to characterize the Sierra barrier jet, its
modulation by atmospheric rivers,
and the resultant spatio-temporal
distribution of precipitation.

CalWater efforts were focused on documenting the kinematic and
thermodynamic structure of the Sierra Barrier Jet (SBJ). Observations from scanning and profiling Doppler radars, balloon soundings,
and GPS integrated water vapor retrievals were used to document the
kinematic and thermodynamic structure of SBJs and associated Atmospheric Rivers (ARs) that occurred during Feb. 14–16, 2011. Results
from this analysis include:
■ SBJs extend westward from the Sierra across the entire Central Valley of California.
■ ARs ride over stable air associated with SBJs and slope upward
from southwest to northeast.
■ The height of SBJs increases from southwest to northeast, especially
over the windward side of the Sierra where it has a terrain-following
character.
The climatological representation of the SBJ and its impact on water
vapor transport was tested in reanalysis data sets and reanalysis downscalings, through comparison with the observations—primarily wind
profiler data—collected during CalWater (and HMT). It was found
that only very high resolution (less than 10-kilometer grid spacing) numerical models can represent this terrain-generated dynamical feature.
In addition, SBJ representation within the highest resolution data set,
WRF-RD, was found to be sensitive to stability within the Central Valley: WRF-RD’s boundary layer was overly mixed, resulting in reduced
stability compared with observations and reduced SBJ amplitudes during the strongest wind events. Meteorological characteristics during SBJ
events that were well-represented within WRF-RD are currently being
investigated.

GSD-04 Unmanned Aircraft Systems
FEDERAL LEAD: SARA SUMMERS
CIRES LEAD: ELIZABETH WEATHERHEAD
NOAA Goal 3: Weather and Water
Project Goal: Test and evaluate a variety of unmanned aircraft systems
to collect scientifically valuable environmental data. The tests will be
carried out in a variety of situations in support of multiple scientific
goals. Results of funded unmanned aircraft projects will be provided
in written reports that can be shared within NOAA and the general
scientific community.
Milestone 1. Analyze sea ice images collected from satellite to automatically identify ice seals and derive fractal ice characteristics.

Seal identification software has been successfully developed and
applied to more than 50,000 images collected in the Arctic of ice and
seals. Images from Canadian missions have been collected to augment the initial 27,000 images collected by NOAA. The software was
developed with an international team of environmental and computer
scientists. Ice characteristics were characterized, and more than 100
individual seals were identified. Preliminary results were presented at
the 2011 International Conference of Marine Mammalogy and the
American Geophysical Union Annual meeting.
The software was developed by University of Colorado researchers
including the principal investigaor, Betsy Weatherhead, as well as Jim
Maslanik and Ute Herzfeld. External partners who contributed to this
effort include Gwen Duclos from France, Trevor Clarke from Ball Aerospace, and Amanda Hodgson from Australia. International researchers
have started to ask for collaboration on using the software for other applications, including looking for other environmental features collected
by unmanned aircraft.
To summarize products, three sets of software have been developed
to assist in the identification of seals on sea ice. The first set of software
categorizes types of sea ice using a number of different criteria. The
second set of software helps identify and describe potential seals. The
third set of software acts as a graphical user interface to allow researchers
to determine which potential seals are actually seals and which are not.
Both the executable and source codes for this software are freely available. A process under which one can request the software is currently
being developed.

GSD-04, Milestone 1

CLIMATE SYSTEM VARIABILITY
CSV-01 Detection of Climate Modes,
Trends, and Variability
■ GMD-03 Climate Trend Analysis
■ PSD-04 Decadal Climate and Global Change Research
■ NGDC-04 Paleoclimatology—Understanding Decadalto Millennial-Scale Climate Variability

GMD-03 Climate Trend Analysis
FEDERAL LEAD:: SAMUEL OLTMANS
CIRES LEAD: IRINA PETROPAVLOVSKIKH
NOAA Goal 2: Climate
Project Goal: Interpret operational data (ozone column, ozone profile,
aerosol extinction, broadband spectral radiation, and other environmental parameters) collected by NOAA ground-based and National Center
for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) aircraft-based instruments. Assess
data for long-term quality. Evaluate stability and interannual variability
in the ground-based and aircraft-based data sets. Provide the scientific
community with information relevant to climate research, and evaluate
usefulness of data for validation of other independent measurements,
including satellite observations.
Milestone 1. Analyze ground-based, balloon, and aircraft in situ
ozone measurements for long-term trends in the troposphere and at
the surface.

All 18 surface ozone sites continued to collect data in 2011 and 2012.
The most recently established NOAA surface-ozone-measurements site
in the Arctic is near Tiksi, Russia. The Hydrometeorological Observatory of Tiksi (since 2010) and NOAA’s Barrow, Alaska, Observatory
(since 1973) are in the Arctic Circle at similar latitudes of 71.6° N and
71.3° N, respectively. Their locations provide a unique opportunity for
measurement comparison due to minimization of solar zenith angle
differences. Both stations show surface ozone depletion events during
2011, likely due to high bromine originating in nearby ice leads.
Polar surface ozone depletion events (ODEs), which are characterized by exceptionally low ozone in the spring, were first reported in the
Arctic in the 1980s (Oltmans, 1981; Bottenheim et al., 1986). Bromine
released during sea ice melting enters into a photochemical process that
destroys surface level ozone. Younger ice is saltier, so intensifies this release of bromine and the frequency of ODEs. Over the last four decades
of Barrow surface ozone observations, ODE frequency has increased
during March.
Transport factors also contribute to the frequency of ODEs (i.e., wind
from land directions results in fewer events observed). However, the
increase of newer, thinner, saltier ice present in the Arctic is likely the
cause of the increase in ODE frequency over the years (Oltmans et al,
2012). Tiksi has more land-based wind flow than Barrow. Tiksi’s ice
melting season begins later than Barrow’s, so its spring depletion events
begin in late April and extend through May (Patrick et al, 2012).
Milestone 2. Continue to assess and improve quality of column and
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profile ozone measurements for climate trend analysis and satellite
validation.

The improvement of the Dobson and Brewer ozone profile retrieval
algorithm has continued. The Umkehr data acquired in 2011–2012
by the NOAA Dobson and NEUBrew Brewer ozone ground-based
network have been processed and archived. Verification/quantification
of the instrumental changes (caused 5 percent error in retrieved ozone
at 40 kilometers) found in the Dobson Umkehr retrieved ozone data
at Mauna Loa (MLO), Hawaii, in 2005 were performed through the
comparisons against the climatological data, and long-term time-series
of co-incident measurements taken by lidar and microwave instruments at MLO, and ozone-sounding at Hilo, Hawaii. Corrections were
applied, and the new data set is available for submission to the World
Ozone and Ultraviolet Radiation Data Centre (WOUDC) archive.
The study to assess the sensitivity of Dobson and Brewer Umkehr
retrieved ozone profiles to the choice of the ozone absorption cross section (Bass and Paur, 1985; Daumont, 1992), the out-of-band stray light
(OOB) error, and stratospheric temperature variability was published
(Petropavlovskikh et al., 2011). The coherence of stratospheric ozone
time series was investigated for ground-based (lidar, Dobson Umkehr,
balloon ozonesonde) and satellites overpass measurements at Haute–
Provence Observatory (OHP, 43.93° N, 5.71° E): SBUV(/2) satellite,
SAGE II, HALOE, MLS (UARS and Aura), and GOMOS (Nair et
al., 2012). A detailed statistical study of the relative differences of ozone
observations was performed to detect any specific drifts in the data. On
average, all instruments showed their best agreement with lidar at 20 to
40 kilometers, where deviations are within ±5 percent.

PSD-04 Decadal Climate and Global Change Research
FEDERAL LEAD: RANDALL DOLE
CIRES LEAD: PRASHANT SARDESHMUKH
NOAA Goal 2: Climate
Project Goal: Improve understanding of long-term climate variations
through analysis of observations and hierarchies of General Circulation
Model (GCM) experiments. Seek dynamical explanations of oceanic
variability and changes through observational analysis and GCM experiments. Provide attribution for long-term regional climate changes.
Milestone 1. Investigate the relative contributions of El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO)–related and ENSO-unrelated tropical sea
surface temperature (SST) variations on global climate changes over
the last 130 years.

Large discrepancies exist between 20th-century tropical Indo-Pacific
sea surface temperature (SST) trends determined from current reconstructions. These discrepancies prevent an unambiguous verification
and validation of climate models used for projections of future climate
change. In a paper to appear in Nature Climate Change, we demonstrated that a more consistent and robust trend among all the reconstructions is found by filtering each data set to remove ENSO, which is
represented not by a single index time series but rather by an evolving
dynamical process. That is, the discrepancies appear largely the result of
different estimates of ENSO variability in each reconstruction.
The robust ENSO-residual trend pattern represents a strengthening
of the equatorial Pacific temperature gradient since 1900, due to a systematic warming trend in the warm pool and weak cooling in the cold
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tongue. Similarly, the ENSO-residual sea level pressure trend represents
no weakening of the equatorial Walker circulation over the same period.
Additionally, none of the disparate estimates of post-1900 total eastern
equatorial Pacific SST trends are larger than can be generated by statistically stationary, stochastically forced empirical models that reproduce
ENSO evolution in each reconstruction.

NGDC-04 Paleoclimatology—Understanding Decadalto Millennial-Scale Climate Variability
FEDERAL LEAD: DAVE M. ANDERSON
CIRES LEAD: CARRIE MORRILL
NOAA Goal 2: Climate
Project Goal: Improve the understanding of observed long-term
climate variations through compilation and analysis of data from the
pre-instrumental record; and provide access to data and information
from the paleoclimatic record.
Milestone 1. Expand the database of transient climate change during
the last 21,000 years to include terrestrial temperature reconstructions and stable isotope records from speleothems and ice cores.
Also, add raw age model data to the database to allow users to generate new age models as dating and calibration methods are refined.

Following our addition of temperature and stable isotope records,
along with their raw age model data, to the database, we have produced
a composite data set of speleothem (cave deposit) oxygen isotope measurements spanning the last 21,000 years. Oxygen isotope measurements
from cave deposits provide some of the highest-resolution and best-dated
information about past fluctuations in temperature and precipitation.
Our compilation includes quality-controlled values from 60 cores at 36
sites, for a total of 27,975 oxygen isotope values. These time series span
part or all of the last deglaciation and Holocene, and are provided on a
common age scale and with common measurement units.
The main data file provides all oxygen isotope values, along with
site metadata, in comma-separated values format. Also available for
each core are machine-readable text files, which give more complete
information about site-specific metadata, dating methods, and all raw
data. These data address key scientific questions surrounding climate
sensitivity to greenhouse gas concentrations, nonlinear responses and
thresholds in the climate system, and the skill of state-of-the-art climate
models in reproducing states different from the present one.
Milestone 2. Expand the last millennium temperature database to
include gridded climate reconstructions. These gridded reconstructions will complement the point reconstructions already included in
the database and will provide a template for the eventual addition of
climate model simulations.

We expanded our last millennium temperature database by partnering with the Past Global Changes (PAGES) 2K Network. This network
is an international collaboration of scientists and data managers tasked
with collecting the best time series and spatial reconstructions of
important state variables of the climate system, including temperature,
for the last 2,000 years, in order to analyze them in combination with
ensemble runs of Earth System Models. We are assisting them by
providing easy access to data already in our database, by ingesting additional temperature data sets identified by the PAGES 2K Network, and

by acting as the long-term stewards for the data.
This ongoing collaboration has added numerous data
sites and expanded the spatial coverage of the point
reconstructions and proxy data in the database. We have
also included NOAA’s Merged Land-Ocean Surface Temperature Analysis (MLOST v3b) global gridded (5°x5°)
surface temperature anomalies data as part of the database, allowing additional linkages to be made between
the paleoclimatic records and the modern instrumental
observations, and adding to the available tools researchers
can use to calibrate and make temperature reconstructions.

■ CSD-03 Chemistry, Radiative Forcing, and Climate
■ PSD-01 Modeling of Seasonal to Inter-Annual Variability
■ PSD-02 Understanding and Predicting Subseasonal Variations and
Their Implications for Longer-Term Climate Variability
■ GMD-04 Climate Forcing
■ CSD-12 Emissions and Atmospheric Composition
■ CSD-13 Kinetics and Photochemical Studies

CSD-03 Chemistry, Radiative Forcing, and Climate
FEDERAL LEADS: THOMAS B. RYERSON,
KAREN ROSENLOF, STEVEN BROWN, AND DAN MURPHY
CIRES LEAD: CHRISTINE ENNIS
NOAA Goal 2: Climate
Project Goal: Observe and model the radiative forcing due to stratospheric ozone changes and tropospheric radiatively active gases. Carry
out upper-troposphere airborne experiments and diagnostic analyses
that characterize the dynamical and chemical processes influencing the
radiative balance in the global atmosphere. Quantify the chemical and
optical properties that determine the lifetimes, abundances, and trends
of greenhouse gases. Use passive cloud observations to develop techniques that can be used to estimate cloud properties.

Harald Stark

CSV-02 Mechanism and Forcings
of Climate Variability
The NOAA P3 research aircraft takes off during the 2010 CalNex field study.

centration, ice mass, cloud life time) over a wider range of conditions as
compared to the narrow range in the corresponding experiments. These
results clearly show the need to better constrain surface properties of ice
nuclei so physically based approaches can be developed to be used in
models of various scales.
The different schemes included both time-dependent and timeindependent approaches. Our model study showed that in particular
these approaches can lead to very different results. Future work will
include a more careful analysis of the conditions under which time
independent predictions of ice nucleation might be appropriate and in
agreement with the physically based classical nucleation theory. Such
work will help to bridge laboratory results to ambient data by developing laboratory-based, computationally efficient approaches to interpret
ambient ice number concentrations in mixed-phase clouds.

Milestone 1. Add ice habit information to cloud parcel modeling.
Impact: Ice formation and growth is a critical and highly uncertain
process for both precipitation and the radiative properties of clouds.
A better description of ice habits will allow better calculations of both
ice crystal growth and sedimentation.

Milestone 2. In the CalNex 2010 field campaign, survey a wide variety
of different sources of directly emitted gas and aerosol species (e.g.,
carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, halocarbons, and particlephase soot) that affect atmospheric radiative forcing. Impact: The
planned suite of measurements includes both short-lived and longlived forcing agents and will provide survey data for anthropogenic,
agricultural, biogenic, and geologic sources of these radiatively
important trace species. These data will provide additional independent evaluation of newly developed greenhouse gas inventories in
California and better define source sector emissions strengths for
directly emitted greenhouse gases.

The fundamental physical processes that maintain supercooled liquid
in observed Arctic mixed-phase clouds are poorly constrained. Over
the past years, many laboratory experiments have produced ambiguous
results in terms of the description of the freezing behavior and surface
properties of various ice nuclei.
In our study, we adapted data from a single laboratory study and
showed, by using a combination of box and parcel models, that the
consistency of different nucleation schemes (single or many nucleation
sites, time-dependent or time-independent freezing) that could all
reproduce observed freezing behavior in laboratory experiments leads
to greatly diverging properties of mixed-phase clouds (ice number con-

The principal focus of CIRES scientists involved in the CalNex 2010
study over this period was continued data analysis and write-up of findings. A significant number of publications are in press or in preparation.
The primary area of investigation for climate variability during CalNex
is on characterization of direct emissions and impacts of climate forcing
agents, such as CO2 (Neuman et al.), CH4 (Peischl et al.-1, Peischl et
al.-2), N2O (Xiang et al.), and aerosols (Bahreini et al., Cappa et al.,
Lack et al., Langridge et al., Nowak et al.).
The trend in short-lived climate forcing agents, notably ozone, is also
being evaluated (Pollack et al.). These results will be used in planned
modeling studies that will evaluate existing greenhouse gas emissions
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inventories using a top-down approach to verify and/or improve those
inventories. These results will be further summarized in a scientific
synthesis document that will provide information for the California
Air Resources Board (CARB) to use in its efforts to reduce air quality
degradation across the state.
Milestone 3. Investigate the climate impact of changes in stratospheric ozone and water vapor concentrations using the National
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Community Atmosphere
Model (CAM) with the slab ocean component (SOM), using time
slice simulations and sensitivity studies and making use of new and
improved ozone and water vapor data sets. Impact: The experiments
aim to quantify the importance of these gases to both the modeled
stratospheric and tropospheric climates. Also, the results will show
the effect of using improved ozone data as a model boundary condition, which will be of great use and interest to the global modeling
community.

Since last year, the planned write-ups have expanded to include
four manuscripts: one describing the NIWA (National Institute of
Water and Atmospheric Research) ozone data set (Bodeker et al.);
one comparing the different stratospheric ozone data sets (Hassler
et al.); one looking at the NCAR CAM model simulations (Young
et al.); and one looking at lower stratospheric ozone in particular
(Solomon et al., submitted to Geophys. Res. Lett.). It is intended to
have all these manuscripts submitted by the end of the year and to
have the main ozone-related goals of this milestone completed.
The latest NCAR model will soon be available on the new NOAA
supercomputer, which will be used to further probe the climate
impacts of stratospheric ozone, as well as stratospheric water vapor.
Time slice and continuous experiments have been planned, which
will be complementary to the Atmospheric Chemistry and Climate
Hindcast experiment.

PSD-01 Modeling of Seasonal to Inter-Annual Variability
FEDERAL LEADS: RANDALL DOLE AND
MARTIN HOERLING
CIRES LEAD: PRASHANT SARDESHMUKH
NOAA Goal 2: Climate
Project Goal: Understand how much predictability, especially outside the tropics, exists on seasonal to inter-annual timescales beyond
that associated with linear El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
signals, and what additional useful predictive information can be
extracted by making large ensembles of nonlinear General Circulation Model (GCM) integrations.
Milestone 1. Determine the sensitivity of North American drought to
tropical sea surface temperature (SST) changes at different locations,
and identify the optimal anomalous tropical SST pattern for maximizing drought.

To deepen our understanding of the sensitivity of North American
drought to tropical sea surface temperature (SST) changes highlighted
in our previously published study, we performed a similar study of the
sensitivity of monsoon regions around the world to tropical SST changes, with particular emphasis on the northeast Asian summer monsoon
region. Observations indicate increasing trends of summer precipitation
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amount, intensity, and frequency of extremes over northeast Asia since
the 1960s.
Climate models are generally able to simulate such increases of
precipitation over northeast Asia over the second half of the 20th
century and project continuations of these trends in response to the
projected warming of the tropical Indo-Pacific Warm Pool, especially
around the Philippines and the South China Sea. The principal basis for
confidence in these projections is the simplicity and robustness of the
mechanisms involved. In essence, the warming of these waters enhances
the northward moisture transport from the tropics to northeast Asia,
leading to an increase of the northeast Asian precipitation. Warming of
these waters also affects the North American precipitation but through
a different set of mechanisms.

PSD-02 Understanding and Predicting Subseasonal
Variations and Their Implications for Longer-Term
Climate Variability
FEDERAL LEADS: RANDALL DOLE AND
JEFFREY WHITAKER
CIRES LEAD: PRASHANT SARDESHMUKH
NOAA Goal 2: Climate
Project Goal: Investigate the variability and predictability of weekly
averages of the atmospheric circulation through modeling and diagnosis
of the observed statistics, and also through detailed analysis of numerical weather forecast ensembles for week two.
Milestone 1. Compare the Week Two and Week Three atmospheric
circulation forecast skill of state-of-the-art global atmosphere-ocean
coupled models with that of simple Linear Inverse Models (LIMs)
based on lag-correlations of the northern hemispheric circulation
and tropical convection fields. Assess the prospects for further skill
improvement by performing a predictability analysis based on the
relative magnitudes of the forecast signal and forecast noise.

The Week Two and Week Three forecast skill of two global coupled
atmosphere-ocean models recently developed at NASA and NOAA was
compared with that of much simpler LIMs derived from observed timelag correlations of atmospheric circulation anomalies in the northern
hemisphere and outgoing long-wave radiation (OLR) anomalies in the
tropics. The coupled models were found to beat the LIMs only slightly,
and only if an ensemble prediction methodology was employed.
To assess the potential for further skill improvement, a predictability
analysis based on the relative magnitudes of forecast signal and forecast
noise in the LIM framework was conducted. Estimating potential skill
by such a method was argued to be superior to using the ensemblemean and ensemble-spread information in the coupled-model ensemble
prediction system. The LIM-based predictability analysis yielded
relatively conservative estimates of the potential skill, and suggested that
outside the tropics, the average coupled-model skill may already be close
to the potential skill, although there may still be room for improvement
in the tropical forecast skill. This work was presented at several national
and international meetings on predictability at the Weather-Climate
interface.

GMD-04 Climate Forcing
FEDERAL LEAD: JOHN OGREN
CIRES LEAD: ANNE JEFFERSON
NOAA Goal 2: Climate
Project Goal: Greenhouse gases: Conduct research to
better understand the interactions of the atmosphere
with the land and ocean. Aerosols: Characterize the
means, variabilities, and trends of climate-forcing properties for different types of aerosols, and understand
the factors that control these properties. Radiation:
Research into broadband irradiance to improve benchmarks for climatic processes.
Milestone 1. Use data from 12 high-altitude observatories to develop a climatology of free tropospheric
aerosol radiative properties.

GMD-04, Milestone 1

A paper has been published (Andrews et al., 2011) describing the
climatology of aerosol optical properties measured at high-altitude
sites. The results suggest that the amount of aerosol in the free
troposphere increases from west (Mauna Loa, Hawaii) to east (Mt.
Waliguan, China). The seasonal cycle of aerosol extinction derived
from the in-situ measurements was consistent with those obtained
from the space-based CALIOP lidar.

Dust on Snow

W

hite snow, brown snow, deep snow, no snow. CIRES
research has revealed that dust-covered snowpacks
melt about three weeks sooner than normal. This deprives the
Colorado River—the lifeblood of the American Southwest—of 5
percent of its average annual runoff. The findings serve as both a
warning—and an opportunity—for the West, says CIRES scientist
Jeff Deems.
Where does the dust come from?
From deserts and drylands to the west and
southwest of the Rocky Mountains. Gusty
spring storms deposit the dust on the mountain snowpack, turning it red or brown.
And this accelerates snow melting?
Yes, dark, dust-covered snow absorbs more
sunlight and melts faster than white snow.
The effect is readily observed: If you were to
scrape a dusty patch of snow free of dust,
then come back in the afternoon, you’d see an elevated patch of
snow because the dusty snow around it melted faster [similar to
the effect seen in the above photo].
How does the early melt reduce the Colorado River flow?
Earlier snowmelt leads to a longer snow-free season, and snowfree ground and vegetation lose more water to the atmosphere
through evaporation and transpiration than does snow. Our

The figure shows a comparison of average seasonal CALIPSO
ambient extinction values at 3 km (purple) 532 nm with seasonal
in-situ extinction (at 550 nm, low RH, and STP). Surface sites indicated in lowercase letters: sgp = Southern Great Plains, Okla.; bnd
= Bondville, Ill.; iza = Izana, Spain; jfj = Jungfraujoch, Switzerland;
cmn = Monte Cimone, Italy (cmn data at 520 nm, low RH, and
STP); beo = Bulgarian Environmental Observatory, Bulgaria (beo
plot shows in-situ scattering); wlg = Mount Waliguan, China; and

study showed this extra evaporation decreases the annual flow in the Colorado River
by more than 250 billion gallons on average.
Is that significant?
Yes. That’s twice Las Vegas’s annual usage and would provide 18
months of water for Los Angeles. Colorado River flow is also being reduced by growing demand, drought, and climate warming.
Is there a silver lining to your findings?
This could be an opportunity to help ease
stresses on the Colorado River. If we can
reduce the amount of dust on snow through
restoration and improved land management
practices in the dust source regions, this could
put billions of gallons back into
the river.
Photo by Chris Landry
Do your results apply elsewhere?
Yes. We’ve seen both anecdotally and in observations that dust
production from drylands is on the rise worldwide, and we’re
seeing dust deposited on mountain snow cover and glaciers in
regions such as the Tien Shan in China, the Zagros Mountains,
the Himalaya, and the Antarctic Peninsula. So while the numbers
we produced in our current work may not be directly applicable
to other regions, the physical processes and science certainly are.
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lln = Mount Lulin, Taiwan. CALIPSO values come from Yu et al.
(2010). EUS is eastern U.S. profile; NAF is northern Africa profile;
WEU is western Europe profile; WCN is western China profile; and
ECN is eastern China profile.
Milestone 2. Establish one new tall tower site in the NOAA Earth
System Research Laboratory (ESRL) Carbon America tall tower network to help reduce the uncertainty of carbon uptake by the North
American continent and to better characterize regional terrestrial
carbon flux estimates.

Milestone was completed and reported on in FY10 Annual Report.
Milestone 3. Complete development of a field-operational temperature/humidity/GPS system to augment current trace gas vertical
profile measurements in the NOAA/ESRL Carbon America aircraft
network (a prototype system exists and is in use currently at five
network sites; the system allows for automated measurements
of the ambient temperature and humidity and the position and
altitude associated with each sample in a vertical profile).

Milestone was completed and reported on in FY10 Annual Report.
Milestone 4. Analyze balloon-borne measurements of water vapor
in the upper troposphere–lower stratosphere (UTLS) to reveal
multiple-year trends and attempt to attribute them to geophysical
processes.

Monthly soundings were made at three globally distributed sites
(Boulder, Colo.; Lauder, New Zealand; and Hilo, Hawaii) to continue the long-term monitoring of water vapor in the UTLS. The
Boulder data record has now surpassed 32 years; by mid-2012 the
Lauder and Hilo records were 8.7 and 1.6 years in length, respectively. By combining a tropical site with a middle-latitude site in
each hemisphere, we now can examine UTLS water vapor trends on
a more global basis. Stratospheric water vapor continued its upward
trend at all three sites. The increases have restored stratospheric mixing ratios to the levels observed just prior to the rapid 0.5 parts per
million by volume (10 percent) decrease in 2001.

CSD-12 Emissions and Atmospheric Composition
FEDERAL LEAD: KAREN ROSENLOF
CIRES LEAD: CHRISTINE ENNIS
NOAA Goal 2: Climate
Project Goal: Improve understanding of past and projected future
anthropogenic and natural emissions of atmospheric trace gases that
influence climate and climate variability.
Milestone 1. Evaluate anthropogenic and natural surface emissions of atmospheric chemical compounds during the past two
decades by making detailed comparisons of available emissions
inventories, and evaluate the consistency between global and
regional emissions, and the impact on the composition of the
atmosphere. Impact: This study will provide information used as
inputs in climate models, focusing on the chemical compounds
detected from space (CO, NO2, and ozone) and on hydrocarbons
from natural and anthropogenic origins.

Several different inventories of global and regional anthropo98
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genic and biomass burning emissions have been assessed for the
1980–2010 period. The species considered last year were CO, NOx,
SO2, and black carbon, and we have started this year to gather many
different emission inventories providing global and regional distributions of the emissions of methane, organic carbon, non-methane
volatile organic compounds, and ammonia. The Atmospheric
Chemistry and Climate Model Intercomparison Project (ACCMIP)
historical emissions developed in support of the simulations for the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Fifth Assessment Report (IPCC AR5) are also considered. Emissions from the Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) are included in this analysis.
Large discrepancies between the global and regional emissions are
identified for all regions of the world, more particularly for China
and India, where uncertainties larger than a factor of two have been
determined for several compounds. The range of the emissions for
all these compounds has been established, and this information is
now included in two chapters of the ongoing IPCC AR5 report. In
order to better understand the origin of the discrepancies, we have
started to analyze the emissions reported for different sectors. Since
the sectors used in the regional and global inventories differ, we have
started to focus this study on traffic emissions.
Milestone 2. Evaluate the evolution of the chemical composition
of the atmosphere during the next two to three decades, using the
different emissions scenarios developed in support of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fifth Assessment
Report (AR5) to assess different Representative Concentrations
Pathways (RCPs). Impact: This research will support the IPCC AR5
report by determining the effects of different RCPs on the distribution of chemical species and on their deposition at the surface,
which will enable improved understanding and modeling of the
effect of atmospheric chemical composition on climate.

The proposed work has started with an evaluation of the capability
of chemistry-transport models to reproduce past trends in air quality.
Documenting these strengths and weaknesses on the basis of historical simulations is essential before the models can be used to assess
future air-quality projections. Different regional and global models
have been used to simulate the evolution of air quality during the
1997–2008 period.
The analysis has so far focused on ozone and nitrogen dioxide, for
which surface as well as satellite observations are available. A paper
was published at the end of 2011, which focuses on the results obtained for the European region. The analysis of the model results has
shown that the year-to-year interannual changes in the distributions
of the constituents are rather well reproduced, although capturing
the more moderate trends of chemically produced species such as O3
is more challenging.
Simulations for the 2010–2030 period were also performed, using
different sets of emissions scenarios, based on the emissions provided by the RCPs. Another set of scenarios developed as part of the
Global Energy Assessment was used. This study, which is currently
under review in the ACPD journal, showed that air pollution mitigation measures are the main factors leading to an improvement of air
quality, but an additional cobenefit of at least 40 is brought about by
the climate policy.

CSD-13 Kinetics and Photochemical Studies
FEDERAL LEAD: JIM BURKHOLDER
CIRES LEAD: CHRISTINE ENNIS
NOAA Goal 2: Climate
Project Goal: Determine the rates of climate-relevant processes, and
evaluate the lifetimes and radiative properties of atmospheric species
(gases and particles) that influence climate.
Milestone 1. Measure rate coefficients for the chlorine monoxide selfreaction (ClO + ClO + M) over a range of temperatures and pressures
relevant to polar stratospheric photochemistry. Impact: This research
will provide data needed to reduce uncertainties in atmospheric
model calculations of polar ozone loss. This research has implications
for stratospheric ozone chemistry and climate-chemistry coupling.

Halogen chemistry plays an important role in polar stratospheric
ozone loss. The ClO dimer (ClOOCl) catalytic ozone destruction cycle
accounts for the vast majority of winter/spring polar stratospheric ozone
loss. A key step in the dimer catalytic cycle is the pressure- and temperature-dependent self-reaction of the ClO radical to generate ClO dimer
(ClOOCl) at low temperatures and pressures under stratospheric conditions. The rate coefficient for the ClO self-reaction has been measured
in previous laboratory studies but uncertainties persist, particularly at
atmospherically relevant temperatures and pressures.
In this laboratory study, rate coefficients for the ClO self-reaction were
measured over a range of temperatures (200–296 Kelvin) and pressures
(50–600 Torr, He and N2 bath gases). ClO radicals were produced by
pulsed laser photolysis of Cl2O at 248 nanometers. The ClO radical temporal profile was measured using dual wavelength cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS) near 280 nanometers. The absolute ClO radical concentration was determined using the ClO ultraviolet absorption cross sections,
and their temperature dependence was measured as part of this work.
The results from this work are in conflict with several previous studies
that form the basis of current kinetic recommendations for use in atmospheric models. Analysis and interpretation of these experimental results
are in progress. The impact of these differences on polar stratospheric
chemistry and ozone loss will be evaluated in future work. A manuscript
is in draft stage.
Milestone 2. Measure ultraviolet (UV) absorption cross sections of
the long-lived ozone-depleting greenhouse gases nitrous oxide
(N2O) and carbon tetrachloride (CCl4) as a function of temperature.
Impact: UV photolysis is the key atmospheric loss process for these
compounds. The laboratory data will be used as input for atmospheric models to better define the impact of these trace gases on
stratospheric ozone and climate change.

The long-lived atmospheric species nitrous oxide (N2O) and carbon
tetrachloride (CCl4) are ozone-depleting substances (ODSs) and potent
radiative forcing agents. The abundance and atmospheric lifetimes of
N2O and CCl4 are, therefore, important to understanding stratospheric
ozone recovery and climate change as well as the linkage between these
issues. In this study, absorption cross sections of nitrous oxide (N2O)
and carbon tetrachloride (CCl4) are reported at five atomic UV lines
(184.95, 202.548, 206.200, 213.857, and 228.8 nanometers) at temperatures in the range of 210–350 Kelvin. In addition, UV absorption
spectra of CCl4 are reported between 200–235 nanometers as a func-

Laboratory apparatus used to study solubility and hydrolysis
tion of temperature (225–350 Kelvin).
For N2O, the present results are in good agreement with the current
recommendation and reduced the estimated uncertainty in the N2O
atmospheric photolysis rate. However, for CCl4, the present UV crosssection values are systematically greater than the current recommendation most relevant to stratospheric photolysis. Model calculations show
that the new cross sections result in a 5 percent to 7 percent increase
in the photolysis loss of CCl4 throughout the lower stratosphere. The
resulting stratospheric lifetime of CCl4 decreases slightly, from 51 to
50 years (2 percent), for present day conditions. The corresponding
changes in modeled inorganic chlorine and ozone in the stratosphere
are quite small.
The reduced uncertainties in the N2O and CCl4 absorption cross section data, and in photolysis lifetimes, will provide for improved model
calculations of ozone recovery. A manuscript describing these results has
been published in Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics (Rontu Carlon, et
al., 2010).
Milestone 3. Develop and use a new laboratory apparatus to measure
the Henry’s Law solubility of key atmospheric trace species in aqueous solutions; and measure hydrolysis rate constants and product
yields for reactive species. Impact: This research will evaluate the
partitioning of trace species between the gas- and aqueous-phase
and the possible significance of aqueous chemistry as an atmospheric loss process. This research has implications for both stratospheric
ozone and climate-chemistry coupling.

Solubility coefficients of gases in liquids (Henry’s law constant, H)
and rate coefficients for the hydrolysis of molecules in the liquid phase
(k) of atmospheric trace gases are needed to model and quantify their
aqueous-phase processing. We built an experimental apparatus to measure Henry’s law solubility coefficients of weakly soluble atmospherically relevant compounds and, in applicable cases, their hydrolysis rate
coefficients.
The apparatus consists of a closed-cycle bubble reactor combined
with a Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer that was used to
measure the gas phase concentration of the dissolving gas and products
of hydrolysis reaction. We have measured H and k of perfluoro-2-methyl-3-pentanone (C2F5C(O)F(CF3)2, PFMP) and perfluoro-2-methyl3-butanone (CF3C(O)CF(CF3)2, PFMB) as a function of pH (2–10)
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CSV-03 Stratospheric Ozone Depletion
■ CSD-04 Photochemical and Dynamical Processes that Influence
Upper Troposphere/Lower Stratosphere Ozone
■ GMD-05 Ozone Depletion

CSD-04 Photochemical and Dynamical Processes that
Influence Upper Troposphere/Lower Stratosphere Ozone
FEDERAL LEAD: KAREN ROSENLOF
CIRES LEAD: CHRISTINE ENNIS
NOAA Goal 2: Climate
Project Goal: Improve theoretical capabilities to predict the natural
and human influences on the stratospheric ozone layer. Characterize
the photochemical reactions relating to the anthropogenic loss of ozone
in the stratosphere. Carry out in situ studies of the photochemical and
dynamical processes that influence the stratospheric ozone layer.
Milestone 1. Use ozone data from fights of the National Center for
Atmospheric Research HIAPER Gulfstream-V aircraft and the Global
Hawk unmanned aircraft system to examine transport and photochemical processes in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere
(UTLS). Impact: The data and intercomparisons with high-resolution
models will offer new insights into how ozone can be used to constrain transport and photochemical processes in global models.

Ozone data from additional HIAPER Pole-to-Pole Observations
(HIPPO) missions were presented at the HIPPO science team meeting,
and plans are being developed to compare with a number of global
models to assess model dynamics and chemistry in the UTLS region.
Ozone data from the Global Hawk-Pacific (GloPac) and Airborne
Tropical TRopopause EXperiment (ATTREX) missions were presented
at the ATTREX science team meeting. These data, along with coincident measurements of the conserved tracer N2O, will be used to assess
possible changes in lower stratospheric ozone due to recovery of the
ozone layer and climate change. Satellite data will be used to extend
spatial and temporal coverage for the analysis.
Milestone 2. Using diagnosed proxies for tropical in-mixing based
on meteorological analyses and satellite measured chemical species,
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Carlye Calvin, UCAR

and temperature (273–293 Kelvin).
PFMP is currently being used as a fire suppressant in place of Halons,
which have high ozone-depletion potentials (ODP); PFMP and PFMB
have essentially zero ODPs. The tropospheric photolysis lifetime of
PFMP is relatively short, on the order of several weeks; thus, this
molecule has a small Global Warming Potential (GWP). However, the
hydrolysis of PFMP is known to produce HFC-227ea (CF3CHFCF3),
a molecule that has low solubility, an atmospheric lifetime of 38.9 years,
and a GWP of 3580 (100-year time horizon).
Therefore, the atmospheric aqueous-phase processing of PFMP to
produce HFC-227ea, even if only a minor loss pathway, can lead to a
very large GWP attributable to its emission. To validate our methodology, the Henry’s law solubility constants for SF6, CF3CHF2 (HFC
134a), and C2F5CF(CF3)2 (HFC 227ea)—molecules that have wellestablished H values and extremely low hydrolysis rate coefficients—
were also measured. Manuscript is in preparation.

CIRES scientist Anne Perring readies an instrument for the HIPPO field mission.
examine changes in the width and isolation of the tropical pipe on
seasonal, interannual, and decadal time scales. Impact: Changes in
the characteristics of mixing between the tropics and mid-latitudes
in the lowermost stratosphere can affect residence time and possibly
species distribution throughout the stratosphere.

The amount of time air resides in the stratosphere affects the distribution of trace gasses that affect the ozone layer and play a role in climate
change. An important quantity in this regard is the so-called mean age
of stratospheric air. This quantity is determined in part by how fast air
rises in the tropics, and how vigorously air mixes between the tropics
and higher latitudes. The goals of this project are to evaluate long-term
changes in mixing between the tropics and extra tropics, and study the
implications of these changes for stratospheric age of air.
To accomplish this, we calculated effective diffusivity using wind fields
from multiple reanalyses. This data was fit to a regression model to remove year-to-year variability and evaluate long-term trends. We found
that the reanalyses exhibit a long-term trend toward greater mixing
between the tropics and extratropics in the lower stratosphere. These
trends were combined with trace gas observations in a simple model to
investigate long-term changes in the stratospheric age-of-air.
It was found that the long-term changes in stratospheric mixing have
a potentially strong impact on age-of-air. These results may help explain
why global climate models, which predict age-of-air decreases, and observations, which don’t show age-of-air decreases, appear to be at odds
regarding their long-term trends. This work was presented at multiple
meetings in 2010 and 2011, and as a result this effective diffusivity data
will likely be included as part of the upcoming SPARC (Stratospheretroposphere Processes And their Role in Climate) Reanalysis Intercomparison Project (S-RIP).
Milestone 3. Examine stratospheric mean meridional circulation and
mixing changes during recent decades with observations, reanalysis
data, chemistry-climate model output, and a simple stratospheric
model. Impact: Understanding how the stratospheric circulation has
recently changed will likely help us better understand how changes
in the troposphere affect the stratosphere.

To first order, variability in the mean meridional circulation and
mixing in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere control ozone
variability in this region. In our previous work on mean circulation
and mixing changes in the stratosphere over the past three decades, we
used a simple model, tracer observations including ozone, and reanalysis
output to estimate the changes in mean circulation and mixing that were
consistent with observations (Ray et al., 2010).
In the last year, we have extended this work by using Lagrangian trajec-

tories in the simple model in order to obtain age of air spectra. With the
age spectra, we are better able to estimate mean age from tracer observations without being affected by tropospheric growth rate changes in the
tracers. In this analysis we also now include seasonal and longer time scale
variability in the input to the model, which allows variability in the mean
age to be clearly resolved. We find significant seasonal, quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO), volcanic, and other long time scale variability in the age
spectra and the mean ages. This variability is clearly seen in the observations as well. Resolving this variability helps to understand the variability
in the observations and in the mean circulation and mixing. Ideally,
understanding this variability will allow a better comparison between
observations and chemistry climate model output.

GMD-05 Ozone Depletion
FEDERAL LEADS: JAMES ELKINS, STEPHEN MONTZKA, AND
SAMUEL OLTMANS
CIRES LEAD: FRED MOORE
NOAA Goal 2: Climate
Project Goal: Understanding the production and fate of ozone and
the compounds that deplete it is a focal point of collaborative CIRES
research with ESRL’s Global Monitoring and Chemical Sciences divisions. Stratospheric Ozone Measurements: Measure ozone declines
during the past two decades at northern hemispheric midlatitudes and
the tropics, and characterize dramatic ozone depletions over Antarctica. Ozone-Depleting Gases: Conduct research in the troposphere,
stratosphere, oceans, polar snowpack, and terrestrial ecosystems in an
effort to characterize, understand and predict the atmospheric behavior
of gases that cause ozone depletion. Stratospheric Aerosols: Conduct
experiments and measurements on aerosols to determine their impacts
on solar insolation. Stratospheric Water Vapor: Conduct measurements
to determine the change in water vapor and its coupling with aerosols.
Milestone 1. From flask and in situ measurements of ozone-depleting
substances around the globe, update the Ozone Depleting Gas Index
(ODGI) for 2009 and 2010.

Measurements of long-lived substances that cause stratospheric ozone
depletion were continued at remote sites during July 2011 through June

GMD-05, Milestone 3

2012. These measurement data are used to update the Ozone Depleting
Gas Index. This year there are significant changes to the way the index is
calculated, and it is not yet complete for the 2012 update. The old and
new methodologies will be posted on the ODGI web page for comparison (http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/odgi/).
Milestone 2. Report on the vertical profiles of ozone-depleting
substances from the first three campaigns of the HIAPER Pole-to-Pole
Observations of Greenhouse Gases mission (HIPPO) in 2010. Submit
data to the HIPPO archive, and report on the results at a scientific
meeting.

HIAPER (High-performance Instrumented Airborne Platform for
Environmental Research) Pole-to-Pole Observations (HIPPO) involves
the study of carbon dioxide, other greenhouse gases, and aerosols in the
troposphere using the National Science Foundation (NSF)/National
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Gulfstream-V research
aircraft. The flight paths travel as far north as possible to the Pole from
Anchorage, up and down the Pacific, and as far south as possible toward
the Pole from Christchurch, New Zealand.
We flew 12 research flights (HIPPO-4) in July, followed with the
final 12 research flights (HIPPO-5) in August. In HIPPO-4, we added
flights in and out of Darwin, Australia; Hobart, Australia; Saipan; and
Midway Island. These additional flights were flown to obtain data over
Australia and data with influence from both the warm pool and from
Asian outflow. In FY2012 we also supported the related NASA-sponsored ATTREX (Airborne Tropical Tropopause Experiment) mission
and started the Strat-Core program. In March of this fiscal year, we held
the HIPPO Science Team Meeting. Our team gave four presentations
describing the data collected and the science being worked up. Presentations highlighting our work were also given at the AGU fall meeting,
NDACC (Network for the Detection of Atmospheric Composition
Change) Reunion Island meeting, International Year of Chemistry O3
Symposium in Washington D.C., WRCP (World Climate Research
Programme) Denver meeting, GMAC (Global Monitoring Annual
Conference) 2012–AGAGE45(Advanced Global Atmospheric Gases
Experiment) combined meeting, and the CIRES Rendezvous. This
HIPPO data is being archived for internal use on the UCAR ftp site.
From here data is being made available to the public through the Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center (CDIAC). All data should
become publicly available some time in FY2013.
Milestone 3. Analyze ground-based and balloon ozone measurements for long-term trends in the upper troposphere and stratosphere.

Ground-based Dobson Umkehr instruments operated under the
NOAA Dobson network (Boulder, Colo.; OHP, France; MLO, Hawaii,
Barrow, Alaska; Lauder, New Zealand; and Perth, Australia) continued
to take ozone column and profile data. Weekly profiles are also collected
by the balloon-born ozonesonde instruments launched at Boulder,
Colo.; Trinidad Head, Calif.; Hilo, Hawaii; Samoa, American Samoa;
South Pole, Antarctica; and Summit, Greenland. Data are used to identify long-term changes in stratospheric ozone over Northern Middle
latitudes (Nair et al., 2011).
Ozone Dobson records at the Syowa, Antarctica, station show significant decrease in ozone above 4 hectopascals (hPa) during the 1980s and
1990s. Atmospheric chlorine levels have begun to decline, and ozone
is expected to recover. However, ozone values over Syowa remain low
since 2001. Weekly vertical profiles of ozone have been measured by the
NOAA/ESRL Global Monitoring Division for 26 years at Amundsen
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Scott South Pole Station using balloon-borne electrochemical concentration cell (ECC) ozonesondes. These measurements increased to two
to three per week to monitor the development of the springtime ozone
hole over Antarctica.
From early September to mid-October, ozone declines rapidly,
especially within the main ozone layer (14–21 kilometers). The 2011
Antarctic ozone-hole-year was the 10th lowest. Column ozone dropped
to 102 Dobson Units (DU) on Oct. 9, 2011, a 60 percent loss of the
pre-ozone-hole 256 DU. Ozone changes over Antarctica depend on
active chlorine concentrations in the stratosphere, wintertime stratospheric temperatures, the stability of the polar vortex, variability in
greenhouse gases, meridional BD circulation, and the Solar cycle (Hassler et al, 2011).

The paper was resubmitted to Monthly Weather Review in October
2011, after we made very substantial revisions to clarify the language
and conducted new analyses to address reviewer concerns. It was
rejected in January 2012, and after discussion, we decided to rework the
manuscript and submit it to a more appropriate journal, Meteorology
and Atmospheric Physics. Work on this was halted in early February by
health issues and will resume later in 2012.

CSV-04 Climate Dynamics

NOAA Goal 2: Climate

■ PSD-06 Climate Dynamics
■ PSD-03 Empirical and Process Studies
■ PSD-15 Surface Processes

PSD-06 Climate Dynamics
FEDERAL LEAD: CHRIS FAIRALL
CIRES LEAD: LESLIE HARTTEN
NOAA Goal 2: Climate
Project Goal: Conduct research to improve understanding of tropical Pacific Ocean dynamical processes related to the sub-seasonal
atmospheric variability, and atmospheric circulation, convection, and
moisture and heat budgets associated with the El Niño phenomenon
and the North American Monsoon (NAM).
Milestone 1. Explore the relationship between sea breezes along the
West Coast of Mexico during the NAM and precipitation along the
western Sierra Madres Occidental. Submit publication on results.

No progress was made on this milestone due to funding and health
issues. However, the project is on hold, not defunct.
Milestone 2. Submit papers documenting the daily cycle of winds
during the NAM and their longitudinal and year-to-year variability.

No progress was made on this specific milestone due to funding and
health issues. The project is on hold, not defunct. Instead, there was
a focus on revising a manuscript submitted by Matsui, Compo, and
Hartten (CIRES) in 2010. The research explores various methods of
obtaining surface pressures suitable for global reanalysis projects from
the various historical tropical cyclone data archives, most of which
contain only wind speed information. Two empirical TC wind speed/
pressure relationships, one based on the gradient wind equation and the
other based on the cyclostrophic balance equation, were evaluated.
Both methods are similar in their effectiveness, but their error characteristics are different. The additional pressure values obtained through a
wind speed/pressure relationship and information about their associated
errors may be useful for further improving the assimilation of tropical cyclones in historical reanalyses of global fields. Despite a slightly
larger expected error, we recommend the use of more physically based
gradient wind equation relationships for such historical reanalyses rather
than the widely used relationships derived from cyclostrophic balance.
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PSD-03 Empirical and Process Studies
FEDERAL LEAD: RANDALL DOLE
CIRES LEAD: PRASHANT SARDESHMUKH

Project Goal: Improve understanding of basic physical processes that
contribute to climate variability across a broad spectrum of scales, with
emphasis on moist atmospheric convection, radiative transfer in cloudy
areas, and air-sea interaction.
Milestone 1. Conduct a local and non-local feedback analysis of tropical sea surface temperature (SST) variations in observations and the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) climate models
through Linear Inverse Modeling.

The SST interactions among eight broadly defined regions of coherent
SST variability in the tropical Pacific, Indian, and Atlantic oceans were
estimated using three observational and 76 climate model simulation
data sets of the 20th century. The eight-dimensional SST feedback
matrix was estimated separately using each data set by constructing a
Linear Inverse Model based on the lag-covariance statistics of the 100year monthly SST time series.
The simulated feedback matrices were found to differ in several key
respects from the observed matrices and also from one another. In
particular, the influence of the eastern Pacific El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) region on other regions and of the other regions on the
ENSO region was found to vary considerably from model to model.
The representation of remote interactions with the Indo-Pacific Warm
Pool region was also found to be highly variable. This work is suggestive not only of substantial inter-model disagreement but also model
errors in the representation of tropical SST feedbacks. An extension of
this study suggests that these model errors are in the sense of spuriously
magnifying the sensitivity of tropical SSTs to external radiative forcing.

PSD-15 Surface Processes
FEDERAL LEADS: JAMES WILCZAK AND CHRIS FAIRALL
CIRES LEAD: OLA PERSSON
NOAA Goal 2: Climate
Project Goal: Develop and/or improve physical representations of
atmosphere-surface interactions.
Milestone 1. Analyze data from the Surface Heat Budget of the Arctic,
SHEBA; Arctic Summer Cloud Ocean Study, ASCOS; Arctic Mechanisms of Interaction between Surface and Atmosphere, AMISA; and
other field programs to understand the links between the clouds, at-

Good progress was made analyzing cloud and boundary layer data
from ASCOS, which included creating a 12-day time-height series of
the Richardson number. The following findings and interpretations
were made. A plausible transport pathway from the free troposphere
through the atmospheric boundary layer to the surface has been
identified. During periods of Arctic stratocumulus clouds, small-scale
turbulence occurs at the top of the clouds, providing entrainment into
the cloud top of, for example, moisture and aerosols. Once into the
cloud, the constituents are readily transported throughout the radiatively driven mixed layer that extends throughout the cloud and a few
hundred meters below the cloud base. At times, the base of this mixed
layer is dynamically coupled to the turbulent surface boundary layer, as
suggested in both Figures 1 and 2, though at other times this coupling
does not occur.
At least two key unknowns exist for estimating the transport rate
and frequency from the free troposphere to the surface. These are (a)
estimating the magnitude of the cloud-top entrainment and (b) understanding the modulation of the coupling between the cloud-driven
mixed layer and the surface boundary layer. Currently, it appears as if
the transport pathway operates off and on, and depends on a saturated
(or near-saturated) atmosphere and some other mechanisms not yet
understood. Our current hypothesis is that transport can occur downwards from above (or upwards from below) to an intermediate level
where the constituent resides (accumulates?) for a while before being
transported onwards when the stability decreases. A collaborative paper
to be joint with colleagues in the UK and Sweden is being planned.
Additional analyses are being done on SHEBA and Russian drifting
station data. One result from these analyses shows the importance of
long-range moisture transport for the formation of wintertime Arctic
clouds and small amounts of supercooled liquid water (approximately
10 grams per square-meter liquid water path) for large increases in
downwelling longwave radiation. Another paper is in preparation on
this wintertime case study.
Milestone 2. Using a Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) or 1-D
model, simulate select cases from SHEBA, ASCOS, AMISA, and other
field programs to (a) evaluate the model representation of the observed physical processes and (b) suggest improvements to related
parameterizations when possible. Improvements to the parameterization of turbulent fluxes and surface albedo will be tried.

The modeling papers for both the ISDAC (Indirect and SemiDirect
Aerosol Campaign) springtime WRF large eddy simulation (LES)
study and the internationally collaborative study on simulations of
Antarctic surface fluxes were both accepted during this past year.
Further modeling work was done to simulate and understand the
wintertime enhanced downwelling longwave fluxes from the SHEBA
case discussed above. These simulations had difficulty reproducing the
observed mixed-phase clouds and in providing the indicated long-range
transport from open water through the Fram Strait. Some success was
obtained using a double-moment microphysics scheme, in that it was
able to produce supercooled liquid water. However, there appeared to
be dynamical feedbacks from this microphysics scheme that produced
smaller-scale cloud bands than what was observed, and in the wrong
locations. In addition, the simulation seemed to have produced a
cyclogenetic effect from Greenland that was not evident in the satellite
images. This set of simulations clearly showed the impact of processes
on a variety of scales.

Patrick Kelley, U.S. Coast Guard

mospheric boundary layer, and surface processes over sea ice. Evaluate their respective contributions to the net surface energy fluxes

The Arctic Ocean has lost more than 30 percent of its summer ice cover in the
last 30 years.
Milestone 3. In collaboration with E. Andreas, use the Surface Flux
Analysis (SURFA) global Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) surface
flux archive to examine the Arctic surface energy budget and its
sensitivity to surface flux parameterizations

The SURFA data set was not used, and hence the sensitivity of the
modeled surface energy budgets to surface flux parameterizations was
not studied.

CSV-05 Climate Research
Database Development
■ NSIDC-01 Digitizing Analog Cryospheric Data under the Climate
Database Modernization Program
■ NSIDC-03 World Data Center for Glaciology, Boulder, Colo.—
Current Programs

NSIDC-01 Digitizing Analog Cryospheric Data under the
Climate Database Modernization Program
FEDERAL LEAD: CARL GROENEVELD
CIRES LEAD: JANE BEITLER
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NOAA Goal 2: Climate
Project Goal: Scan and make available online data from NSIDC’s analog collections so that it is more easily located, browsed, and obtained
by users.
Milestone 1. Add additional glacier photograph or other analog material to the collections to the Analog Collection in collaboration with
the NOAA National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC), and the NOAA
Climate Database Modernization Program (CDMP).

NOAA@NSIDC and the Roger G. Barry Resource Office for Cryospheric Studies (ROCS) launched the ROCS Archives Catalog (http://
nsidc.org/rocs/archives-catalog/index.php), and with this, the completion of the International Polar Year Historical Data and Literature
project—formerly known as DAHLI. More than 800 digital items
(photographs, data charts, publications/literature, audio files, and even a
video) relating to the first two International Polar Years (IPY) 1882–83
and 1932–33 and the International Geophysical Year (IGY) 1957–58
reside in this public, searchable catalog, most of which are available for
download. To search and access the collection, see the International
Polar Year Historical Data and Literature web page (http://nsidc.org/
data/g02201.html).

NSIDC-03 World Data Center for Glaciology, Boulder,
Colo.—Current Programs
FEDERAL LEAD: CARL GROENEVELD
CIRES LEAD: JANE BEITLER
NOAA Goal 2: Climate
Project Goal: Improve understanding of recent and unexpected
changes in polar regions including lower sea-level atmospheric pressure,
increased air temperature over most of the Arctic, lower temperatures
over eastern North America, reduced sea ice cover, thawing permafrost,
and changes in precipitation patterns.
Milestone 1. Maintain and update existing research data sets (e.g.,
the Sea Ice Index). Publish new data sets and improve data visualization tools, including Google Earth. Make research information available, acquire and catalog cryospheric materials in the NSIDC library,
and maintain NSIDC’s analog data sets.

World Glacier Inventory (WGI): In cooperation with the World
Glacier Monitoring Service (WGMS), NOAA@NSIDC released an
update to the World Glacier Inventory (WGI, http://nsidc.org/data/
glacier_inventory/). The WGI was revised and updated based on additional sources from the literature. The database stores geographical
coordinates of glacier label points and tabular information about glacier
classification, area, length, orientation, and altitude range.
The WGI was initiated during the International Hydrological Decade
(IHD), 1965–74 and is mainly based on aerial photographs and maps
of the second half of the 20th century. Since 1999, NOAA@NSIDC
has worked with the WGMS to make its inventory available online;
with this recent update, it now provides more than 130,000 entries. The
WGI is a reference data resource for the world’s glaciologists and one of
NSIDC’s most popular data sets.
New NOAA Climate Data Record of Sea Ice Concentration: In
cooperation with NOAA’s National Climatic Data Center (NCDC)
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Climate Data Record (CDR) program, NSIDC has released a CDR of
sea ice concentration that has full data transparency. Transparency, in
this sense, means that the input data, code, and processing steps of the
data are known, well-documented, and openly available.
The NOAA/NSIDC CDR sea ice concentrations (http://nsidc.org/
data/g02202.html) are derived from passive microwave instruments, using a combination of two algorithms developed at the NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center (GSFC). Fields of data quality assessment information are also included in the CDR product. The files are provided in
netCDF4 format (including Climate and Forecasting [CF] metadata),
which is a self-describing and sustainable file format.

CSV-07 Climate Services
■ PSD-05 Experimental Regional Climate Services
■ PSD-07 Experimental Climate Data and Web Services

PSD-05 Experimental Regional Climate Services
FEDERAL LEADS: ROBERT WEBB AND
ROGER PULWARTY
CIRES LEADS: XIAOWEI QUAN, KLAUS WOLTER, AND JOSEPH
BARSUGLI
NOAA Goal 3: Weather and Water
Project Goal: Couple enhanced observations and research in regions of
strong climate variability and societal impact with analysis of past data
and improved modeling. Determine factors influencing the occurrence
of extreme events. Improve the diagnosis, modeling, and prediction of
the regional consequences of climate change and variability on timescales of days to decades on hydrological variables of relevance to society.
Milestone 1. Examine the transitional probability of drought/pluvial
conditions over the United States at different phases of sea surface
temperature (SST) evolution in the tropical Pacific Ocean based on
observational data and multi-model ensemble simulations.

The analyses on the predictability of change of an existing meteorological drought condition is completed, in collaboration with scientists at
the International Research Institute for Climate and Society (IRI) and
the Climate Prediction Center (CPC). We found that the persistence of
the drought indicator yields considerable seasonal skill, with a region’s
annual cycle of precipitation driving a strong seasonality in baseline
skill. The unconditioned forecast skill for drought is greatest during a
region’s climatological dry season, and least during a wet season.
Dynamical models forced by observed global SSTs yield increased skill
relative to this baseline, with improvements realized during the cold season over regions where precipitation is sensitive to the El Niño Southern Oscillation. Fully coupled initialized model hindcasts yield little
additional skill compared to the uninitialized SST-forced simulations.
In particular, neither of these dynamical seasonal forecasts materially
increases summer skill for the drought indicator over the Great Plains,
a consequence of small SST sensitivity of that region’s summer rainfall
and the small impact of anomalous antecedent soil moisture conditions
on the summer rainfall. However, the fully initialized predictions for
monthly forecasts appreciably improve on the seasonal skill, especially
during winter and spring over the northern Great Plains.

NGDC-05, Milestone 1
Milestone 2. Evaluation of statistical and dynamical down-scaled
climate projections for the Colorado River Basin, including data from
the North American Regional Climate Change Assessment Program
(NARCCAP), particularly as it relates to hydroclimatic processes and
variability. Work with stakeholders through Western Water Assessment (WWA) in evaluating needs and approaches for applying
regional climate change information to water and land resource
management.

A project with The Nature Conservancy and University of Washington was accomplished to calibrate the Variable Infiltration Capacity
(VIC) hydrologic model for the purposes of better modeling flows
relevant to ecological applications. The results were written up in a final
report for the granting foundation, and a paper is in preparation for
publication. A publication was accepted on analyzing the NARCCAP
regional climate model projections for the San Juan River basin. The
conclusion was that soil moisture feedbacks were important at high
elevations in amplifying warming in summer, and a novel mechanism
was proposed for enhanced wintertime warming that involves soil moisture, atmospheric humidity, and snow. The Gunnison Basin Climate
Vulnerability Group completed its species and habitat vulnerability
assessment with the participation of the Western Water Assessment, and
a final report was published.
Milestone 3. Continue programmatic development and impact assessments of climate, weather, and water services in conjunction with
the National Integrated Drought Information Service (NIDIS) and
other programs.

The Colorado Water Availability Task Force, as well as the Colorado
Water Conservation Board (CWCB), Colorado Basin River Forecast
Center (Salt Lake City), and Upper Colorado Assessments (NIDIS
Pilot), were briefed on seasonal to two-year expectations regarding precipitation and runoff prospects in Colorado. This was partially funded
through CWCB.
Participation continued with water managers in the southeastern U.S.
(Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint Basin: ACF NIDIS pilot), who
were briefed on the developing drought situation and linkages to La
Niña. Seasonal rainfall forecasts were tailored for the region. This work
was extended to the south-central U.S. in another NIDIS activity with

a focus on Texas.
Work continues on a project with the Department of Water Resources
in California to predict seasonal climate in that state, with a particular
focus on the Sacramento and San Joaquin river basins. Additionally, a
project with the Bureau of Reclamation to help with its seasonal-prediction efforts was continued.
Participation in a workshop on extreme events with the California
Department of Water Resources: Participation with the NOAA Regional Climate Service director in support of a series of briefings on the
Missouri Basin response to La Niña conditions in winter–spring 2012
for NOAA’s National Climate Predictions and Projections platform,
particularly regarding the prospect for flood and drought.

PSD-07 Experimental Climate Data and Web Services
FEDERAL LEADS: RANDALL DOLE AND NICK WILDE
CIRES LEADS: CATHERINE SMITH AND PRASHANT SARDESHMUKH
NOAA Goal 2: Climate
Project Goal: Improve public access to climate information and forecast products to facilitate research, to inform public planning and policy
decisions, and to assist any interested parties impacted by climate.
Milestone 1. Improve PSD’s visualization and analysis of climate data
to support experimental monitoring and explanation of current and
evolving climate conditions, and to advance understanding of the
climate system through imaging and animation.

PSD actively maintains a set of webpages and tools that monitor
climate. This year, we have added to our collection several new tools.
The first is a set of web pages that allows users to plot maps, time series
and vertical cross sections of different re-analyses data sets (MERRA,
ERA-Interim, 20CR, NCEP R1, and NCEP R2) and allows users to
compare different reanalyses and perform some analyses (http://www.
esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/writ/). Reanalysis takes observations over a
period of time and uses one unchanging model to produce a full set of
physically consistent variables, thus ensuring observed changes are ‘real’
and not model-induced. The tool allows users to plot and compare the
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different reanalyses and thus sheds light on both atmospheric processes
as well as the different models.
The 2nd webpage is a web-based browser of Summit, Greenland,
cloud and atmospheric observations (http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/
arctic/observatories/summit/). The Arctic is an important part of Earth’s
climate, and monitoring both the atmosphere and the ice in the region
is critical to understanding global climate variability.
Third, the Wind Forecast Improvement Project (WFIP) project was
designed to observe atmospheric conditions and to use those measurements to better understand and predict winds, thereby increasing the
energy output of wind turbines (http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/psd3/
wfip/).
Finally, we have implemented a RAMADDA server (http://www.esrl.
noaa.gov/psd/repository/). This server facilitates the grouping together
of climate data and products such as maps, satellite photos, time series,
pdfs, and other information about a particular topic. The server will be
highlighting the 2011 Texas drought and what climate conditions were
associated with it.

GEODYNAMICS
GEO-07 Geophysical Data Systems
■ NGDC-05 Improved Integration and Modeling of Geomagnetic Data

NGDC-05 Improved Integration and Modeling of
Geomagnetic Data
FEDERAL LEAD: SUSAN MCLEAN
CIRES LEAD: HEINRICH MAUS
NOAA Goal 4. Transportation
Project Goal: Produce reference models of the geomagnetic field for
land, sea, air, and spaceborne magnetic navigation and attitude/heading
systems. Develop real-time models of the magnetic field for advanced
magnetic accuracy requirements and space weather applications. Derive
ionospheric parameters from magnetic field observations to monitor and predict ionospheric disturbances affecting global positioning
systems and radio communication.
Milestone 1. Satellite-derived crustal magnetic field model: Using
the latest measurements from the CHAMP satellite (CHAllenging
Minisatellite Payload), develop a global crustal magnetic field model
to spherical harmonic degree and order 150 and integrate it into
National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC)/CIRES magnetic reference
products for navigation and heading.

In the equatorial ionosphere of Earth, the wind driven currents
coupled with Earth’s primarily horizontal magnetic field produce the
equatorial zonal electric field. The zonal electric field is the primary
driver of two important features of the equatorial ionosphere: (1) the
Equatorial Ionization Anomaly (EIA), and (2) plasma density irregularities, also known as spread-F. During propagation through the
ionosphere, communication and navigation radio signals are attenuated,
delayed and scattered by these ionospheric features. Prediction of the
zonal electric field is, therefore, a key to the real-time specification of the
ionosphere.
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The zonal electric field was split into a climatological contribution
plus the prompt-penetration contribution caused by the solar wind
effects. A transfer-function based model, driven by the interplanetary
electric field measured by the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE)
satellite, was used to predict the prompt-penetration effects in real-time.
The zonal electric field is predicted about one hour in advance, covering
all local times and longitudes. The real-time prediction is available as a
Google application at http://www.geomag.us/models/PPEFM/RealtimeEF.html.
The benefit of this application to space weather forecasting is twofold:
As the driver of the equatorial plasma fountain, the predicted zonal electric field is a leading indicator by two to three hours of the EIA and the
Total Electron Content (TEC) of the equatorial ionosphere. Secondly,
rapid uplift of the ionosphere by strong eastward electric fields is known
to induce spread-F. Prediction of enhanced prompt penetration electric
fields in the eastward direction, therefore, improves the forecast of radio
communication and navigation outages in the equatorial region.

INTEGRATING ACTIVITIES
IA-01 Science and Society
■ CSD-10 Scientific Assessments for Decision Makers
■ Policy-01 Science Policy Lecture Series

CSD-10 Scientific Assessments for Decision Makers
FEDERAL LEAD: A. R. RAVISHANKARA
CIRES LEAD: CHRISTINE ENNIS
NOAA Goal 2: Climate
Project Goal: Plan, lead, prepare, and disseminate assessments for the
decision-making communities associated with ozone-layer depletion,
greenhouse warming, and regional air quality.
Milestone 1. Organize and oversee the international peer review
of the United Nations Environment Programme/World Meteorological Organization 2010 scientific state-of-understanding assessment of the ozone layer for the United Nations Montreal Protocol; complete the editing and publishing of the final report; and
deliver the report to the Montreal Protocol decision makers and
the worldwide scientific community. Impact: This CIRES research
supports the decision making of the more than 190 nations that
are Parties to the United Nations Montreal Protocol on Substances
that Deplete the Ozone Layer.

During the past year, work focused on the continued distribution
of the 2010 assessment report to interested members of the public, as
well as the scientific community and decision makers in government
and industry. Communication of the key findings of the 2010 report
continued. In addition, scientific summaries were presented at annual
meetings of the Parties to the Montreal Protocol and the Protocol’s
Open-Ended Working Group. A special request from the Parties regarding the evaluation of a possible new ozone-depleting substance was
addressed in the last year.

Policy-01 Science Policy Lecture Series
CIRES LEAD: ROBERTA KLEIN
NOAA Goal 2: Climate
Project Goal: Provide useful information that will help improve the
relationship between societal needs and science and technology policies.
Milestone 1. Organize a fall noontime seminar series focused on
decision making under uncertainty, in conjunction with other units
of CIRES.

Seminar Series

FALL 2011 Presentations
Normalized Tornado Losses in the United States: 1950–2011
Roger Pielke, Jr., CU Environmental Studies Program and Center for
Science and Technology Policy Research
Climate Adaptation by Any Other Name: Social learning in Colorado
water
Governance—Building Adaptive Capacity For Climate Uncertainty?
Shannon McNeeley, National Center for Atmospheric Research
Abrupt Climate Change: What Is It and Should I Fear It?
Jim White, CU Environmental Studies Program and INSTAAR
Collaborative Resilience: Moving Through Crisis to Opportunity
Bruce Goldstein, Department of Planning and Design, University of
Colorado
Twenty Years of Water Reform in Australia: Any Lessons for the
American West?
Brad Udall, Western Water Assessment, University of Colorado
Adapting to What?: Interactions of drought management, climate
adaptation, and shifting vulnerability in the urban water sector
Lisa Dilling and Meaghan Daly, CU Environmental Studies Program
and Center for Science and Technology Policy Research
Current Colorado Water Issues: Research and information needs
Reagan Waskom, Colorado Water Institute, Colorado State University
SPRING 2012 Presentations
Climate Change Adaptation in Alaska: Who is doing what?
Sarah Trainor, Alaska Center for Climate Assessment and Policy,
University of Alaska Fairbanks
Characterizing, Creating, and Governing Florida’s Hurricane Risk
Jessica Weinkle, Environmental Studies Program, University of Colorado Boulder
Panel Discussion—A Hard Look At ‘Srex’: The IPCC special report
on extremes
Panel Convener: William Travis, Center for Science and Technology
Policy Research, University of Colorado Boulder
Making Climate Change Local: High-resolution downscaling of
extreme precipitation projections in the Colorado Front Range
Kelly Mahoney, Earth System Research Laboratory, NOAA
Wag the Dog: Ethics, accuracy, and impact of the science of extremes
in political debates
Roger Pielke, Jr., Center for Science and Technology Policy Research,
University of Colorado Boulder
Challenges in Attribution Of Weather and Climate Extremes
Randall M. Dole, Earth System Research Laboratory, NOAA

Milestone 2. Revise and update website.

Revision of the Center’s website was completed in July 2010. We
update our website regularly.
Milestone 3. Continue to upgrade newsletter and briefing, and
expand readership.

Subscriptions to the Center’s newsletter, Ogmius, increased from 426
to 782 over the past year. The mailing list for the Center’s briefing, sent
primarily to Washington, D.C. decision makers, has grown to 4,184
recipients.

IA-02 Western Water Assessment
■ WWA-01 Scientific Assessments
■ WWA-02 Climate Products
■ WWA-03 Climate and Water Affairs
■ WWA-04 Management

WWA-01 Scientific Assessments
FEDERAL LEAD: ROBIN WEBB
CIRES LEAD: ERIC GORDON
NOAA Goal 2: Climate
Project Goal: Identify and characterize regional vulnerabilities to
climate variability and change for use by Intermountain water-resource
decision makers.
Milestone 1. The WWA education goal for coming years is to develop
a suite of process-oriented frameworks for improving the climate
literacy of different users with distinct informational needs.

WWA researchers Kristen Averyt and Tim Bardsley worked with
the NOAA Colorado Basin River Forecast Center (CBRFC) to better
understand how water managers interpret and use stream-flow forecast
information through a series of interactive workshops. Workshops were
held in January 2011 at the American Meteorological Society Meeting
in Seattle, Wash., in conjunction with a short course on water resources,

WWA-01, Milestone 3
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and in June 2011 in Salt Lake City. During these workshops, WWA introduced a gaming exercise that involved forecasted flows and reservoir
schedules.
These engagements have improved managers’ understanding of available products and user-driven improvements to CBRFC web based
tools. In addition, scenario-based exercises indicate that most participants tend to use the median forecasts rather than worst-case scenario
predicted at the tails of forecast ranges, and many use a wait-and-see
approach to planning. These efforts are feeding into continued adjustment of decision support forecasts based on improved understanding of
decision-making constraints and processes.
Milestone 2. WWA will continue to partner with the Center for Snow
and Avalanche Studies in Silverton, Colo., to investigate the impacts
of dust deposition on snow on Colorado River runoff.

Previous WWA research indicated a 5 percent reduction in annual
Colorado River flow due to dust loading on snowpack in the Rocky
Mountains (Painter et al., 2010). In 2011, WWA researchers began
examining the impacts of unusually high dust loads (as seen in 2009
and 2010) and climate warming on flow in the Colorado River. Initial
modeling results show that even under the strongest warming, timing of
runoff is strongly sensitive to radiative forcing by dust. Under scenarios
of extreme warming, however, volume of runoff becomes less sensitive
to dust deposition. These results are expected to be published in a peerreviewed journal in 2012.
In addition, the team working on dust-on-snow research began examining potential snowmelt ‘perturbations’ that may have driven unusual
runoff patterns in the Upper Colorado River Basin over the past decade
and resulted in anomalously high errors in peak and daily stream-flow
forecasts. Water managers and hydrologic forecasters suspect that bark
beetle infestations and/or increased dust deposition on snowpack
might be causing these runoff anomalies, but to date there has been no
concerted effort to understand the contributions of various snowmelt
perturbations (see Figure 2 for conceptual model of possible snowmelt
drivers).
WWA’s dust-on-snow team has begun collaborating with other
researchers who have expertise in climatology, meteorology, snow hydrology, and landscape ecology to bring a novel combination of methodologies to bear on this question. These researchers have assembled
stream-flow data, vegetation change maps,
and snow-water equivalent reconstructions
in preparation for running a comprehensive
land-and-snow-hydrology model. The ultimate
goal of this multi-year effort is to provide usable
information to improve stream-flow forecasting
at CBRFC.
Milestone 3. WWA proposes to increase
availability and use of paleohydrologic data
in Utah during the next three to five years
by coordinating methods proven successful
elsewhere, beginning with scoping of Utah
stakeholder needs for new paleohydrologies (gauge reconstructions) with one or
two workshops in 2010, followed by an assessment of existing tree-ring data network
for reconstructing those gauges, and development of new gauge reconstructions.

With the emergence in 2010 of the
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WWA-03, Milestone 2

Wasatch Dendroclimatology Research (WADR) group at Utah
State University and Brigham Young University, WWA’s role in
user-oriented paleohydrology in Utah shifted to an advisory one,
helping the WADR group establish an effective stakeholder-oriented
research program modeled similar to the paleohydrology work conducted by WWA in Colorado. In the past year, WWA team member
Jeff Lukas provided the WADR group with guidance on methods
and analyses and was invited to present on tree-ring paleohydrology in a special session at the USU Spring Runoff Conference in
April 2012. WWA Utah Liaison Tim Bardsley participated in several
meetings between the WADR group and Utah water managers. The
WADR group has now developed several preliminary gauge reconstructions for northern Utah, and the results have been communicated to multiple stakeholders through meetings and the Spring
Runoff Conference. WWA is preparing an ongoing evaluation to
assess how these water managers perceive and use the new reconstructions. The attached image shows core samples from Douglas-fir
trees whose growth rings were used to help reconstruct streamflow
in the Wasatch Front.
WWA has also continued with two related paleohydrology efforts
during the past year. First, a WWA-led project has produced new
flow reconstructions for the lower Colorado River Basin, including
a portion of southwestern Utah within the Virgin River and Kanab
Creek basins. Second, WWA has maintained and updated the
TreeFlow web resource for tree-ring paleohydrology (http://treeflow.
info). This coming year, the Utah data produced by the WADR
group and by the Lower Colorado River Basin paleohydrology project will be archived on TreeFlow.

WWA-02 Climate Products
FEDERAL LEAD: ROBIN WEBB
CIRES LEAD: ERIC GORDON
NOAA Goal 2: Climate
Project Goal: Develop information, products, and processes to assist
water-resource decision makers throughout the Intermountain West.

Milestone 1. WWA will continue to publish the Intermountain West Climate Summary (IWCS), a compact Web-based package that includes
the latest climate observations and forecasts for Colorado, Wyoming,
and Utah. This package will be produced seven to eight times each
year.

In the past year, WWA continued on its schedule of producing six
web-based issues of the IWCS climate digest, whose release is announced to a list of 400 stakeholders. The IWCS feature articles over
the past year covered topics such as WWA research on water use in
electricity generation, analyses of regional climate model (RCM) projections for the Four Corners area, impacts of atmospheric rivers on the
interior West, and the National Climate Assessment. The release of each
issue of the IWCS continues to be announced on the homepages of
NOAA National Weather Service forecast offices throughout the region
and other partner organizations.

WWA-03 Climate and Water Affairs
FEDERAL LEAD: ROBIN WEBB
CIRES LEAD: ERIC GORDON
NOAA Goal 2: Climate
Project Goal: Increase decision makers’ level of knowledge about
climate science so they can become better consumers and demanders
of climate products and assessments, which will assist Western Water
Assessment (WWA) in setting its research agenda.
Milestone 1. WWA research is positioned to inform decision-making.
WWA will continue facilitating conversations, discussions, and interactions within the WWA stakeholder network of 100 organizations
and 250 individuals, while assessing the impacts of such outreach
activities.

WWA continued to bolster its longstanding reputation with stakeholders and decision makers as a trusted source of climate information
by participating in numerous stakeholder meetings and workshops.
Collectively, WWA researchers gave more than 65 talks at stakeholder
and academic conferences since July 1, 2011, and were cited, quoted,
or interviewed by the media numerous times. The WWA research team
also produced 16 articles, reports, and book chapters. WWA staff served
as members of many committees and organizations, including planning for the Colorado Governor’s Drought Conference scheduled for
September 2012.
In addition, WWA uses its listserv of approximately 400 interested
regional stakeholders to communicate climate information and research
findings through the Intermountain West Climate Summary and other
communication materials. These activities help fill gaps in science
translation and provide us with additional information on the utility
of WWA interactions and the need for future regionally based climate
services and access to information.
Milestone 2. WWA researchers will, over the next two years, identify,
engage, and support research, scientists, and stakeholders affected
by decisions made at the interface of the water-energy nexus. In
collaboration with energy-focused university and governmental
researchers (including those from the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory and the National Energy Technology Laboratory) and
WWA’s existing network of water professionals, WWA plans to iden-

tify salient issues and researchers approaching the energy-water
nexus from either sector.

WWA made significant headway in 2011 on efforts related to energy
and water. WWA researcher Doug Kenney published an edited collection of papers in a book titled The Water-Energy Nexus in the American
West. This book features contributions from 24 authors including
WWA scientist Kristen Averyt and multiple WWA collaborators.
In November 2011, WWA scientists collaborated with multiple nongovernmental organizations and federal and academic institutions to
release the report “Freshwater Use by U.S. Power Plants.” Led by WWA
researcher Kristen Averyt, in collaboration with the Union of Concerned Scientists, the report outlined the results of a two-year project
geared toward assessing the current state of water use by the U.S. electricity sector. Water for thermoelectric power production was analyzed
in multiple ways, and the role of power plants in water stress across the
U.S. was assessed. The report is continuing to receive significant media
coverage, including by the The New York Times, several NPR affiliates, and other major news outlets. The results have been presented at
multiple academic, public, and industry meetings. Five manuscripts are
in preparation for submission to peer-reviewed journals.

WWA-04 Management
FEDERAL LEAD: ROBIN WEBB
CIRES LEAD: ERIC GORDON
NOAA Goal 3: Weather and Water
Project Goal: Provide overall guidance to project as well as day-to-day
management.
Milestone 1. WWA will co-locate a research liaison with respective
state climatologists in Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming to build stakeholder relationships, identify climate science critical to the state, and
integrate locally needed and locally occurring research with other
WWA activities. These partnerships will also strengthen the relationship between WWA and National Integrated Drought Information
System (NIDIS) as the state climatologists are involved in the NIDIS
Upper Colorado River Basin Pilot study. Partners will meet on at least
a quarterly basis at the WWA core office.

Since December 2010, WWA’s Utah liaison, Tim Bardsley, has been
working for WWA out of the NOAA Colorado Basin River Forecast
Center in Salt Lake City. He has developed a Utah-based network of
stakeholders and scientists and sent background information to authors
of the “Southwest Region Technical Input Report” for the National
Climate Assessment. He has also spent significant time assisting the Salt
Lake City Department of Public Utilities with technical analysis to help
understand the vulnerability of city water supplies to future warming.
Efforts to hire a Wyoming liaison over more than one year were unsuccessful, and WWA core staff have begun their own efforts to work with
stakeholders in that state, including through multiple presentations to
the State Game and Fish Department and the State Engineer’s Office.
Milestone 2. WWA will begin a structured review process for all activities, which will require WWA to listen to its local stakeholders and
regularly reconsider its role within NOAA and NOAA-administered
programs (e.g., NIDIS), including the emerging National Climate
Service. This will be implemented over the next five years.

Last year, WWA hired Elizabeth McNie, an assistant professor at
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Purdue University, to conduct an evaluation of WWA’s work by interviewing stakeholders and researchers and putting the program in an
intellectual framework capable of measuring success. McNie provided a
brief overview of her initial findings at a WWA strategic review meeting
in December 2011 and used feedback from program staff to finalize her
report, which is expected to be delivered in mid-summer 2012. Based
on McNie’s findings and the program’s stated commitment to adaptive
learning, WWA began an internal transformation process in early 2012
aimed at making the program more efficient and clarifying its vision,
goals, and processes.
The two most significant changes resulting from this transformation
were (1) creation of an Executive Board comprised of University of
Colorado research and teaching faculty who are empowered to craft
WWA’s research agenda and oversee operations and 2) replacing the
RFP (Request for Proposal)–style process for developing research projects with an integrated, internalized process of soliciting initial ideas and
shaping the research agenda to best meet stakeholder needs and future
strategic directions of the program. To further craft and define WWA’s
future, the Executive Board held a two-day retreat in May 2012. A full
transformation report is being developed.

IA-03 Education and Outreach
■ GSD-08 Science Education and Outreach

GSD-08 Science Education and Outreach
FEDERAL LEAD: WILLIAM BENDEL
CIRES LEAD: ELIZABETH RUSSELL
NOAA Goal 3: Weather and Water
Project Goal: Enhance scientific environmental literacy and improve
understanding, value, and use of weather and water information and
services to the public, including the K-12 education community.
Milestone 1. Communicate and coordinate NOAA
educational activities with respect to Science On
a Sphere (SOS) with the SOS user community and
the public. Specific activities include the creation
of thematic narratives for the user community, the
annual SOS Users Group meeting, numerous traveling exhibits, and field trips from local schools and
universities.

In the July 2011 through June 2012 period, 12 new
Science On a Sphere (SOS) exhibits were permanently
installed in science museums, visitors centers, and
schools. One of those installations was in a high school,
which marks the first SOS in a K-12 facility. SOS was
also highlighted at the SuperComputing 2011 Conference in Seattle, Wash., in November 2011. As the
number of installations and exhibits increases, so does
the number of participants in the SOS Users Collaborative Network. The network continues to thrive and
actively produce new content and educational activities
for the SOS program. Thirty new data sets were added
to the SOS data catalog in the past year, including
several that came with accompanying scripts, narration
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tracks, and hands-on supplemental activities. A new creation this year
is the EarthNow blog, which provides annotated, near-real-time data
sets for SOS sites. The blog is updated bimonthly for SOS users and
provides descriptions of recent events with supporting data sets to use
with SOS.
The SOS team produced for the network two documents, “Docent
Best Practices” and “Content Submission Guidelines,” to help sites
continue to develop their own educational programming. To further
support the network, the SOS team has expanded in size to include a
person dedicated solely to educational support for SOS. This person
also coordinates the school visits to NOAA, which includes a stop at
SOS. Over the past year, more than 6,000 visitors to NOAA have seen
SOS through field trips, public tour, and special group visits.
Milestone 2. Develop new and enhance existing features of the SOS
system through software improvements.

The Science On a Sphere (SOS) development team has been busy
over the last year. Summer of 2011 saw the release of the first iOS application for iPads, iPhones, and iPod Touches, which serves as a remote
control for SOS. After an early release to beta testers, the app was officially released to the SOS Network, with extremely positive reception.
Continued development of the iOS app has further improved the app
through the year, and a new version was made available to the SOS
Network in spring 2012.
A major release for SOS is planned for summer 2012, so much of
2011 was spent preparing for the new release. In June 2012, a request
for beta testers for this new version of the software was sent to the SOS
Network. This new release includes many enhancements such as zooming, layering, and annotating. All of these are features that the SOS Network has specifically requested. The zooming feature utilizes a magnifying glass concept that provides a zoomed-in view of any area that the
virtual magnifying glass is positioned over. The layering feature allows
users to dynamically layer data sets and adjust the transparency of them
to blend them together. The annotating feature gives users the ability
to draw on the sphere in several different colors and to place icons in
real time on the data sets. To support further development work, a new
employee has been added part-time to the project, and there are plans

GSD-08, Milestone 1

for another full-time employee.
Milestone 3. Explore the expanding frontiers of virtual worlds, simulation, and visualization tools to aid NOAA education and outreach,
science, and support to the public, in line with NOAA’s mission.

This year has seen major new initiatives in interactive data visualization and outreach. Additionally, the team has added two collaborators:
Jebb Stewart of the Technology Outreach Branch and Jeff Smith of the
Advanced Computing and Evaluation Branch at NOAA’s Oceanic and
Atmospheric Research.
The virtual worlds group, with direction from NOAA Boulder’s
director Sandy MacDonald and in cooperation with groups throughout
NOAA including the Climate Program Office and the NOAA Office of
the Chief Information Officer (OCIO), has embarked on the creation
of a visualization tool called TerraViz. The goal is “all NOAA data,
anytime, anywhere.”
TerraViz uses the latest generation Unity rendering engine and is able
to view gigabytes of scientific data fluidly in time and space. It has been
recognized by the Army’s Federal Virtual Worlds Challenge; has been
featured in releases from Unity Technologies; and is slated to be included on Climate.gov in 2013. Parallel work has been undertaken on
a back-end metadata search tool, and TerraViz is now able to access and
display more than 1,000 data sets from multiple NOAA line offices.
Work is ongoing to interface with unique data sets and data types including 4-D ocean glider sensor data and large-volume weather models.
The virtual worlds group is also actively engaged in a follow-up to
the successful ReGenesis project in partnership with the Interdisciplinary Scientific Environmental Technology (ISET) Cooperative Science
Center (CSC). Part educational game, part interactive simulation, the
project will teach students about climate change and the role of satellite
observations in its prediction and management. The project is slated for
a 2013 release.

IA-04 Resource Development for Educators
and Decision Makers
■ Policy-02 Agricultural Adjustments to Drought
■ Policy-03 Impacts of Earlier Snowmelt on Water Rights Holders in
the Intermountain West

Policy-02 Agricultural Adjustments to Drought
CIRES LEAD: ROBERTA KLEIN
NOAA Goal 2: Climate
Project Goal: Explain the mixture of findings of an earlier WWAfunded project (Drought Impact Indicators); and determine how
farmers, ranchers, and the federal grazing system respond to climate
variability and what role climate information plays in decision-making.

decision-making under climate uncertainty, which started with a farm
model and is being elaborated with a flood control infrastructure model
and a ranching model. The infrastructure model simulates the performance of an urban drainage system under changing intensity and duration of precipitation events, and the ranching model simulates grazing
and marketing choices during a multiyear drought in which ranchers
must judge both the prospects for grazing success during drought
conditions and the timing and amount of herd reduction in the face of
reduced range carrying capacity.

Policy-03 Impacts of Earlier Snowmelt on Water Rights
Holders in the Intermountain West
CIRES LEAD: ROBERTA KLEIN
NOAA Goal 2: Climate
Project Goal: This project will determine whether agricultural water
rights holders in the U.S. West have experienced impacts from, and
made adaptations to, earlier snowmelt.
Milestone 1. Design field project, conduct interviews, and write up
and present findings.

Instead of this project, Lisa Dilling (with Krister Andersson) led the
Drivers of Adaptation project, which is investigating the conditions
under which local decision makers in Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming
decide to adapt to increased climate-related risk and hazards. They
administered a survey to more than 140 individuals in 60 cities and
interviewed three individuals for each city, both elected and appointed.
They asked about top-priority areas; which natural hazards were seen as
important; how municipalities have allocated resources to a given hazard; which types of plans exist and how they relate to implementation;
impressions of memorable extreme events; where communities obtain
information; how collaborations occur; how citizen groups are involved;
and beliefs about climate change.
Findings include:
(1) Perceptions of risk differ between states. For example, earthquakes
are a strong concern in Utah but not in Colorado, and tornados are a
strong concern in Colorado but not Utah.
(2) Belief in climate change is variable among respondents and does
not obviously appear to influence adaptation.
(3) There is evidence of strong adaptive capacity in Utah from coordination with the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints. This may
confer increased capacity for disaster planning and response.
(4) Virtually all communities have experienced disasters, but there is
still variation in how they respond.
(5) Municipal responses to hazards are nested within county, state,
and federal policy with respect to opportunities provided by FEMA
funding for example.
Products include several papers, an exploration of network analysis,
and a database with perceptions of hazards, responses, and planning.

Milestone 1. Design field project, conduct interviews, and write up
findings for peer review.

The ranching and drought project yielded a detailed roster of decisions
that ranchers can make in the face of drought, including alternative
grazing and land-use strategies and a host of financial and marketing choices. We have rolled the project results into the modeling of
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Harald Stark, CIRES

The NOAA P3 research aircraft takes off during the 2010 CalNex field study.

PLANETARY METABOLISM
PM-02 Biosphere-Atmosphere Interactions
■ CSD-07 Biosphere-Atmosphere Exchange
■ CSD-14 Tropical Ocean Productivity

CSD-07 Biosphere-Atmosphere Exchange
FEDERAL LEADS: JIM ROBERTS AND JIM BURKHOLDER
CIRES LEAD: CHRISTINE ENNIS
NOAA Goal 3: Weather and Water
Project Goal: Improved understanding of how the exchange
of gases between the surface and the atmosphere shapes regional
climate and air quality.
Milestone 1. Continue studies to measure reaction rate coefficients
and evaluate the atmospheric degradation mechanisms of key
biogenic species. Impact: This research will provide information
needed to quantitatively evaluate the role of biogenic compounds in
regional ozone production and secondary organic aerosol formation.
This research has implications for regional air quality.

Biogenic volatile organic compounds (BVOCs) are emitted into
the atmosphere in quantities that exceed the emission of VOCs from
anthropogenic sources. BVOCs are chemically active compounds, and
their gas-phase chemistry has a direct impact on air quality on lo112
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cal to regional scales through their impact on the abundance of HOx
(HOx =OH+HO2), ozone production, and contributions to secondary
organic aerosol (SOA). The formation of organic nitrates locally also
leads to the transport of NOx (NOx =NO+NO2) and subsequent ozone
production on the regional and continental scale. It is, therefore, important to know not only the atmospheric abundance of BVOCs, but also
their reaction rates and degradation pathways to enable accurate model
calculations used for air-quality forecasts as well as regulatory purposes.
A number of unsaturated BVOCs (molecules containing carbon-carbon double bonds) are emitted by a variety of plant species in response
to wounding due to their antibacterial properties. The unsaturated
compounds primarily include C5 and C6 aldehydes, ketones, and
alcohols and are collectively referred to as ‘green leaf volatiles.’ Here,
rate coefficients, k, for the gas-phase reaction of the OH radical
with (Z)-3-hexen-1-ol ((Z)-CH3CH2CH=CHCH2CH2OH) (k1),
1-penten-3-ol (CH3CH2CH(OH)CH =CH2) (k2), (E)-2-penten-1-ol
((E)-CH3CH2CH=CHCH2OH) (k3), and (E)-2-hexen-1-ol ((E)CH3CH2CH2CH=CHCH2OH) (k4), unsaturated alcohols that are
emitted into the atmosphere following vegetation wounding, are reported. Rate coefficients were measured over the temperature range 243
to 404 Kelvin at pressures between 20 to 100 Torr (He) using pulsed
laser photolysis (PLP). A manuscript has been published in Atmospheric
Chemistry and Physics (2011).
A second set of studies was conducted on methylglyoxal (CH3COCHO). Methylglyoxal and glyoxal, (HCO)2, are dicarbonyls that play
an important role in atmospheric chemistry as tracers of atmospheric
biogenic and anthropogenic organic chemistry. They also play a role in
tropospheric ozone production and secondary organic aerosol (SOA)
formation on local to regional scales. Methylglyoxal is formed in the
degradation of volatile organic compounds including isoprene and the

aromatic hydrocarbons toluene, xylene, and trimethylbenzene. Methylglyoxal is also emitted directly into the atmosphere via the incomplete
combustion of fossil fuels and biomass and to a lesser extent in automobile emissions as a result of biofuel usage. Methylglyoxal and glyoxal are
short-lived species that are removed from the atmosphere primarily by
UV/visible photolysis, gas-phase reaction, and heterogeneous processes.
Studies of the OH radical reaction with glyoxal and its UV/visible
photolysis quantum yields have been reported in previous work from
this laboratory. In this work, rate coefficients for the OH radical reaction with methylglyoxal and the NO3 radical reaction with glyoxal and
methylglyoxal are presented. In addition, we reported the infrared cross
sections of methylglyoxal for the first time to be available for use by the
scientific community. A manuscript describing the above research has
been published in Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics.
Milestone 2. Initiate laboratory investigation of switch grass emissions to quantify volatile organic compounds emitted by different
switch grass species, and to prepare for a summer 2011 field study of
agricultural switch grass emissions. Impact: This CIRES research will
provide information needed to assess the environmental impact of
a large-scale production and use of alternative fuels produced from
biofuel crops. Emissions of volatile organic compounds from vegetation can play a significant role in the formation of ozone and aerosol
in polluted atmospheres.

In Summer 2011, a detailed field study of the surface-atmosphere exchange of trace gases over a cornfield was conducted near Fort Collins,
Colo. During the study the vertical fluxes of different hydrocarbons,
oxygenated VOCs, NOx, and ozone were successfully determined from
eddy covariance and leaf cuvette measurements. In addition, soil emissions and uptake were investigated using soil enclosures. It was found
that dimethyl sulfide (DMS), a compound that is normally regarded as
an oceanic emission, is also emitted from corn in significant quantities.
This may be important for nighttime chemistry as DMS reacts efficiently with nitrate radicals (NO3). A paper on the measurements and
implications is currently in preparation. During the study, the first eddy
covariance measurements of organic acids were made using a chemical
ionization mass spectrometer. Fluxes of organic acids were found to
be bi-directional. The atmospheric budgets of organic acids are poorly
understood, and better constraints on the dry deposition are needed to
improve modeling of these compounds.
Milestone 3. Develop and test the Acid chemical ionization mass
spectrometry (CIMS) system for measuring organic and inorganic
acids in the atmosphere. Impact: The Acid CIMS will enable measurement of a large number of organic and inorganic acids, rapidly and
with high sensitivity. This capability can be applied to research as
diverse as ecosystem fluxes, emissions from combustion sources,
and the participation of organic acids in secondary organic aerosol
formation.

The CIMS instrument based on acetate-ion chemistry was used
in two field studies during the project period. In summer 2011, the

surface-atmosphere exchange of organic acids over a cornfield near Fort
Collins, Colo., was quantified by combining CIMS with eddy covariance. The measurements were successful and provided the first eddy
covariance measurements of organic acids to date. The results showed
that the fluxes could be bidirectional and provide important constraints
on the treatment of atmospheric deposition in atmospheric models.
This study was part of the CIRES Energy and Environment Initiative:
A significant part of U.S. farmland is now used to grow corn for fuel
ethanol production, and this research provides information on how the
production of fuel ethanol affects the atmosphere.
In winter 2012, acidic trace gases in the Uintah Basin in Utah were
measured by CIMS as part of a larger study that focused on the atmospheric emissions associated with natural gas production and the role
these emissions play in atmospheric chemistry. Among the trace gases
quantified by CIMS, measurements of nitrous acid (HONO) were
particularly important as HONO can provide a source of free radicals
that can potentially initiate ozone chemistry.

CSD-14 Tropical Ocean Productivity
FEDERAL LEAD: JAMES CHURNSIDE
CIRES LEAD: CHRISTINE ENNIS
NOAA Goal 2: Climate
Project Goal: Understand the effects of changes in temperature,
vertical mixing, and aerosol fertilization on primary productivity in the
tropical ocean.
Milestone 1. Identify the temporal and spatial scales of the processes that link chlorophyll concentration in tropical ocean waters to
aerosols and temperature. Impact: This research will help identify the
processes leading to the recently observed expansion of the tropical
ocean. These processes are important to predicting the rate of CO2
uptake by the ocean of the future.

Investigating the relationship between aerosol optical depth (AOD)
and chlorophyll a (chl-a) concentration has revealed declining trends
that are latitudinally coincident, especially in the northern hemisphere.
Using multivariate regression analysis, we found that poleward of 10
degrees north latitude, the variability in chl-a concentration was most
closely related to AOD, when compared to climatic or decadal oscillations like El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and Pacific Decadal
Oscillation (PDO).
One possible explanation, called the iron hypothesis, has been proposed in literature. The iron hypothesis suggests that decreasing dust
leads to a decline in iron deposition, in turn, reducing productivity
and aerosol production. Our analysis indicated statistically significant
declines in the mid-Pacific Ocean in both chl-a concentration and
AOD over northern subtropics and mid-latitudes where iron deposited
through desert dust regulates photosynthesis (primary production).
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PM-03 Response of Natural Systems
to Perturbations
■ NGDC-07 Anthropogenic Remote Sensing

NGDC-07 Anthropogenic Remote Sensing
FEDERAL LEAD: CHRIS ELVIDGE
CIRES LEAD: MIKHAIL ZHIZHIN

The Riddle Threshold - Utility
Tarawa 915-MHz profiler
2049:17 UTC 1 Apr 1998
5.18km

Christmas Island 50-MHz profiler
2244:38 UTC 1 Apr 1999
10.40km

NOAA Goal 4. Transportation
Project Goal: Provide spatial and temporal depictions of human activities based on satellite detection and mapping of population centers,
fires, gas flares, and heavily-lit fishing boats.
Milestone 1. Complete a radiance calibrated Defense Meteorological
Satellite Program Operational Linescan System (DMSP OLS) nighttime lights product for the year 2010 using satellite F16.

No progress was reported for this Milestone.
Milestone 2. Develop a methodology for determining gain settings
on DMSP OLS operational data for satellites F16 and F18.

No progress was reported for this Milestone.
Milestone 3. Development of a robust and effective calibration
method for the DMSP OLS time series based on reflected moonlight
from desert surfaces for satellites F16 and F18.

No progress was reported for this Milestone.

REGIONAL PROCESSES
RP-02 Surface/Atmosphere Exchange
■ PSD-12 Air-Sea Interaction

PSD-12 Air-Sea Interaction
FEDERAL LEAD: CHRIS FAIRALL
CIRES LEAD: ANDREY GRACHEV
NOAA Goal 2: Climate
Project Goal: Perform cutting-edge micrometeorological and climatological research over the open ocean aboard research vessels, sea-based
towers, and buoys.
Milestone 1. Complete construction of synthesis data set for VOCALSREx (Variability of the American Monsoon Systems’ [VAMOS] OceanCloud-Atmosphere-Land Study Regional Experiment) data.

The East Pacific Synthesis Data set includes data collected during
several cruises as part of the Pan American Climate Study (PACS). In
2010–2011, 915-MHz profiler data collected during the fall 2000
cruise was employed, together with a modified version of an algorithm
designed to identify the convective boundary layer from profiler data, in
114
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Christmas Island 915-MHz profiler
0650:00 UTC 1 Apr 1999
4.64km

PSD-12, Milestone 1
an attempt to identify the top of the stratocumulus-topped mixed layer.
This work formed the bulk of the summer research project for SOARS
protégé Aaron Piña, then entering his senior year at Texas A&M University. Leslie Hartten (CIRES) served as Piña’s research mentor during
summer 2010.
In 2011–2012, Piña’s work was extended by SOARS protégé Javier
Lujan, a junior at University of Texas-El Paso. Lujan used profiler, ceilometer, and radiosonde data from the fall 2004 cruise and found clear
relationships between reflectivity features, cloud bases, and the inversion
atop the boundary layer. Lujan’s research mentors during summer 2011
were Leslie Hartten and Paul Johnston (CIRES).
Technical issues that arose during this work resulted in a refereed
journal article (Riddle et al., 2012) and a conference presentation
(Hartten et al., 2012c). The combined work of Piña and Lujan resulted
in two conference presentations (Hartten et al., 2012a,b). Each SOARS
protégé also produced a manuscript for the annual SOARS collection
(Piña, 2010; Lujan, 2011).
Milestone 2. Submit papers on parameterization of sea spray as part
of the NOAA hurricane studies.

Investigation of boundary layer processes in hurricanes. This is a study
of the effects that sea-spray droplets have in controlling the maximum
intensity that hurricanes reach. Hurricanes are essentially heat engines
that are driven by the transfer of heat energy from the warm ocean to
the cooler atmosphere, and the aim of this work is to demonstrate the
importance of sea-spray droplets in transferring this energy. Although
current hurricane forecast models have considerable skill at forecasting
hurricane track or location, they have little skill at forecasting hurricane
intensity. Present operational hurricane forecast models ignore the effects of sea spray, and this work aims to demonstrate how these models
can be improved by including sea spray.
Milestone 3. Analyze flux and gas transfer observations from NOAA’s
Southern Ocean Gas Exchange Experiment (GasEx III) field program.
Submit publication on results.

The work over the last year has been dominated by consolidating
results of this project and submission/revision of manuscripts based
on those results. Several publications relevant to the GasEx III field
program were published in the Journal of Geophysical Research.

ISARS 2012

RP-03 Regional Air Quality
■ GSD-02 Regional Air Quality Prediction
■ GMD-06 Baseline Air Quality
■ PSD-13 Air Quality
■ CSD-08 Regional Air Quality

GSD-02 Regional Air Quality Prediction
FEDERAL LEAD: GEORG GRELL
CIRES LEAD: STEVEN PECKHAM
NOAA Goal 3: Weather and Water
Project Goal: Design and evaluate new approaches for improving airquality prediction.
Milestone 1. Test and evaluate the global FIM-Chem (Flow-following
finite-volume Icosahedral Model) currently under development
in the Earth System Research Laboratory (ESRL) and containing
chemistry modules from the GOCART (Goddard Chemistry Aerosol
Radiation and Transport) model, together with global wildfire definition and global anthropogenic emissions data. Run FIM-Chem in real
time at the highest affordable resolution to predict multiday global
transport of aerosol and impact on weather forecasts.

Evaluation studies continue to be performed on GOCART aerosol
modules in FIM. The studies use a modified emissions processor, based
upon the one used for the Weather Research and Forecast–Chemistry
model (WRF–Chem), which provides global wildfire, anthropogenic,
and volcanic ash emissions.
Milestone 2. Continue to coordinate worldwide development of the
Weather Research and Forecast–Chemistry model (WRF–Chem) as an
air-quality prediction tool and support the growing user community.

CIRES’s leadership role in the development of this modeling system
continues. WRF-Chem version 3.4 was released in April 2012 with
many new additions, including additional coupling between chemistry
and physics modules, new additions to chemical mechanisms (provided
by the National Center for Atmospheric Research, the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, and the Earth System Research Laboratory’s
Chemical Sciences Division), and the inclusion of volcanic ash emissions. In addition, significant improvements have continued to be made
to the data input/output (I/O) streams, which has enhanced the overall
performance of the WRF-Chem model.
Real time forecasts using the WRF/Chem model were reported as a
NOAA/ESRL hot item when wildfire smoke from the WhitewaterBaldy fires in New Mexico were transported northward to Colorado
over the Memorial Day weekend. The work to include wildfire smoke
into real-time forecasts, as well as its interaction with the weather, relates
to NOAA’s Climate and Weather goals by enhancing the understanding of radiatively important fine-particle aerosols as well as improving
air-quality forecast models.
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GMD-06, Milestone 1

GMD-06 Baseline Air Quality
FEDERAL LEAD: SAMUEL OLTMANS
CIRES LEAD: ANNE JEFFERSON
NOAA Goal 2: Climate
Project Goal: Study intercontinental transport events to better understand their effects on overall air quality and its impacts on public health.
Milestone 1. An aerosol measurement system will be deployed to
India’s Ganges Valley to study the effect of aerosol on radiation,
convection, and cloud formation. The study will span the pre- to postmonsoon seasons.

Aerosol optical properties from surface in-situ measurements show a
large increase in the aerosol scattering coefficient between the summer
monsoon season and post-monsoon, dry season. Despite this large increase in the aerosol loading between the wet and dry seasons, there was
little variability in the aerosol intensive properties. There are short episodes when either large or dark aerosols are present. In general the aerosol has a relative high single scatter albedo and low angstrom exponent,
indicating relatively large particles with low absorption. Hygroscopic
growth factors (ratio of scattering at 85/40 percent relative humidity) are
moderate to low and indicate that the aerosol isn’t highly oxidized.
During the post-monsoon season a diurnal trend in the aerosol loading was frequently observed with daytime highs in the scattering coefficient around 1,200–1,900 LT. The aerosol during upslope conditions
generally had a smaller angstrom exponent and higher single scatter
albedo, indicating larger and less absorbing aerosol than during the
nighttime and morning hours. A potential source of the daytime aerosol
is secondary organics with low BC levels from the local vegetation. The
smaller and darker nighttime and morning aerosol could originate from
long-range transport.
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PSD-13 Air Quality

CSD-08 Regional Air Quality

FEDERAL LEAD: ALLEN WHITE
CIRES LEAD: SARA MICHELSON

FEDERAL LEADS: DAVID PARRISH, JIM BURKHOLDER, AND MICHAEL HARDESTY
CIRES LEAD: CHRISTINE ENNIS

NOAA Goal 2: Climate
Project Goal: Gather and analyze atmospheric observations to characterize meteorological processes that contribute to high-pollution episodes. Compare these measurements with air-quality forecasting model
predictions to assess and improve research model performance.
Milestone 1. PSD engineers will deploy three wind-profiling radars
with radio acoustic sounding systems and surface meteorology towers at three key locations in southern California for the CalNex field
campaign in the upcoming spring and summer (2010). Meteorological observations collected at these sites will be accessed, displayed,
archived, and quality-controlled.

No progress was made on this milestone.
Milestone 2. Execute the surface flux, boundary layer, and cloud observations for the CalNex cruise. Process and analyze the CalNex data
set from the NOAA Ship Ronald H. Brown cruise, including turbulent
fluxes of momentum, sensible heat and latent heat, down-welling
radiative fluxes, cloud radar statistics, ceilometer observations,
radio-soundings for boundary layer structure, microwave radiometer observations of cloud liquid water and column integrated water
vapor, etc.

Data have been processed, and a publication has been submitted:
McBride et al. (2012), A CalNex climatology of cloud optical properties
retrieved from a ship-based spectrometer and comparisons with satellite
and aircraft retrieved cloud properties, J. Geophys. Res., submitted.
Milestone 3. Deploy systems on the Gulf of Mexico oil platform for
the Minerals Management Service observational program. Data
include fluxes of sensible heat, latent heat, momentum, and sea
surface temperature.

Preliminary data analysis comparing the Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere
Response Experiment flux (COARE) algorithm to the eddy-correlation
flux measurements has been done for year 2011 and 2012. The unique
data set generated will be used for further study and publications.
Instruments on the oil platform are to be removed in 2012.

NOAA Goal 2: Climate
Project Goal: Conduct laboratory measurements, atmospheric
observations, and diagnostic analyses that characterize the chemical
and meteorological processes involved in the formation of pollutant
ozone and fine particles. Undertake research that enhances air-quality prediction and forecasting.
Milestone 1. Measure the reactivity and optical properties of
compounds that are replacements for ozone-depleting substances, and evaluate their global warming potentials. Impact: The
determination of the atmospheric loss processes and atmospheric
lifetimes of replacement compounds is critical decision-support
information. This research has implications for regional air quality, stratospheric ozone, and climate change.

During the past year, the work on the atmospheric chemistry of
(Z) CF3CH=CHCF3 (cis-1,1,1,4,4,4-hexafluoro-2-butene) was
published. This compound is a hydrofluoro-olefin that is being
considered as a replacement for ozone-depleting substances. Prior
to its use in commercial applications and possible release into the
atmosphere, its atmospheric chemistry and potential impact on the
environment need to be understood. In this research, the rate coefficient for its reaction with the hydroxyl radical (OH) was measured
as a function of temperature (212–374 Kelvin) and pressure (20–
200 Torr) using a pulsed laser photolysis–laser induced fluorescence
(PLP–LIF) technique. We also measured the infrared absorption
cross sections and used them to determine the global warming potential (GWP) of this compound. From our work, the atmospheric
lifetime of (Z)-CF3CH=CHCF3 due to loss by OH reaction was estimated to be approximately 20 days. Infrared absorption spectra of
(Z)-CF3CH=CHCF3 measured in this work were used to determine
a GWP of approximately 9 for the 100-year time horizon.
Milestone 2. In the CalNex 2010 field campaign, use surface and
airplane-, ship-, and satellite-borne sensors to survey a wide

Milestone 4. Develop, operate, and maintain a wind profiler trajectory tool for the CalNex field campaign. The tool is used by scientists
to document transport pathways for air pollution and to help plan
aircraft missions. Starting this year, the trajectory tool will be maintained by the PSD Water Cycle Branch, the same group responsible
for operating and maintaining the wind profilers.

Cora Young,

The trajectory tool was updated during 2011 as per request of the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC).

The NOAA Research Vessel Atlantis at the dock in California during the 2010
CalNex field mission
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variety of sources of directly emitted gas and aerosol species that
impact atmospheric air quality via ozone and secondary organic
aerosol formation. Impact: This CIRES research will investigate the
distribution and source strengths of precursors to pollution, leading to an improved understanding of anthropogenic, agricultural,
biogenic, and geologic sources of pollutant species. The study will
also investigate the daytime and nighttime chemical transformations and pollutant transport in the atmosphere. These data and
analyses will provide the State of California with the scientific
foundation for their efforts to develop plans to bring several areas
of the state into compliance with federally mandated National
Ambient Air Quality Standards for ozone and particulate matter.

The principal focus of CIRES scientists involved in the CalNex
2010 study over this period was continued data analysis and writeup of findings. The references shown below have been published or
are submitted or in preparation. All areas related to air quality in the
Southern California region are being addressed. Emissions of priority pollutants, volatile organic compounds (VOCs), and particulate
material (PM) are being characterized from measurements onboard
the mobile platforms (WP-3D aircraft; Research Vessel Atlantis) and
at the Pasadena, Calif., ground site (de Gouw et al., Nowak et al.,
and Pollack et al.).
The importance of different radical sources to photochemistry and
nighttime chemistry in this region is also under investigation (Riedel
et al., Veres et al., Wagner et al., Washenfelder et al., and Young et
al.). Of equal importance is the characterization of pollutant transport
and the dynamics of the planetary boundary layer (PBL), especially
in the complex terrain of the South Coast Air Quality Basin (Cooper
et al., Langford et al., and Neuman et al.). The CalNex 2010 data
and analyses are further being used to evaluate the performance of
chemistry-transport computer models (Lin et al.). These results will
be further summarized in a scientific synthesis document that will
provide information for the California Air Resources Board (CARB)
to use in its efforts to reduce air-quality degradation across the state.
Milestone 3. Co-deploy airborne ozone and Doppler wind lidars
during the 2010 CalNex air quality study to investigate transport
processes of air pollutants. Impact: The combination of airborne
ozone and Doppler lidars will allow us to measure simultaneously
ozone concentration and wind speed and direction at high resolution and, thus, enable us to characterize and quantify transport
processes of air pollutants in California on local and regional
scales. The information will be scientific input for air-quality decision makers in California.

The measurement portion of this milestone as well as some preliminary data analysis was completed last year. During the CalNex
2010 experiment, we co-deployed NOAA’s airborne Tunable Optical Profiler for Aerosol and Ozone (TOPAZ) lidar and the University of Leeds scanning Doppler wind lidar on a Twin Otter aircraft.
We flew 46 missions over the State of California, totaling approximately 200 flight hours, with a focus on the Los Angeles Basin and
Sacramento areas. The downward-looking lidars provided highly
resolved measurements of ozone concentration, aerosol backscatter,
and wind speed and direction in the boundary layer and lower free
troposphere. We have used this unique data set to characterize transport of pollutants in California on local and regional scales.
This year we continued the analysis of the CalNex data with a
focus on studying the effect of transport and mixing processes on
ozone distribution in the Los Angeles Basin area. Using the collocat-

ed ozone and wind lidar data, we identified export pathways of high
ozone concentrations from the Los Angeles Basin to the surrounding areas, and we estimated the amount of ozone exiting the eastern
Basin through Banning Pass by computing the horizontal ozone
flux. The results from this work were presented at the 26th International Laser Radar Conference.
In addition, we used the CalNex lidar data (in conjunction with
other data sets) to investigate the potential impact of deep stratospheric intrusions on ground-level ozone in southern California.
We found that on several occasions in spring 2010, high levels of
ozone associated with stratospheric intrusions were mixed down to
the surface in the Los Angeles Basin area. This caused an increase in
background ozone levels and, when combined with locally produced
ozone, led to exceedences of the National Ambient Air Quality
Standard. These findings were published in the Journal of Geophysical Research.

RP-04 Intercontinental Transport
and Chemical Transformation
■ CSD-05 Tropospheric and Stratospheric Transport and Chemical
Transformation

CSD-05 Tropospheric and Stratospheric Transport and
Chemical Transformation
FEDERAL LEADS: THOMAS B. RYERSON AND
STEVEN BROWN
CIRES LEAD: CHRISTINE ENNIS
NOAA Goal 3: Weather and Water
Project Goal: Carry out modeling studies and airborne and surface
measurements of chemical species to elucidate processes involved in the
intercontinental transport of photochemical pollution.
Milestone 1. Analyze the long-range transport of aerosols in the
Arctic by using data from aircraft flights and other sources to provide
chemical characterization of the aerosols. Impact: Aerosol particles,
especially black carbon, have large climate effects in the Arctic. This
CIRES research will analyze aerosols in the Arctic free troposphere,
polluted Arctic regions, biomass burning plumes in the Arctic, and
the air just above the pack ice, all of which are potentially subject to
long-range transport.

Analysis and presentation of Arctic chemical transformation studies
from the 2008 ARCPAC (Aerosol, Radiation, and Cloud Processes affecting Arctic Climate) campaign were completed in early 2011 with a
number of previously reported publications.
Analysis of optical property measurements of biomass burning aerosol
sampled during the Four-Mile Fire near Boulder, Colo., has been completed, and a paper has been accepted for publication in the Proceedings
of the National Academy of Sciences. The analysis was able to deconstruct
the contribution of absorption by black carbon, brown carbon, and
internal mixing, which was the first to achieve such detailed attribution
of the particle optical properties. This data set advances our understanding of the climate impacts of biomass burning emissions.
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Dan Lack

CSD-05, Milestone 1

RP-05 Aerosol Chemistry and
Climate Implications
■ CSD-09 Aerosol Formation, Chemical Composition, and Radiative
Properties

CSD-09 Aerosol Formation, Chemical Composition,
and Radiative Properties
FEDERAL LEADS: RU-SHAN GAO, DAVID FAHEY,
DAN MURPHY, AND GRAHAM FEINGOLD
CIRES LEAD: CHRISTINE ENNIS
NOAA Goal 2: Climate
Project Goal: Carry out airborne, ship-based, and ground-based
experiments that characterize the chemical composition of radiatively important aerosols in the upper troposphere and at Earth’s
surface.
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Milestone 1. Use data from the HIAPER (High-Altitude Instrumented Airborne Platform for Environmental Research) Pole-toPole Observations (HIPPO) mission deployments to examine the
mixing state and optical size of individual black-carbon particles
as well as black carbon mass loadings in remote regions. Impact: Black carbon is an important component of anthropogenic
climate forcing in the Arctic region. These measurements will provide a basis to evaluate the treatment of black carbon in global
aerosol models and to characterize the contribution of black
carbon to global radiative forcing.

Complete analysis of the entire five-campaign flight series of
HIPPO has been completed and presented at the HIPPO Science
Meeting in 2011. The data from the mission have been distributed
to collaborators to allow for model/measurement comparisons and
analysis in support of modeling goals. For example, the typical
length scales of black carbon (BC) plumes crossing the Pacific have
been determined (Weigum et al, 2012). Fan et al. (2012) have used
the HIPPO data to tune modeled BC IN activity and the impact of
the Bergeron process on BC lifetime. We have worked with Mann
et al. (2012) to help evaluate the impacts of different model schemes
on modal accuracy.

The manuscript presenting these
analyses and results found last year
has been delayed in order to allow
inclusion of the final two data missions.
Milestone 2. Examine organosulfate molecules in atmospheric
aerosols. Impact: Organosulfate
molecules can be formed when
reaction products of isoprene and
other biogenic organic products
encounter acidic sulfate particles.
Laboratory calibrations
and a review of more than 10
years of field data will allow an
assessment of the importance of
these compounds in many atmospheric situations, including the
Amazon boundary layer and the
free troposphere over the United
States.

The initial phase of this milestone was completed in 2011. The
isoprene-derived organosulfate
CSD-09, Milestone 2
IEPOX sulfate ester was identified
and quantified in free tropospheric
aerosol. Results were published in the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Science and presented at American Association for Aerosol Research and American Geophysical Union (AGU) meetings. A

second phase of this milestone was initiated in 2012.
During May and June, PALMS (Particle Analysis by Laser Mass
Spectrometry) aerosol composition measurements were obtained

The Past Reveals the Future

C

limate variability and change may impact more than
just the water supply—it may also impact water quality.
CIRES Fellow Balaji Rajagopalan, in collaboration with
former student and current NCAR research scientist Erin Towler,
is working to forecast water quality, in part, by looking at the
distant past. By studying how extreme events, such as drought
and flooding, thousands of years ago influenced water quality,
researchers can get a glimpse of future scenarios.
How can climate variability affect water quality?
Climate variability affects water quality in two ways: streamflow
variability and temperature variability. Reduced streamflow,
for example, can lead to higher salinity concentrations that
can increase the treatment cost to water utilities and reduce
the lifespan of water-using appliances for customers. On the
other hand, peak streamflows from high-intensity precipitation
events can bring increased sediment loads, or turbidity, which
can cause water-quality violations and require changes in plant
operations. Temperature variability impacts stream temperature,
which is related to the amount of dissolved oxygen available in
the stream. As such, it has a direct bearing on aquatic health and

is related to events such as algal blooms, which affect
treatment decisions.
How could this impact people in the future?
Climate change may exacerbate water-quality issues in areas
where climate variability is already stressing the system. As such,
to ensure efficient management, it’s important to consider current and future climate risk to not just water quantity, but water
quality as well. As supplies become more limited and water-quality
regulations are heightened, the extension of forecasting efforts to
water quality is critical.
Are people more receptive to information on past extreme
events than forecasts of future ones?
Especially in the context of paleo-reconstructed streamflow, it
is easier to make a case for better preparedness using past variability than with the same information under climate change. In
this regard, policy makers are more receptive.
What’s one of the most surprising findings you’ve made?
How modest changes in the probabilities of extreme climate and
water-quality events have a disproportionately larger impact on
the water-supply system, both for the utilities and the public.
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aboard the NASA DC8 as part of the DC3 campaign. During this
campaign the aircraft was outfitted with important complementary
chemical instrumentation that was not available previously. This
suite of measurements allows for a more detailed analysis of sources
and chemistry for organosulfates detected by PALMS other than
IEPOX sulfate ester. Flights over the southeastern U.S. in particular,
where summertime biogenic emissions are high, provide excellent
cases for organosulfate formation in contrast to western U.S. flights.
PALMS aerosol composition measurements from the DC3 campaign will also be used to investigate aerosol processing, transport,
and secondary production by convective storms. Data analysis and
organization of initial scientific results will be performed during the
proceeding year.
The MACPEX (Mid-latitude Airborne Cirrus Properties Experiment) 2011 aircraft measurement campaign investigated mid-latitude aerosol properties and cirrus formation over the central U.S.
in situ measurements of aerosol composition by the PALMS instrument were complemented by filter collection and offline compositional analysis by electron microscopy. Ice nuclei and background
aerosol were analyzed for general composition, emissions source,
chemical aging, and cloud processing. The data showed that certain
terrestrial aerosol, such as mineral dust and industrial metallic particles, preferentially nucleated ice to form upper tropospheric cirrus
clouds, whereas elemental carbon, biomass burning, and biological
particles did not. The work demonstrates a relationship between
terrestrial aerosol sources and cirrus cloud properties. Initial results
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were presented at the 2011 AGU conference.
Milestone 3. Use data from the 2010 CalNex air-quality study to
investigate secondary organic aerosol (SOA) formation in the
urban Los Angeles area. Impact: This CIRES research will enable
us to quantify the anthropogenic source of SOA to the atmosphere, which is currently not well understood. By combining the
results from multiple measurements, we will investigate how the
budget of organic carbon in the gas and aerosol phases changes
as a function of the degree of photochemical processing. The
results will be used to estimate the global source of SOA derived
from anthropogenic volatile organic compounds and other urban
precursors.

The effects of different emissions between weekdays and weekends, when diesel traffic is significantly reduced, on the formation
of SOA formation was investigated using data obtained during
CalNex. In contrast to expectations, SOA was found to be higher
on weekends as opposed to be lower because of the reduction in
diesel emissions. The more efficient formation of SOA was attributed to the reduced emissions of NOx and is analogous to the more
efficient and well-documented formation of ozone on weekends. It
was found that in air masses that were similarly aged on weekends
and weekdays, the SOA formation was equally efficient. From these
findings, it could be concluded that emissions of hydrocarbons associated with gasoline use are responsible for the dominant fraction
of SOA formation.
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Measures of
Achievement
CIRES scientists and faculty published 572 peer-reviewed papers in 2011,
commanding attention from the scientific community and the news media.
International awards and a strong record of service reflect institutional excellence.
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Publications by the Numbers
CIRES scientists and faculty published 572 peer-reviewed papers during calendar year 2011. The table below tabulates publications by
affiliation of first author. CIRES scientists and faculty published an additional 162 non-refereed publications in 2011. These publication
counts are only one measure of CIRES’ s impact. Additional information on how CIRES research is pushing the boundaries of scientific
knowledge is summarized in the Executive Summary and detailed throughout this report.
Refereed Publications
2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

CIRES Lead Author
NOAA Lead Author
Other Lead Author

112
60
110

177
31
183

165
56
134

188
20
145

141
81
289

130
73
264

110
99
385

158
79
342

137
63
312

238
41
293

Total

282

391

355

353

511

467

594

579

512

572
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Lynds, S (2011), COSEE West Colorado Collaborative April 9, 2011 Evaluation Report.
Lynds, S (2011), Climate Change Student Summit (C2S2) Program 2010-2011 Evaluation
Report.
Lynds, S (2011), CLEAN Informant Invitation Survey Results Descriptive Data Internal Evaluation Report (not disaggregated).
Lynds, S (2011), A Decision Support System for Ecosystem-Based Tropical Coral Reef Management Front-End Survey Results.
Lynds, S (2011), COSEE West Colorado Collaborative Evaluation Report July 31, 2011.
Lynds, S (2011), COSEE West Colorado Collaborative May 7, 2011 Evaluation Report.
Lynds, S (2011), COSEE West Colorado Collaborative Evaluation Results of Registration
Surveys May 6, 2010.
Lynds, S (2011), GeoMapApp and the High School Classroom: Transformative Resources for
the 21st Century Educator Workshop I--April 9, 2011 Evaluation Report.
Lynds, S (2011), GeoScience Research at Storm Peak Project (GRASP) External Evaluation
Report 2010.

Lynds, S (2011), Curriculum Development Survey--Ecosystem Management of Regionally
Abundant, Invasive Plants Evaluation Report.
Lynds, S (2011), EarthLabs Annual Meeting Feb 2011 Feedback Survey Evaluation Report.
Lynds, S (2011), Geo Science Research at Storm Peak Project (GRASP) Registration Survey
Data 2011.
Lynds, S (2011), Comparative Environmental Studies - Diverse Study Solutions Year 2 Evaluation Report June 7, 2011.
Lynds, S, K Merryman, and S Eyerman (2011), CLEAN Informant Survey Number 1 Descriptive Data Internal Evaluation Report--Disaggregated by Middle/High School.
Lynds, S and S Buhr (2011), AccessData Longitudinal Survey December 2009-January 2010
Evaluation Report.
Lynds, S and S Eyerman (2011), CLEAN Informant Invitation Survey Results Descriptive Data
Internal Evaluation Report Middle vs High Disaggregation.
McKeen, SA, JA de Gouw, C Warneke, T Ryerson, D Parrish, JF Meagher, and RA Ravishankara
(2011), Plume Dispersion Modeling of Aromatic VOC from the Deep Water Horizon Oil
Spill., Internal CSD report.
Meier, WN (2011), WCRP Climate and CryosphereSatellite-derived Sea Ice Products Community Workshop Report.
Meier, WN, M Granskog, S Gerland, and J Key (2011), Sea ice, Snow, Water, Ice, and Permafrost
in the Arctic Assessment Report.
Meier, WN, M Serreze, J Stroeve, T Scambos, and K Leitzell (2011), Arctic Sea Ice News and
Analysis.
Neely, B, R Rondeau, J Sanderson, C Pague, B Kuhn, J Siemers, L Grunau, J Robertson,
P McCarthy, J Barsugli, T Schulz, and C Knapp (2011), Gunnison Basin: Vulnerability
Assessment for the Gunnison Climate Working Group, The Nature Conservancy, Colorado
Natural Heritage Program, Western Water Assessment, University of Colorado, Boulder, and
University of Alaska, Fairbanks. Project of the Southwest Climate Change Initiative.
Parsons, MA (2011), Expert Report on Data Policy--Open Access.
Peckham, S, GA Grell, SA McKeen, M Barth, G Pfister, C Wiedinmyer, JD Fast, WI Gustafson,
R Zaveri, RC Easter, J Barnard, E Chapman, M Hewson, R Schmitz, M Salzmann, and S
Freitas (2011), WRF/Chem Version 3.3 User’s Guide, NOAA Technical Memorandum.
Perovich, D, H Eicken, W Meier, and S Gerland (2011), Arctic CliC Sea Ice Working Group
Meeting.
Perovich, D, J Richter-Menge, J Maslanik, and W Meier (2011), Arctic Sea Ice, Arctic Report
Card.
Pritchett, J, S Reateagui, S Tellinghuisen, B Udall (2011), Energy‐Water Nexus in a Drying
West: A Case Study Analysis and Methodology.
Seckmeyer, G, A Bais, G Bernhard, M Blumthaler, K Lantz, RL, McKenzie, B Johnsen, (2011),
Instruments to measure UV solar radiation: Multi-channel filter radiometers, World
Meteorological Organization Reports.
Seckmeyer, G, A Bais, G Bernhard, M Blumthaler, K Lantz, RL McKenzie, P Kiedron, S
Drake, S Riechelmann (2011), Instruments to measure UV Solar Radiation: Array
spectroradiometers,World Meteorological Organization Reports.
Smith, D, D Scott, and H Conover (2011), Report from the Passive Microwave Data Set
Management Workshop, Wokshop held 17-19 May, 2011, Huntsville, AL.
Stratus Consulting, lead author (incl. J Barsugli) (2011), Boulder County Climate
Change Preparedness Plan -- Draft.
Wandishin, MS, BP Pettegrew, MA Petty, and JL Mahoney (2011), Quality Assessment
Report: Graphical Turbulence Guidance, Version 2.5, NOAA Technical Memorandum.
Weil, JC (2011), Buoyant Cloud Rise, Dispersion, and Deposition Modeling, Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory.

Reviews

Pielke, RA, A Pitman, D Niyogi, R Mahmood, C McAlpine, F Hossain, KK Goldewijk, U
Nair, R Betts, S Fall, M Reichstein, P Kabat, and N de Noblet (2011), Land use/land
cover changes and climate: modeling analysis and observational evidence, Wiley
Interdiscip. Rev.-Clim. Chang., 2(6), 10.1002/wcc.144.
Walsh, JJ, DA Dieterle, FR Chen, JM Lenes, W Maslowski, JJ Cassano, TE Whitledge, D
Stockwell, M Flint, IN Sukhanova, and J Christensen (2011), Trophic cascades and
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future harmful algal blooms within ice-free Arctic Seas north of Bering Strait: A
simulation analysis, Prog. Oceanogr., 91(3), 10.1016/j.pocean.2011.02.001.
Zhang, Q, JL Jimenez, MR Canagaratna, IM Ulbrich, NL Ng, DR Worsnop, and YL Sun
(2011), Understanding atmospheric organic aerosols via factor analysis of aerosol
mass spectrometry: a review, Anal. Bioanal. Chem., 401(10), 10.1007/s00216-0115355-y.

Magazines

Beitler, JA (2011), The un-ice age, Sensing Our Planet: NASA Earth Science Research Features,
2011.
Beitler, JA (2011), Repatterning the world, Sensing Our Planet: NASA Earth Science Research
Features, 2011.
Beitler, JA (2011), Sky Rivers, National Geographic, 2011.
Boykoff, M (2011), COP17: Global Vs Local Solutions, Think Africa Press, 2011.
Cherney, DN (2011), Science Student Profile: Why I Picked University of Colorado Boulder,
U.S. News and World Report, 2011.
Cozzetto, K, I Rangwala, and J Lukas (2011), Examining Regional Climate Model (RCM) projections: What do they add to our picture of future climate in the region?, Intermountain
West Climate Summary, 2011.
Lee, SS (2011), ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE Aerosols, clouds and climate, Nat. Geosci., DEC/2011.
LeFevre, K (2011), Growing Jamaica, Sensing Our Planet: NASA Earth Science Research
Features 2011, 2011.
Leitzell, K (2011), Take the Data to the People Making Climate Science More Accessible and
Transparent, Science Progress, 2011.
Leitzell, KH (2011), A black cloud over Cairo, NASA Sensing Our Planet, 2011.
Leitzell, KH (2011), The time of cholera, NASA Sensing Our Planet, 2011.
Leitzell, KH (2011), Hidden carbon, NASA Sensing Our Planet, 2011.
Lukas, J (2011), The spring runoff roundup another look at ENSO, dust-on-snow, beetles,
and Lake Mead, Intermountain West Climate Summary, 2011.
Lukas, J (2011), The National Climate Assessment Available and forthcoming resources for
the Intermountain West and beyond, Intermountain West Climate Summary, 2011.
Lukas, J, R Klein, E Gordon, and B Travis (2011), The Colorado Climate Preparedness Project
Capturing the state of climate adaptation in Colorado, Intermountain West Climate Summary, 2011.
Naranjo, L (2011), The feather followers, Sensing Our Planet: NASA Earth Science Research
Features 2011, 2011.
Naranjo, L (2011), Baja’s fault, NASA Earth Science Research Features 2011, 2011.
Naranjo, L (2011), Volatile trees, NASA Earth Science Research Features 2011, 2011.
Pielke, Jr., RA (2011), England Shows the Way for Members to Tackle FIFA Crisis, Financial
Times, 2011.
Pielke, Jr., RA (2011), Can World Soccer Root Out Corruption? Holding the Agency Accountable, New York Times, July 20/2011.
Pielke, Jr., RA (2011), Klinsmann Will Find There Are No Points for Style, New York Times,
August 6/2011.
Pielke, Jr., RA (2011), Commentary: Pay-for-play in college athletics, Boulder Daily Camera,
July 24/2011.
Pielke, Jr., RA (2011), The Problem With In-State Tuition, Chronicle of Higher Education, July
24/2011.
Pielke, Jr., RA (2011), Putting trust in science at risk, Financial Times, 2011.
Pielke, Jr., RA (2011), Extreme Weather and Climate Change, National Journal, July 5/2011.
Pielke, Jr., RA (2011), Let There Be More Efficient Light, New York Times, 2011.
Pielke, Jr., RA (2011), The messy business of cleaning up carbon policy (and how to sell it to
the electorate), ABC News Australia, April 1/2011.
Russell, EL and WB Bendel (2011), NOAA’s Science On a Sphere Provides Educational Technology for All Ages, Technology for Today, 2011.
Scott, M (2011), Why does the Earth Observatory show some floods and not others?, NASA
Earth Observatory, 2011.
Scott, M (2011), Are you ever fooled by relief inversion?, NASA Earth Observatory, 2011.
Scott, M (2011), Heavy Rains and Dry Lands Don t Mix: Reflections on the 2010 Pakistan
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Flood, NASA Earth Observatory, 2011.
Travis, WR (2011), A Future of Mass Evacuations, New York Times, August 29/2011.
Vizcarra, N (2011), http://nsidc.org/monthlyhighlights/2011/04/spanning-the-satellitegenerations/, NSIDC Monthly Highlights, 2011.

Discussions

Pielke, Jr., R. A. (2011), Politics is about acting alike, not thinking alike, Bulletin of the
Atomic Scientists.
Pielke, Jr., R. A. (2011), When politicians distort science, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists.

Corrections

Befus, KM, AF Sheehan, M Leopold, SP Anderson, and RS Anderson (2011), Seismic
Constraints on Critical Zone Architecture, Boulder Creek Watershed, Front Range,
Colorado (vol 10, pg 915, 2011), Vadose Zone J., 10(4), 10.2136/vzj2010.0108er.
Bowling, DR, JB Miller, ME Rhodes, SP Burns, RK Monson, and D Baer (2011), Soil,
plant, and transport influences on methane in a subalpine forest under high
ultraviolet irradiance (vol 6, pg 1311, 2009), Biogeosciences, 8(4), 10.5194/bg-8851-2011.
Miller, GH, J Brigham-Grette, RB Alley, L Anderson, HA Bauch, MSV Douglas, ME
Edwards, SA Elias, BP Finney, JJ Fitzpatrick, SV Funder, TD Herbert, LD Hinzman, DS
Kaufman, GM MacDonald, L Polyak, A Robock, MC Serreze, JP Smol, R Spielhagen,
JWC White, AP Wolfe, and EW Wolff (2011), Temperature and precipitation history
of the Arctic (vol 29, pg 1679, 2010), Quat. Sci. Rev., 30(19-20), 10.1016/j.quascirev.2010.07.018.
Roesch, A, M Wild, A Ohmura, EG Dutton, CN Long, and T Zhang (2011), Assessment
of BSRN radiation records for the computation of monthly means (vol 4, pg 339,
2011), Atmos. Meas. Tech., 4(5), 10.5194/amt-4-973-2011.

Honors and Awards
CIRES Outstanding Performance Awards
The CIRES Awards Committee, comprising CIRES Members’ Council representatives
and members at large, annually reviews nominations and makes recommendations
for outstanding professional achievement in the categories of “Science and Engineering” and “Service.” This year, CIRES recognized six awards of $2,000 each.
Cecelia DeLuca for being the driving force behind
the important and novel software development
efforts at NOAA’s Environmental Software Infrastructure and Interoperability Group (NESII). She guides the group with diverse expertise in high-performance computing, software
project management, and Earth sciences, and a
vision to bring their efforts to fruition.
Anna Karion, Tim Newberger, and Colm Sweeney
for developing a new atmospheric sampling
instrument, the AirCore, which can profile altitude gradients of greenhouse gases. The lowcost, lightweight tool also can be used to validate
satellite profiles and may yield new discoveries
in stratospheric composition and circulation
trends.
Dan Lack for his work putting black carbon
emissions inventories for shipping on a sound
scientific basis, which has had a major impact
on policy decisions for regulation of international shipping.

Troy Thornberry, Andrew Rollins, and Laurel Watts
for designing and demonstrating an airborne
chemical ionization mass spectrometer (CIMS)
for ultra-low water vapor measurements in the
lower stratosphere. Their effort led to unique
measurements that will advance our understanding of water vapor in the climate system.

Service

Ken Aiken for his essential work mastering, maintaining, and teaching all things digital. The research of NOAA’s Chemical Sciences Division
requires multifaceted data collection, manipulation, and presentation, at which Aiken is an
unparalleled expert.
Dave Gallaher and Ron Weaver for their leadership in data-center design and operation with
the NSIDC Green Data Center Project. The
innovative data-center redesign slashed energy
consumption for data-center cooling by more

Detecting Groundwater from Space

I

n 2012, geophysicist John Wahr, then a CIRES Fellow, was elected
a member of the prestigious National Academy of Sciences.
Wahr was honored, in part, for his groundbreaking work in the
use of GRACE (Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment)—
twin satellites that measure changes
in Earth’s gravity and, hence, mass at
any region on the planet—to monitor
the planet’s glaciers, sea levels, crustal
deformation, and even groundwater
depletion.
Where has GRACE recorded the biggest mass changes?
Since 2002, the biggest mass changes
recorded have been ice melt in Greenland, Antarctica, and Alaska. But another
dramatic, long-term mass change we’ve
seen is in northern India, Pakistan, and
Bangladesh. It’s a huge mass loss, and it’s due to farmers pumping water from the ground for their fields. It’s a serious problem.
In India, the wells are drying up, and some people are having
trouble getting enough to drink.

than 90 percent, demonstrating how other data
centers and the technology industry can save energy and reduce carbon emissions.

Director’s Awards

Director’s Award for Diversity
Edward Aruajo-Pradere, for demonstrating that a
distinguished scientific career and regular diversity outreach can be combined to the benefit of
both.
Director’s Award
Jon Eischeid, for his essential work authoring
the hydro-climate report “Understanding and
Explaining Hydro-Climate Variations at Devils
Lake.” This key assessment of the climate conditions relevant to the recent rise of Devils Lake
elevation supports the Interagency Initiative to
Address Flooding Issues at Devils Lake, North
Dakota.

How has India responded to the data?
Our results have been discussed even on the floor of the
Indian parliament, but people who try to manage groundwater
sources using traditional methods are skeptical of satellite-based
measurements. It is a radical idea to think
you can measure changes in groundwater
from space—that somehow the satellites up there can see water beneath the
soil. Even though I’ve been involved with
GRACE from the beginning, it’s still staggering to think about what you can accomplish. But once you understand how
GRACE works, you understand how fantastic the methodology is.
How accurately can it detect groundwater changes?
GRACE can measure changes in total
water to about 1-centimeter accuracy over the scale of the Mississippi River Basin. No other method for monitoring groundwater
gives such an accurate, big-picture view for a whole region.
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Select Awards and Honors, 2011
CIRES researchers received numerous awards and honors during 2011. A selection of
significant achievements is outlined below.
Maxwell Boykoff
Scotsman Book of the Year Selection: Who
Speaks for the Climate?

Gopakumar Padmanabhan
Best NOAA-GSD Web Product for 2011,
NOAA

Gilbert Compo
High Performance Computing Innovation Excellence Award, International Data Corporation

Roger Pielke, Jr.
Distinguished Visiting Professor, Linkoepings
Universitet, Sweden

Baylor Fox-Kemper
2011 Ocean Sciences Early Career Award,
American Geophysical Union

Eric Ray, Troy Thornberry, and Laurel Watts
Group Achievement Award for outstanding
accomplishments for NASA and Earth science
during the successful Global Hawk Pacific Mission (GloPac) in 2010, NASA

Birgit Hassler, Andrew Rollins, and Paul Young
Outstanding Poster Presentation Award, World
Climate Research Programme (WCRP)
Patrick Lewis Hayes
Fellow, Dissertation Initiative for the Advancement of Climate Change Research Symposium
(DISCCRS)
Patrick Lewis Hayes and Andrew Rollins
Select participant, Atmospheric Chemistry
Colloquium for Emerging Senior Scientists
(ACCESS)
Susan Lynds
Science Prize for Online Resources in Education (SPORE), American Association for the
Advancement of Science
Peter Molnar
Jack E. Oliver Honorary Visiting Professor at
Cornell University
Michale O’Neill
OAR Outstanding Scientific Paper Award,
NOAA
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Mark Serreze
Colorado Governor’s Award for High-Impact
Research
Ranajit Talukdar
Visiting Professor at the University of Orleans,
France
Margaret Tolbert
Harold S. Johnston Lecturer, UC Berkeley
Veronica Vaida
E. Bright Wilson Award in Spectroscopy,
American Chemical Society
Rainer Volkamer
NSF CAREER Award recipient, National Science Foundation
John Wahr
Elected a member of the National Academy of
Sciences

Conferences, Workshops, Events, and Presentations

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

UCAR: What’s New with the Weather? Forecasts for Human Health, Energy, and the Car
Behind You (panel, 8/11)
American Meteorological Society: 2011 AMS Summer Community Meeting (8/11)
CIRES Staff Appreciation Summer Picnic (8/11)
PSD Seminar: Fine Scale Meteorology and Air Quality Models as Urban Forecasting, Planning, and Assessment Tools by Jason Ching, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
(8/11)
Geological Sciences Colloquium: The Root of Branching River Networks by Taylor
Perron, MIT Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences (8/11)
Analytical Chemistry Seminar: Chiral Receptor Compounds as Enantioselective NMR
Shift Reagents and Catalysts for Curricular Reform by Thomas J. Wenzel, Department
of Chemistry at Bates College (8/11)
Hydrology and Water Resources Seminar: Cryo-hydrologic Warming Explains
Increased Ice Velocities on a Glacier in West Greenland by Hari Rajaram, University of
Colorado Boulder (8/11)
CIRES Graduate Student Association Kick-Off Party (9/11)
GEOG Colloquium: The Climate Change-Conflict Controversy: The Evidence from East
Africa, 1990–2009 (panel, 9/11)
Hydrology and Water Resources Seminar: The Threshold Between Braided and
Meandering Rivers by John Pitlick and Erich Mueller, University of Colorado Boulder
(9/11)
CU Geophysics Seminar: Introduction to Space Weather by Thomas Bogdan, NOAA
Space Weather Center (9/11)
Hydrology and Water Resources Seminar: Lessons in Water Management from Australia for the Colorado River Basin by Brad Udall, Western Water Assessment (9/11)
GEOG Colloquium: Environmental Geopolitics in the Twenty First Century by Simon
Dalby, Geography, Environmental Studies and Political Economy, Carleton University
and Department of Political Science, University of Victoria (9/11)
Analytical Chemistry Seminar: Inhalable Dry Powder Aerosols of Vaccines and Antibiotics by Bob Sievers, CIRES Fellow (9/11)
Analytical Chemistry Seminar: Organic Aerosol Sources and Processing in the Atmosphere by Jose L. Jimenez, CIRES Fellow (9/11)
Hydrology and Water Resources Seminar: Seasonal to Inter-Annual Streamflow
Simulation and Forecasting on the Upper Colorado River Basin and Implications for
Water Resources Management by Cameron Bracken, CIRES Ph.D. student (9/11)
GEOG Colloquium: Research on Global Environmental Change: Time for Change, by
Myanna Lahsen, Earth System Science Center, Brazilian Institute for Space Research
(9/11)
Geophysics Seminar: National Earthquake Information Center Operations and Realtime
Earthquake Response by Gavin Hayes, USGS National Earthquake Information Center
(9/11)
Hydrology and Water Resources Seminar: Desert Dust Impacts on Snowmelt and Hydrology in the Upper Colorado River Basin by Jeffrey S. Deems, CIRES–NOAA Western
Water Assessment and University of Colorado (9/11)
CSD Seminar: Toward an Improved Understanding of Tropical Widening by Sean Davis,
NOAA ESRL CSD and CU–CIRES (9/11)
GEOG Colloquium: The Nation Ex-Situ: Climate-Induced Migration, Deterritorialized
Nationhood, and the Post-Climate Era by Maxine Burkett, Center for Island Climate
Adaptation and Policy, School of Law, University of Hawai’i, Manoa (9/11)
Analytical Chemistry Seminar: Importance of Aerosol Mixing State for Ice Nucleating
Efficiency: Combined Laboratory and Field Study by Margaret A. Tolbert, CIRES Fellow
(10/11)
Analytical Chemistry Seminar: Oceans, Atmospheric Chemistry, and Climate: Novel
Processes at the Air-Sea Interface by Rainer Volkamer, CIRES Fellow (10/11)
Hydrology and Water Resources Seminar: Global Change and Water Resources in the
Next 100 Years by Matthew C. Larsen (10/11)
Special CSD Seminar: Climategate, Michael Mann, and Penn State’s Investigation by Wil-
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liam H. Brune, Department of Meteorology, Pennsylvania State University (10/11)
CSD Seminar: Some New Ways to Look at Atmospheric Oxidation by William H. Brune,
Department of Meteorology, Pennsylvania State University (10/11)
GEOG Colloquium: Interrogating the Tradeoffs: Carbon Commodification and Community Forest Governance in Chiapas, Mexico, by Tracey Osborne, School of Geography
and Development, University of Arizona (10/11)
Hydrology and Water Resources Seminar: The Role of Turbulence and Structured
Stirring on Fertilization Success in Broadcast Spawners by John Crimaldi, University of
Colorado Boulder (10/11)
GEOG Colloquium: Ozone Depletion and Antarctic Climate Change by Susan Solomon,
NOAA (10/11)
Analytical Chemistry Seminar: Isotopic Substitution in the Atmosphere and Solar
Nebula: Cavity Ring-Down Spectroscopy of CO2 and VUV Photodissociation of CO by
Ryan Davis, University of Colorado Boulder graduate student (10/11)
Analytical Chemistry Seminar: Temporal Dynamics and Sources of Particle Types
in Milwaukee, WI, Studied with Single-Particle Mass Spectrometry by Samantha
Thompson, CIRES Ph.D. student (10/11)
Geophysics Seminar: Earthquake Engineering Research at the USGS in Golden, CO:
Building Codes and Risk Assessment by Nicholas Luco, USGS (10/11)
Hydrology and Water Resources Seminar: Incorporating Preferential Flow Structures
into Hydrogeologic Models by Michael J. Ronayne, Department of Geoscience,
Colorado State University (10/11)
CSD Seminar: Emissions of VOC in Northern Mid-Latitude Urban Areas from Long-Term
and Intensive Observations by Agnes Borbon, CNRS France and CU CIRES Visiting
Fellow (10/11)
Geological Sciences Seminar: Implications of Post-Seismic Surface Displacements for
the Nature of the Mantle and Earthquake Triggering (Andy Freed, Purdue, 10/11)
Geophysics Seminar: Overview of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty Verification
Regime by Lynda Lastowka, USGS (10/11)
COSI Seminar: Scientists in Policy and Politics by Roger Pielke, Jr., CIRES Fellow (10/11)
Peace Corps Extravaganza at CU Boulder: Panel discussion including Max Boykoff,
CIRES Fellow (10/11)
Geophysics Seminar: Introduction to Magnetotelluric Exploration of Continental Crust
and Upper Mantle by Paul Bedrosian, USGS, Denver (10/11)
Hydrology and Water Resources Seminar: Using Adjoint Methodology to Quantify
Stream Depletion by Scott Griebling, master’s of science candidate, Department of
Civil Environmental and Architectural Engineering (11/11)
GEOG Colloquium: Pages from the Book of the Unknown Explorer by Judit Hersko, Visual
and Performing Arts Department, California State University, San Marcos (11/11)
Analytical Chemistry Seminar: Nighttime Chemistry: Field Measurements of N2O5
Uptake and ClNO2 Production by Nick Wagner (11/11)
Analytical Chemistry Seminar: Role of Organic Nitrates in Secondary Organic Aerosol
(SOA) Production in Forests by Juliane L. Fry, Reed College, Portland, Ore.; currently on
sabbatical at CIRES and NCAR Advanced Study Program (11/11)
Science Forum at Chautauqua: The Arctic: Unique, Beautiful, Fascinating (panel,
11/11)
Hydrology and Water Resources Seminar: Water Management Issues at Oil Sands
Operations in Canada by Dobroslav Znidarcic (11/11)
CSD Seminar: Calibrated In Situ Measurement of UT/LS Water Vapor Using Chemical
Ionization Mass Spectrometry by Troy Thornberry, CIRES/NOAA ESRL CSD (11/11)
American Meteorological Society: Denver/Boulder American Meteorological Society
November Meeting (11/11)
Analytical Chemistry Seminar: Gas and Particle-Phase Organic Acids Measurement
at a Forest Site Using Chemical Ionization High-Resolution Time-of-Flight Mass
Spectrometry During BEACHON-RoMBAS Campaign by Reddy Yatavelli and Harald
Stark (11/11)
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GEOG Colloquium: What Does It Mean to ‘Adapt’? Gender, Climate Change, Post-Conflict
Transition and Forestry Governance in Nepal by Andrea Nightingale, School of Geosciences, University of Edinburgh (12/11)
CIRES Graduate Student Association Lunch: A discussion on volunteer and service
opportunities relating to outreach in local schools, by Tommy Detmer (12/11)
CIRES Holiday Party (12/11)
Analytical Chemistry Seminar: Comprehensive Studies of the Chemistry of Aerosol
Formation from Alkane Oxidation by Paul Ziemann, University of California, Riverside
(1/12)
Hydrology and Water Resources Seminar: Application of Radar-Rainfall Estimates to
Probable Maximum Precipitation in the Carolinas by Raymond Jason Caldwell, Ph.D.
Candidate, Dept. of Civil, Environmental, and Architectural Engineering, University of
Colorado (1/12)
CIRES Graduate Student Association Research Lunch Meeting (1/12)
Hydrology and Water Resources Seminar: I’ve Seen Fire and I’ve Seen Rain: PostWildfire Hydrology in Fourmile Canyon, Colo., by Brian Ebel, U.S. Geological Survey
(2/12)
CIRES Graduate Student Association Research Lunch Meeting (2/12)
GEOG Colloquium: Climate Policy, Redd+, and The Road Ahead by William Boyd, University of Colorado Law School, and Krister Andersson, Department of Political Science
and Environmental Studies Program, University of Colorado (2/12)
GEOG Colloquium: Institutional Access, Democratic Articulation, and Self-Organized
Adaptation to Climate Change by Ashwini Chhatre, Department of Geography,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (2/12)
GEOG Colloquium: The Science and the Politics of Disasters and Climate Change by
Roger Pielke, Jr., , CIRES Fellow and Environmental Studies Program, University of
Colorado (3/12)
National Ocean Sciences Bowl (3/12)
GEOG Colloquium: Catching Climate Fever: Diagnosing the Changing Environment of
Infectious Disease by Andrew Comrie, University of Arizona (3/12)
ENVS Graduate Student Seminar: Beyond ‘NIMBY’: Considering ‘Wise-Use’Values in
Place Protective Politics of Wind Energy Development in the Rural West by Shawn
Olson (3/12)
GEOG Colloquium: Responding to the Challenges of Global Environmental Change
by Diana Liverman, Institute of the Environment, Geography and Development,
University of Arizona (3/12)
Symposium on Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometry (CIMS): Panel discussion
(3/12)
Analytical Chemistry Seminar: Selection of DNA Aptamers that Would Improve
Diagnostic Tests for Tuberculosis by Lia Rebits (4/12)
CSD Seminar: Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) Associated with Oil and Natural Gas
Operations in Colorado and Utah: Regional Characteristics and Potential Atmospheric
Impacts by Jessica Gilman, CU-CIRES/NOAA ESRL CSD (4/12)
ENVS Graduate Student Seminar: Illegal Crossings: United States’Hazardous Waste in
India by Lucy McAllister (4/12)
GEOG Colloquium: Greenland Ice Sheet and Dynamic Response to Global Warming by
Konrad Steffen, CIRES Fellow and Department of Geography, University of Colorado,
(4/12)
Analytical Chemistry Seminar: Airborne MAX-DOAS for Measurement of Atmospheric
Trace Gases by Sunil Baidar (4/12)
Hydrology and Water Resources Seminar: Hillslope, River, and Mountain: Some
Surprises in Landscape Evolution by Greg Tucker, CIRES Fellow (4/12)
PSD Seminar: Physical Processes Associated with Heavy Flooding Rainfall in Nashville,
Tennessee, and Vicinity during 1-2 May 2010: The Role of an Atmospheric River and
Mesoscale Convective Systems by Benjamin Moore, CIRES/NOAA, Boulder, Colo.
(4/12)
Analytical Chemistry Seminar: The TORERO Project by Rainer Volkamer, CIRES Fellow
(4/12)
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ENVS Graduate Student Seminar: Where Did the Cap and Trade Bill Go?: Views and
Politics of Climate Change in the U.S. Congress by Mike Henry (4/12)
GEOG Colloquium: Paleoreconstructions of Sierra Nevada Snowpack Using Diatom Inference Models by James Sickman, Department of Environmental Sciences, University of
California Riverside (4/12)
Analytical Chemistry Seminar: Known and Unexplored Organic Constituents in the
Earth’s Atmosphere: Instrument Development to Enhance Exploration by Allen
Goldstein, Department of Environmental Science, Policy, and Management and
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, University of California at
Berkeley (4/12)
Analytical Chemistry Seminar: The Role of Organic Species on the Ice Nucleation
Capabilities of Atmospheric Aerosol by Gregory Schill (4/12)
Analytical Chemistry Seminar: The Story Behind an Upcoming Field Campaign
in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia: One of the World’s Most PM-Polluted Cities by Christa
Hasenkopf (5/12)
Program for Writing and Rhetoric Summer Seminar: Rhetoric of Climate Change
Deniers by Max Boykoff, CIRES Fellow (5/12)
WWA Seminar: Adapting to Climate Change on the Shoshone National Forest: A ScienceManagement Collaboration to Develop Planning and Management Tools by Janine
Rice (5/12)

CSPTR Noontime Seminars

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Roger Pielke, Jr.: Normalized Tornado Losses in the United States (9/11)
Shannon McNeeley: Climate Adaptation by Any Other Name—Social Learning in
Colorado Water Governance (10/11)
Jim White: Abrupt Climate Change—What Is It and Should I Fear It? (10/11)
Brad Udall: Twenty Years of Water Reform in Australia: Any Lessons for the American
West? (11/11)
Lisa Dilling and Meaghan Daly: Adapting to What? Interactions of Drought Management, Climate Adaptation, and Shifting Vulnerability (12/11)
Reagan Waskom: Climate Change Impacts on Agriculture in the Colorado River Basin
(12/11)
Sarah Trainor: Climate Change Adaptation in Alaska—Who Is Doing What? (3/12)
Panel: A Hard Look at ‘SREX’—The IPCC Special Report on Extremes (3/12)
Kelly Mahoney: Making Climate Change Local—High-resolution Downscaling of
Extreme Precipitation Projections in the Colorado Front Range (4/12)
Roger Pielke, Jr.: Wag the Dog—Ethics, Accuracy, and Impact of the Science of
Extremes in Political Debates (4/12)
Randall Dole: Challenges in Attribution of Weather and Climate Extremes (4/12)

ENVS Colloquia

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

S. Ravi Rajan: Environmental Human Rights (8/11)
Andrew Light: Sustainable Climate Ethics—Moving from Mitigation to International
Finance (9/11)
Sharon Collinge: Sustainable Food Systems—Going Beyond ‘The Omnivore Dilemma’
(10/11)
Diane McKnight: Acid Mine Drainage and Climate Change in the Rocky Mountains
(11/11)
Paul Robbins: Producing Wildlife—Managing a Conservation Reserve in India During
the Anthropocene (2/12)
David Schimel: Observing Changing Ecological Diversity in the Anthropocene—The
Science of Observation (2/12)
Robin Chazdon: Resurgence—Successional Dynamics of Tropical Forests (2/12)
Daniel Doak: Fostering Understanding of How Ecological Systems Work—Plans for
Teaching, Research, and Mentoring in Environmental Studies (2/12)
Arun Agarwal: Natural Resource Governance and Outcomes (3/12)
J. Timmons Roberts: Managing $30 Billion for Sustainability: Tracking, Evaluating, and
Improving ‘Fast Start’Climate Change Finance (4/12)
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Personnel Demographics
CIRES Personnel Breakdown 2011–2012
			
Total CIRES
Category
Personnel
Faculty
Research Scientist
Visiting Scientist

NOAA-supported
CIRES Personnel

Highest Degree Earned by
NOAA-supported Personnel
B.S.
M.S.
Ph.D.

20

1				

1

187

109				

109

2				

2

CU-Boulder32
Teaching Faculty

Postdoctorate Researcher

26

7				

7

Associate Scientist

237

134

62

69

3

Administrative

38

27

21

4

2

Total > 50% NOAA support		

280

83

73

124

Undergraduate Students

76

47				

Graduate Students

101

19

19			

97

22

Received < 50% NOAA Support		
Total CIRES personnel

32

43

717

CIRES Personnel in NOAA Boulder Laboratories
OAR/CSD		

148

70		

ESRL-DIR		

8

GMD		

49

GSD		

36

PSD		

74

TOTAL OAR
NESDIS/NGDG		

237
45

NWS/SWPC		

22

Total NOAA		

304

Obtained NOAA Employment in Last Year

0
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TOTAL OAR 237

Acronyms
20CR		

Twentieth Century Reanalysis

ACCMIP

Atmospheric Chemistry and Climate Model Intercomparison Project

ACE		

Atmospheric Composition Explorer

ACF		

Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint Basin

ACPD		

Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics

ACRF		

Atmospheric Climate Research Facility

AFRL		

Air Force Research Laboratory

AGAGE45

Advanced Global Atmospheric Gases Experiment

AGL		

Above Ground Level

AGU		

American Geophysical Union

ALT		

Active Layer Thickness

AMISA		

Arctic Mechanisms of Interaction between Surface and Atmosphere

AMOS		

Automatic Meteorological Observing Station

AOD		

Aerosol Optical Depth

AP		

Antarctic Peninsula

API		

Application Programming Interface

AR		

Atmospheric River

ARCPAC

Aerosol, Radiation, and Cloud Processes affecting Arctic Climate

ARM		

Atmospheric Radiation Measurement

ASCOS		

Arctic Summer Cloud Ocean Study

ATTREX

Airborne Tropical TRopopause EXperiment

AWIPS II

Advanced Weather Interactive Processing System II

BASE		

Bighorn Arch Seismic Experiment

BC		

Black Carbon

BHM		

Bighorn Mountains

BVOC		

Biogenic Volatile Organic Compounds

CALIPSO

Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations

CalNex		

California Nexus (Research at the Nexus of Air Quality and Climate Change field program)

CAM		

Community Atmosphere Model

CAN-BD

Carbon Dioxide Assisted Nebulization with a Bubble Dryer

CARB		

California Air Resources Board

CAT		

CME Analysis Tool

CAVE		

Common AWIPS Visualization Environment

CBRFC		

Colorado Basin River Forecast Center

CC14		

Carbon Tetrachloride

CDC		

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

CDC		

Climate Diagnostics Center

CDIAC		

Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center

CDMP		

Climate Database Modernization Program

CDR		

Climate Data Record
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CEAS		

Cavity Enhanced Absorption Spectroscopy

CEDAR		

Coupling, Energetics and Dynamics, and Atmospheric Regions

CF		

Climate and Forecasting

CHAMP

CHAllenging Minisatellite Payload

CIERA		

Community Initiative for Emissions Research and Applications

CIMS		

Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometry

CIP		

Current Icing Potential

CIRES		

Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences

CLASS		

Comprehensive Large Array Stewardship System

CloudSat

Cloud Satellite

CME		

Coronal Mass Ejection

CMIP5		

Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 5

CMIP6		

Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 6

CO2		

Carbon Dioxide

COARE		

Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experiment

COOP		

Continuity of Operations

CORS		

Continuously Operating Reference Stations

CoSPA		

Consolidated Storm Prediction for Aviation

CPC		

Climate Prediction Center

CRB		

Colorado River Basin

CRDS		

Cavity Ring-Down Spectroscopy

CSC		

Cooperative Science Center

CSD		

Chemical Sciences Division

CSTPR		

Center for Science and Technology Policy Research

CSW		

Catalog Service for the Web

CTIPe		

Coupled Thermosphere Ionosphere Physical Model

CU		

University of Colorado

CWCB		

Colorado Water Conservation Board

DART		

Deep-Ocean Assessment and Reporting of Tsunamis

DCGI		

Drugs Controller General of India

DEM		

Digital Elevation Model

DMS		

Dimethyl Sulfide

DMSP 		

Defense Meteorological Satellite Program

DNA		

Deoxyribonucleic Acid

DNS		

Direct Numerical Simulation

DOE		

Department of Energy

DRAP		

D-Region Absorption Prediction

DTC		

Developmental Testbed Center

DU		

Dobson Units

DWH		

Deepwater Horizon
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DYNAMO2011 Dynamics of the Madden-Julian Oscillation 2011
ECC		

Electrochemical Concentration Cell

ECMWF

European Center for Medium Range Weather Forecasting

ECS		

Extended Continental Shelf

EDR		

Eddy Dissipation Rate

EIA		

Equatorial Ionization Anomaly

EMS		

Enterprise Metadata System

ENSO		

El Niño Southern Oscillation

EO		

Education and Outreach

EPA		

Environmental Protection Agency

ESIP		

Earth Science Information Partners

ESOC		

Earth Science and Observation Center

ESRL		

Earth System Research Laboratory

ETH		

Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule

EVA		

Extreme Value Analysis

FAA		

Federal Aviation Administration

FEMA		

Federal Emergency Management Agency

FERC		

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

FGDC		

Federal Geographic Data Committee

FIM		

Flow-following finite-volume Icosahedral atmospheric Model

FIP		

Forecast Icing Potential

FNIH		

Foundation for the National Institutes of Health

FOC		

Final Operating Capability

FTIR		

Fourier Transform InfraRed

FTP		

File Transfer Protocol

FY		

Fiscal Year

GasEx III

NOAA’s Southern Ocean Gas Exchange Experiment

GBM		

Greybull Monocline

GCM		

General Circulation Model

GIS		

Geographical Information System

GloPac		

Global Hawk-Pacific

GMAC		

Global Monitoring Annual Conference

GMD		

Global Monitoring Division

GNSS		

Global Navigation Satellite System

GOCART

Goddard Chemistry Aerosol Radiation and Transport

GOES		

Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite

GOES-NOP

Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites N, O, and P

GOMOS

Global Ozone Monitoring by Occultation of Stars

GPS 		

Global Positioning System

GPU		

Graphical Processor Units

GRACE		

Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment
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GSD		

Global Systems Division

GSFC		

NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

GSI		

Gridpoint Statistical Interpolator

GTG		

Graphical Turbulence Guidance

GUI		

Graphical User Interface

GV		

Gulfstream V aircraft

GWP		

Global Warming Potential

H		

Henry’s Law Constant

HALOE		

Halogen Occultation Experiment

HIAPER

High-Performance Instrumented Airborne Platform for Environmental Research

HIPPO		

HIAPER Pole-to-Pole Observations

HMT		

Hydrometeorology Testbed

HMT-West

Hydrometeorology Testbed West

HPCS		

High-Performance Computing Systems

HRRR		

High-Resolution Rapid Refresh

HTML		

HyperText Markup Language

HWRF		

Hurricane-Weather Research and Forecasting

I/O		

Input/Output

ICECAPS

Integrated Characterization of Energy, Clouds, Atmospheric State, and Precipitation at Summit

ICEE		

Inspiring Climate Education Excellence

ICESat		

Ice Cloud and land Elevation Satellite

ICE-T		

Ice in Clouds Experiment—Tropical

ICR		

Indirect Cost Recovery

IDW		

Inverse Distance Weighting

IGAC		

International Global Atmospheric Chemistry

IGY		

International Geophysical Year

IHD		

International Hydrological Decade

ILRC		

International Laser Radar Conference

IOC		

Initial Operating Capability

IOCM		

Integrated Ocean and Coastal Mapping

IOP		

Intense Observing Period

IPCC		

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

IPCCAR5

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Fifth Assessment Report

IPY		

International Polar Years

IRI		

International Institute for Climate and Society

ISDAC		

Indirect and SemiDirect Aerosol Campaign

ISET		

Interdisciplinary Scientific Environmental Technology

ISO		

International Standards Organization

ITG		

Inside The Greenhouse

IWCS		

Intermountain West Climate Summary

LCRB		

Lower Colorado River Basin
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LES		

Large Eddy Simulation

LiDAR		

Light Detection and Ranging

LIM		

Linear Inverse Models

LISA		

Laboratoire Interuniversitaire des Systèmes Atmosphériques

LS		

Lower Stratosphere

LT		

Local Time

M2M		

Machine-to-Machine

MACPEX

Mid-Latitude Airborne Cirrus Properties Experiment

MADIS		

Meteorological Assimilation Data Ingest System

MAGT		

Mean Annual Ground Temperature

MAX-DOAS

Multi Axis Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy

MERRA		

Modern Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications

MIRRMAG

Mirror of Online Magnetic Data

MLO		

Mauna Loa Observatory

MLOST

Merged Land-Ocean Surface Temperature Analysis

MLS		

Microwave Limb Sounder

MMCR		

Millimeter Wave Cloud Radar

MSIS		

Mass Spectrometer and Incoherent Scatter

Mw		

Moment Magnitude

NAAQS

National Ambient Air Quality Standard

NADH		

Nicotinamide Adenine Dinucleotide

NAM		

North American Monsoon

NAO		

North Atlantic Oscillation

NARCCAP

North American Regional Climate Change Assessment Program

NASA		

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NCAR		

National Center for Atmospheric Research

NCDC		

National Climate Data Center

NCEP		

National Centers for Environmental Prediction

NDACC

Network for the Detection of Atmospheric Composition Change

NEAQS		

New England Air Quality Study

NEI2005

National Emission Inventory 2005

NESDIS

National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service

NESII		

NOAA’s Environmental Software Infrastructure and Interoperability

NEUBrew

NOAA/EPA Brewer Spectrophotometer UV Monitoring Network

NEXRAD

Next Generation Weather Radar

NGDC		

National Geophysical Data Center

NIDIS		

National Integrated Drought Information Service

NIWA		

National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research

NOAA		

National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration

NOx		

Mono-Nitrogen Oxides NO and NO2

NSF		

National Science Foundation
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NSIDC		

National Snow and Ice Data Center

NTAS		

Northwest Tropical Atlantic Station

NWP		

Numerical Weather Prediction

NWS		

National Weather Service

OA		

Organic Aerosol

OAR		

Office of Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

OBF		

Oregon Basin Fault

OCIO		

Office of the Chief Information Officer

ODE		

Ozone Depletion Events

ODGI		

Ozone Depleting Gas Index

ODS		

Ozone-Depleting Substance

OGC		

Open Geospatial Consortium

OHP		

Haute-Provence Observatory

OLR		

Outgoing Long-Wave Radiation

OLS 		

Operational Linescan System

OOB		

Out-of-Band Stray Light

PAGES		

Past Global Changes project

PALMS		

Particle Analysis by Laser Mass Spectrometry

PBL		

Planetary Boundary Layer

PCP		

Pentachlorophenol

PcpB		

PCP hydroxylase

PcpD		

TCBQ reductase

PDF		

Probability Density Function

PDO		

Pacific Decadal Oscillation

PDR		

Preliminary Design Review

PFMB		

Perfluoro-2-Methyl-3-Butanone

PFMP		

Perfluoro-2-Methyl-3-Pentanone

PIRATA		

Prediction and Research Moored Array in the Atlantic

PLP		

Pulse Laser Photolysis

PM		

Particulate Matter

PNE		

PIRATA Northeast Extension

POM-TC

Princeton Ocean Model for Tropical Cyclones

PP		

Preprocessor

PSD		

Physical Sciences Division

PWC		

Pacific Walker Circulation

QBO		

Quasi-Biennial Oscillation

QPE		

Quantitative Precipitation Estimation

R/V		

Research Vessel

RAMADDA

Repository for Archiving, Managing, and Accessing Diverse Data

RAP		

Rapid Refresh Potential

RCM		

Regional Climate Model
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RCP		

Representative Concentration Pathway

REE		

Rare Earth Element

RFC		

Request-For-Change

ROCS		

Roger G. Barry Resource Office for Cryospheric Studies

RTGM		

Real-Time Ground Magnetometer

RUC		

Rapid Update Cycle

SAGE		

Systems Approach to Geomorphic Engineering

SBJ		

Sierra Barrier Jet

SBUV		

Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet Instrument

SEAESRT

Space, Environmental Expert System Real Time

SEARCH

Study of Arctic Environmental Change

SHEBA		

Surface Heat Budget of the Arctic

SOA		

Secondary Organic Aerosol

SOARS		

Significant Opportunities in Atmospheric Research and Science

SOM		

Slab Ocean Component

SOS		

Science on a Sphere

SPARC		

Stratosphere-Troposphere Processes and their Role in Climate

SPIDR		

Space Physics Interactive Data Resource

S-RIP		

SPARC Reanalysis Intercomparison Project

SST 		

Sea Surface Temperature

SSW		

Sudden Stratospheric Warming

SUMO		

Small Unmanned Meteorological Observer

SURFA		

Surface Flux Analysis

SURFRAD

Surface Radiation

SUVI		

Solar Ultraviolet Imager

SWPC		

Space Weather Prediction Center

SXI		

Solar X-Ray Imager

TCBQ		

Tetrachlorobenzoquinone

TDL		

Tunable Diode Laser

TEC		

Total Electron Content

TIN		

Triangular Irregular Networks

TOPAZ		

Tunable Optical Profiler for Aerosol and Ozone

TORERO

Tropical Ocean tRoposphere Exchange of Reactive halogens and Oxygenated voc

TVR		

Teleseismic Virtual Source Reflection

TWP		

Tropical Western Pacific

UARS		

Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite

UAV		

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

UCAR		

University Corporation for Atmospheric Research

UCRB		

Upper Colorado River Basin

UNOLS		

University-National Oceanographic Laboratory System

UPEC		

Université Paris-Est Créteil
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USGS		

United States Geological Survey

UT		

Upper Troposphere

UTLS		

Upper Troposphere and Lower Stratosphere

UV		

Ultraviolet

VBS		

Volatility Basis Set

VHF		

Very High Frequency

VIC		

Variable Infiltration Capacity

WADR		

Wasatch Dendroclimatology Research

WAF		

Web Accessible Folders

WAM		

Whole Atmosphere Model

WCN		

Western China profile

WFIP		

Wind Forecast Improvement Project

WGI		

World Glacier Inventory

WGMS

World Glacier Monitoring Service

WMO		

World Meteorological Organisation

WOUDC

World Ozone and Ultraviolet Radiation Data Centre

WRCP		

World Climate Research Programme

WRF		

Weather Research and Forecasting

WSA		

Wang-Sheeley-Arge

WWA		

Western Water Assessment

XMPP		

Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol
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